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[Track 1]

OK.

I was wondering if we could start today, if you could just introduce yourself.

Hello, I’m Julia King, I’m an engineer, I’m Vice-Chancellor of Aston University.

When were you born?
I was born in 1954, on July the 11th. I don’t remember much about that. [laughs] I
was born in St Mary Abbots Hospital in London.

What did your parents do?

My mother was a teacher, and, I’m not quite sure what my father did. My father had
been a racing cyclist, and, met my mother... My mother had, my mother did a degree
at Oxford in languages, but what she really wanted to do was to be an actress, and so
she had, she had gone to drama school after completing her degree. And she... And, I
think she and my father met when they were both, when they were filming a film
about cycling and cyclists in Yorkshire called A Boy, a Girl and a Bike. And Derrick
was, not an actor, Derrick, my father, was one of the, one of the local cycling club
who, who, the cyclists or, at least, there for some of the cycling shots. And, and Jane
was, was one of the young, bright young things in the film, but not a starring role I
don’t think. So... And, my father was a... Both my parents are dead. My father was
a hugely intelligent man but who had had no formal education, and my mother was,
my mother was the daughter of two teachers in Salisbury, my grandfather was a
physics teacher and my grandmother was, on my mother’s side, was a, an infant
school teacher, so she sort of taught everything. So Jane had a, Jane, my mother, had
a very, a sort of, I suppose conventionally academic background. She did
extraordinarily well in, A-Levels, I think she, I think she actually, I think she did ALevels. I can’t remember if it was about when she was doing, at school. It was about
the time there was School Certificate, but I think Jane was the first year A-Levels
came in in her school. So she did very well, and she came, I don’t know, she got one
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of the highest national marks in, I don’t know, history or something I think. And then
she went on to, she had an entrance scholarship at Oxford. So, intellectually my
parents were both very bright, but, my mother had a conventional education and my
father didn’t. But I think what my mother really wanted to do was, was write and,
and, and act, but, she didn’t, she didn’t really do quite well enough at either of them I
don’t think to, to make a career of it, which I think she found quite frustrating. There
are lots of lovely photographs of her in costume for, for various bits of Shakespeare
and, and, and various humorous things looking very dramatic.

[03:21]
Could you describe them to me?

My parents?

Mm.

My parents were divorced when I was six, and, it’s kind of interesting really. By the
time... I have a brother, who is two and a half years older than me, Tim, and Tim is
also an engineer. [pause] My memory of my childhood is, is really of my parents
shouting at each other. They had the most fantastic rows. We used to sometimes get
up in the morning when I was very little when we were still... We lived in London,
and, when I was very little we used to sometimes be up the morning and they’d had,
my brother and I shared a room when we were very little, they’d had screaming rows,
and they used to throw the crockery at each other. So we’d get up in the morning,
there was nothing to have to breakfast on. [laughing] Which is kind of funny when
you’re a child, when you’re small, when you’re very small it’s quite funny. I think
probably a bit depressing later on. So we always had the very cheapest blue and white
stripy crockery that was quite common in markets and round the place in those days.
And every so often we didn’t have very much of it. [laughs]
[04:42]
So, yeah, we lived in a, in a, in a little flat in Durham Terrace, in Bayswater, which is,
which is now quite, quite upmarket, but in those days was, lots of big houses divided
into lots of little flats. And, we had a little flat where, the kitchen was, the bath was in
the kitchen, we used to have, the bath had a big top on it, and we used to eat our
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breakfast off the bath. And, and the loo was outside the front door of our flat and
halfway down the stairs. And, I used to find that very frightening, I hated going to the
loo in the night.

Why?

Because I was, it was terrifying to go down the stairs, it would be dark, there
weren’t... And, you had to leave the door of our flat, which was a kind of safety, and
go down these very dark stairs. And it was very cold, they were stone stairs. And I
don’t suppose there was any heating on. So it was very very cold and very dark, and I
found that very spooky. But, but we, I spent, I mean I spent, we spent much of the
time... I have quite a lot of memories of Durham Terrace, despite the fact that I also
have a lot of memories of the fact that we regularly moved out, my mother and I.
These rows would, would get to a certain pitch and then my mother would, then we
would leave. Tim would stay with Derrick, my brother, and, Jane would kind of, pick
me, we would pack our bags and we’d go off and stay with her friends.
[06:15]
And there was a very, there was a very creative Jewish community in that part of
Bayswater, people who, who had, sort of Jewish intellectuals who had, obviously,
whose families had come out of Germany around the time of the Second World War.
And there were lots of painters and actors and, and photographers. And that was a set
that my mother was quite closely linked into. So we, we stayed with, we used to go
and stay with various of these friends. So that was... And then, from time to time we,
from time to time we moved out and, Jane would rent flats, so we, we lived in... I
remember living in one, one flat that we rented that was just round the corner from
Harrods. My mother always had a kind of mixture. She was a socialist with, but
with, with very expensive tastes. So she, she loved very beautiful things. And, so I
suspect where she looked for flats was probably influenced by that, I don’t... I
remember one of these, I remember one of these flats... I do remember the flat near
Harrods, it wasn’t a very nice flat, it was small and... And I went temporarily to a
school in Knightsbridge which I absolutely hated, because I’d been at, I was at infant
school and junior school in Bayswater, at Hallfield, which was a brand new school,
and then for a short time when we were in one of these flats I went to this, this school
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I really, really hated. And then we moved back again, so I went back to Hallfield
which was nice.

[08:05]
Mm. Why did you hate the school so much?

[pause] I think it was probably, it was probably one of those things that you, you,
when you don’t start at the beginning of the year, when you, as a child... I mean it
must be dreadful for, you know, Gypsy children and, traveller children rather, and, and
children of, you know, parents whose jobs move them around the country a lot. But
when you sort of get moved suddenly, you arrive in a class where everybody knows
each other and you’re the new girl. And I suppose I was a fairly scruffy little child,
because I don’t suppose we had any money. And it was a very very smart area, and, I
just remember always being teased about things and bursting into tears, and, and
feeling really miserable. And everybody... And feeling I was being picked on, were
the things I remember, but not much more than that. And we obviously didn’t stay
there very long. I also remember, there was a nice girl from one of the other flats
who, and there must have been a balcony or something that ran, because she used to
arrive to say hello through the window, I remember that very distinctly, that one day,
not long after we’d been there, this little face appeared at an open, at our open
window. And, and it must have been there was a balcony that ran along outside the
window. But we didn’t have doors onto it, but she could climb out the window from
the flat she lived in, and she’d climb, and come along to see who was in the...
[laughs] Anyway, that was rather sweet. But... So we, from time to time we moved
out.
[09:35]
And then, by the time I was six we’d, we’d moved out, my mother and I had moved
out permanently, and, and we moved into a flat in Sinclair Road, which is just behind
Olympia in London. And, my mother lived in that flat for, until, well, very sadly, she
died in 2006, and we must have moved her out of that flat, because she, we had to
move her into a nursing home in 2005. So she lived in that flat from, mm, from about
1960 to two thousand and, 2005, 1961 to 2005. So, she lived there for forty-some
years. So that was home, that was very much home. I mean, my father went on living
at Durham Terrace for a while, and then my grandmother, his mother, who had been,
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who was a Yorkshire woman, who had been trained as a furrier, who was called
Granny King, had a, she had a cupboard full of fur coats which used to intrigue me
when I was little. Granny King lived on the road which intersected Durham Terrace at
right-angles, called... Oh. I can’t remember what it was called now. Alexander
Street. Alexander Street is now full of extremely posh houses. Granny King owned
one of these houses which she had bought after the war for £200. She always had an
eye for a brain, did Granny King. And she lived on the ground floor of it, and she had
lodgers when I was little, on the floors above. And my father and my brother
eventually moved into the basement and Granny King, as I say, had a flat there.
[11:27]
And at some point, not so long after I moved out, after we moved out, my father
started to become quite, started to have real problems with his mobility. And, he was
diagnosed as having multiple sclerosis, but it was, I don’t know, I think, nobody was
ever quite sure whether that was what it was, but it was certainly a kind of waste, a
wasting disease. So by the time I was kind of, in my early teens, he was in a
wheelchair. And, he, he died, [pause] mm, [pause] gosh, some time in the 1990s,
having become a very, very, [pause] mm, sort of withered and, and, and, you know,
degenerated body with a, with an extraordinary sharp and very frustrated brain inside
it. I mean he was very angry, my father, very sharp but very angry. Everything...
And life had, you know, life had not treated him well, and, I think he thought he was
more intelligent than my mother, and she had had the Oxford education, and he hadn’t
had an education, and, she was well and she was doing all right, and, you know, he
was getting increasingly, increasingly disabled. So he was, very bitter.

[13:20]
How do you remember him?

Very bitter.

How do you remember him as a child?

How I remember...?

Him when you were a child.
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I was very frightened of him. He had a terrible temper. And, he used to threaten to hit
us, but I don’t think he ever did. No I don’t think... I mean my mother wouldn’t have
let him anyway, but... I don’t think he did, I think he just got very angry with us, or, I
don’t think he desperately liked children. Partly because he was extraordinarily
intellectual and he always wanted to have really, really deep conversations with
people, about politics and things, and, and the children, [laughs] that’s not the kind of
thing you do. So, I think he, he, you know, would have liked instantly grown-up
children he could have deep and meaningful conversations with. [laughs] He got
very, very frustrated. And he found me very frustrating because I was a very, I was a
very tearful child, I was always... I got very, I was very easily upset, as far as I can
tell, and so I... I mean, I was, all my, lots of my memories are things that I didn’t like,
of, feeling I was being bullied or crying or... And Derrick, my father, couldn’t stand
that at all, he hated it. So, that would, if he had been shouting at me and I burst into
tears, he would shout at me even more. [laughs] Which wasn’t terribly helpful for
either of us, but, there we are, that’s... So I didn’t, I suppose I, I would say I didn’t
like my father. But I was frightened of him as a small child. And then, as I grew up, I
used to go and see him every, every couple of weeks or so, because I kind of had a
guilt thing, I sort of felt I should, and particularly as he got more disabled and
couldn’t get out. Tim used to spend, when Tim went off to university, Tim would still
go back, kind of one weekend in two to make sure Derrick was all right, and, I mean,
Derrick had carers but... And I sort of felt I should, I should go and see him, although
it was always a bit of a, it was always a bit of a pain. There were... [pause] He either
wanted to have very intense political conversations about things I wasn’t particularly
interested in, or he wanted help with his finances, which was fine, I preferred it when
he wanted practical help. When he wanted deep and meaningful conversations I used
to find it a bit, a bit difficult. And then when he wanted to have a go at my mother, I
used to find that very difficult, because I didn’t want, I was very much on her side in
all this I think. She was the, the, the wounded party. Anyway, my mother, in a way I,
I think I had a much easier time than my brother, because, Derrick was, when I was
very small, Derrick was, worked as a medical instruments salesman, and travelled to,
Africa, Nigeria and Uganda and places selling equipment for hospitals for John Bell
& Croyden and then for Uni... Was it Unilever? Anyway, as a... And, he became
very, he became very demoralised by that, because he found it very, very depressing,
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trying to sell shiny new equipment to, expensive shiny new equipment to hospitals,
where actually what they really needed was more investment in, you know, really
basic, basic treatment, and not, you know, they didn’t need one new, very expensive
incubator; they actually needed really basic help for much larger numbers of people.
And my father got very disillusioned with that, and gave it up because he felt, he felt
it was immoral to be, you know, trying to make money out of, out of countries that
actually needed to be spending on their basic healthcare, not, not kitting out hospitals
for the rich as he saw it. So he gave that up, and then he was, and then he was
unemployed for a while but spent a lot of time working on his mother’s house. He
was a very good draughtsman, he was very good, he was good at building work and
things. So he spent a lot of time working on Granny King’s house. And, that... And
then the, then he was, his, his disability started to become very apparent, and there
was some thought that he had injured his back on a ladder or something, but it became
clear that it wasn’t, that wasn’t... That was the starting point of, you know, he’d hurt
his back in some way, or he’d strained his back, or he’d fallen off... He had actually
fallen off a ladder I think. And that, you know, then gradually moved into Derrick
being in a wheelchair.
[18:07]
So... [pause] So I, I don’t know. I can’t quite work out whether I liked him or not. I,
I admired some of his principles, and, he was an extraordinary intellect, and, and that
I, I, I could see that, and I respected that hugely. He just wanted to use it for
completely different things than I wanted to use mine for. [laughs] And as he got,
you know, as he was more frustrated by being stuck in a wheelchair, not able to get
out on his own, not able to determine, do the things he wanted to do, he just got more
and more bitter, and that was... So it was very sad really, because he was quite, got
very negative. And yet... And you knew he really appreciated you going to see him,
and yet it was actually a horrible experience, you didn’t really want to be there.
[laughs] So there was quite a lot of guilt around, around... yes, about the fact that I
sort of felt I had to go and see him. And also I think, I felt guilty that Tim, who was
not that much older than me, who I don’t really know that well, because we didn’t
spend very much of our lives together, but I felt guilty that Tim was having to spend
so much of his sort of, early, you know, his teenage years and his sort of, through his
twenties, actually looking after this miserable old [laughs] so-and-so who was our
father, and...
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[19:33]
You mentioned that he was from Yorkshire originally. What sort of background did he
actually come from?

Well, I don’t really... I really know very little about that side of the family. As I say,
Granny King was a hard-working lass I think in Yorkshire, with an eye for, an eye for
a deal, and had been trained, she’d been trained to sew fur coats, but had obviously at
some point got into doing a bit of dealing in property and things, and made a bit of
money, and had come down to London. He had a brother called Craven, who stayed
in Yorkshire. [pause] He kind of sort of appeared... My brother had quite a lot of
dealings with Craven; I met Craven on one or two occasions. I have almost no
memory of him at all. But Craven collected old motorbikes and old cars, and, I think
ran some kind of, something that was, an upmarket scrap metal business. [laughs]
And I know, I remember being very jealous when I was, well gosh, when my brother
was probably, in his, in his mid-thirties when... Craven gave Tim a number of
motorbikes when Tim was much younger than that, but, when Tim was about, he was
about, in the mid-thirties, Craven gave Tim this absolutely beautiful, pristine, twentyfive-year-old Porsche that Craven had had in one of his garages for many, many years.
And I remember being incredibly jealous of that. [laughs] It was very, very beautiful.
And it was almost, it was almost useless because it was it was extraordinarily, it was
extraordinarily inefficient and, and something... Because it was, you know, such a
handsome thing, it wasn’t actually a car you could use for anything, but Tim, Tim
moved from house to house with this lovely thing being moved from garage to garage
I think for quite a while before he sold it [laughs], because he realised it wasn’t doing
him any good. But it was rather lovely.
[21:42]
So, that was, that was... Don’t know... But further back than that, I’ve really got, got
no idea. I’ve never had a huge, never had a huge interest in, in tracing family history
to be honest, it’s not... I, I kind of, enjoy the present and, and looking forward. And I
don’t quite understand this sort of genealogy thing that everybody, well lots of people
seem to, seem to want to know, what they were... [laughs] But actually when they go
back far enough, they were all peasants and sheep farmers, so I mean... [laughter]
There’s some idea you might discover you were related to somebody very famous.
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[22:19]
You mentioned that you admired your father’s intellect.

Mm.

Can you tell me a bit more about that? What about it did you admire and, in what
way was he intellectual?

He was, he had been a great reader. He was, a socialist, and he had read, he had read
the works of Lenin and Marx, and could quote from them. He was good at
crosswords. [pause] Difficult crosswords rather than... [laughs] He was... And he
liked to explore ideas. And he was a voracious consumer of news and, political, news
about politics particularly and... He always knew how to everything better than
anybody who was currently trying to do it, in terms of government, political parties.
And there was nothing he liked more than a really good argument actually, a really
good argument about some political theory or something. Which was never anything
I was desperately, desperately interested in. But... And he was really, I mean an
argument with Derrick, you came out feeling, a kind of, rather than a, a shouting
match with Derrick, an intellectual argument with Derrick, you came out feeling, you
know, you’d done three rounds with Cassius Clay or something. [laughs] It was a
kind of energetic and, and tough experience, you were, had to keep thinking, you were
kept on your toes. And if they’d been about things I was interested in, they would
have been fascinating, but they weren’t. [laughs]

[24:05]
So that begs the question of what things did interest you when you were growing up.

[pause] Well my mother was very interested in arts, and, she wanted to be... When
she didn’t get into the, when she... When it was sort of clear she wasn’t going to be
able to make enough money to live on as an actress, and she had children, she started
looking for, for ways to stay involved with the theatre, so she was trying to get a...
And actually she wanted to be a theatre critic. And, she, she knew a very nice
musician who was the music critic of the Daily Worker, and, so, my mother did a
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couple of theatre reviews for them. But they had a theatre critic, so she became the
ballet critic of the Daily Worker. So, when I was, when I was at home, we went to the
ballet quite a lot, because she got tickets for, press tickets for, for all the things that
were going on in London. And she was also very interested in visual arts, so we went
to, we went to, we spent a lot of time in galleries. And we made all our own clothes,
so I was a, a fanatical dressmaker as a teenager. I used to make the most
extraordinary creations, though I didn’t usually... Well, I used to make the most
extraordinary creations because, we used to have, I used to have a chance to wear
them, because we used to get to go to Covent Garden for first nights and things, so I
used to make lots of lovely, lots of very, very ornate evening dresses was my
particular speciality. [laughs] [pause] So I enjoyed, I enjoyed arts and... I enjoyed
making things to be honest, that was a... And I suppose, I also learnt how to do quite
a few things around the house, because, my mother wasn’t very confident with
electrical wiring and, [laughs] putting plugs on things and, and, laying carpets and
things like that. So I was the person who ended up having to find out how we would,
how we were going to put new lino in the kitchen and things like that. So, I’ve
always been quite, I’ve always had to, I’ve had to be quite practical because Jane
wasn’t very practical.

[26:43]
Do you remember making anything in particular?

Do I remember making anything in particular?

Is there, you know, one or two things that stand out in your memory?

I made all sorts of things. I, I built, I built a mediaeval fort, which took up a lot of
space. [laughs] I, I, my mother taught at, for much of my, certainly through my
teenage years, she taught at the, Hammersmith College, what was the Hammersmith
College for Further Education in those days. And, so I used to go to, I used to go to
pottery classes there after school. So, I made enormous numbers of pots, we had a
house full of pots. Perhaps this was compensation for having lived in a house where
lots of pots got broken, I used to churn out pots of all sorts [laughs], sizes and shapes.
I used to, I used to spend a lot of time mending the sewing machine. We had a very
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elderly electric Singer sewing machine which was absolutely critical to making all
these dresses. [laughs] So, it had regularly to be repaired to keep it going. Because I,
the option was, I either had to walk to Shepherd’s Bush with the sewing machine to
the Singer shop, which was about a thirty-minute walk, and the sewing machine was
very heavy, or I had to learn to mend it myself. [laughs] So, mending it myself
became a much, much preferred option. Probably had some rather lethal wiring in it,
but, by the time I’d finished with it.

How did you actually learn to mend it? Did you have a manual, or did you just, have
a look and...?

I think my brother occasionally, my brother came round occasionally, and Tim was...
Because Derrick was very capable at doing all these things, Tim is extremely good at
doing all those sorts of things. And I think, I probably, probably Tim, probably Tim
showed me how to do it I suspect. I don’t remember. I remember forever, I used to
have a lot of trouble with the foot pedal, [laughs] I was continually rewiring the foot
pedal. But, I would imagine Tim must have shown me how to do it. I can’t imagine
who else would have done. [pause] And Tim was at school, because I... Tim went to,
Tim got a scholarship to Latymer Upper, which was in Hammersmith, so he was,
when he was at school he used to come round after school sometimes. Because we
were sort of, two or three minutes’ walk from Latymer and he was a, quite a long bus
ride from home in Bayswater.

[29:23]
How much younger was he than you?

He’s three years, two and a half years older than me.

Oh sorry, wrong way round.

Yes. No, he was, yes, ahead of me with these things, so... [pause] Yes, I suppose, I
mean we spent a lot of time making things. I mean Jane enjoyed sewing as well. So...
Making things for, you know, making endless lavender bags for, [laughs] school fetes
and, and stuffed toys and, and clothes and pictures and, cushions and... Jane liked to
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change, Jane liked to... Jane loved colours, and so she was always, we were always...
We didn’t have very much money, but she loved colours, so we were always
redecorating bits of our flat, and, and, we spent a long time in the sales, in places like
Heal’s and Liberty’s, buying remnants of expensive fabrics to make new cushions to
go with the latest, the latest change of decorations in the flat. And, Jane had lots of
her students used to come back from college for play readings and, [pause] usually
kind of, usually artistically related things like play readings and, poetry readings and
things like that, and I used to, I used to, I was much littler than they were, and I used
to get included in on those, which I enjoyed.

[31:07]
What sort of other things interested your mother? It’s quite an interesting sort of
artistic set of skills you’ve described to me.

What interested Jane? People interested Jane I think. [pause] I mean she certainly,
people was what she really enjoyed. People and, and pol... She was very interested in
politics. But, I don’t know, whereas Derrick’s political, Derrick’s approach to politics
was very academic and analytical, and was about political theory. Jane’s approach to
politics was I think much more that she wanted, was very kind of idealistic and, I
think, kind of naïve, that she wanted us all to live in a lovely world where everybody
was treated well and equally and everybody had every opportunity. And so in a way,
they, although they shared left-wing politics, they actually didn’t share left-wing
politics, because Derrick thought Jane’s view of the world was sort of naïve and,
and... It was just sort of, soppy idealism in a way. And, I don’t quite know what
Derrick’s view of the world was, but Derrick really enjoyed discussing political
theory. [laughs] I mean Derrick would come out with the most extraordinary things
occasionally when he was feeling very grumpy when you went round, and, sort of,
well he’d... And given that his politics were about, you know, power to the people
sort of thing, he would say, ‘Oh, you know, people who read the Sun shouldn’t be
allowed to vote,’ you know. [laughs] ‘Derrick, that’s not...’ [laughing] ‘Oh they
obviously haven’t got the intellectual capacity to understand the arguments,’ you
know. [laughing] ‘That’s how it works Derrick.’ [laughs] So it was... I mean he
would sit and mull and get more and more grumpy when he had nobody around
obviously, so, he would come to these conclusions about, only people with a, with the
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right intellectual capacity should be allowed to take part in the political system.
[laughs] It was an interesting, [laughs] an interesting approach. I’m sure it’s not fair,
because I never really, you know, when Derrick was well and, and, you know,
showing huge idealism himself in terms of his response to working for John Bell &
Croyden, I wasn’t old enough to have those sorts of discussions with him, so, and
probably I have a very, a very biased view of him, and I suspect Tim has a... Tim may
have a more, more balanced view of Derrick, but...

Mm.

It’s not something I’ve ever really talked to Tim about.

Sorry, worked for John Bell in Croydon?

John Bell & Croyden, who make, who still exist actually, they still have a shop in, in
Marylebone there’s still a John Bell & Croyden shop that sells medical instruments.

Oh, right. Yes.

But I don’t know whether, I think, I think John Bell & Croyden were taken over by,
one of the bigger companies. But there’s still a shop called John Bell & Croyden.
And, I can’t remember which, what the company that took them over was actually. I
had a sort of feeling it was Unilever but I don’t think it is.

Mm.

Anyway, that’s...

[33:33]
Have your parents’ political outlooks left any mark on you do you think?

[pause] I mean undoubtedly, yes. I don’t think... I mean I don’t think I ever
understood Derrick’s political outlook, to be honest, I really don’t. In fact I’m sure I
didn’t. Jane’s, I, I admire her for, but I think it, it was a very idealistic view of, you
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know, of how, how you do things, how, you know, how she wanted the world to be, it
was a very, very idealistic and, I mean incredibly positive. And, and absolutely sort
of, somehow, you know, based on the, almost a kind of religious... I mean she wasn’t
religious, but it was almost on a religious sort of, a belief that, you know, good would
triumph somehow, that, that good and right and... And a very positive view of people.
People, you know, she was very... She would always see the good side of people, she
would always support minorities, she would always... She always believed that, that,
I think she had a very strong belief that, you could, you could make everybody good.
That was her sort of philosophy, that... And she was a great espouser of causes.
[36:15]
I had various, I had various stepsisters and brothers. [pause] Actually I think... I
don’t think, I didn’t have any stepbrothers; I had various stepsisters at various times
during, when I was a teenager, a young teenager, who were usually young drug
addicts who Jane had taken in and decided, you know, she was going to reform them.
And usually they were very nice actually, I mean there were two, Teresa and Lisa,
who I was very fond of. Lisa sadly died when she was run over on a motorway, when
she was, was trying to, was hitchhiking. And, Teresa, I don’t know what happened to,
but, they were both really nice, really, I really liked both of those two. So we, we
usually had sort of waifs and strays in and out the door, [laughs] on and off. And then
after I’d, after I’d left home, Jane became a great campaigner for, well she was always
a great campaigner for race, race, improved race relations and... Everything she got
engaged with she took to in extreme, and, I remember her sister Jenny, who’s still
alive, you know, I’m very close to, I remember at one point, you know, Jenny sort of,
saying in frustration about my mother, not in Jane’s hearing, that, you know, sort of,
she was, she was kind of looking forward to... She was getting fed up with, with, that,
anybody black was, in Jane’s view, was instantly better than anybody else. It was one
of those sort of, Jane’s thing about... She was very, she was very, she was a very
passionate campaigner against the, the Vietnam War. And, she was, she was a very
strong supporter of medical aid for Cuba. And then when Cuban dancers, when the
Cuban ballet company started to be able to come over, we had a lot of, I mean I was, I
had long left home by then, but we had a lot of Cuban dancers to stay. She would...
Because they were, they had very little money and they, the company would come
over and they were all living on a shoestring. So, she, she always, their first few
tours, she put them up. And, Carolos Acosta, who’s now quite a famous Cuban ballet
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dancer, and one of his, one of his friends stayed with her for several months at one
point, you know, this was when I was a long way from home, I was in my, in my
forties by then. But, but she would have these kind of, she would get, was really
enthusiastic about underprivileged or, or minority groups, or, whatever, and, and
would, they wold be absolutely wonderful and they could do no wrong, and,
sometimes the rest of the family got a bit wound up. As I say, her sister Jenny got
quite wound up at times by that, by, you know, sort of, Jane getting so kind of,
committed to these causes that she kind of forgot about everybody else. [laughs] But,
you know, she was on her own, she, you know, I had grown up and gone by then, she,
that made her feel, you know, it gave her a purpose, and, obviously made her feel
important and that she was making a difference, so...

[39:34]
Did you get caught up in any of these causes yourself when you were growing up?

[pause] I did, because, I mean I did because I, I did whatever my mother did, I was
enormously close to her, but not in the sense that they were ever my causes. Because,
that was never really what I was interested in I’m afraid. I mean I did what, you
know, Jane went on lots of CND marches and things, and, as a child I went on CND
marches because that was what you did. And I don’t think I, I, you know, knew really
what I was, what I was, why we were there, but it was a sort of day out and, and you
know, met lots of her friends [laughs], and, that’s what you do when you’re small.
[40:18]
When I was left to my own devices, as I was growing up, I used to spend a lot of time
in the Science Museum, and the Victoria and Albert Museum, because they were a
short distance from where we... not, you know, a kind of, ten-minute bus ride from
where we lived. And they were full of things I thought were either very beautiful or
rather good fun. But I have to say, the Science Museum today is a huge
disappointment to me, because in those days the ground floor of the Science Museum
and the basement was almost entirely full of the most beautiful models of trains, and
they were, and they absolutely stunning models. They were, typically, they were
typically this sort of size, and they were in glass cases.

Sorry, could you describe...
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Absolutely beautifully made. And they had little handles and you could wind the little
handles and that made all the mechanisms work and the wheels went round. And, and
they’ve all disappeared for much more interactive computer-based things. [laughs]
I’m sure they still have them all, because they were, you know, stunningly well made,
well-made models. But I used to love those, I used to absolutely love those. And, and
actually there was a very, there was a very childish game which was... Because just,
going to this, it was the basement or the first floor actually. May have been the
basement. But there were just, there were, just whole rooms full of these big glass
cases with absolutely beautiful trains in them. And, and they all had at least one if not
two handles to make the wheels and various other bits of mechanism go round. And,
one of the challenges was, if you ran round the gallery turning the handles as fast as
possible, how many sets of wheels could you get going round at once? [laughs]
Somebody came and told you off usually. But... And then, later as I became, I was a,
when I was at secondary school, I used to like the chemistry gallery where they had
some of Priestley’s equipment for, from his discovery of oxygen, and lots of
wonderful bits of glassware and... [laughs]

[42:29]
What did you like about the V&A?

Oh the beautiful, the beautiful fabrics and the jewellery and the furniture and things
like that. Mm. Yes, and the fact that it’s full of, it’s the, the gallery of, of, essentially
art in, in, of craft in, in daily life really. Crockery and cut glass bottles and, and,
there’s a lovely, well there used to be, I’m sure there still is, a lovely William Morris
gallery. And lots of very, really beautiful jewellery. [laughs] So yes, lots of beautiful
crafts, decorative arts.

[43:15]
What did you like about the trains in particular do you think?

The fact that they were such beautiful little models, the fact that they were something
big, scaled down and kind of perfectly made. And the fact they moved, actually.
[laughs] Museum exhibits that you could interact with was, was, you know, was fun.
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And you could see how, you know, pushing one little lever up moved something
which turned something round, and...

[43:45]
Other than making things, and trips to the Science Museum, what other hobbies and
interests did you have?

[pause] We adopted several cats. We... The house we, we, we rented this flat in
Sinclair Road when I was, say from when I was about six, and, I suppose when I was
about ten or eleven, the house was, they, they, the house... They gradually... The, the
owners of the freehold wanted to, or the owners of the house, because we, we were
tenants, wanted to sell the house. And they gradually moved all of the other tenants
out with, by offering them money or rehousing them somewhere else. And my
mother refused to move, so for quite a while, I suppose for sort of, nine months we
were the only people living in this house. And, my mother was determined not to
move. And they offered us other flats, and, and we had a solicitor who advised us
who would say, you know, ‘You have to, you can refuse if it isn’t exactly equivalent
accommodation.’ So we used to go round, I used to have to count the electrical
sockets and things like that, because the equivalent meant equivalent. And so, she
could prove we didn’t have as many electrical sockets and we didn’t have... So we
would write these sort of, I would be sent to, she would come with me, but we would
go and do these detailed reviews of how we could prove these other flats weren’t
equivalent, because we liked the flat we were in. So we lived in this house, this
house... And we used to have to, occasionally, because no maintenance was being
done on it, occasionally we used to have to go upstairs and put buckets in some of the
flats above because rain was coming in and, [laughs] if we didn’t put the buckets
higher up it... And, an elderly cat moved in, so we adopted him, we found him
upstairs, and so, we adopted him. And then we acquired another one who wandered
in from the garden and didn’t go. So at one point we had three cats, well one of them
was the child of one of the strays we had adopted. I loved the cats, they were great
friends.
[46:00]
I was quite a kind of, I wouldn’t say I was a lonely child, but I was quite a selfsufficient child, I didn’t, I didn’t have a lot of friends, because I did most things with
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my mother. And I did lots of things on my own. So I, I was kind of quite... I was
hugely passionate about school work. I, I went to the Hallfield School in, on the
Hallfield Estate in Bayswater which was a brand new school when I first went there as
an infant school. I went to the infants and the juniors there, and then I went to
Godolphin and Latymer in Hammersmith. And, I loved school, so I spent ages over, I
spent a lot of time on homework. Always did everything to an extreme, so when we
had a project, my projects were always four times as long as anybody else’s. [laughs]
Because I would spend 100 per cent of my time, my weekends, doing things for my
project. So, end up in three volumes. [laughs] And, I mean I didn’t, I wasn’t
friendless, but I didn’t really have particularly close school friends, probably until I
was in the sixth form at school when I had a, a very good friend called Christine. And
then I kind of lost track of Christine because she went to Warwick University, and did
maths, and I didn’t really keep in touch with her. So yes, I, that was a very, yes, I was
sort of, quite an isolated kind of child in a way I think, and very intense.

I was going to ask...

But I didn’t... I enjoyed it, I didn’t, I didn’t feel any... [laughs] I wasn’t conscious
that I wasn’t happy. So I... So...

[47:53]
Interested, you were talking about these big projects you put so much effort into at
school. What were you aiming for, was it just to do something bigger, or to do
something perfect, or, you know, what was, what were you aiming for with it?

[pause] I think there was an awful lot of wanting to please people, I think there was a
big element of needing to please people. I was always very competitive with my
brother, because, he was always just a bit ahead of me. So he got into Latymer, so I
had to get into Godolphin. He did, he did his A-levels at fourteen. His A-levels, his
O-levels. No, he did his A... He did his O-levels at fourteen and his A-levels at
sixteen. And then had the problem that no university would take him at sixteen. So
he had a year to, he spent a year messing around which I don’t think did him any good
actually. [laughs] But, he, he always did very well academically. So I always had to
do better than Tim academically, which I succeeded in doing. [laughs] But not quite
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as young, because I didn’t, I didn’t... Because of when his birthday was, his
birthday’s at Christmas and, and he, he’d been in the class, he’d started, instead of
waiting till the year he should have started, he started at infant school when he was
four, at infant school when was four, so he’d already been kind of almost a year ahead
of most of his classmates. So I always had to beat Tim. And sort of in a way it was,
things I was interested in, beating my brother, and, and pleasing people, you know,
that sort of... I responded enormously well to gold stars and things. [laughs] And,
and I enjoyed doing it, it was a sort of... Yes. And I didn’t have brothers and sisters
and horses and dogs and, you know, other, those other distractions, so I did have a
fairly... So, so school was a very, very central part of, school work was a very central
part of what I did and what I enjoyed.

[50:00]
Describe what your brother was like to me.

What was Tim like? Mm. [pause] Well that’s tough actually, because, I actually
honestly don’t really know what Tim is like. [pause] I think he’s quite a lot more laid
back than I am. He shares his father’s passion for cycling, so last time I went to see
him, he has a, a big house in, just outside Bradford, because he was... [pause] I think
he’s... He’s an engineer, he did mechanical engineering at King’s in London. And he
then went to the Royal College of Art and did a, a Master’s degree in industrial
design. And he then went back to, Leicester University I think as a, to do a PhD.
And... Was it Leicester, or was it Coventry? Don’t know. Anyway, he was, he, he
spent quite a lot of time in Midlands universities doing a PhD and then, I think, maybe
he did, maybe he... [pause] Maybe he did his PhD at Coventry. I can’t remember. I
think he was a lecturer, he then got a lectureship at Coventry, in the area of, sort of
industrial machinery, and the design of industrial machinery, and in particular looking
at computer control, sensing. So, essentially, in the area of mechatronics and, and
control. And, he then used to, I mean, his career, he moved to Birmingham, a chair at
Birmingham University in mechanical engineering. He was in that kind of area
between mechanical and the electrical of, of, control and sensing. And, he made a
Tomorrow’s World programme about lace making machinery, about high tech, high
tech lace. Because that’s a very, that’s a very sensitive challenge in, in terms of
control, sensing and control, and particularly when you get, there’s the, the knitting of
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the lace and then there’s the cutting of the lace, particularly if you’re making strip,
very, very ornate strip lace that edges things. It’s made in great big sheets and then
has to be very very accurately cut. And Tim did quite a lot of research into that.
Which is why I think he ended up at, I think it was Leeds University, his... I mean
he’s retired now, he retired very early, and runs his own consultancy business on
mechatronic applications. But I think, I think he was, his last job was at Leeds, in the
chair in, and I think they had a, I think in those days still have a textiles, a department
of textiles which had an engineering side which was about textile machinery, which
was where while Tim was there. And I’m pretty sure they closed, they closed that
department when Tim was in his late fifties and he decided to take a redundancy
package and, and run his own business and, and spend time doing, going on holiday in
Arran and other extremely inhospitable places which, [laughs] is one of the things he
enjoys doing. [pause] So what do I know about Tim? So he has some of the same
interests as I do in design and engineering, and he’s more laid-back than I am I think,
and he’s not as competitive as I am. [laughs]

[54:10]
What do you remember of him as a child?

Arguing with him mainly. But then, you know, four-year-old girl, six-year-old boy,
[laughs] probably quite... Oh it was probably quite, quite normal. I don’t remember
that much of him as a child, to be honest.

Mm. I was wondering how he responded to your competitiveness.

I don’t know. Because he probably didn’t see most of it. It was mainly, you know,
being told, Tim has done this, and thinking, right, [laughs] OK. [laughs] Then... Just
you wait and see what I can do. [laughs] It wasn’t necessarily directly with him, it
was to prove to, to Jane and possibly slightly to Derrick that, that I was at least as
good if not better than he was. And it wasn’t sort of aggressively, you know, I have to
be better than you, kind of thing. It was just that, somebody had set me a goal and I
had to beat it.

[55:11]
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Do you think you’ve inherited any particular traits from either of your parents?

Well clearly inherited... [pause] I mean I’m sure I have lots of my mother’s traits and
my, my husband Colin tells me occasionally. He says, ‘Oh you sound just like Jane.’
[laughs] I think, yes, I mean from Derrick I’ve inherited being a perfectionist.
Derrick was definitely a perfectionist. When Derrick did, you know, built a cupboard
or something, it had to be absolutely level and absolutely square and... And that was
one of Derrick’s frustrations in life, that nobody else had the same standards as him,
so... He was always going to be disappointed, because, you know, if anybody did
anything for you, it was never well enough done. Jane was relatively, relatively sort
of slapdash and cheerful; as long as it looked good, Jane didn’t really mind whether it
was perfectly engineered or not. [pause] I think I’ve probably... So I’ve, I’ve
certainly inherited some of Derrick’s perfectionism, and I have inherited I think some
of Jane’s eye for colour and design, for which I am grateful [laughs], that I am very
conscious of what things look like, I am very visual. And that, it’s something that I
find very interesting here at the university, because I come in every day, and I, I look
at the entrance, and I think, this is people’s first impression of the university. Why has
that table been left sitting where it is? And... And I’m, and my staff will tell you, you
know, every morning they get emails from the vice-chancellor saying, ‘Why hasn’t
that table been put away?’ [laughs] Because I kind of think that, you know, first
impressions are important and that, that, and I look every morning to see how the
entrance looks as I come in. [pause] Oh that’s a bit of both Jane and Derrick really,
that’s a bit of Jane’s eye for what things look like and Derrick’s perfectionism. And
I’m sure I inherited some, some, some of their, some of their, their different forms of
intellects that they both had.

[57:30]
Mm. There seem to be so many different people in your mother’s life from different
places. You’ve mentioned friends in the Jewish community for instance.

Yes.

And people she knew through campaigning.
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Mm.

are any of them [inaud]...?

Well it was sort of, I suppose that was a kind of, that was part of it, wasn’t it, that, in,
where she was... I mean, apart from that that was a very, that part of London had a
very strong, very intellectual, very artistic Jewish community, who were very,
wonderful. I mean I, there are lots of pictures of us with them, and, you know...
Because one of them happened to be a photographer actually. And, they are, you
know, they, they were clearly a very interesting and exciting community. But I kind
of think that’s almost also Jane’s, Jane’s kind of love of misfits in a way, because
these were all refugee and things. They were a refugee community, and in the kind of,
early 1950s, it wouldn’t have been that, you know, they weren’t that well-established
as part of London, and of course they are now hugely well-established and, and, and
dominate quite a lot of, of our universities and our, and, and arts programmes on the
television and things like that, they’re really well-established and an enormous kind
of, enormous driver of, of both cultural and intellectual life in London certainly but in
the UK more broadly. But they were probably a relatively, a relatively young
community in those days. But I sort of think that was, that was probably part of their
appeal to my mother, that she would was supporting people who needed her support.
And then it moved on to the, the, you know, the students, the students at
Hammersmith College who tended to come from very tough backgrounds, who
tended to, some, you know, some got in trouble with the law. Then, that moved on to
being the, the, the issues around, racial minorities and the challenges they were
experiencing, and, that moved on to her, you know, anybody black was absolutely
wonderful, [laughs] so, you know, to be recognised for your, for my mother to
recognise you, you had to be black as a starting point. And then that moved on to her
engagement with, with Cuba and her support for the Cuban dancers and things. You
know, she had, she had to have a, she seemed to have to have somebody who being
persecuted as a cause. Or somebody who was, had been persecuted as cause [laughs],
and, she went from one to the next. Well it was over many years, it wasn’t, she didn’t
hop from one to the next. One, one lot, people who needed her support, evolved into
another, people who needed her support.
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[1:00:10]
Do you think any of those groups left any mark on you?

I’m sure they did. I mean one thing about Aston University is that we have this, we
have this fantastic... And one of the things that attracted me to Aston as, as a job, was
that we have this fantastic record on, on widening participation, that, that, forty per
cent of our UK students come from the lowest socioeconomic groups, and thirty per
cent of our UK students are on full grants. We... And, over fifty per cent of them
come from ethnic minority groups. So, we have a fantastic record. And I genuinely
believe, I believe very very strongly that education is, is absolutely the route to, you
know, changing, changing people’s life opportunities, so that it’s, social mobility. So
that’s something that’s very close to my heart, which I think, you know, I get from
Jane. And that’s something that we do extraordinarily well here. But the other part of
Aston that appeals to me is that it comes from an institution that was originally a
college of advanced technology that was established to work very closely with
industry, to try and ensure that we could deliver the, the, technically, people with the
technical capability but also with the innovation and entrepreneurial skills to drive
economic growth. And those two things I find very appealing, I actually think, you
know, the role of education and the role of, of graduates in innovation and
entrepreneurship in driving the economy, but also the role of a university in providing
people with the opportunity for social mobility, I think those are two hugely important
and interesting parts of what we do at Aston, which is why I like it as a university, it’s
why it’s a... And, and one, you know, I’m hugely proud of the fact that if you look at
our student population, they look more like the student population, say, at Manchester
Metropolitan University than at Manchester University, but if you look at the success
of our students and their employability, we’re better than Manchester in terms of
employ, graduate employability. So, you know, I really do think we do something
quite special here, and I’m very proud of that. And, you know, we need to keep on
doing it, because, it’s, it’s still for, for many families it’s still very very, it’s been very
important, and, you know, with all the news about young people, the unemployment
rate amongst young people, the unemployment rate is very high, gets higher and
higher the less qualification, the less they have in the way of qualifications. So, we
have to persuade them that despite the change in the fee structure, the opportunity is
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there to come to university, it will cost them nothing upfront, and you know, it will be
the most important thing they ever do probably.

[1:03:10]
Was going to university on your horizons when you were growing up?

Oh, I mean, it was never, it was never not going to be what I did, no, it was... Yes, I
mean coming from, you know, my mother had, was an Oxford graduate, she’d come
from a family of teachers, she taught. There was never any... I don’t suppose I ever
thought of doing anything else and nobody ever suggested you could do anything else.
It was just a, that was what you did. And I went to the sort of school where... There
was, oh, there was a secretarial sixth actually at Godolphin, but, that was kind of
slightly, slightly, you only did two A-levels if you were in the secretarial sixth, that
was what you were advised to do if you weren’t going to make it to university. It was,
not the, [laughs] was not what the elite did. Mind you, they were, they used to have a,
they had... I, because I did maths, physics and chemistry at A-level, and, the
secretarial sixth had their, had their room in the, at the very top of the science block,
and so they were next to one of the chemistry labs, and if you were outside the
chemistry lab you could hear them typing to music. [laughs] And they were taught
by an absolute dragon, who... So they, you could tell who they were, because they
were all, because we were allowed to wear our own clothes in the sixth form, and they
were much better dressed than the rest of it, because she, she... They were going to be
the PAs to, to FTSE 100, [laughs] chief executives, were the girls from, from the
secretarial sixth. So they were immaculately turned out, because that was part of what
she drilled into them. They had to learn, they had to learn the Knowledge, so they
were taught to learn, they had to learn... They probably made good taxi drivers. They
had to learn the map of London, so that they could get their boss from anywhere to
anywhere, and, and they had to, and they had to do typing and dictation and shorthand
and all those sorts of things. But, yes, they had a wide range of, of very applicable
skills. [laughs] But yes, it was typing to music while you were standing outside the
chemistry labs, they used to make us chuckle, because you could... And, you know,
on real typewriters, so they went clunk clunk clunk. So you could hear whether they
were in time or not. [laughter] But, yes, that was a very strange part of school that
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most of us thought was quite frightening, who weren’t involved in it, thought was
quite frightening [laughs], in the lower sixth.

[1:05:45]
Mm. What was the first school you attended again?

The first school I attended?

Mm.

Gosh. Well, I went to... I went to a nursery school from the age of two and a half,
and that was in Notting Hill Gate. Because my mother worked, so she was, I could go
to nursery and I had to go to nursery. [pause] And I had lots of... Rupert, I remember
lots of Rupert Bear books; I never liked Rupert Bear. [laughs] And I remember we
had to have a nap in the afternoon and I hated having a nap in the afternoon, but that
was a... And, then I went to Hallfield, which as I say was a, a brand new school in
Bayswater. There was this new, this brand new council estate called the Hallfield
Estate, and it had a brand new school, a very nice school actually, very nice. And it
had a, an infant school and a junior school, so I stayed at Hallfield till I was, till I was
eleven, when I went to Godolphin. I used to get the bus from, once we moved over
to, to, when we moved away from Bayswater over to Olympia, I used to get the 27
bus to school. And it was, for many years it was, the bus fare was twopencehalfpenny, old pennies. [laughs] And, if I got the bus from the bus stop nearest
school it was twopence-halfpenny, but if I walked up Westbourne Grove, to the top of
Westbourne Grove, it was only twopence. And cream doughnuts at the ABC bun shop
were a halfpenny. [laughs] The ABC bun shop was just by the bus stop. [laughs] So
there was always an agonising temptation as to whether I was prepared to walk to the
next bus stop and buy and doughnut. [laughs]

Which won out most often?

[pause] I don’t know. I certainly remember buying doughnuts relatively frequently.
And occasionally I would creep onto the bus and, and try and pretend to the conductor
that I had got on at... But he knew very well that I hadn’t. [laughter]
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[1:08:3]
Could you describe what Godolphin School was like?

What was Godolphin like? It was lovely. I, I really enjoyed school, apart from
cookery lessons. [laughs] [pause] It was kind of... Architecture was sort of, light
Gothic I think you would probably call it. It wasn’t... I mean it’s not, it’s not kind of,
you know, Victorian Gothic à la, St Pancras station or, some of Birmingham’s better
pieces, but it was, it was sort of, yeah, it was sort of, Victorian and, and with lots of,
slightly churchy-looking windows, and... So it was, yeah, it was light Gothic.
[laughs] We had a new, a relatively new science block, but the rest of it was very
traditional. Lots of those lovely big, big radiators that were really wide that you could
sit on. Lots of windows that you had to use window openers, you know, you had to,
they either had windy window openers or you had to to have the window pole to get
them down. [pause] It was a girls’ school. By the time I got to the fifth form it had a
few male members of staff, but they were all slightly quaint as you can imagine,
because I think wanting to work in a girls’ school in those days, you had to be slightly
quaint. [laughs] [pause] I think it was probably quite an enlightened sort of school.
We, it was, I think it was quite a modern, I think the, the approach of the, the teaching
and, and discipline and things were actually fairly modern and fairly... It was a very,
it was a small school, I think there were about 600 of us from, we were called the
Upper Third the first year, because, there had at some point in its history been a prep
school which had been the... And it was a Voluntary Aided school, so it had been a...
And it’s now gone back to being a private school, but it was a Voluntary Aided school,
which meant it was, it was free. If you got in it was free. And we were streamed in
the first three years or something. And then... Well I can’t remember. But yes, it ran
through, there were only 600 of us, and it ran through from the Upper Third to the
seventh form. So it was very small actually. And we got, people knew you, you knew
the headmistress and she knew you. [laughs] Your, the staff knew you well, so you
didn’t get away with anything. I hated games.

Why?
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I, I’ve always hated games. I’ve never been a very, never been a terribly sporty
person. [pause] I really enjoyed school, I really, really enjoyed school. Yup.

[1:11:18]
Mm. Was there any particular reputation for this school? You said that after your
brother had got into Latymer, you had to get into this one.

Yes, there were two schools, there were two very, these two well-known schools in
Hammersmith, there was Latymer Upper Boys’ School and there was Godolphin and
Latymer Girls’ School. And, Latymer was actually a private school, and Godolphin
was a Voluntary Aided school, so, but, both had... Tim passed the entrance exams and
got a scholarship, because, my parents wouldn’t have been able to afford to send him
to a fee-paying school, and, I passed the entrance exam but, because Godolphin was
Voluntary Aided... But they were kind of, you know, sort of, brother and sister
schools, with presumably some common founding, founding families. And it was, it
had a reputation, it had a reputation. I mean the other, the other very high reputation
school that was nearby was St Paul’s Girls’ School, and indeed St Paul’s Boys’
School, but those were two very expensive private schools. And at Godolphin we had
a, a reputation that was sort of close, for academic excellence that was close to St
Paul’s, probably as good as St Paul’s. Had a very, it had a very good reputation for
Oxbridge entrance. And so, I’m sure it was the school my mother wanted me to go to.
And I really liked it, it was a small school, it was, you know, you were very well, you
were very well taught. It attracted... Our headmistress, Miss Grey, was a Cambridge
graduate, and most of her staff were Cambridge graduates, so it attracted a very high
quality of academic staff. And although my mother had been to Oxford, I suspect,
because everybody at school, all the staff at school had been to Cambridge, I think, I
sort of, it was assumed that I would go to Cambridge, so... [laughs] And also I think
because I was a scientist, it was thought that, that I would be better at Cambridge.

[1:13:22]
What were your favourite subjects when you were at school?

I think chemistry was probably my favourite subject at school, but that was partly
because I really liked the chemistry teacher. Well we had a sequence of very nice
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chemistry teachers. The first one was Miss Carter, and then, Julia Newman, who I’m
still in touch with, who was a fabulous chemistry teacher, but both, both Ann Carter
and Julia Newman were really, really nice, and made their classes really interesting.
And it was still the days when you really did chemistry, you really got to play with all
these bottles of different things, and do reactions and, and, rather than I gather, oh
well, I hear complaints now that chemistry has become so safety-conscious that
you’re hardly allowed to do anything. We were allowed... And, we did lots of project
work. And, I enjoyed physics too. Our physics teacher, Brenda Jennison, who is,
then moved to Cambridge to, to teach, to the Department of Education at Cambridge,
to teach teachers, to teach physics teachers. Brenda was rather fierce, we were very
frightened of her. But physics was interesting too, and the physics projects were fun.
Brenda used to get angry with us in class occasionally if she didn’t think we were
concentrating hard enough, and, and then she would, if we were talking too much.
Because obviously in physics lessons there was a lot of practical in, in groups, so, and
sometimes she thought it got too noisy, so then she would set something up at the
front and we would all have to march past and... I remember there was one occasion
when we were supposed to be looking at something down a microscope and, we were
all struggling to see it in our group, so she got it set up at the front, she marched us all
past it, and we all had to look down the microscope, and... And I don’t think any of us
could see what on earth it was that we were supposed to see, but none of us dared tell
her that we couldn’t see it. [laughs] It was just... I mean you know, she wasn’t going
to hit you or anything, but we just didn’t know what was going to happen. [laughs]
So we were dutifully marched past, we looked in quickly, couldn’t see anything, and
said, ‘Yes,’ and walked on. [laughter] Then afterwards we were all, everybody was
saying, ‘What were we supposed to see? [laughs] So. No, she was, the chemistry
teacher, she was a bit, a bit fierce, but the chemistry teachers were extremely nice.
But, but I still, I mean Brenda I know, and, and, and like very much, and, met her
much later in life, and, knew her at Cambridge when she, by the time I was an
undergraduate at Cambridge, she was teaching at Cambridge, so I used to see her. So
yes. So I get on with Brenda very well. But, [laughs] I don’t think teaching girls at
Godolphin was, was quite the right job for her. I think she enjoyed it much more
when she moved to teaching, teaching graduates to teach.

[1:16:22]
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You mentioned that your two chemistry teachers were very good.

Mm.

Was it Miss Newman and Miss...

Carter.

...Carter. What made them good teachers do you think?

I don’t know. I don’t know. They both had very nice, they both had very nice
personalities, they were both very enthusiastic. And I enjoyed chemistry I suppose.
But, but, I enjoyed physics but somehow they, they made the environment very
friendly and very engaging, and they were very approachable. Whereas, our physics
teachers were not, not as, not... I think probably not as comfortable in the class as
both Miss Carter and Miss Newman were.

[1:17:06]
What actually attracted you to those two science subjects?

Oh I don’t, I have no idea. I don’t... No, I really enjoyed them. I don’t know why I
really enjoyed them. I suppose I enjoyed experiments, I enjoyed discovering things.
[pause] Yes, I think there was something about... I enjoyed being allowed to do
things, rather than just reading and writing. So the sort of, yeah, the... And the fact
that... Yes, it was all about... We did Nuffield physics and Nuffield chemistry, which
were based on, I suppose, what we would now call, in our engineering teaching here,
we would call the CDIO approach, which is that you, which is called ConceiveDesign-Implement- Operate. Which is that you do first, you try and, you, you try and
determine the, the laws or whatever it is by doing the experiment, by plotting the data,
and then discovering, whatever it is, Hooke’s law or... And Nuffield was designed
like that, it didn’t tell you, here’s Hooke’s law and now go and do it. It said, ‘Right,
here’s some,’ you know, ‘Here’s a piece of plastic and some weights and a ruler and,
and here are some, here are some springs, and here are this.’ ‘Now, do these
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experiments.’ ‘What have you found?’ And I suppose that was, that kind of sense of
discovery was very, was very nice, I enjoyed that. It was good fun.

Just encouraging you to discover the first principles for yourself then...

Yes. Yeah.

...rather than teaching them to you.

Mm.

Mm. Were you conscious that was different to how other schools taught it at the time
at all?

No I wasn’t. But when I, when I got to Cambridge, I suddenly realised how, how
enlightened our teaching had been. Because, all of the Nuffield physics particularly
had been designed in that way, that you did and discovered and then looked at the
history and whatnot. And when I got to Cambridge, the first term at Cambridge,
physics lectures was gas laws. And I kind of sat through a term of gas laws thinking,
good grief, I didn’t know physics was so boring. [laughs] Really put me off physics I
have to say, because I thought I wanted to be a physicist; although I had enjoyed
chemistry at school, I thought I wanted to be a physicist.
[1:19:40]
I suppose also, during my childhood, I was born... CERN, they started work at
CERN, building CERN, in the early 1950s, so almost kind of, just as I was, I was
being born, CERN was starting to be created. And I remember all through my
childhood, there were new atomic particles being discovered, and, there was huge
excitement over that. And of course it was also the, the Howard Wilson, Tony Benn
kind of white hot age of technology, nuclear reactors were being, nuclear power
stations were being built, Concorde was, was being designed, we had the long
discussion over whether it was Concord with no e or whether it was Concorde with an
e, and... And the newspapers were full of pictures of scientists at CERN drinking
champagne, because they had discovered something. So it was... And, you know, it
was a glamorous, there was a, we had a very very glamorous image of science, and,
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fifth form or so at school we had, we could get very cheap subscriptions to New
Scientist and New Scientist was full of new atomic particles being discovered, and it
was all terribly exciting. And, and terribly glamorous as well, it had this real air of,
of, of, of glamour about it I think. So that seemed, you know, an exciting place to be,
so... That was when I thought I, I thought I wanted to do physics at Cambridge. But I
did natural sciences, so, I did physics, chemistry and crystallography in my first year,
or, crystalline materials. And so, when I discovered how boring physics could be at
Cambridge, after, after Nuffield physics at school, which was really interesting, I, I
soon realised that, I wasn’t going to do physics because I... [laughs] And, so, I, I did
chemistry and, and materials in my second year and then did materials in my final
year.

[1:21:45]
Interesting you refer to science as being glamorous. That isn’t something, you know,
you often hear. I was wondering, how did you get that impression, where were you
seeing these stories?

Well they were in the newspapers. I mean, in the first twenty years at CERN, we
suddenly in Europe had people, you know, smashing atoms, discovering new
particles. And they were doing it in France and, you know, on the French-Swiss
border, and, they had a much, you know, it was, they were, they celebrated, every time
there was a new announcement there was a, there were pictures of people celebrating,
and, these announcements came kind of thick and fast, this was really challenging,
you know, our understanding of atoms and things. And at the same time there was,
you know, we were, we were starting to build nuclear power stations in Britain, we
were, we were building the first supersonic airliner. I’m sure there were other things
going on. And, and we had this government that were telling us about the, the white
heat of technology, we were, you know, we were creating colleges of advanced
technology, like Aston, and turning them into, turning them into universities to serve
the needs of, of the developing, you know, the, the growing industries. There was a
whole, you know, Warwick University was founded in 1962 to become a, a
technological university. So there were new universities being created, there were,
there was a real focus on, on how important and how exciting science was and how it
was going to change our lives. There was going to be all this, all this free, clean
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electricity with no, which wasn’t going to pollute, and wasn’t CO2 but it was, you
know, the pollution from coal fires and things. Because, in the early 1960s we used to
get incredible smogs in London, there were some days, you know, you couldn’t see,
you couldn’t see kind of much beyond the steps of the house. And you had to get to
school in, you know, almost in darkness in the early 1960s when I was, when we first
moved to Sinclair Road, I remember some of the smogs were really dreadful. So, you
know, there was all this, new technology was going to, was going to solve all this, and
also was going to bring all this economic growth, because we were still, had an
economy that wasn’t growing that fast post the war in those days.

Mm.

So yes, it was sort of, it was seen as being... And I suppose also the space race was,
was hotting up as well. I remember being taken to meet Valentina Tereshkova, who
was the first woman in space, a Russian cosmonaut, and getting her autograph. She
must have been speaking at Wigmore Hall or something like that. And of course there
was, when I was at school, when I was Godolphin, I remember we all sat in the hall to
watch the Moon landings. So there was all that going on as well. It was a time of, of
real, really intense time for discovery in science, and new, new things happening.
And the papers were, were absolutely full of it. They weren’t full of footballers and,
and, TV shows, talent shows on television and things; they were, they were full of, a
lot of achievements in science. And quite a lot of British achievements as well.

[1:25:10]
Mm. Are there any in particular that, you know, really grabbed you? You’ve
mentioned quite a few in passing. I was wondering if there was one or two that
interested you more than others.

Nuclear power I think was, was something that was, was very interesting. Because it
kind of also went along with this... I mean, I found the kind of atom smashing stuff at
CERN incredibly exciting, but also then nuclear power sort of went alongside that as
being, here we were using all of these new scientific discoveries to generate cheap,
clean power that was going to keep us all going, and, you know, give everybody what
they needed to make people’s lives better.
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[1:25:53]
Mm. How did you at school?

How did I do at school?

Mhm.

I did very well at school. I got As in all my O-levels except Russian and history. And
I was jolly annoyed about that. I got four As at A-level in pure maths, applied maths,
physics and chemistry. I... And I got a Distinction in S-level chemistry.

S-level chemistry?

Oh, there was, we did, in those days you could do A-levels and you could do
scholarship level, which was sort of, Oxford and Cambridge entrance level. So, some
of us, some of us, I suppose it was, kind of like A*’s these days, but, you could do,
you could if you wanted, do S-levels. And that was why the school had a seventh
form, because, if you did S-levels you typically stayed on and did them in the term
after; you did you’re A-levels in the summer and you stayed on for a term and did Slevels at Christmas. But I did my S-levels in my upper sixth year. I think I did, I
think I got Distinction in A-level chemistry, in S-level chemistry and S-level physics.
[pause] So, yes, and I got a School Leaving Scholarship, and I got into Cambridge.
So I did very well at school, yes.

What did your parents make of your progress?

Oh they were, I mean, hugely pleased. My mother was always, I mean my mother
would have pleased if I had learnt to knit you know, I mean she would have been
celebrating, she would have been enormously proud of me. And I think my father was
very proud of me too, but Derrick wouldn’t tell you that. [laughs]

[1:27:40]
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Mm. Interesting you refer to your parents by their first names. Was that something
you did as a child, or is that just a later habit?

No, it was something we did, I did as a child. I don’t know, I don’t know whether my
mother didn’t like the idea of being called Mummy. I don’t know. I’ve no idea. But
they’ve always been Jane and Derrick, yes. And Tim, my brother Tim always called
them Jane and Derrick too. That was what you did in our house.

[1:28:03]
Mm. You mentioned a few other relatives in passing. Your grandparents, you
mentioned both your mother’s parents were teachers. Did you see much of them?

We saw a lot of my grandmother, and my grandfather, John, died before I was born,
he died when Jane’s youngest sister was, Jenny, was fourteen, so he’d been dead a
long time. We used to spend, yes, when we... Depending on what Jane was doing,
because she did, when I was very young she did a lot of supply teaching, so
depending probably on whether Jane had a job in London or not, we, we spent, when,
when Jane and Derrick fell out, we spent a lot of time in Salisbury, living in my
grandmother’s house for, you know, weeks, sometimes months at a time. So, I knew
Granny Anna, who was my mother’s mother. I knew Anna very well, and, and then,
later in her life, her two sisters who lived in Stockton which is where they were
brought up, as they became very elderly, Anna’s two elder sisters moved in to live
with her. And so, there was, at one point we had Anna, Aunt Florence and Aunty Elsie
all living in the same house, Aunty Elsie was their eldest sister. Aunty Elsie died and
then for a long time Anna and her sister, Aunt Florence, lived together. And, argued,
bickered all the time. [laughs] But I think that’s what kept them going, it was...
Because when Aunt Florence died, Anna didn’t survive very much longer. Yeah, kind
of... So, yes, that, Salisbury was somewhere we, we spent a lot of time. And we spent
a lot of time with my Aunt Jenny, who was married to a businessman called, Jane’s
sister, who was married to a businessman called David, and, I have three cousins,
Sarah, David and Lizzy, to whom I’m very close, with whom I’m very close. We
were more like brothers and sisters really, because I spent a lot of my childhood, most
of our holidays were spent either in Surrey with, with Jenny and her family, or in, or
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in Salisbury. So, Sarah, David and Lizzy are very close. And are very close friends,
and I know them better than I know my brother.

[1:30:23]
Mm. How about relatives on your father’s side? You mentioned Granny King.

Oh Granny King, yes. Granny King was, Granny King was a quaint lady. She’d
been, she had trained as a furrier, and had obviously earned her living for many years
as a young woman as a furrier up in, you know, making coats for the, for the rich of
the, of the north, and, embroidering their names into them. And, and she had a
cupboard full of fur coats that she had made for herself with her name embroidered in
them, which I thought was, in the lining, with their name embroidered in the lining,
which I thought was, oh! wow! [laughs] Really special. And, she had a, a flat that
was full of the most hideous, hideous ornate furniture. And... And she had obviously
made money at some point, because she had started as a working-class lass, and she
had made money and she now, and she had bought this house very cheaply after the
war, and, you know, and she, she... She probably didn’t have a pension, but, but she,
you know, had these lodgers who, or these, who rented the flats above her. So she
obviously made enough money, and, because she was always, she was always quite
generous. One of the reasons for going to see Granny King was that, you always
came away with some money. A ten bob note usually [laughs], which was riches in
those days. But, she was a strange lady. She used to, she always wore, she always
wore blue velvet Turkish slippers, so slip-on slippers in turquoise velvet, which, of the
sort that kind of turned up at the toe and were covered into the plastic, or probably
glass jewels in those days. And I used to rather marvel at Granny King’s slippers, I
always rather wanted a pair. And she had two blackamoors either side of her
fireplace. She collected... She had, either side of the fireplace she had these horse
brasses. My mother used to, Jane used to think this was in such terrible taste.
Because Granny King loved things, ornate things, and... So she had this fireplace that
was covered in brass knickknacks. And, there were monkey, there were, there were
‘hear no evil, see no evil, speak no evil’ brass monkeys, things like that, on her
mantelpiece. And then she had candlesticks and... And then she had horse brasses
down each side of the fireplace. And then she had these two giant, I suppose
Victorian blackamoor statues, which were quite, which you quite often see in sort of
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Victorian, pictures of Victorian houses. And, she used to re-paint them regularly when
they would look a bit... And, and they had lots of gold on them and the gold was
incredibly bright. Anyway... But... So, and, and she always had patterned carpets,
and Jane thought patterned carpets were terribly, terribly non-you. And, and she
always had furniture with big flowery patterns all over them, and my mother thought
that was very non-you as well.
[1:33:29]
And she always had the wrestling on the television with the sound turned off. And I
was brought up, we never had a television when I was at home, we didn’t have a
television when I was really little, because very few people did. And we didn’t have,
my mother didn’t want a television, so we never had a television when I was growing
up at Sinclair Road. But when you went to see Granny King, she always had the
television on, and, I suppose I quite often went to see her kind of the middle of the
day on Saturday or Sunday, and in those days there was always wrestling on the
television. And Granny King would have the television on with the sound turned off.
And I found it completely, I was completely transfixed by this, because I wasn’t used
to having a television anyway. And it was really hard to have a conversation with her,
because she would always sit on the floor in her blue velvet slippers with the jewels
on them [laughs], and she would talk to you, and, the television was just over there.
And, and I would sit and watch the wrestling on the television. [laughing] It was
very very bizarre. She was a strange lady. But, she was a kind of magpie, she
collected anything glittery. Oh, and I remember the other thing as a child I thought
was incredibly, incredibly impressive. Because my mother didn’t even have an
engagement ring, she had a very, completely plain wedding ring. But Granny King
had a stack of diamond rings [laughs], that kind of ran up her finger over, practically
over the knuckle, you know, she must have had about six of them, and she always
wore them all at the same time. And I used to think that was, gosh, that was, amazing.
[laughs] And I always rather hoped I would inherit them, but I didn’t for some
reason. [laughter] They were probably rather horrid, and probably weren’t real,
knowing Granny King, but, I just thought, as a small child I remember thinking
Granny King...
[1:35:21]
And Granny King had some friends who, who when I was little I thought were, were
my relatives. She had two good friends who were called Aunty Foxy and Aunty Kitty,
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who I as a child assumed were my relatives but my mother at some point, Jane at
some point, when I asked her about Aunty Foxy and Aunty Kitty, she said, no, they
were, they were Granny’s friends, so, Granny King’s friends, so nothing to do with us.
[laughing] So... But I didn’t, no, I mean, apart from Craven, who was Granny King’s
brother, not my, not my father’s brother, he was Granny King’s brother wasn’t he,
Craven, yes, who I met but I have no memory of at all. I really don’t remember. I
don’t, I don’t think... We, we don’t have very many relatives, I know, both my
husband and I come from small families and, at weddings and funerals [laughs] we’re
slightly embarrassing because, there aren’t very many of us. But I don’t remember
ever meeting any other relatives, but, I may have done from, from that side of the
family. And, and, I think I probably thought Granny King had eaten her husband at a
very early stage in their marriage or something, she was quite frightening. [laughs]
He had obviously disappeared at some point, but quite what had happened to him, I
don’t know. [laughter]

[1:36:45]
You mentioned that your mother was a teacher.

She was, yes.

What did she teach?

Well, she... I mean she was a linguist, so she taught languages at various times. She
taught English at various times. She, she taught drama. She was a conscientious,
both she and my, and my father were conscientious objectors during the war, so,
Derrick had been a coal miner during the war, and Jane had taught in a girls’ borstal.
Because they were, if you were a conscientious objector you were given jobs in the
national interest, so you got to do, you had to do what you were... So, and, when my
mother died we were going through all her papers and she had still got the references
from the, the head of the, the headmistress at the girls’ borstal. And she had
obviously, was a, at that time a young graduate, she had just graduated, recently
graduated, and she had, she had taught, she had taught drama. She had recently
graduated, finished drama school. And she taught drama to these girls in the girls’
borstal, and there was a very nice reference from her headmistress saying how she had
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really engaged their, the girls’ interest, and it had been very, it had been every good at
improving their behaviour and, and had been very creative.

Mm.

It was very nice actually, it was a lovely reference. Sweet.

[1:38:13]
Did you learn any languages yourself as you were growing up?

I did French, I did French. I used to speak French quite fluently, but... I enjoyed
Latin at school very much. And I did Russian as well, of which I remember almost
none, having not practised it at all.

Mm. Did you take to languages easily, with a mother who was a linguist, or...?

[pause] I think I was very well taught. I don’t think I am a natural linguist actually.
My husband picks up languages much faster than I do. But, but I think I was taught
languages much better than he was. So... I keep thinking, I’ve got any number of sets
of CDs, I’ve got French courses to try and brush my French back up, but I just don’t
find the time. I suspect if I spent much time in France, I would learn it again quite
quickly.

Are there any subjects you didn’t like at school?

Cookery. [laughs] I didn’t like the cookery teacher. And also she made us cook
such... I suppose, my mother wasn’t a very good cook, so I used to cook at home
occasionally. And cookery at school was always such awfully boring basic things.
And also, because I was, my father was vegetarian, so we were brought up vegetarian,
and I’m still vegetarian. My mother wasn’t vegetarian but, because I was vegetarian,
she was perfectly happy to be vegetarian, so... But if we ever went out, which was
very rare, because we didn’t have any money, she would eat meat, and fish. But the
cookery teacher at Godolphin, was a very traditional... She was unlike the other staff
actually, she was very, she was quite young but she was very traditional. And, she
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tried, she tried to ins... I explained to her I was vegetarian, and she tried to insist that I
learnt to cook meat and fish, because she said, you know, when you get married you
will have to cook these things for your husband, which wound me up as a starting
point. And so, she made me cook, one cookery lesson she made me cook fish. And I
just couldn’t, I, it just made me almost physically sick, and, ended up at, me in tears
and, and all my, my, my colleagues having to prepare the fish, because I stuck a knife
in this thing and burst into tears and couldn’t, couldn’t cope. So, [laughs] she stopped
trying to make me cook meat and fish after that. But I just hated her I’m afraid, I just,
I just felt I had been forced to do something that I didn’t want to do, that I had
explained to her why I didn’t want to do it, I had, it was clear how much, I think, you
know, it was clear to me that I was very upset; it should have been clear to her that I
was very upset. And she had just insisted and I took against her and didn’t... Yes,
didn’t enjoy cookery classes. And they were very very boring. We used to be asked
to, you know, write things about the nutritional value of the egg. I mean compared
with science, which was kind of interesting about similar kinds of topics, this was
just, tedious.

[1:41:28]
Were there any difficulties with being a vegetarian in the 1960s?

Oh yes. Yes. Both my brother and I did actually. We occasionally compared notes,
that... Because at school dinners, being vegetarian meant they would go round the
back and get you a piece of slightly mouldy cheese and... And I remember Tim
describing, I think, some... Something, I have memories of Tim describing how he
was treated as a vegetarian at Latymer and, how he was sure they rolled the cheese
across the floor before they gave it to him and things like that. [laughs] And certainly
it was pretty similar at Godolphin, it was very much, it was a problem, you were a
problem to them, and you sort of, didn’t expect. So... And also, going out to eat was
almost impossible, it was, salad or omelette were the only two things anybody knew
that vegetarians ate in those days.

[1:42:25]
Mm. You mentioned you didn’t eat out much because money was a problem.
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Mm.

How was it a problem?

Well I suppose my mother was, when I was very little my mother was a supply
teacher, and, so a) you didn’t, she didn’t necessarily have work every day, and she
wasn’t paid very much, she was a fairly junior teacher. By the time I was a teenager
she was, she was teaching at Hammersmith College and she had a full-time job, and
then she became a department head. And so we were much, by then we were much
better off. But when I was very little we were, yes, we were fairly hard up.

Is that something you were conscious of then, or just looking back now?

No, I wasn’t, I wasn’t conscious of it at all, no, I don’t... [pause] I think I was
conscious of it when I, I think, that was one of the issues when I went to this school in
Knightsbridge, because I think it was very obvious that we had much less money than
anybody else. And that’s why I got picked on. But, it wasn’t obvious to me, no. No.
I was fairly oblivious of it actually, there was... No. And by the time I was at
university, she was obviously quite, she had quite a senior job, and, and, although I
did still get some grant, I didn’t get very much grant, so, you know, I used to ring
home and say, ‘I’ve run out of money.’ [laughs] And she’d send me another cheque.
So it was... I mean I think she gave up quite a lot in order to do that herself, but we,
yes, we didn’t...

Mm.

We didn’t have, we didn’t have expensive holidays or anything like that, we used to
go and stay with relations. And I suspect lots of families were like that in those days.

[1:44:10]
Mm. Did you have any good friends at school? Or outside school for that matter as
well.
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I didn’t really have friends outside school. I had a, I had a friend who I liked very
much at Godolphin who was called Miranda. I don’t think Miranda’s mother
approved of me. [pause] And then by the time I was in the sixth form at school I had
a good friend called Christine, but as I say, we did, Christian and I did a lot together,
but then when she went off to Warwick and I went to Cambridge, the friends who
have stuck with me were the friends I made at university, or the friends I have stuck
with, I mean, [laughs] it’s not their fault. The friends are, you know, are the friends I
made at university really. Yes.

Mm. Why didn’t Miranda’s mother approve of you?

[pause] Miranda’s mother was, very intent on how successful Miranda, and creative
Miranda was going to be. And I think she thought I distracted Miranda from that.
She wanted to be, and Miranda to be doing other things. So.

Despite having so many creative hobbies yourself though.

Mm. I don’t know. I mean I... Jane, my mother... I used to see a lot of Miranda, and
then suddenly, I stopped, Miranda stopped being around, and, I, I don’t think I sort of
realised at the time, I was a bit put out, but, I don’t sort of remember... And I think,
many years later Jane had said to me that Isobel, Miranda’s mother, had, had
contacted her and said Miranda shouldn’t be seeing so much of me, because it wasn’t
giving her enough time for her own creative activities. So, I think Jane was quite, was
quite upset about it. And, I was slightly upset, but I, I... You know, she... I wasn’t so
upset that... You know, I had other things to do, I... I genuinely don’t think I had that
many very close friends, or I don’t, didn’t have that many close friends at school.

[1:46:27]
Mm. And was Christina...

Christine.

Christine.
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Christine Wilson. Yes. [pause] Christine I got, I got on enormously well with, who
was a huge, she was a very good friend. But, again, it, we didn’t keep in touch once
we went away to university, it wasn’t... No. I, I did, I did, I don’t know, about ten
years ago, see her on Friends Reunited, but I felt, I’ve moved on so long since then,
it’s sort of very strange. This kind of passion for getting back with people you knew
forty years ago, I find slightly strange. I mean I go back to occasional university
reunion dinner and, and it reminds you that, [laughs] it’s a long time since you’ve seen
people, and, had you been really, really good friends with them, you would have stuck
with them.

Mm. Mm.

You know, you, so you go back to sending Christmas cards and thinking, I don’t really
need to see them I’m afraid. [laughing] Sounds horrid but... Yes, I mean the fact that
you haven’t seen them for years is because, there wasn’t that spark that has motivated
you to keep in touch. So I just find a bit odd, the idea of wanting to get back together
with people I haven’t seen for forty, well, forty years, yes, probably, no, not quite, best
part.

[1:47:48]
Mm. I wonder if you could describe what you were like aged, let’s say around the
time you were leaving school?

To go to university?

Mm.

Gosh.

Before you started university. Just a sort of portrait of yourself in your own words as
it were.

[pause] I think I was very intense, very focused on work, and very focused on, on
school work, and that being what I was really interested in. I think I was very naïve, I
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was... I had been incredibly protected. I wasn’t terribly good at making friends,
because, my best friend was my mother, and, she was there, I didn’t have to make...
So I don’t think I really knew a lot about making friends. [pause] And I probably
came over as rather severe, because I was rather intense and focused. And quite
anxious. But not unhappy. [laughs] I was not at all unhappy. But quite sort of...
Well one of my, funnily enough, one of my... I, I, I was very determined to play the,
to learn to play the piano, and, when I was about, fourteen, and I’m not at all musical.
But I was going to learn to play the piano. Because I just sort of felt that, there was
something kind of, there was something very appealing about those sort of family
scenes where, on, in, in sort of, plays and books where, at Christmas somebody plays
the piano and everybody stands round and sings. Now, almost nobody in our family
can sing, so that was never going to work in our family anyway. My brother’s quite
musical actually, but the rest of us aren’t. I think it wasn’t... [laughs] And... But I
was determined I wanted to learn to play the piano. And we, we had a, we had
acquired a piano, and one of my mother’s friends actually taught the piano, he was a
very good musician actually, made money by teaching the piano. So... [pause] I...
So I duly started to learn to play the piano, and, with huge determination and little
musicality. [laughs] But, you know if I was going to do something, I was going to do
it, that was... And, Liz Levitas was my mother’s friend who, who taught me to play
the piano, and she had two daughters, Ruth and, what’s Ruth’s older sister called? I
can’t remember. Both of whom actually also went to Godolphin and Latymer, and
Ruth I’m still in contact with who is a professor of sociology at Bristol University,
and in fact Ruth actually came and gave us a very good talk, a very good seminar here
at the university last year as part of our, our Women, Progress and Power year. And,
Ruth was, funnily enough Ruth was saying to me... Oh, because, we used to see... Oh
Diana, her older sister was called Diana, Ruth and Diana. We used to see... My
mother had quite a lot of parties, she liked organising parties, and I loved organising
parties. And, the Levitases always, well, Liz and her two daughters, oh and their son
as well, often used to come to Jane’s parties. And, Ruth said to me... And, they
weren’t particularly my friends, because they were that much older than me, there was
just, a bit too much older than me to be kind of of the same, in my kind of friendship
group. But Ruth was, as saying to me, when, we were chatting after she had given her
lecture and she said, ‘I always thought you were a very lonely child.’ Which is odd
because I never felt lonely. But she said, ‘You always seemed to be doing, you know,
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all these academic things, and you didn’t seem to have a, much outside your, your
school work and your... You know, were very intense and...’ And, it never struck me
that I was like that, but, but that was certainly what I appeared to look like to, to Ruth.
And it was quite, [laughs] it was quite a shock to me, that, actually, it wasn’t how I
saw myself. But... But I must admit, I like organising parties better than I like going
to parties. I like being the person who, who is making sure everybody’s introduced to
everybody else and, making sure that everybody’s wine glasses are filled up and
making sure that the food is in the right places, rather than being the person who’s
standing around talking. [pause] So yes, so I think, that, you know, Ruth probably
was telling me pretty much how I was when I, when I, before I went up to Cambridge,
or when I went up to Cambridge.

[1:52:54]
That focus on school work and education, did you have any particular goal in mid you
were aiming towards?

Yes I wanted to be a professor. I wanted to write that on my UCA form, but school
wouldn’t let me. [laughs] You know, it’s that bit where, you know, there was a box in
those days on what’s called the UCA form, which is now a UCAS form or whatever,
and there was a box that said, you know, what did you want to do? And I was going
to write... We had to fill ours in in pencil, and have them checked, and then we were
allowed to fill them in in pen. And, and I wanted, said I wanted to be a professor.
And they said, [whispers] ‘I don’t think you should...’ you know. So I think I... Or
maybe I was allowed to put that I wanted to be an academic, but, I certainly wasn’t
allowed to have the ambition to be a professor, was seen to be a bit, [laughs] a bit, a
bit jumped-up or something, a bit over-confident perhaps. [laughs]

Why that particular ambition? It seems quite clear, there’s not much ambiguity there
that’s...

I don’t know. I, I really don’t know. It was, it was... I suppose in those days, I mean
we’re used to now there being lots of professors, but, in those days, there tended to be
one professor per academic department, if you were, you were, you know, the
professor was head of department. I mean, when I was, when I was a lecturer at
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Cambridge, we only had two professors in a department, and it was sort of, you had
to... So I suppose it was seen as, as, you know, being, you know, saying that I thought
I was terribly good and, and I had an expectation to, to achieve this sort of thing, and
perhaps that was seen as being a bit, particularly for, you know, because there were...
It was still a time in the, the early, very early 1970s when, there were very strong
assumptions that, that women probably wouldn’t have full-time careers, and, and
probably wouldn’t get to the top of the professions and things. So. And they
probably all thought I was being a bit, presumptuous, and it might look as if I was
being a bit over-confident or something, so I shouldn’t... [laughs]

[1:55:10]
Mm. Why did you choose Cambridge?

Because, all of my school teachers had been at Cambridge. It was going to be Oxford
or Cambridge, and, everybody who taught me had been at Cambridge, because, Miss
Grey seemed to appoint staff entirely from Cambridge [laughs], so, wasn’t any choice.
I don’t think I had any say. Or, I don t think I even thought about there being any
alternative. And I think it was... You used to be able to apply many years ago to
Oxford and Cambridge, and get offers from both, and I think, the system had just
changed, that you actually had to apply. They wouldn’t let people apply to both, you
had to apply to one or the other. So, it was, it was always clear it was going to be
Cambridge. And also because I was a scientist, it was, Cambridge was seen to be the
place to go.

So your original subject choice was physics, chemistry and crystallography, was
that...?

Crystalline materials it was called, yes.

Does that mean you decided on that at the UCAS stage, or when you got there?

No, when I got there. When you arrived you had a, you discovered you had a director
of studies, a personal tutor, and various, and in due course various supervisors. And,
my director of studies was John Leake, who was at John’s, I was at New Hall. And,
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John Leake liked all of his students to do physics, chemistry and crystalline state.
Crystalline state it was called, not crystalline materials. That was, John was a
crystallographer, and, John liked, John liked all his... And maths of course, we all did
maths.

Mm.

So, so, that’s what John told us we all had to do, and some people said, ‘No, I want to
do geology,’ and I want to do this, but I said, ‘Thank you very much, I’ll do what I’m
told.’ [laughs] So I did.

Was there any rationale behind your choice of Cambridge college?

[pause] No; I put no preference. I put no preference because, that was why I ended
up with New Hall. Because, most of the staff at school had been to Girton, and I was
fairly confident I didn’t want to go to Girton, but I didn’t want to offend any of the
staff at school, so I was a no preference candidate in those days. And, so I took all of
the entrance exams and I did the New Hall paper, and I was called for interview by
New Hall.

[1:57:23]
What was the interview like, do you remember?

It was with Dame Rosemary, well it was with Rosemary Murray as she was then,
who, in her, her tiny little office in college. And, she had a... She sat... I think she sat
behind her desk in the corner, and there were two enormous armchairs that were kind
of facing her desk, and I sat on the edge of this chair looking at her. And he said,
‘You don’t look very comfortable. Do sit back in the chair.’ And so I leant
backwards, not realising how much chair there was behind the edge I was sitting on.
And I, she conducted this interview with me practically, not daring to move.
[laughing] And sort of, practically lying down in this giant chair, because I was too
frightened to get up and straighten myself up. [laughing] So that was the interview
with Dame Rosemary, with, well, Rosemary Murray who later became Dame
Rosemary. I then had an interview with, I had an interview with my director of
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studies, John Leake, who was a very new lecturer, I think he must have been, I mean
John must be, five or six, perhaps he’s seven or eight years older than me. But, but at
that stage I think he had probably just got his first lectureship appointment. And,
looking back on it, I don’t know who, which of us was more scared of the other.
[laughs] So I think he was struggling to get the questions out, and I was struggling to
get the answers out. [laughs] He asked me how big was an atom I remember, and I
remember thinking, that’s a stupid question. [laughs] And then he asked me what
textbooks I had read, and I said, ‘I don’t read textbooks. But I do use them.’ [laughs]
Probably thought I was a horrible creature. [laughter] It was almost like, you know,
what books have you, what textbooks have you read? [laughs] So... I don’t
remember terribly much about the interview, except coming away feeling I, I had
completely, was a complete disaster and I was never going to get in. So it was jolly
nice when... In those days the, the postman knew, we knew our postman in London,
because we had the same postman every day, and the postman knew I was waiting for
a letter to tell me whether I had got a place at Cambridge, and it didn’t come in the
post on the day I was, I was kind of expecting... There was a couple of days when it
might have come. And it didn’t come. And the postman got back to the sorting
office, and, the sorting office then was just behind Olympia so it was just at the end of
our road in fact, it wasn’t very far away at all. He got back to the main sorting office,
he found this letter postmarked Oxford addressed to me, and he came back with this
letter, which was my, which was my acceptance at New Hall. And in those days if
you were accepted at Cambridge, you were accepted on the basis you would get two
E’s at A-level, so, that was the standard offer, once they’d decided they wanted you.
So, I had this letter saying I had to get two E’s at A-level. So, incredible, those days
when you knew the postman and the postman knew you, and...

Mm.

And, he walked back with this letter. He was really sweet. Mm, different times,
unfortunately, it’s a shame. I’m sure there are villages where that still happens, but...
[laughs] Yes.

We should probably wrap up in a minute.
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Yeah, I was going to say, I’m going to need, yes, go and do a couple of things before
my next, my next commitment. But...

It seems a nice point to stop for today.

OK.

[end of session]

[End of Track 1]
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[Track 2]

So where do you want to, what do you want to kind of pick up from? I...

I was wondering, you know, what happened after you got the letter, how did your
parents react?

Oh. Well my mother was delighted. I don’t remember any reaction from my father.
But, I’m sure he was extremely proud. He didn’t tend to let you know whether he
was, that he was extremely proud of things like that, so... But Jane was really pleased.
And, and in those days, once you got in, the offer was too E’s, so... [laughs] So that
was OK, took the pressure off. [laughs]

How did you actually do in your A-levels?

I got four A’s, which was, four A’s and a, in my A-levels, and a, whatever, whatever
you got in Highers, I got a Distinction I think in Higher level chemistry, or whatever
the appropriate, the marking, how the marking worked in those days. So, yes. So I
did all right. [laughs]

How did you feel about getting in?

[pause] It’s an interesting question. I don’t know. I don’t have any memory about
how I felt. I’m sure I would remember how I felt if I hadn’t got in. I’m sure I was
really, I’m sure I was really elated about it, but, but it would have been, such a, more
of a disaster for me if I hadn’t got in, than it probably was the success of getting in
somehow.

It does sound like it had been the plan for a while.

It was my, it was plan A, and, I’m not sure there was a plan B, [laughs] yes. So yes, it
was...

When did you actually start? I always get mixed up with Cambridge term times, it’s...
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When did I start? [pause] I started in, in October 1972. [pause] And... What do I
remember about that? I had to learn to ride a bicycle, that was one of the most
challenging bits. [laughs] Because I hadn’t ridden a bicycle in London, so, through
my last year at school after I knew, I’d known I’d got in, I, I bought a bicycle and I
had to learn to ride it, so, I used to cycle, I started cycling to school. But I was still a
very wobbly cyclist when I arrived in Cambridge. But it wasn’t quite as bad as
learning once you got there.

[1:02:52]
Which college were you at?

I was at what was then New Hall, and is now Murray Edwards College. And, I ended
up at New Hall because I had put no preference on my application, because most of
my, most of my teachers had been at Girton and I sort of felt I didn’t want to go to
Girton. So I ended up on the list for New Hall, and so I got offered a place by New
Hall. And I was quite glad when I got there, because I realised that, that both
Newnham and Girton had the reputation of being quite kind of, staid, and New Hall
was seen as the rather more, dynamic and buzzy of the, of the women’s colleges. But,
but to be honest, I suspect the, I suspect the really high-powered, some of the really
high-powered female undergraduates probably weren’t at New Hall. [laughs] But it
was a very fun place to be. And it was a very small college, because it was a
relatively new college in those days, and it still had Rosemary Murray as, as, who had
been its founder president, she was still President. And it was probably one of the two
smallest Cambridge colleges. So I think there were only about 250 of us in all three
years. So... Whereas I think it’s probably now, four, five, six hundred. So it’s hugely
increased in size.

Mm.

So it was very, it was very personal, very friendly.

[04:36]
What were your first impressions of the place when you arrived?
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[pause] I shared a room with a biologist called Alison Stewart, Ali. And Ali came
from Newcastle. And, I, I was, I had very little knowledge or experience of the north
of England. I, I was... I, I mean I sort of was one of those people who thought that,
that the north began at Watford, because motorway signs said, ‘Watford and the
North’. [laughs] So I sort of thought Watford was the great gateway to the North.
And Ali came from Newcastle, which was a long way north, and she had a, she had an
accent that went with it. But she was enormously warm and friendly. And, so, that
was nice. And we shared these funny little split-level rooms in the original, or the,
what was the relatively new building at New Hall, but the, the original part of the new
college building. They had these funny little split-level rooms where, one, one of you
lived on a shelf above the other effectively. [laughs] And, Ali lived upstairs and I
lived downstairs. But yes, she was a very congenial and friendly room-mate. And she
did biological sciences, so I didn’t see her for lectures and things.
[06:00]
And, [laughs] oh... And, John Leake from St John’s was my director of studies, and,
John had, John had two little girls who were at one, probably at St John’s School, who
used to, when I, we had supervisions in his rooms in New Court in St John’s which,
New Court is an amazing Victorian, sort of Romantic Victorian Gothic, huge
Romantic Victorian Gothic court on the... Does it... Yes, which is attached to the rest
of John’s by the Bridge of Sighs, so it’s on the, it’s on the side of the river, on the
other side of the river from most of the colleges. And it’s a kind of, depending on
whether you like Victorian Gothic, it’s either a monstrosity or an amazing fairy tale
building. And he had rooms right at the top of one of the, of one of the towers. And I
used to be very amused, because, John’s... New Hall was a completely modern
college and we didn’t have any of the trappings of a traditional, well much of the
trappings; we had fellows and supervisions and things, but we didn’t have much of the
trappings of a, of a Cambridge college. And going up to see John Leake, or Dr Leake,
for supervisions or meetings with your director of studies at the beginning and end of
every term, you walked up these big, open stone stairs, and you walked past all these
doors, and, they were all double doors, because he had an outside door and an inside
door, and when you were in you opened your... You sported your oak, you had your
outside door open. We only had single doors in New Hall, it being a normal sort of
building. But, there were, there were very strange notices outside the, some of the
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rooms were student rooms, some were undergraduate rooms, and some of them were
fellows’ rooms, and there were very strange notices in John’s, and the one that always
stuck with me, I remember my first time climbing these stairs to see John Leake, and,
I came past one that said, ‘Mr Pascoe will see men on his side at the following times.’
And, I kind of, this notice kind of caught me, because, I thought, well who are the
men who were not on his side? And what are they arguing about? [laughing] And,
many years later I discovered who Mr Pascoe was, because he was one of the
academics in engineering. And, and, I also discovered that it meant he would see the
people who were on his tutorial side. So he was seeing his tutees for their beginning
of term meetings. But it was this notice that said, ‘Mr Pascoe will see men on his
side.’ And you sort of thought... And you were in this, you know, this fantasy
Victorian Gothic building, and, you’d got these notices that appeared to be written in
strange languages. [laughs] So, it was all rather magical really, rather magical and
rather intriguing. And, and John had these two, these two, then two little daughters
who used to scream in sometimes. He used to have this set of fellows’ rooms in
John’s, so he had an enormous living room, and he had, I presume, a bedroom off
there, and he an enormous study, and so we would be having supervisions in his study
and these two little girls would charge in. And they, they had, they had, they had long
hair, well not very long hair but quite long hair, with real little St Trinian’s pigtails,
and these rather tidy school uniforms and rolled-down socks.
[08:38]
And John was a crystallographer, and everything in his rooms reflected in some way
the fact that he was a crystallographer. So he had these extraordinary patterned
carpets which were, had very symmetrical patterns, and he would ask you what the, to
describe the symmetry in the carpet, and things like that, as he was teaching us about
crystal symmetry. And you could see everything had been chosen, the material
covering the chairs had a symmetrical pattern in it. The carpet had a particularly
interesting symmetrical pattern which you could do a, you could do a quick set of, you
could do a kind of point group, which was the kind of notation for, for symmetry in
crystallography, you could determine the point group of the carpet. [laughs] And you
could just see John choosing these because, [laughs] because they interested him. So
it was, yes, they were...

[10:33]
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You mentioned him last time in your interview for Cambridge.

Mm.

What was he like actually as a director of studies?

Oh he was terribly nice actually, and I still, we’re still in touch with, with him.
Because he was in the materials department, so, sort of, he’s been around, either as a,
my director of studies or my, director of studies and supervisor for physics in my,
while I was at, an undergraduate, and then, he was around in the department when I
was doing my PhD and, he was a colleague when I was an academic at Cambridge.
So, he’s, he’s a very very nice, very nice individual, and always very friendly, very
supportive, very... But he’s a very precise individual, he used to do, as you might
imagine for a crystallographer, he used to do, he used to do the timetabling I can
recollect when I was an undergraduate, one of John’s jobs was timetabling for the
department, and that all kind of goes with his very mathematical and organised
approach to, to, to things somehow. Anyway.
[11:40]
So there was, so there were kind of mysterious places like the, the old colleges, and
there was New Hall which was really, very un... which didn’t really have very much
in the way of airs and graces; it was a nice straightforward, cheerful, friendly place, to
be honest. What was... [pause] Physics was a shock at, at university. I did natural
sciences, and, John Leake liked all his natural scientists to do physics, chemistry and
crystalline state in their first year, and, so, I did physics, chemistry and crystalline
state, and we all did maths as well. And physics was a shock to me, because I had
done Nuffield physics at school which was all about doing experiments and
discovering things, and, physics at Cambridge, the first, the first term of physics in
Cambridge was entirely about gas laws, and, Nuffield physics had not prepared me to
realise there were so many gas laws and they were so boring. [laughs] And also
suddenly the practicals had nothing to do with, with the, with the lectures. And of
course at school it had all been beautifully integrated, so, what you were learning
about was what you were doing experiments on. So, that was a bit of a shock too. In
fact, the teaching was, the teaching of physics was very very boring, and I remember
one of our lecturers said, you know, started, in physics, started his lectures by saying,
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he’d, he’d had the honour to teach... Well I don’t think he said the honour, but I think
he started, how many Nobel Prize winners had been, he had taught in his lectures,
and, and, that was where he would be aiming his lectures, and, and the rest of us could
become teachers. The arrogance of, of the Cavendish, some of the Cavendish Lab in
those days in Cambridge, was almost legendary. [laughs] And... Yes. [pause] So,
physics lectures were very disappointing, because they were so boring. Chemistry
lectures were fine, they were, as I say, we’d done Nuffield chemistry at school, there
wasn’t such a difference between Nuffield chemistry and university chemistry.
[13:57]
And, and crystalline state, which was the subject actually that John Leake did quite a
lot of teaching in, which was all about the science of crystalline materials and how
you describe the materials and, and the properties of those materials and how that
relates to their, their crystal structure, that was, that was fascinating, I really enjoyed
that.

Why did it appeal to you?

It had... There was an elegance to it, to a lot of it, that meant, you knew when you
were right. It had the appeal of a, of, of getting, some of it of getting to a, a
mathematical solution, or, finishing a Sudoku, or, that kind of thing when you get part
of the way through a problem and then suddenly everything falls into place, and you
know, because of the way it’s fallen into place, that it’s right. There was an enormous
satisfaction to, to crystals. And, and there was an enormous satisfaction too to, to
starting to see how the symmetry of the arrangements of the atoms affected physical
and mechanical properties, and being able to explain things. And somehow it seemed
to be a subject that, there was quite a lot of chemistry which was about organic
chemistry where, which was just like cooking to be honest, it seemed to be making up
recipes for making different kinds of molecules. And I know that’s changed a lot
these days, because a lot more of it is now done in terms of understanding charge
distributions and molecular potentials and, being able to analyse much more from sort
of theory and first principles why, why reactions should go this way. But when I was
taught organic chemistry it was like, you had to learn these great long syntheses, and,
you know, you mix x with y and you know you get z, and then, you take z and you
add p to it, and you know that if you raise the temperature fifty-five degrees
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centigrade... And it, it seemed almost to be learning by rote these, and in order to do,
you know, you had to get from molecule A to molecule Z, and you had to think, oh
yes, if I, if I react molecule A with molecule P then the normal reaction is this, and if
I... And you had to be able to put the stages together. But you were kind of
memorising what the, what the building blocks of that synthesis were, and, I found
that rather boring. [laughs] And we did one, I think it was probably in the second
year, we did one course, one chemical synthesis, which was about making, making
molecules with different numbers of rings, of different numbers of atoms in the rings,
they were organic molecules, and... So there was the synthesis of the five-membered
ring, the synthesis of the six-membered ring, the synthesis of the seven-membered
ring molecule. And then there was the synthesis of the chair-shaped molecule. And I,
I just remember thinking, good grief, what a chair molecule... You know, it just
seemed to be like a kind of, list of, a list of shapes and molecules. And actually, sort
of later in life I realised hearing, talking to other chemists, much later on, I actually
started to realise why it was important to be able to, to synthesise these molecules
with different shapes, and why for all sorts of good reasons you wanted to tailor the
shapes of molecules. But I don’t think when it was lectured to us we were ever given
any context for it. So to me it just became a whole load of, lists of steps I had to
remember about how to... And I had to remember, oh yes, I need a chair shape
molecule for that, that’s the synthesis for... And I found that very very boring.
Whereas crystals, which is what I went on to, which turned into materials in later
years, and then to my final year’s subject in metallurgy, was sort of immensely
appealing and logical somehow, and, that, that appeal of understanding, understanding
the structure and that leading to you being able to start to understand and predict the
properties, I found very exciting.

Mm.

And very... Also... And, there was also that feeling that, that you have from when
you, I think quite often when you’ve done well at school, you become very, well I
was, you know, that sort of satisfaction of handing in work and getting it back with
‘Good’ written on it. And there was that same satisfaction with crystals, that you
could tell whether you had got it right. [laughs] So you knew when you handed it in
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you were going to get ‘Good’ written on it. [laughs] It was a sort of, Pavlovian
response to, to being kind of patted on the head.

[18:25]
How was crystalline state actually taught?

How was it taught? Well actually it was taught partly by the Department of
Mineralogy and Petrology, and partly by the Department of Metallurgy and Material
Science. And, I think because it would have been, it was a course that was put
together by a big team, and had to be, the two departments had to be very integrated in
how they taught, and because the practicals were short, and very closely integrated
with the lectures, it probably came across much more like the kind of experience I had
had in physics and chemistry at school. And I, you know, and I’m, you know, I’m
sure that’s what a lot of good teaching tries to achieve now, that integration of, of
hearing about it and, and doing it. That sort of learning by doing which, which
appealed to me, and which, if you look at modern approaches to engineering, the kind
of Conceive-Design-Implement-Operate approach to designing and engineering
curriculum, that’s all about the kind of learning by doing and, and for engineers rather
than scientists, the idea that, actually learning by doing, for some of them may come
before learning the theory, because that’s what motivates them to learn the theory.
And I suspect I was rather in that camp, and therefore the, the physics approach which
was all about learning the theory long before you had any chance to do it, I didn’t find
very interesting. But the materials, the crystallography and the materials, where you
had a go at it whilst you were learning about it, I found very, quite motivating, quite,
you know, I was quite enthusiastic, very enthusiastic about that. Yes.
[20:05]
And I hugely enjoyed being an undergraduate.

What's undergraduate life like?

Um... [pause]

What did you do for fun I guess would be another way of putting it.
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Yes. Well I worked terrifically hard, because I genuinely enjoyed the work. [pause]
And I, I had quite a lot of friends but no... Well Ali, my room-mate, was a very good
friend, she was just very, you know, warm and human and, and good for, good for
helping mop up tears if, when disaster struck. [pause] I didn’t really have any very
very close, very very close friends until my final year as an undergraduate I think.
But I had, well, a good friend, Lizzie Eyre, who was doing the same courses as me in
first year, but when all the, all of those of us at New Hall who did natural sciences, we
pretty much all did maths, physics, chemistry and crystalline materials, because, that’s
what John Leake like us to do. [laughs] I think he thought that was a good grounding
for doing anything, so he tried to dissuade us from doing other subjects in first year.
He felt you could catch up on other subjects, but you had to do the harder ones in your
first year. So... So there was, so there was a group of, of three or four of us who all
did the same subjects, so I knew them very well. And... [pause] I didn’t really have
any female friends from other colleges, being at a women’s college. We had a, we
had a, a link with Churchill for freshers, because Churchill, it was the first year that
King’s, Churchill, Clare, had admitted women, but, they admitted very small numbers,
so Churchill and New Hall, because Churchill was, just a bit further out of town than
New Hall but quite close, had a kind of joint, joint kind of welcome weeks for
freshers. So, there was quite a good bunch of, of friends at Churchill. One of them I
remember, a very good friend called Steve Fisher, who used to, who used to, I used to
end up in Steve’s room every week getting Steve to explain to me how to write up my
physics practical that I had completely not understood. Well I had either not
understood it or, as in the case of the one we were supposed to be plotting, statistical
distributions by throwing darts at a target, my dart throwing was so random [laughs],
that I hadn’t got the kind of distribution ... We were supposed to get a normal
distribution, because we were throwing darts at these lines. My darts were lucky if
they actually went into the board at all [laughing], so, I hadn’t got any got any data to
do my, to draw my distribution from, so I had to go and see Steve and get his. I had
dutifully thrown my darts, but they didn’t, they didn’t do what, what was, what it was
expected that most people’s would do. Yes, that was... So yes, I regularly ended up
going to see Steve to have my physics explained to me, because I didn’t... and Steve
seemed to cope extremely well with the physics lectures.

[24:00]
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So you worked hard. Where did you do most of your work?

[pause] I think in my room in my first year. I had a desk under a window. The desks
were built in to a gap between the wardrobe and the wall, and they looked out, we had
huge windows that looked out onto, Garden Court was it called? [pause] I think it
was called Garden... It was called something like Garden Court. Anyway, it was a
lovely... It was, the college, it was a traditional college in that it was built round
courts, but it wasn’t finished at the time I was there, so... But I was on the one court
that was almost finished, so you looked in, and there were some lovely big trees and
grass and... It was actually very nice, sitting looking out, looking out into the, into the
court. But I didn’t ever really like working in the library. So I think I did most of my
work in my room to be honest, yes.

Mm.

Or sometimes in other people’s rooms [laughs] when I was, when I was going for
help. Yes. And what did we do? Well there were, there were discos, endless discos at
other colleges, although one didn’t, I mean there were, over the course of a year there
seemed to be endless discos, but... There were quite a lot of parties; there were
discos every weekend at Churchill, that was the easiest place to go, because it wasn’t
too far. If you went into town, it was kind of a long walk back. Or a long cycle back.
[pause] We spent a lot of time sitting around in people’s rooms and putting the world
to rights I seem to recollect. There were lots of... Well there weren’t lots but there
were a number of pages in my lecture notes where I had obviously not been able to
stay awake at nine o’clock in the morning and, the writing would start on the line,
[laughs] and then it would trail underneath it, and then I would wake up again and it
would start again on top of the line. So, I think we used to sit around.
[26:19]
The report of the Club of Rome was, was very popular reading matter in the early
1970s, and the Club of Rome said we were going to run out of oil in 1980 or
something, I can’t remember quite when it said we were going to run out of oil. And
we sat around endlessly discussing the report of the Club of Rome and what we were
going to do about it, and how the world was, how we were going to have a more
sustainable world. And I was, I think I was quite, I was... Because I was quite intense
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and rather hardworking, and didn’t have any, a lot of very close friends, I somehow
was, was somebody who, who, evangelical Christian, there were various really quite,
quite rabid evangelical Christian groups in Cambridge at that time in the colleges, and
I, I used occasionally... [pause] In fact I used quite frequently to get invited by them
to their meetings, and I never twigged until I had got there what it was that I was
going to. You used to get invited for tea. And I remember a number of occasions
sitting in somebody’s room having tea and cakes and sort of, sitting around in a circle
and chatting away. And then, at some point somebody would say something like,
‘And when did you see the light?’ And we would start going round the circle, and...
[pause] And I would suddenly realise it was getting closer and close to me, and I had
to find a reason to leave urgently. [laughs] And I, I got, I found myself in that
situation on a number of occasions in my first year, and I never saw it coming.
[laughs]

[28:14]
Why were you unconvinced?

Unconvinced...?

About Christianity at that time.

Oh I, I suppose, just, I sort of felt that... I didn’t find it compatible with being a
scientist.

How so?

Because, I feel as a scientist you shouldn’t believe things. You should test them. And
anything that at some point says, you have to say ‘I believe’, I found worrying. I
thought, no, you should be explaining your, your, what’s the set of experiments you
are going to do to demonstrate the foundation for that. That belief should have a
foundation that can be rationally tested. So... [laughs] Anyway. But it was the time
when sort of really evangelical Christianity was kind of quite, quite prevalent in
Cambridge colleges, and, yes, I, I... [laughs] I think because I was quite, quite
intense and hardworking, I, I sort of fitted, I somewhat fitted the mould of... And I
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had some very good friends from, I had some good friends from some of these groups,
but I sort of fitted the mould of the type of people who went to their meetings. So I
used to get, I used to get invited and then suddenly realise I was in the wrong place.
[laughs] And have to depart abruptly.
[29:50]
And, what else did, was...? Oh I, once, I had, at one point I had a boyfriend who was
a PhD student at, in, in engineering at Trinity, and, he had friends who were doing
PhDs in maths and things, and, I think in my first year that was my only experience
with, with drugs, or, it wasn’t an experience with drugs. And this was back in 1972.
And I remember going to one of those, a party with, with Chris, and, we were all sat
round in a circle strangely enough, and, and, and somebody was offering people
something to smoke. And I sat there thinking, what’s this? And then suddenly two
neurons knitted together in my brain and I found an excuse to leave. [laughs] So I
genuinely didn’t inhale. But... But I have to say, that was the only time I, I came
across any form of drugs other than alcohol in my time at Cambridge. [laughs] So it
always rather shocks me when, when our students do strange things and I’m told it’s,
it’s drug-related, it sort of, I sort of still find it rather odd that that happens on
campuses. Sad but it does.

[31:14]
You’ve talked quite a lot about your parents and, well political beliefs, last week, and
I was just wondering, you know, was there any reflection of that at university?

I am not a very political animal, and, once I was away from Jane’s politics it was,
wasn’t something I got involved with really at all in Cambridge I don’t think. [pause]
I... I went to the societies’ fair, which is a giant, absolutely vast hall full of stalls for
the numerous, numerous, even in those days, societies you could join at Cambridge,
and I joined the Union Society. And that was about it I think. I went along to a
couple of meetings of, oh dear, the University Liberal Club possibly. But... [pause] I
don’t remember going to anything regularly in terms of societies in my first year. No,
I haven’t got any recollection of... I went to a couple of Union Society debates but, I,
I didn’t get very engaged in that either.

[32:48]
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You mentioned that you got closer friends in your third year. Why did you only then
make closer friends do you think?

[pause] I’m trying to, I’m trying to remember. The friends I still have now, my, what
I would call my very best friend, Siobhan, who’s a, who’s a GP, who was doing
medicine, I became friends with Siobhan through rowing. [pause] And I didn’t start
rowing till my third year. And I don’t know why. Well it’s one of those sort of things,
a coincidence. I got on very well with Siobhan although she was two years, I think
she’s two years, she was two years younger, two years below me. And then I stayed
on as a PhD student, so Siobhan being a medic was still around. And, then when my
now husband went to work for Rolls Royce, Siobhan... in Derby, and I was a research
fellow in Cambridge by then, at Girton, Siobhan and her by then husband I think,
Mark, who had also been at Cambridge, they were doing house jobs at, I think at
Nottingham, at the, Cripps... Are they called the Cripps university...? Anyway the big
university hospital in Nottingham. And it turned out that actually, Mark had been at
Queen’s exactly the same year as my husband Colin. And so, I had been very friendly
with Siobhan, and, and indeed had known Mark at university, but after they had left
university we, as I say, we all ended up sort of in he East Midlands together. And
then, we have kept in very close contact with Siobhan and Mark ever since, and we,
we see them, we see them frequently and we see their children and, we know their
children very well. And isn’t it funny, it’s kind of coincidence I think to some extent
isn’t it. Because, I mean I’m still in contact with Lizzie Eyre who was my, a good
friend in the first year. I’m still in... And I’m, yes, still in, still in contact with Ali
Stewart, who’s now called Ali Mood who I shared a room with. And I’m still in
contact with some of the people I shared a house with in my final year at, as an
undergraduate at Cambridge. But, I am in contact with them which means, you know,
the odd letter, a postcard, a Christmas card. But Siobhan and Mark, we actually see
regularly still even though they, they are up in, in Harrogate. So yes, it’s sort of, it’s
sort of, odd which friends you, whose, which friends’ lives actually in some ways
align with your own such that those bonds keep, keep being reinforced, and which
really good friends’ lives go off in completely different directions, and you, you, it’s
nice to keep in touch but you don’t, neither of you make the effort to, [laughs] to
really kind of keep, keep thoroughly engaged, keep kind of closely engaged. Mm.
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[36:30]
Did you have much thoughts about the future when you were an undergraduate? You
mentioned last time wanting to be a professor; had the ambition progressed
beyond...?

Oh, yes, I mean I think I was still, I still thought I wanted to be an academic, and
indeed when I, when I graduated I stayed on to do a PhD and then, and then postdoc
and then a research fellowship at Girton. So I, I’d pretty much had a, was on track so
to speak. [laughs] Yes, I didn’t, did I... I applied for one job when I, in my third year.
Everybody was applying for jobs. And I thought, I don’t want a job, [laughs] I want a
PhD. But I think at some point I got a bit unnerved by the fact that everybody was
applying for jobs and telling me they’d got jobs and things, and I was thinking, oh, am
I, should I be doing something, you know? So I did apply very late to Rolls Royce,
and, and they didn’t offer me a job. They had waited a very long time to tell me they
weren’t offering me a job for some reason. But then I applied very late so maybe that
was why. But, that was the only job I applied for as an undergraduate. And, and,
because I knew I wanted to do a PhD, and I sort of assumed I would be able to do a
PhD, so, so I didn’t... No.

[37:50]
Which of the subjects that you started off doing...

I started off doing, yes...

Did they stay the same?

Physics, chemistry, crystals and, and maths. And in my second year I did, material
science and chemistry. And in my final year I did metallurgy. Because that was how
natural sciences worked in those days, you did three subjects in your first year, and
maths was sort of compulsory. You did, one subject at Advanced level and another
subject in your second year I think, so I did... Or you did three single subjects in your
second year, and I did Advanced chemistry, and, and material science. And then I did
metallurgy. It was the last year that Cambridge taught metallurgy as a final year
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subject in, in natural sciences, so, there were fourteen of us doing metallurgy for the
very last year and we were quite proud of that. [laughs]

Why did you go in that direction?

It continued on from crystals really, that, crystals, crystals in first year was taught by
Mineralogy and Petrology who were a strange, kind of slightly old-fashioned
department and, and material science which was quite, Metallurgy and Material
Science, which was quite a dynamic, young department. And they shared the course
very well actually. But in the second year you could, you could have done,
mineralogy and petrology was it called? Or, perhaps it was... You could either have
done crystallography with min and pet, or you could do... or, and/or, you could do
material science with, in the Department of Metallurgy and Material Science, and,
wasn’t much choice for me, mineralogy was a slightly strange place, slightly oldfashioned and, and, just slightly creepy I found it. [laughs] Whereas metallurgy and
material science was, seemed to be full of very dynamic young lecturers and, full of
energy and, and, really interesting. So that’s what I did. And then I did that in my
final year.
[40:09]
And... [pause] We had a... Oh we had a, a great fun... In the, over the, must have
been, in the Christmas vacation, or was it in the... Oh one of the nice things about the
final year at Cambridge in those days was that you did something called the long
vacation term. The terms were so short in Cambridge, that in the science subjects in
those days, quite a lot of them had a four-week long vacation term where you came
back to Cambridge in the middle of the summer and you did a kind of preparatory
course for your final year. And, and that was absolutely lovely. Because of course
you weren’t typically in Cambridge in the summer, you were usually booted out of
college and... And so to be back for four weeks in the middle of a summer in
Cambridge, with your, with your new colleagues for your final year course, doing
what was mainly, we had a few lectures but it was mainly a practical course, and,
going on works visits and things, was absolutely wonderful. That was a kind of
summer of, of punting and, and pub lunches and... It was... And it was, as I recollect,
it was, we had fantastic weather that summer. It was very, it was a really, really nice
summer, very friendly, very... And somehow, despite the fact that the academics were
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dragged back in to teach for four weeks in the middle of the summer when they might
have expected to have been on holiday, there was something about, the weather was
really good and, and, they all seemed to, they seemed to be very positive about it, so...
It was a really, that was really enjoyable. I can’t remember what we did, but...
[41:52]
And then we had something called the Goldsmiths’ tour, and I think it happened over
the Christmas vacation, which it might have done because vacations at Cambridge
were so long, where we had to organise for ourselves to go round and look at sort of
metallurgical industry. And two of our, the younger lecturers, drove the two
minibuses for us, as I recollect. Yes, I’m sure it was Dai Jones and John Kallend
where the two young academics who I think came on the tour with us, who drove the
minibuses. And, it was, most of... You didn’t have to go, but I think it was most of
the final year class. And we came round the Birmingham area in fact, and we went to,
we went to IMI, Industrial Metal Industries, which in those days, appear in
Birmingham, in those days made Lightning zips, and titanium alloys, and lots of
copper and, and brass coins. So there was a huge... And we went to GKN, which did
a lot of manufacturing and had its research centre here, just outside Birmingham.
And, we went down a mine, I can’t remember where that was, but it was a mine that
the Queen had visited. And therefore... It was all painted white inside. The bit she
got taken along was all whitewashed. We got taken a bit further than the whitewashed
bit but not that much further. [laughs] And we got very very grubby, and... And
before we, before we got cleaned up afterwards, showered and cleaned up afterwards,
the miners who had shown us round took us to have, took us to have sort of tea and a
roll with them in the caff, in the, in the cafeteria, and, and they told us we, I remember
they told us we were going to get raw onion sandwiches, or raw onion cobs. And we
all went, ooh, [laughs] a raw onion cob? And, and you realised when you were eating
these rolls with sliced raw onions in them, was that when your mouth was full of coal
dust, you couldn’t taste anything, and actually raw onions was about the only thing,
was possibly one of the few things that would have any impact on you at all when you
were eating sandwiches, when you were eating, immediately after you had come up
after a shift. And there were only two women, so the chaps went off and showered
with the miners who had been showing us round, but, myself and, I can’t remember
who the other woman was. Might have been Sue Bagguley, she was one of the other
women. Anyway. And we had to go and, and we had to go and share the shower in
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the, in the medical, in the little medical room. [laughs] So... But, onion sandwiches
was, or onion cobs, was a, a memory from...
[44:57]
But the other thing was, IMI, because we were called the Goldsmiths’ Society, and I
don’t think at IMI they had any idea who we were, but we were the Goldsmiths’
Society from Cambridge, and we had written to ask if we could come and look round,
and they hadn’t realised, I don’t think they had quite realised it. So there, they took us
into the directors’ dining room for lunch when we visited IMI. And, that was an
extraordinary experience. Because we were third-year undergraduates, we weren’t...
[laughs] And, that was a three-course meal followed by port and stilton, and huge
stiltons appeared with silver spoons for scooping the cheese out of them. And then
cigars came round. [laughs] We were kind of... And, that, in those days, back in, that
would have been 1975, or, might have been just the end of ’74, ’75, IMI had, at
Birmingham, had at least three levels of, it had works canteens and managers’
canteens, and then it had the directors’ dining room, and it may have had somewhere
else in between that, where we were. And this was just, gosh, I mean, industry has
just transformed unbelievably since those days. This directors’ dining room was an
extraordinary place. I mean we were, we were served dinner at sort of, you know,
table, tables with cloths on, and... But the kind of, you know, the difference between
the workers and the bosses was just extraordinary. Anyway, we had a jolly good
lunch, we, [laughs] we couldn’t quite believe it.

[46:30]
How did that actually compare to what you were used to as an industry director years
later?

Well when I first, when I first worked with Rolls Royce, when I did my research
fellowship, Rolls Royce still had a visitors’ dining room at both Bristol and Derby
sites in fact, where you could take visitors, and I used to get taken. The director for
university liaison, who was based at Bristol, when I was the Rolls Royce research
fellow at Girton College, used to like to take me to lunch in what was the visitors’
dining room I think. And so, it was where directors I think could take their visitors.
And, there was no alcohol served there; I’m sure we had wine with our lunch at IMI.
There was no alcohol, except for, you could have sherry before lunch. And, he always
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used to have a very large glass of Harvey’s Bristol Cream which he poured into his
soup mostly [laughs]. But he was very much of the old school even back in 1980.
And by the time I worked at Rolls Royce we didn’t have, well, I had a, I inherited a, I
inherited, I acquired a site that manufactures fan blades in Barnoldswick, and I think
that probably had the last managers’ dining room in the company, and I abolished it as
their boss. Slightly to the, [laughs] annoyance of, of the managers on the site, but that
was I think the last place that had different dining rooms for, for everyday dining
rooms; I mean obviously there were still facilities for visitors in some parts of Rolls
Royce, particularly in London, but... But yes, that’s, I mean that’s just transformed.
But this sort of three levels of, three levels of dining room for, for different levels of
staff in this, you know, for the feeling of them and us, is very much not characteristic
of most companies, well, any company I go into, and I’m sure of, you know, 99.9 per
cent of companies these days.

[48:34]
You talked a bit about how you felt that, the physics aspect of it was so completely
divorced from its actual applications in the real world.

Mm.

Is it the same in metallurgy, or did things like this help to balance that out?

Oh no, metallurgy was very, very much focused, particularly by the third year, on, on
applications, sort of almost by its nature really. Why you, why do you want to
understand the phase transformation behaviour of metals? Because you want to use
them for something. So yes, it was much more, it was much more exciting and much
more interesting, and, much more immediate in terms of, you could see how you
could change something that would enable you to do something different with it. Yes,
it had a much stronger application focus. And we had a, we had a course on nuclear
reactor technology I remember, taught by Trevor Page, which, [laughs] they were
rumoured, they were rumoured to be trying to find in the bottom of the cupboard and
dust off. Trevor’s recently returned from being one of the pro-vice-chancellors at
Newcastle University, and, I’ve kept in touch with Trevor and, and his family, and,
Trevor was saying that they were chasing him for his old, [laughs] nuclear reactor
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technology lecture notes, with the interest in, in revisiting the nuclear power
programme in this country.

[49:57]
What were the big issues in metallurgy when you began in that area as an
undergraduate?

Well, I mean one, one of the big issues actually was, because it, it was the early 1970s,
so we were just in the process of the, the, looking at building another round of nuclear
power stations in the UK from the, the original ones from the 1960s. And all of those
issues around, irradiation damage, the structural integrity of the containment of
nuclear pressure vessels, long-term thermal and irradiation effects on embrittlement of
materials, which I ended up doing my PhD on, all of that was extremely current.
There was a big activity in Japan trying to develop, well very successfully developing
what turned into their technical ceramics industry. So trying to make ceramics into
load-bearing materials, and Japan had programmes like the, the ceramic, they were
trying to build a, a ceramic engine. Japan used to have, and still does to an extent, had
big national programmes sponsored by MITI on, on things like, you know, the allceramic engine, which were challenges beyond what you were probably going to be
able to achieve, but, but because they were big national-funded challenges, which
industry, probably, maybe not universities actually, but industry, participated in, it
raised the competence of, or it grew new industries, and in particular about that time
the technical ceramics industry in Japan was, was growing very very fast. So there
were, there was lots of stuff on new uses for ceramic materials in application in loadbearing applications, and later in Rolls Royce looking at ceramic, small ceramic
turbine blades for things like military engines and helicopter engines to work at
extremely high temperatures. So those, that was, you know, they were the, the new
wonder materials.
[52:09]
Composites were of course starting to be, starting to be materials of, of real interest as
well, and starting to be used in structural applications. [pause] What were the, what
were the real, the real... Those were the challenges I was interested in. I’m sure there
were lots of other... One of the challenges in, in chemical metallurgy which wasn’t
my area in which I was most interested was, was, could you trans... could you move
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from the two-stage process of steel-making, which is how steel is made pretty much
today, which is the, the first core process of, of refining, of, of converting the iron ore,
and then the second process of refining and alloying, could you turn that into a onestage process, because it would reduce the cost and speed up steel-making? And that
was another area where the Japanese had a, had a big national programme where they
got all of the Japanese steel-makers collaborating on one-stop steel-making, or oneshot steel-making, whatever it was called. And that was an area of interest, could you
ever make that, could you ever make that work, and in fact I don’t think they have
made it work entirely yet. And, and the Japanese certainly saw that, as a high cost
base country with competition starting to develop in low cost countries like China and
places, how could the Japanese maintain their position in steel-making? Well only by
radically challenging the quite expensive steel-making process that was characteristic
at the time. That wasn’t, I mean, chemical, chemical metallurgy wasn’t my main area
of interest, but that was sort of, one of the big challenges that were around.
[53:55]
My, my interest always stuck in the kind of, physical mechanical, the relation of
physical and mechanical properties to the structure and the composition of the
materials, so, that was the area I moved into for my PhD, picking up the, looking at
mechanical properties, and in particular looking at the structural integrity issues, how
cracks, how cracks initiate and grow, and, and how you can monitor and how you can
predict the behaviour of materials in, for example, service in nuclear reactors. So my
PhD was with, sponsored by Harwell and was looking at the embrittlement behaviour
of, of, of steels, of nuclear reactor pressure vessel steels.

How did you get PhD funding?

How did I get it?

Mm.

[pause] The... My PhD supervisor, John Knott, had... I think he... I mean I got a first
class degree, and if you got a first class degree you were fairly certain that you could,
you could, somebody would, would have funding and would take you into their
research group to do a PhD. And, as I recollect, there was some kind of, slightly
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opaque process by which you found out that certain academics had PhD funding, and
you went round and talked to them and decided whose PhD, which PhD you wanted
to do. And, for some reason I decided this one on fatigue and fracture, on, on fracture
of pressure vessel steels with John Knott, funded by Harwell, was the one I wanted to
do. And I really don’t know why, why... I, I vaguely remember that I did look at
other, I did look at, I talked to some of the other members of staff, and, I did visit
Oxford and Imperial to talk to them about PhDs, but I didn’t really want to go to...
But I’d kind of set my heart on staying in Cambridge really, so, that was just sort of, I
thought I ought to tick some boxes I think, I don’t think I went to either Oxford or
Imperial with any real feeling that I was going to go there to do a PhD.
[56:40]
And why did I join John’s group? Well I, it was genuinely the area I was interested in,
it was this, it was this, structure property relationships kind of area, with a real
industrial application. And I think also it was, it was a research group that had a
reputation for, for enjoying life. [laughs] It was a very, it was an enormously sociable
research group, that, that all went out together a lot, and worked, that sort of worked
together and played together. And, and I think, I think if... I don’t know, I’m... There
were two very prominent research groups in the department, there was the steel group,
which was run by a Professor Honeycombe, that was his research group, and they
were kind of, they were kind of, big and, and, and, noisy and... And they had the, they
had a very high profile laboratory on the, on the top floor, just next-door to the tea
room that everybody had to walk past when we went for tea, or coffee, in the
department. And they were kind of, I think they saw themselves as top dog in the
department. And, John’s research group, John Knott’s team were... Where were we at
that time? [pause] We, as I recollect, we had the lab opposite the, the steel group, on
the way to the library. So the equivalent laboratory, the top floor of the department,
had a, a sort of internal courtyard, and there were these big laboratory... Well each
research group had a big laboratory. And, the two most high, most high profile ones
were steel group and the Knott group. Because, they had windows on to the main
corridors in the department. Whereas the other ones were down side corridors and
tucked away. And the steel group were there and the Knott group were there, and so
the library was there and the tea room was there. And somehow the steel group kind
of felt they were top dog, but, there was this, I think the Knott group had this, this
kind of aura that, that actually quietly they were actually the, intellectually rather
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brighter than the steel group, and probably slightly superior. But these were the two,
the two big research groups that were really sociable, and really, kind of, I don’t
know, I think they, they sort of... They kind of made, they kind of felt important and
they felt like the places to be. So I joined, I joined the Knott group, John Knott’s,
John Knott was our PhD supervisor but it was always called the Knott group.

[59:35]
Who else was actually in the group?

Who was in the group? Oh gosh. Well there was, just when I started there was a
postdoc called Rob Ritchie, who after that went off to University of California, to
Berkeley, where he still is, and has been kind of top dog in fatigue and fracture in the
States for a long time. There was Sami El-Soudani, who was a, an Egyptian
American, who did a lot of very detailed work on quantitative fractograpy. So, Sami
took masses of pictures of the fractured surfaces of, of steels and associated, they
made all sorts of measurements on them and was trying to produce all sorts of
quantitative theories of fracture by studying fracture surfaces. And, we all thought
Sami was slightly, slightly mad. Sami is absolutely lovely, I’m still in contact with
Sami and his wife. As with Rob actually. But, I think, I think none of us quite
realised that, in those days, because foreign, foreign students weren’t as common,
anything like, in the university, but, Sami was a Muslim and so he observed Ramadan,
and I don’t think any of us quite realised this, until... And so Sami kept, sometimes in
the year Sami was almost entirely nocturnal, you know, and, and you used to find... I
mean we were always rifling through each other’s drawers, it was a very, a very
sociable... But it was really like a family, the Knott group, it was quite a close kind of
pack of people. And you, you know, so we were always rifling through each other’s
drawers and pinching each other’s pens and, and, but usually, screwdrivers and
scalpels and tweezers and, the kind of things we needed for what we were doing in the
lab. And whenever you rifled through Sami’s drawer, there was always a loaf of
bread and something else, and, I think it was actually because we had, we kind of
didn’t realise that, that, you know, at times he was fasting and things, and so he was
eating at very odd times of day and things. But anyway, he was very good, good
company. There was... um um um. David Curry, who went on to work Schlumberger
and then in the oil industry, and, he’s now back in the UK but has been out in North
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America as an oil industry consultant, on, on fracture, fracture problems. There was,
Andy Pickard. Andy was another PhD student when they were all above me so to
speak in the, they’d been there longer than me. Because I think I was the only new
student who started that year, in John’s group. Andy went to work for Rolls Royce
and he still works for Rolls Royce out in Indianapolis. So there was Sami and Andy
and Rob. Oh Richard Smith, who was a longstanding postdoc, who had been in
John’s group, did his PhD with John, in John’s group for quite a while when I was
there, who kind of looked after us all, because John wasn’t always around. And
Richard went off to work for the Welding Institute, and Richard retired quite recently,
and lives in Cambridge with, with his wife Jill, and we’ve known them for years.
[pause] That’s probably it actually.
[1:03:05]
I could tell you where we sat in that lab. [laughs]

Could you actually describe it to me, what it looks like inside?

The lab? Yes, it had, there was the corridor that led to the library, and then the lab had
windows from, about, slightly above shoulder height. And there was, we had, we all
had, our desks were kind of... And so, along... If the windows ran along there, onto
the corridor, there was a row of benching which was desks here, and there was, the
library side there was another row of benching which was also desks. And Dave
Curry sat there.

Could you actually describe where there is, just for the...?

Oh sorry. The windows, the windows ran along there, and if the library was there,
Dave Curry had... And there were doors at...

Each end of the...

At each end, that led out onto the corridor. And Dave was, had a, Dave’s desk was
under the window at the far end from the library. Richard Smith I think had an office,
but he was often in the lab with us. I had a, I had a desk at the library end, not along
under the window, at the, at the wall that was adjacent to the library. Andy Pickard
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was along the front with... Andy Pickard was along the front with Dave. Sami had
the bit of desk I was on, Sami had the desk at the corner there, because he had lots and
lots of drawers, [laughs] full of loaves of bread and things, and pictures. There were
two fume cupboards down the other side of the lab. There was a big bench in the
middle where we sawed up specimens and prepared samples for electron microscopy
and things. And then there was a, there was a vice, and I can’t remember whether the
vice was on the end of the main bench in the centre, at the far end from the library, or
whether it was just beyond the fume cupboards, whether we had a, a work bench with
a vice on it there. Because I, I, this, this vice became a big part of my life, because I
was, I tested quite large pieces of steel mostly, and I had to do, I had then to saw off
quite often the fracture surfaces to examine the, the failure behaviour. And I was
almost totally incompetent with a hacksaw. And, and I used to get terribly, terribly
teased, and, I did indeed one day burst into tears when somebody was having a go at
me for having no idea how to use a hacksaw. So Richard Smith decided he had to
teach me how to use a hacksaw properly. [laughs] Which he did. But we used to
spend a lot of time playing practical jokes on each other. We used to, we all used to
acquire the most, the most extravagant toolboxes, that was something, as to who had
the best toolbox. And, there was a feeling that Dave Curry I remember had rather too
good a toolbox, and that, and that, everybody was a bit jealous. So, I remember once
when Dave was away at a conference, they bolted Dave’s toolbox, they took all
Dave’s tools out of his toolbox and we bolted Dave’s toolbox to the floor, and then put
all his tools back in. [laughs] And then, occasionally we would decide we hadn’t got
enough furniture, and when we decided we hadn’t got enough furniture we would all
come in at the weekend and steal furniture from the steel group’s lab. [laughs] And
they would all come and steal it back the next weekend usually. [laughs] But it was,
yes, it was good fun, very good fun. And in-between that we did some research.
[laughs]
[1:06:55]
And John was a fantastic supervisor, I mean he was genuinely, hugely interested in
what we were doing, he always wanted to know... He sat down with us individually
quite frequently to go through our results and, to find out what were the next
experiments we were going to do. He always had masses of ideas. And in your sort
of second year you, you kind of spent your time trying to work out which of John’s
ideas were worth following up, because there were always far more than you could...
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And in your third year you spent your time trying to stop him telling you what his
ideas were, because you wanted to work on your ideas. [laughs] And I think that was
a sort of process he went through with everybody, but... And it was just a very
sociable research group, so, we often all used to, because we were all working in
similar areas, we often used to go to conferences together. We used to go to, we used
to go to the pub every Friday lunchtime together, we... It was a hugely fun time. and
my husband worked in, or my to-be husband, much later on, Colin, worked in Gerry
Smith’s research group, which was down the corridor from us, but, on, also on, on
fatigue, but looking at rather different aspects of the growth of fatigue cracks. So that
was where I met him. And then I stayed on as a postdoc in John’s group for a year.
Who funded that? Oh with funding from General Electric, working on fatigue in
aerospace alloys. And then I got the Rolls Royce junior research fellowship at Girton
College, so I continued working on fatigue in aerospace alloys only for Rolls Royce
rather than for General Electric. And also continued working with John’s group.

[1:08:45]
Can you describe to me what the problem with fatigue in metals actually is?

Yes. When... All metals, all materials that, almost all materials other than some of the
very, very carefully made materials that are used for specialist electronic applications,
some of the single crystal, you know, nanoscale materials, almost all other materials
have defects of various kinds in them, and there may be defects in the form of missing
atoms, or they may be defects in the form of boundaries between two bits of the
crystal structure aligned in different directions, or they may be defects in the form of
sort of inclusions of, of another material. And in large steel structures they may just
genuinely be holes to be honest, they may be holes associated with the original casting
process that have been squashed in some cases to become quite sharp. They may be,
inclusions, things that have been included in the material during the manufacturing
process. They may have arisen during the cooling of a large lump of metal due to the
differential rates of cooling giving thermal stress which has actually caused part of the
material to separate. And in something like the wall of a pressure vessel, which can
be, you know, thicker than the length of a large dining table, those, your ability to
detect those defects means that you have to be able to design a structure which can
tolerate a defect of, of certainly several centimetres in length. And as you cycle that
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vessel, so you thermally cycle it, or you mechanically cycle it, or it’s cycled through
vibration, there is a chance that that defect can grow as a crack. And so you have to
understand, you have to understand the, the, the loading on that structure that would
cause that crack to grow in a catastrophic manner, so for example if you just loaded
the thing up and up and up and up, at some point that crack, the stored energy in the
structure, could be enough to cause that crack to run and for it to fracture
monotonically. Or you could find that the thermal cycling, or the vibration, was
gradually cycling the material at the tip of the crack, which is where the stress is
concentrated by the effect of having a sharp defect, and that actually causes the crack
to grow incrementally by fatigue, and then it may grow gradually by fatigue until it
reaches a critical length where the stored energy in the structure enables it to grow, to
run catastrophically. So, you have that challenge in a nuclear reactor pressure vessel;
you have that challenge in a different scale in many aero-engine components like a
turbine disc where you may have, you know, whereas in a huge pressure vessel wall
you may be looking for a defect that’s several centimetres long, which is just at the
limit of your detectability, in a, in a, a component like an aero-engine disc, you may
be talking about defects that are, you know, tens of microns long. So, a completely
different scale. But there, you’ve got very very significant mechanical cycling
associated with the, the engine loading, so associated with both the rotation but the
change in engine speed and the change in engine power during take-off, cruise and
landing. So you see very very large, you see quite elevated temperatures but you see
very large load cycles which, which can, which can make small defects turn into
fatigue cracks. So you have to be able to put a fatigue life on all of those components,
you have to be able to say how many times can, you know, that aircraft do this
particular landing/take-off cycle, whatever it is, before those components need to be
taken out. So it’s a process called lifing. And for components like a turbine disc
where if the, that component failed during the engine operation, the energy contained
in these very heavy lumps of metal if it actually fractured, is great enough that it could
endanger the aircraft. If it were flung out of the engine, it would come through the
engine casing, it could penetrate the fuselage, could endanger the safety of the
aircraft, and it could endanger life. Those are called critical parts. And the, the lifing
approaches you have to take for those are that you have to be able to guarantee that
through your testing and analysis, that those components will not fail, that there’s a, I
can’t remember what the numbers are but, a ten to the, less than a ten to the minus
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fourteenth possibility that, that those components will fail in flight. So that means
that you’ve got a lot of work on material design; you then have a lot of work on
mechanical testing of the material to look at how, show how the crack grows, cracks
can grow in the material. You then have an enormous amount of component testing.
And you add to that the in-service accumulated hours on actual components, to
gradually demonstrate to the, the airworthiness authorities that, you know, that you
are, that your lives on these components are safe lives. And in order to be able
allowed to fly your engine, you’ve got to be able to show that you’ve done all, you
know, a big chunk of that has to be done obviously before the engine can fly, and then
gradually your, your inspection intervals can grow if of course you have safe
performance in flight, because you gradually accumulate more and more cycles of
experience in service. And that’s what, when I joined the labs at Rolls Royce, that’s
the kind of thing we were doing, I was responsible for the, both the materials
development, the materials that were actually used in the engines, the failure
investigations, but also the lifing, doing the life predictions and giving the life, the
operational, the safe operational lives for what were called the Group A critical parts,
which are those which can endanger the aircraft if they fail in service.
15:10]
So, you know, that’s, that’s kind of really exciting, because how cracks grow is very
very interesting to look at. It’s aesthetically very beautiful to look at the fractured
surfaces when, when, in a, in a whole range of, of alloys, where fatigue cracks are
growing relatively fast, you can actually see the increment of growth in each loading
cycle, and it forms a marking called a striation. So effectively you’ve got a crack, and
as that crack is loaded in the tension part of the cycle, the material at the tip of that
crack stretches and the crack increments, and then in the compression, or the
unloading part of the cycle, the crack starts to close up and that material is pushed
back into compression, and that sort of stretched element pushed back together makes
an increment of growth. And then the next loading cycle, that’s now the new tip of
the crack, that now stretches locally, and then it’s pushed back together and you get
another... So you get a, you get a surface which is called striations where you can see
each of these, if you like, stretched zones at the tip of the crack. So that tends to be
for cracks that are growing quite fast, and when cracks are growing like that, they
behave fairly consistently. So if you have a long crack with a relatively low load, it
will behave in a very consistent way as, with a, a short... Sorry. A long crack with a
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low load will behave in a rather similar way to a shorter crack with a high load, and
you will see, generally see the same growth rates, and you can characterise those in
terms of something we call the crack tip stress intensity factor. So if you know the
stress and the length, the stress range and the length of the crack, you can determine
the crack tip stress intensity factor, and you will find that the fatigue crack growth rate
in a range of different loading situations at a common, at a common stress, well, stress
intensity factor range in fact, will be the same. And, where cracks are growing like
that, you can do very good lifing predictions. And that’s sort of the range of crack
length you might, of behaviour you might see in certain nuclear reactor parts where
you don’t get that much fluctuating loading.
[1:17:20]
In aerospace applications however, you are usually in much, much slower crack
growth regimes, because, you, you actually are seeing quite large stress cycles, or
strain cycles, and quite large numbers of them, quite high frequency. So, you have to
be in very very slow crack growth rate regimes or actually hopefully below the
threshold at which that crack growth actually starts to occur. And there, where you’re
looking at things like nickel base alloys, whereas when nickel base alloys are growing
at high growth rates they produce these fairly regular striations, when they’re growing
at very low growth rates, they, the cracks grow very strongly influenced by the local
crystallography of the material. So you get the most beautiful faceted fracture
surfaces which relate to the grain structures in the materials and the orientation of
those grains which you can sometimes relate back to the process in history of the, and
the thermal treatment history of the component, and the fracture surfaces are
absolutely beautiful, really intriguing. And they tell you an enormous amount. Which
was why Sami El-Soudani was doing his PhD on quantitative fractography, trying to
measure bits of the fracture surfaces, and why many of my research students at
Cambridge were working on areas like mapping the orientation distributions of the
grains in a, in a nickel base alloy and trying to track how, how that influenced the
crack, the local crack growth. So again, those microstructure property relationships,
but in this area that’s just hugely important, because, if we want to continue pushing
materials in aero-engines to longer and longer lives but under higher and higher loads
and, and perhaps, sometimes in more aggressive temperatures, we’ve got to be
increasingly confident that we understand how they’re growing, and confident that
our predictions are going to be, are going to be right.
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Mm.

So, so exciting territory.

[1:19:25]
How do you actually go about looking at this experimentally in the lab? At the
moment all I’ve got is this vision of you with a hacksaw, a piece of metal and a vice.

Oh right. Well...

How does that relate to...?

Well a lot of the testing, a lot of the testing can be done... I mean, there’s, in, in
industry there has to be a lot of component testing, and that has to be done in
simulations of real environments, and then there has to be testing on engine tests, in
essentially an engine environment. But before that, you do a lot of, you do a lot of
material testing, and, most of my testing was done on what are called single-edge
notch bend specimens, the old SENB, and if you imagine something like, those small,
those wooden bricks that those games that you can play in the garden where you build
towers out of those, those wooden bricks which are, what, kind of six inches long and
half inch square. Well if you imagine that in a nickel base alloy or a steel, and you
imagine there’s a V-shaped notch in the top of one side, and then I’m going to, well, in
order to start my test, what I’m going to do is, I’m going to grow a very sharp crack
from that notch, and I’m going to do it by, sometimes what I call three-point bend
loading, which means I put a, a roller underneath that bar so that I’m directly opposite
the notch, and two rollers either side of the notch, and then I apply a bending moment.
So I bring the top cross head of my machine down and it applies load through the two
rollers on the top of the bar, against a fixed cross head with is supporting the bottom
roller. So I’ve got my, my bar with a notch in the top. And then I apply a sinusoidal
waveform to the cross head of my testing machine, so it’s, it’s sinusoidally varying the
load, and what I’m essentially doing is bending, bending the ends of the bar back and
forward. And what that will do if I’ve got a nice weld machine, my sharp notch, if
I’ve taken out any compressive residual stresses by, by heat treating the specimen, I
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will be able to grow a nice straight fatigue crack from the notch. And when I’ve
grown that to a fixed length so it’s away from the stress field caused by the notch, I’ve
got a specimen on which I can start to do a test to measure the rates of fatigue crack
growth. And typically in a metal specimen, I will measure the rates of fatigue crack
growth by applying a constant current to the specimen, a constant current running
through the metal specimen, and then either side of the notch on the top I will spotweld two tiny little wires, and I will monitor the potential drop across the, across the
crack. And as the crack grows, with the constant current, the potential drop will, will
change, so by, so as I apply my alternating load with my potential drop measurement
in place, I can monitor the growth of that crack, and I can therefore explore different
loading regimes, I can look at different load levels which give me different stress
levels in the bar, and I can look at different crack lengths because I’m measuring the
crack length with potential drop. So I can explore the stress intensity factor which is a
function of the stress range and the crack length, and I, so I can explore how the rate
of crack growth, the rate of, the change in crack length by the number of fatigue
cycles, something we call da/dN, I can look at how da/dN, the rate of crack growth,
varies with, with stress intensity factor, or with stress and crack length. And that’s,
that’s the basis for a lot of our understanding. And then I, I can take that bar, it can
made of different types of nickel base alloy, or I can give that nickel base alloy
different thermal treatments, or I can make those little bars out of alloys that have
different processing routes, so, different forging routes, varying the parameters to, to
look at different, to look at what would occur in different parts of a disc, because a
disc is quite a complex shape. So there may have been different forging deformations
applied in producing different parts of the, the component to be used in service. And
then of course you can also machine little bars, you can not only make up these little
test bars out of large pieces of material, you can actually cut them out of actual discs
as well to look at the, the effect of the disc manufacturing process and, for example
residual stresses that may have been left from manufacture. So I did a lot of that.
[1:24:10]
And in the old days when I first started doing that, we didn’t have computer control,
so, if you wanted to make sure your, your tests ran, ran all though the night, which
you had to, because, in order to get enough cycles in, you needed to be able to run
tests twenty-four hours, for, I mean sometimes the tests of a single specimen would
run for one or two weeks if you were trying to explore behaviour at very slow crack
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growth rates, and if you had to make sure your chart recorder didn’t run out of paper,
because that was recording your crack length, it was recording your potential drop,
and you had to make sure the machine didn’t trip, then, sometimes we spent nights in
the lab looking after our tests. But sometimes we, if several of us were testing at the
same time, quite often we’d take it in turns to be in to check everybody’s tests and
make sure their chart paper hadn’t run out and their pen was still working and their,
[laughs] their machine hadn’t tripped. So that was partly I think why it was quite a,
quite a sociable group really, there was a lot of helping each other do, run tests and
things.

Mm.

And then when you had finished that, you would, you had a specimen that had either
broken in half or you had stopped the test at a particular point and you then broke the
specimen in half to reveal the, the bit of the crack you were, you wanted to look at.
Then you had this problem in that you had these quite big lumps of extremely strong
metal and you had to saw the fractured ends off so that you could put them in the, in
the scanning electron microscope. And hence my challenge of sawing the ends off
specimens that Richard Smith had to help me with.

[1:25:50]
Well I was going to ask you about electron microscopes as well actually. Did you
actually have access, easy access to one, or was there a departmental lab one, or...?

Oh the, the department at Cambridge had a very good electron microscope facility. I
mainly used the scanning electron microscopes, which you use to look at the surfaces
of metals at very high, very high resolution. Although occasionally, I resorted to a
transmission electron microscope, which looks at the, what we call the microstructure,
the, the grain structure and the distribution again at very high, higher resolution than
you can see in an optical microscope. But because I was particularly interested in the
fractured surfaces, I did a lot of work with scanning electron microscopy which I
really enjoyed. And, oh well Cambridge was extremely well supplied with scanning
electron microscopes, and, if you didn’t mind working at night, you could have them
to yourselves for hours on end, which I sometimes did.
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[1:26:54]
Mm. Working with Harwell, did you actually ever get to go and see any of the places
where these problems were coming up?

Not really. The team at Harwell were a very theoretical team who looked at radiation
damage, to be honest, rather than structural integrity. So, I used to go to Harwell to
report on my results, but, I didn’t... No, I, you know, I used to see the research labs
there rather than... We had been to visit... We had been to visit a nuclear reactor on
my, as a final year student, as part of one of our works visits, and I’m trying to
remember where we had gone. And I’m wondering whether we went during our
Goldsmiths’ tour, whether we went over to Cumbria, to the Sizewell site. I think that
must have been where we went. But I, I can sort of remember bits of the visit, but I
can’t remember geographically where we were. So... But I can’t imagine we could
have gone there from, we wouldn’t have got there from Cambridge in a day for a
works visit, so I think it must have been on the Goldsmiths’ tour when we had our
week. And we must have toured the country, we must have started in the north-west
and come back via Birmingham or something. Yes, we must have wended our way,
perhaps we went Cambridge, Birmingham, up to the north-west and back down again,
something, in our week. Yes.

[1:28:23]
Mm. You’ve mentioned the Goldsmiths’ a couple of times, the sort of metallurgy
society or...

Yes. Sorry, it was the Goldsmiths’ Department of Metallurgy and Material Science.
Because it had had, when it first started, some funding from the Goldsmiths’
Company, and indeed they had originally funded the, the head of department was
called, had the Goldsmiths’ chair in metallurgy. And, which is the chair Sir Alan
Cottrell had had when he had been head of department. And, so... And the students’
society was called the Goldsmiths’ Society, yes.

[1:29:02]
Mm. How did life as a PhD student differ from your experience as an undergrad?
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My first sort of, the first sort of memory was, as an undergraduate at Cambridge,
terms are incredibly short, but they are amazingly intense. I mean we had,
particularly as natural scientists we had, we had pretty much lectures and labs every,
all day, every day. We started at nine, we finished at five; we then had supervisions in
the evening and, apart from Wednesday afternoons which was sport and so generally
things weren’t arranged for Wednesday afternoons. And then we had lectures and labs
from nine till twelve on Saturdays as well, or nine to one Saturdays. And so I used to
work terrifically hard during term, and then just collapse at the end of term, and you
were just exhausted. Because you’d kind of, had fun and you worked extraordinarily
hard. My first year as a postgraduate, as a PhD student, I got to the, when end of term
should have been in the Michaelmas term, and, and was exhausted, but, things didn’t
stop. The undergraduates went away and we stayed, and there was that thinking, hang
on, this is where I normally go to bed for a week and recover. [laughs] But you kind
of got over that. It was... And, because, you know, everybody else was there all the
time, and it was a very social, it was a very, very social sort of group. And John Knott
always used to have New Year’s Eve parties, because he said it was a good way of
getting us back, and making sure we were all back in the lab immediately after
Christmas, so we always got invited to his New Year’s Eve parties, and, you didn’t
like to miss John’s New Year’s Eve parties. [pause] And he and his wife Chris were
extremely, extremely sociable, and we were always being invited round, and...

[1:30:50]
Mm. Did you do anything in the vacations?

As a PhD student?

As an undergrad I was thinking more as but, PhD as well.

As an undergrad. [pause] I used to try to spend as much time in Cambridge as
possible, because I loved it. I think when I was a first year I probably went on holiday
with my mother and her sister. [long pause] And I honestly can’t remember what I
did in vacations. Once, one, one vacation... Well in my, at the end of my second year,
the long vacation, we had the Long Vac Term, which was slap in the middle of the
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vacation, so... At the end of my first year I think I went on holiday with Jane. And
one long vacation I had a job in London. I had a... But I... Was... Was... I can’t
remember whether that was the vacation between school and university, or whether
that was part of my first year, when my friend Christine from school had said, had
signed up with a temp agency, and she encouraged me to do the same. And I... So
one vacation I had a job for about four or five weeks. [pause] Did I do that more than
once? [pause]
[1:32:40]
I generally didn’t get jobs in the vacations, those were the days, the luxurious days
when, I had a, I had a small grant and my mother used to, used to pay for me to, used
to, used to send me money when I ran out. She was, extremely, extremely kind and
never, never really complained that I wasn’t actually making any contribution to
looking after myself. So I think, I had friends who got jobs in vacations, but in
general I didn’t. I kind of did things I wanted to do and worked and made clothes
and, went to stay with friends.

[1:33:20]
Can I ask as well, how was undergraduate funding?

[pause] Well of course there were no fees. I think I had a grant of about £375 a year,
which didn’t go very far I recollect, because I was always ringing my mother and
asking her to send money. [laughs] Which she did. So... [pause] But we didn’t have
quite so much to spend it on in those days as I recollect. I mean you know, we didn’t
have, we didn’t have anything in the way of, much in the way... And I had an old, we
had an old record player in my room and I had some records. And I had a radio. But
you certainly didn’t have a television as an undergraduate, and you certainly didn’t
have a computer. I remember I got, did get bought in my second year a calculator by
my grandmother, my mother’s, my father’s mother, Granny King, bought me a
calculator. But there was one in the library you could use. [laughs] One.

Scientific or just...?

Oh scientific, yes, I seem to remember it was in Reverse Polish or something logic,
that’s when it was quite... [pause] And, our food was all paid for, that was part of our
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college fee. So you didn’t go out to eat very much. And, you went out to parties and
bought bottles of wine and things. But... And you bought clothes, but not very many.
So I think, I mean I think... And, and the main thing I spent money on was books.
And in my first year I had a school scholarship which I spent on books, and in my
second year I had a college scholarship which I spent on books. So... I, I just think
we didn’t have as, you know, life wasn’t so materialistic in those days. We didn’t
expect to have as much stuff, and therefore we didn’t need as much money as, you
know, as students do need now, because their expectations are different.

Mm.

And certainly, I mean...

Are these all course books or...?

Oh yes. Yes, I, I’ve got a whole, [laughs] I’ve got a whole library full of them at
home, too old to be of any value to anybody, but I’ve never been able to part with
them. Yes, I’ve got lots and lots of undergraduate textbooks from my time as an
undergraduate. And some of them, because my husband did material science,
although not the same year as me, some of them we have more than one copy of, so
we have several copies of Cottrell. [laughs] Cottrell’s Introduction to Metallurgy,
we’ve got two copies of, and then his, his, what’s the one after that called? I don’t
know, we’ve probably got two copies of that. [pause] I don’t suppose I, I never felt
short of money, but I suppose I was at times, but we... Yes. I, I genuinely think we
didn’t have the pressure to spend money in the same way as students do nowadays.
And, and, you know, we ate in college a lot, and that was all paid for upfront. And,
so, so yes, there wasn’t all this going out and... And we tended to go to college discos
and things like that where, you know, the drinks were bought at the college bar which
was very cheap. So I think, I think entertainment was much, was a much smaller, you
know, was much cheaper by comparison. Because I mean our students here now go
out to the nightclubs in, in town, which I’m sure is a much more expensive way of, of
enjoying yourself than we had. But... And we had, all had our bikes, so you didn’t,
we didn’t ever spend any money on, on transport or fares.
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[1:37:50]
Mm. So you did the PhD working with Harwell. How did that actually come to an
end?

How did that come to an end?

Was it a nice, easy completion, or...?

I... John Knott found me this postdoc for a year after I finished my PhD, so it took
me... And then after I’d been doing the postdoc for, about... I applied for a number of
research fellowships and I didn’t get one. But John found a year’s postdoc money for
me anyway, so... But then, after a term on the postdoc money I got this research
fellowship, I got the Rolls Royce research fellowship at Girton College. So, I moved
on to that. And it took me then about, because I was then doing new research for my,
I had been doing this research on this postdoc and I was doing new research for my
Rolls Royce postdoc, it took me about a year to get... So, I, I think I wrote up in about
four years, to get my PhD written up. But yes, that was, fairly straightforward, yes,
that was just a matter of getting down to it, which is the same challenge that all PhD
students have. [laughs] Doing the research is fun, but getting down to writing it all
up is, a hard slog.

[1:39:24]
How did the, what was the actual purpose of the Rolls Royce scholarship? Was it
actually connected with some particular application, or...?

[pause] No. I think the Rolls Royce had, had funded this research fellowship in
Cambridge, and it was for anything that was of interest to them really. [pause] And
my area of research at that time was, well I had been working on some General
Electric money looking at, what we call fatigue thresholds which is the, the, how, how
low can... When does the, when does a crack stop or start growing? So you’ve got a
crack and you’re applying alternating loads. Is there some point, does, does the crack
just grow more and more and more and more and more slowly, or is there some cutoff as you decrease the load range where the crack stops? And that’s called threshold
behaviour. And I had been looking at, at threshold behaviour in Rene 95, which is the
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nickel base alloy that Rolls Royce, that General Electric were looking at at the time
for their high-pressure gas turbine discs. And it was a new powder formed alloy, and
we were particularly interested in whether the powder forming process might leave
very small defects that could initiate cracks. And we were then interested also, I was
interested also in at what stress range or at what stress intensity range did the, did the
crack stop growing, was there a threshold below which the cracks were stable? And I
had been looking at that in Rene 95, and, some interesting results had been coming
out of that. And, so, the Rolls Royce fellowship was, they were happy that I
continued to look at that but only in alloys that were of interest to them.

Mm.

So, so the, the... I was looking at a whole range actually of new, new, potential new
Rolls Royce disc alloys that were called Astralloy, and I had a whole sequence that
were called things like APK1 and APK3, that had different, different... They were,
mostly powder formed and had had different forging, different power forming and
forging treatments.

Mm. The sort of techniques and development of those you were using during your
PhD?

Yes. To some extent yes. Most of my PhD work was on monotonic fracture, that is
fracture on, overload fracture. So when does a crack become, start to run
catastrophically? But you have to know about fatigue in order to prepare your
specimens, [laughs] even for that. So, and most of this was then about the fatigue
crack growth rather than the catastrophic failure. Because in an aero-engine you don’t
want... It’s not the, it’s too late by the time [laughs], to know about the catastrophic
failure; it’s the fatigue crack growth you’re worried about.

[1:42:30]
Mm. Did you have any other duties?

I did quite a lot of teaching. I did quite a lot of supervising, supervising students
doing first year engineering materials in the Engineering Department, and supervising
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students doing 1A crystallography, or crystalline state first year, the course I had done.
And then, I also taught, I took a number of, I acted as a demonstrator for a number of
lab classes for first, second and third year, and for some of John Knott’s examples
classes in the third year. In fact all of John Knott’s examples classes in the third year,
because, he expected his research students to turn out to, to help with all of his
examples classes, which was very good for us actually, it really made you, it really
challenged your knowledge of... It was, trying to teach other people is that, is that
point where you realise what you don’t know. [laughs] What you didn’t understand
but you managed to answer the questions without having understood it. When other
people ask you them, you sort of, have to fill in your gaps. And, I also taught... My,
my old school physics teacher, Brenda Jennison, who taught me physics for my first
couple of years probably, three years perhaps at Godolphin and Latymer, Brenda had
got a job training teachers to teach physics at the Institute of Education at Cambridge
University. So, when I became a PhD student and Brenda was teaching students to
teach physics, she got in touch with me to ask if I could help with students at
Homerton College, which was, I think at that time not part of the university but
became a college of the university, but it was the teacher training college in
Cambridge. And they had, they were teaching teachers to teach Nuffield physics at Alevel, and they hadn’t got all of the equipment. Oh they had got all the equipment, but
they, the staff at Homerton didn’t know how to use it. And some of the equipment
they used, they had for the Nuffield course, was actually equipment that we had used
in the first year at, that we had used in our first year practicals at Cambridge. So, I
was, so I was employed to teach one of the, I was employed by Homerton to teach one
of the, the courses that the, that they, they gave for A-level physics teachers. So I
taught them, I taught them crystallography basically, crystallography and basic
material science as, as a kind of higher level version of what they would be teaching
in the A-level syllabus.

Did you enjoy teaching?

I quite enjoyed that, because I think I only had, I think I only had three students in my
class, I think there were only three people on that course at Homerton doing the Alevel, Nuffield, being prepared to teach Nuffield A-level physics. So it was quite
good fun, yes, I mean it was, you know, it was... It wasn’t like any conventional kind
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of lecture or anything, you just sit and go through the material and, and all do the, all
do the practicals together effectively. And I, yes, I think I enjoyed that. The only
problem was, I was living in, I was a research fellow at Girton. Oh no, that must have
been when I was, no that must have been when I was a research fellow at Girton
actually. So that was after my, just after my PhD. Because I remember, it was a very
long cycle... Or was that during my PhD? No, I think it was probably in... I can’t
remember to be honest. It was either just at the end of my PhD or just at the
beginning of my research fellowship. Because, [laughs] because it was a, whichever
it was, whether I was at New Hall or at Girton, they’re relatively close together, on the
outskirts of Cambridge on, on the Huntingdon Road, and I remember it was a very
long cycle ride, because, because Homerton is right the other side of Cambridge.
And, I remember, there were, occasionally there were some very, very wet mornings
where I had, where I, you know, you would arrive at Homerton absolutely soaking
wet [laughs], and have to go and teach these people. So... But, so I know it was, I
remember it being a long cycle ride and on days when it was raining it was a bit of a
misery. But yeah, I quite enjoyed that. And it earned a bit of money. So, that was no,
you know, it was no, it was quite fun to have a bit of extra money occasionally.
[1:47:12]
But I liked taking examples classes and doing, generally liked doing 1A practicals
with 1A and Part 2 first and second year, first, second and third year practicals with
students, yes, I enjoyed doing that. And, I enjoyed supervisions with the engineers
particularly, because they were doing a very practical version of, of material science,
whereas, where everything they were doing, they were doing it because they wanted
to apply it, and I enjoyed that challenge of trying to teach them some science when
they didn’t really want to know science. They wanted, they continually had to have it
related to what the purpose of it was. And indeed they, Dai Jones, who had been one
of the young lecturers who I think had driven one of the buses when we went on our
Goldsmiths’ tour in my final year, was by then a young lecturer in engineering, and he
had written the undergraduate textbook called Engineering Materials I think it was,
something inspiring like that, with Mike Ashby, who is one of the very famous names
from that area of engineering at Cambridge. And Ashby and Jones was the textbook
the first-year engineers used. And it was a very nice, it was a very nicely laid out
course, and so it was quite fun to teach. And it was sort of, materials light if you
know what I mean, it was, they did far less materials than we had done in natural
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sciences. So, I always felt, you always could feel quite confident that I knew quite a
lot more than they did. [laughs] Because they were hugely bright, some of them, so
you had that sort of feeling that, [laughs] you didn’t want to be caught. You know,
they were quite, they could ask some very challenging questions. Teaching students
at Cambridge is, is quite fun from that point of view, because they are a very bright
bunch of individuals.

[1:49:00]
Mm. Interesting at the start of this, well, the start of the first interview, I think you
described yourself as an engineer.

Mm.

And I was wondering, you know, are you thinking in terms that mindset now, or are
you still thinking about being a scientist?

I would certainly call myself an engineer now, yes. In fact funnily enough, last week I
was, the week before last I was doing the review of, Ann Dowling, the head of
Department of Engineering at Cambridge, asked me if I would do a review of, or be
on her international review panel for engineering, for the Engineering Department at
Cambridge. And we, we had a couple of lunch sessions with, one with the PhD
students and one with the undergraduates. And so, Friday just over a week ago we
were having lunch with the undergraduates, and, they were talking about the course,
the engineering course , and, what they had and hadn’t, what they did and didn’t enjoy
about it. And I was thinking, would I have enjoyed this course more than the course I
did? And I don’t know. I don’t know. I enjoyed the one I did, so...

[1:50:04]
Mm. You were talking last time about this ambition to become a professor...

Yes.
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...and pointed out that there were very few women professors at that point. Was that
disparity about, you know, was that disparity something that you’re still noticing as
you’re actually rising up at Cambridge?

Well certainly throughout my time at, as an undergraduate at Cambridge, I think we
were only taught by one woman, and that was Christine Kelsey, or Christian McKie,
who was a crystallographer from Girton, from the Department of Mineralogy and
Petrology. And I, for a lecture I gave, oh, three or four years ago now on women in
science and engineering, I was going back through the history of women in science
and engineering at Cambridge, and, back in the early 1970s Christine Kelsey was the
only female lecturer in the physical sciences at Cambridge, and there were no women
lecturers in engineering at that time. [pause] So there were, there were very few...
There were plenty of senior women in college, there were plenty of fellows in college,
and my director of studies, John Leake, was obviously not a woman, but, my personal
tutor in New Hall was a woman and obviously there were lots of other female fellows.
And my maths supervisor who was from New Hall was a woman. But for the most
part, no, I mean there were your colleagues on the course who were female for the
most part. All the academic staff were male. And I was looking at how that had
changed, and, it’s changed a bit but not hugely. There are quite a few women
lecturers in material science at Cambridge now, but, there are still, there are still
relatively few in engineering. And certainly, not very many at the senior level,
although they do now have Ann Dowling as their head of department, which is a good
message. But we were looking at diversity in her academic staff as one of the issues
she had asked the international visiting committee to look at, and, it’s, you know, it’s
still, she still has very few female professors, though she’s got some of the younger
lecturing staff.

Mm. How was the balance amongst the students you were on the course with?

Well in those days, in those days I think there were only about fifteen per cent of the
undergraduates at Cambridge were women in any case. Because there were three
women’s colleges, there was New Hall, Newnham and Girton, and, the year I went up,
Churchill, Clare and King’s had just admitted women for the first time, and they had
admitted about twenty women each, so you know, it wasn’t as... So there were very
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few places for women at Cambridge actually. So, I think, I think, it was as much as
fourteen or sixteen per cent overall in the university. And then of course in physical
sciences we must have been about, three or four per cent I should think. [pause] But
because I was in a women’s college, you know, you were with all of, sort of, you
know, you were kind of, a third of the ones who existed were your friends at college,
so, you had that, it was a bit of a shock in lectures, but, you had, when you got back to
college you had people doing your course who were women to talk to. So there was a
kind of feeling of critical mass which, probably you wouldn’t have had if you had
been at Churchill or at King’s doing those subjects.

[1:53:50]
Mm. Well we’re probably coming up to our time slot today aren’t we.

Mm.

But I have one final question. I’m just wondering if you could describe a day’s life on
one of your fellowships at Cambridge in the Seventies.

[pause] Gosh. That’s taxing the old memory. [laughs]

You’ve sort of talked about a lot of different activities. I’m just sort of trying to put
them into sort of one frame, how they fit together. If there was such a thing as a
typical day at all I guess is another question.

[pause] I suppose a typical day as a, a sort of PhD student or a... Well a typical day
as a research fellow, when I first started as a research fellow at Girton, I, I lived in
college, which was really nice, I had rooms in college. And, I suppose I would have...
In, in my very first term, I felt I ought to go and have breakfast, because the resident
fellows, there was breakfast served in the fellows’ dining room for the resident
fellows, so I used to turn up for breakfast. And, and Alison Duke, who was, an elderly
Classics Fellow, was the senior resident fellow, and she’d lived in college all her life.
And she was terribly nice and rather, but a bit quaint, in fact really was an elderly
Cambridge lady. And, and there were, Girton by that time had some male research
fellows as well, and, and a little group of about five of us who turned up for breakfast,
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there was a kind of mixture of men and women, so... But, you know, there was, the
other one who, the one who ran, there was a research fellow called Anthony McIsaac,
who lived on the same corridor as me, I had rooms at one end, he had rooms in the
middle, and we had undergraduates in between us, and Anthony used to go to
breakfast as well. And, and Alison was quite quaint, she had to have... And you...
And, as the youngest, as the newest fellow in a college in Cambridge, you are the kind
of skivvy, you have to, you are expected to do everything. So, I soon realised that if I
turned up for breakfast, I was expected to boil Alison’s eggs for her, and, I... and you
had to know that, I can’t remember what she took on her toast, I think, I think she had
marmalade, but, and you had to make sure you didn’t offer her the jam. And she had
two eggs and they had to be boiled for four minutes. And we used to have a little pan
with the eggs, because they had to be done freshly. And as the youngest fellow there,
or the newest fellow there, you had to do all these things. [laughs] I didn’t go to
breakfast for very long, but it was very quaint and very kind of ceremonial [laughs],
and you had to know your place. And also, when I went to dinner in college, again as
the, as the most junior fellow, I had to serve coffee to all of the other fellows. And
you were expected to remember how they took their coffee, whether they took it black
or white. And, I was also, I also had to look after the senior combination room, which
meant that I had to, I had to instruct the man who made up the fires when we, when he
had to start making up the fires for us. And I had to get the clock winder in every, I
had to, I had to make sure the clock winder was summoned. And I had to put the
newspapers away. So every day I had to pop in and, and tidy up the newspapers.
[laughs] They were kept in drawers, which were... And then when the drawers got
full I had to get them thrown away. So I had all these little jobs about looking after
the SCR. And I remember spending a long time, one of the senior fellows must have
decided that we needed... Oh we the... Oh Christine McKie it was actually, it was
Christine Kelsey, who was one of the senior fellows at Girton I remembered from my
student days, she had decided that it was time we had the, the chairs in the SCR
recovered, and, they were covered in, an interesting kind of mossy green coloured
mohair velvet. And for some reason it was my job to find where we could buy this
fabric, because they hadn’t been... They were beautifully covered, but they hadn’t
been done for twenty years or something, and I, I had to find where we could get a
moss green mohair velvet, and organise to get the chairs recovered.
[1:58:17]
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So I, I ended up with all sorts of strange little jobs as junior fellow. I was quite
relieved when I was no longer the most recent fellow [laughs], and somebody else got
all these jobs. But, so, so very early on I would have gone to, I would have gone to
breakfast with the resident fellows in Girton, and boiled Alison’s eggs, but I didn’t
stick that for long, I couldn’t cope. [laughs] So I would have had breakfast in my
room and then, and then cycle down into the lab. And I was usually quite an early
bird, so I tended to get in at kind of, half-past eight, which was early for a university
lab. And, then you would have, you know, you would either have booked some time
on the scanning electron microscope or you would be running some tests or... In the
mornings... Or you would be reading papers in the library which was conveniently
next door to us, next door to our lab. And then, we all religiously went to coffee
together, which happened at... Coffee started at half-past ten and went on till 11.15,
and, and, there were comfy chairs and there were tables, and the Knott group boys sat
at a table and Richard Smith always sat at the head of the table. And John would
come and join us when he had finished teaching. So, so we got in reasonably early to
grab a table, to coffee. And we all talked, we’d talk over coffee about what we were
doing, and we would all leave normally about eleven o’clock and get back to,
whatever it was we were doing. And I used to go shopping at lunchtime and, Marks
& Spencer’s was just round the corner, and so I would go and buy lunch and mooch
round the shops for half an hour or something. And then you would get back and you
would, you, you might have... And again you might, your own tests, you might have
booked the microscopes, you might, somebody might be showing you how to do
something, I might be going over to the workshop to chop some stuff up or... And,
quite often during term time then... Or you might be demonstrating in a laboratory
class, which happened kind of, typically between two and four, or sometimes between
two and five. So you might be out of the lab, taking a lab class. And then quite often
during term time, you would start taking supervisions at five o’clock. So you might
well have supervisions from, sometimes four to five, five to six, and sometimes five
till six, and even occasionally six till seven. And depending on whether I was
supervising for college, in which case I did it back at Girton, or whether I was
supervising the engineers, in which case I typically did it in, either in the department
or sometimes in a room on Pembroke, you had supervision , you know, you had
supervision, supervisees would arrive typically in pairs, and, and you would supervise
them. And sometimes we did that, most of them were... And we used to go to, we
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typically went for, the whole group went for tea at about four o’clock usually until
about 4.15, but depending on whether you were supervising or taking lab classes or
whatever. But afternoons during term time you were quite often involved in, you
were quite often involved in teaching.
[2:01:16]
And then, I sometimes went to dinner in college, on high table, when I was a research
fellow anyway. And sometimes went to research student, PhD student, we had special
dining nights in New Hall when all the PhD students from the college got together,
and I went in for those. And then, in the evenings, sometimes worked, sometimes
went out with friends, sometimes went out with my, with Colin, my other half-to-be.

[2:01:56]
Where did you meet him?

I met him... Well he’s, he, he’s two years younger than me, and, he started... So I
met him when he was doing his PhD with Gerry Smith, which would have been, he
would have started that in, 1977, so round about 1978.

Mm.

Yes.

Did you hit it off from the start?

I was going out at the time with, somebody who was in, had been in my year, who
was doing a PhD also with Gerry Smith. [pause] And, and he lived out at, he lived
out at Longstowe, which was a, it’s a, in a dower house called Longstowe Hall, which
was lived in by a whole group of PhD students. But it was quite a long way out of
Cambridge, it was a village, not a very big village, but a village some way out of
Cambridge. And, Tom didn’t have a car, and Colin had a little, little Mini, and there
was one evening, there was one evening when I didn’t particularly know Colin but I
got to know Colin because occasionally he would give me a lift out to go and see
Tom. And Tom and Colin were good friends, I mean we’re still friends with Tom.
Tom went to work for Harwell in fact. [laughs] So that was how I got to know Colin
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originally. And then he moved in the lab next door to me, so... And he used to help
with testing things sometimes, because he was doing fatigue tests. And in fact when I
moved from doing a lot of fracture toughness testing to, a lot of fatigue testing and
looking at different fatigue testing techniques, Colin had been working on some other
fatigue testing techniques, so it was quite useful, he taught me how to do some of
those, how to use some of the other techniques which we then developed.

Mm. So you were both working in the same field as well from the start?

We did, yes. Yes.

Did he stay in the same field for his own career as well then?

Well he’s now Engineering Director for the Institution of Mechanical Engineers. So
he’s now in the kind of policy and engineering advice and, area for the professional
institution. Mm.

Mm.

So he’s also moved from materials metallurgy into engineering, into more mainstream
engineering as well. [laughs]

[2:04:23]
One think I've been interested in is where metallurgists seem to end up, I've done a bit
of research recently, there are some fantastically varied careers there.

I think it’s partly because you do, it’s very broad, you have this very broad scientific
basis in metallurgy. He’s done some chemistry, he’s done some physics, he’s done
some engineering, and, I think, therefore you can empathise with all sorts of different
areas. And so you do find quite a lot of metallurgists, yes, who turn up in unexpected
places like , oh whatsaname who was, who was, after John Smith died, who was, who
led the, the, she had been Deputy Leader of the Opposition and she became the...
Margaret Beckett, is a metallurgist. A caravanning metallurgist. They don’t all
caravan, I can assure you. [laughs] Yes, by training, I don’t think actually was a
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metallurgist. She did work as a metallurgist in Sheffield, I don’t know for... But yes,
you do find metallurgists crop up in quite a lot of places. I think... And I think it’s
something to do with that kind of broad basis, that you’re quite happy moving out of.
And metallurgy itself is quite a small discipline, so you sort of, people do move out
and they do have the background to move out. Anyway.

It’s good for that?.

[end of session]

[End of Track 2]
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[Track 3]

It was a three-year research fellowship. I think I did it for two years, and then was
offered a lectureship in the Material Science Department at Nottingham University.
So that was my first proper academic lecturing post. And I stayed at Nottingham for,
seven years I think. Yes. And, in those days universities had absolutely no induction
programmes whatsoever. Oh I did have a, we did have a course where we kind of
learnt to lecture, where about seven or eight of us spent a week delivering bits of
lecture to each other, and videoing each other and feeding back. And we had a, a
course tutor who kind of would throw questions at us like, you know, what should a
lecturer do if you arrive rather late at a lecture and the students are all there? And,
yeah, how would you, how should, how would you deal with that situation if you had
arrived late? And we videoed... And I suppose it was useful, sort of, we videoed each
other, and you discovered that some of, particularly male colleagues had habits like,
standing and rattling the coins in their pockets while they were talking. I think,
women are sort of safe from that one because, we don’t tend to wear trousers with
coins in our pockets. [laughs] But, it was kind of interesting to see, and it was, you
know, horrible to see. We videoed each other, so it was all desperately fair, and then
we all critiqued each other. But it was kind of horrible to see. Yes. Oh it was quite
good shock therapy. I’m not sure it taught you a lot about lecturing. I think we do a
much better job these days where we, we now hear, we certainly now try and get all of
our, our new lecturers, well, it’s a requirement of their promotion actually, that
they’ve done the certificate of postgraduate study or whatever it’s called in, in higher
education teaching. So we, we do actually do a, a lot more thinking about, how do
you convey information and how do you use new media? But of course we didn’t
have any of that in those days. We had blackboards, and, oh we had white... new
media was whiteboards I think. [laughs] Oh, or it was that plastic, it was, the
overhead projector had a plastic roll on it that you, that you wrote on with a felt pen,
and which at Nottingham you had to clean yourself, although I remember when I later
went to Cambridge as a lecturer there was somebody cleaned it for you. That was
luxury. [laughs]
[02:51]
Anyway, so they tried to teach us to teach. But then you were just sort of dumped in
an office and, and you were expected to find out how to apply for research funding
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and, all sorts of things like that. So... And nobody sort of sat down with you and said,
‘Let’s jointly put in a research proposal,’ and, and sort of mentored you through it;
you just, just expected, you were just expected kind of instantly to know how.

Did you notice anything from your own teaching style after watching yourself on
video?

I think there were one or two things like, irritating ticks that you, and things you do
with your hands that, that... But, I had some, I had some wonderful colleagues
actually at, at Nottingham, one of them’s just died, Bob Waterhouse, who was, he was
the hall, what are they called? Hall president, hall...? Nottingham was a little bit on
the Cambridge system in that it had, it’s a campus university with big halls of
residence, and each of the hall of residence had a hall president or a, yes, a head of
hall who was a member of academic staff. And some of them had very nice houses,
so some of them were, you know, married with, with families.
[04:05]
But, but, Bob Waterhouse was a, a bachelor, a Cambridge graduate of many years
before me, but he ran Wortley Hall like a bit of old-fashioned Cambridge college, he
was... And he was well loved by the students. And Wortley Hall was probably the
most miserable hall in terms of it had some old army barracks as, as its main
accommodation. But, but Bob really, really had sort of the affection of the students.
But, Bob was, the students in materials all used to, all used to joke about Bob,
because, he had obviously never been on a teaching course. And it was quite useful
hearing what the students joked about, because it made you very very conscious that
you must avoid doing those things. Because although Bob was such a popular
character, they weren’t, you know, it wasn’t unkind, but it did tell you that these are
things students find difficult. And Bob taught them crystallography amongst other
things. And so he had... And crystallography they found quite difficult. So he would,
he would write on the blackboard, and, and look at the crystallographic diagram he
had drawn, the stereogram he had drawn. And, it was in one of the smaller teaching
rooms we had in the department, and, the blackboard ran along one wall, but it wasn’t
any longer than the wall in, in his office. And so he stood right in front of it, nobody
could see quite a big chunk of the blackboard, and apparently, [laughs] Bob would
stand and draw his stereographic projection, and then he would stand back, and make
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sure he’d got it right, and then he’d rub it off. [laughs] And the students, the students
were always... So you kind of learnt from hearing the students talk about what, some
of the things that, that other, that other staff did. One of the, one of the other lecturers
had, had a, a strange little sort of verbal tick that, instead of saying ‘um’, as most of us
do, he always said, ‘vartley’. And the students were forever sending him up for that.
So you became... Actually, if you listened to what the students said, you became quite
conscious of, of what people did that, either wound them up or actually they found
rather difficult. And you sort of, could, you could remind yourself that those were
things you needed to avoid. I’m sure you had other things you did, I had other things
I did that annoyed them.
[06:38]
One of my problems was, I have very large handwriting, and on a lot of our, we, we
were in old, we were in old military buildings in Material Science, so there were
wartime, they were wartime hospitals that had beautiful parquet floor, but it was
single-storey and had sort of wards. You know, it was a main corridor with what had
been wards off. And they’d been divided up in various ways for either lecture rooms
or labs and, in some cases with corridors and offices. But, meant that lots of the
rooms were quite long and thin, so you did have this problem that you had to think
about where you were standing so that the students could see what you’ve written on
the board. And also, some of the rooms, you didn’t actually have very much
blackboard space. So, if you had big writing like me, you spent as much time
cleaning the blackboard during your lectures as you did telling students anything.
[laughs] So, but so, it just seems a terribly long time ago now, I mean, I don’t think...
We certainly don’t have any blackboards in any of our lecture theatres here, we, I’m
not sure we... Oh one or two of them still have whiteboards in, but, one or two of
them have electronic whiteboards, but mostly people do everything with PowerPoint
these days. Which is probably just as boring for the students actually. And we
certainly didn’t give them photocopied notes, that was much too expensive. [laughs]
So, university teaching’s changed a lot, and I think new technology has improved it,
but, I think it’s become just as, in some cases it’s become just as technology
dependent as we were, you know, but, we wrote endlessly on blackboards and they
write, they show endless PowerPoint slides, so, current lecturers, so, it’s still the same
pitfalls.
[08:15]
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So, the, the key challenge for me really was, I had lots of lectures to write, but was
actually starting getting some research funding going. And I remember my, I think
my first research grant success with EPSRC was, was a jointly funded, a programme
that was jointly funded by EPSRC and the National Coal Board, as it then still was I
think, which was on, the microstructure and, failure behaviour on mining chains, the
steels for mining chains. Because, in mines, lots of things... I... There must have
been some, there must have been around that time, which would have been, 19...
[pause] I went to Nottingham in, gosh, was it 1980? [pause] Yes, I went to
Nottingham in 1980. And I think there must have been some, a number of mining
disasters associated with the failure of the mining chains. Because they were used for
hauling lifts and moving equipment and, I think there must have been a number of,
over the years, I mean there must have been a relatively recent one, because there
must have been some real concerns into the safety of these very high strength steel
chains, and the sort of, actually probably Bob Waterhouse area, the sort of fretting
fatigue and the fatigue loading you get when, where the links wear together and... So
I think my very first EPSRC grant was on the microstructure failure relationships in
mining chain steels. And, I recruited a postdoc from, who had just finished a PhD at, I
think Sheffield Hallam University, and he now works for the Health and Safety
Executive in Buxton.

Who was the postdoc?

I’m just trying to, desperately trying to remember his name. [pause] He’s married to
somebody who was one of my PhD students, subsequently, a very, very bright young
woman called Liz Pickering. Bill Geary he was called, Bill. He is called Bill Geary.
And Liz Pickering was the daughter of a very famous metallurgist called F B
Pickering, who also was a, who I think was a professor at Sheffield Hallam.
[11:30]
But... Yes, but Bill did a, did this first postdoc with me, and... And I also got, I also
had my first research student, was a, a guy called Ralph Venables, who sadly died
about four or five years ago of a liver disease. And Ralph did a PhD on, fatigue in
nickel base superalloys in collaboration with Rolls Royce. Because I had a few
contacts with Rolls Royce. And, Ralph was a, well was a Nottingham graduate, he
graduated from the course that I taught on. And I think, what I learnt from Ralph was
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that, I had forgotten by then how, how insecure and sensitive to criticism you are as a
new PhD student, and, I remember all our students had to write up their first year
reports to get through their, and be passed through on to the PhD proper. And I
remember Ralph’s first year report had, and, as, as most first year reports do, had
some, some sort of, looked at the results and he had made some conclusions which
were either leaps of faith or were clearly not right, if you had kind of a, more
background understanding. And, [laughs] and I remember I had, gave him back the
draft of his report, and in one or two places I had just written ‘rubbish!’ in the...
Meaning it to be in a light-hearted way, meaning, think, you know, you’ve... Just
think about the logic of, of what you’re saying here, because, it isn’t logical. So come
on, go back and have a think, and... And, I meant it in a, you know, in a completely,
yes, it was just, you know, I just looked at something and thought, no, Ralph hasn’t
thought about that. And, apparently he, I mean I didn’t find out till a bit later, but,
apparently he was so upset, he was almost in tears over this, and had to be thoroughly
reassured by all his friends that, you know, he wasn’t about to be told he wasn’t going
to pass and things like that. And I had no intention of, you know, he’d done a, a
decent job, he’d done quite a lot of work, he’d got some good results. There was
absolutely no chance he wasn’t going to get through, but it was... So I kind of learnt
that you have to be quite careful how, that things that may be flippant to you and may
be meant, are not necessarily absolutely... Once you’re in some kind of position of
power, you have to be very very careful how you deliver messages, because, people
don’t see them as you see them. So that was very helpful. Ralph went on to, in fact,
eventually Ralph ended up working for Rolls Royce, and at one point, when I was
working for Rolls Royce later on, he ended up working for me, well not directly for
me but in my part of the organisation, working for one of my team members. So, he
was, he was bright but awkward, Ralph. And he enjoyed being awkward, so he was,
he was never going to be a, a conventional employee. [laughs] But he, he worked for
the Ministry of Defence, I think his first job was at the MoD after he graduated.
[14:54]
But I remember it was also, Ralph, Ralph’s first job was my first experience of, of
somebody coming to do... Maybe he wasn’t working in the MoD. He was, he was
working somewhere that he needed a very high level of security clearance, and, it was
my first experience of the chap in the dirty raincoat and all of that kind of, the kind of
spy sort of character coming to do a, a background check on, and sort of, asking me
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about the sexual orientation of my PhD students, and, I was thinking, well I haven’t
the faintest idea, and, [laughs] I wouldn’t dream of asking, you know. It’s none of my
business. But it was, yes, it was a very, for some reason, I don’t know which bit of the
MoD he went into, but he had a very very, he was one of these very very thorough and
very, almost kind of, almost caricature kind of security clearance processes. [laughs]
Which was rather strange. And you’re there thinking, oh my goodness, how I answer
this question might affect whether this person gets this job or not, you know, and yet,
you know, I’m being asked about all these things I haven’t the faintest idea about, and
I wouldn’t actually want to know about anyway, because I don’t think they’re
anybody else’s business. [laughs] But, somehow if you found, you sort of think, oh
gosh, if I sound too defensive, does, is the chap going to think I actually know and
I’m covering something up? So a very strange experience. Anyway I think Ralph got
the job [laughs], so he didn’t do too bad.
[16:20]
So, I did, I did quite a lot of research with Rolls Royce, and I did, I had this project
with the Coal Board. I had an ongoing kind of, number of projects with Rolls Royce.
I’m trying to think what else. I had a number of research grants while I was there.
But anyway, I got, started to get quite established as, in research in the field of fatigue
and fracture, which was the same field of my PhD supervisor. But I think the fact that
I had moved institution was good, because if you stay in the same research group as
your supervisor, it’s always very hard to break away and demonstrate that the research
is yours, whereas it was absolutely clear, the move the Nottingham, that, although the
research was in the same field, we were doing our own thing and going and different
directions.

[17:10]
I always got the impression from the past interview that you were quite attached to
being in Cambridge. I was wondering how you actually found that change in leaving
the place.

[pause] I think that’s a good question, because of course I went back there, and, and
we still have a, we still have a house there, and it’s a city that does feel very much like
home now. And clearly will be as, I mean I suspect it will be home for Colin and
myself now, you know, despite wherever we are, I think Cambridge will be home for
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the rest of our lives now probably. [pause] I think, I honestly can’t remember. I
mean it was, it was nice because Colin was working at Rolls Royce at the time, so it
was nice to have... And we had bought our first house. So you know, we had a, we
had a little house, we had, which was very close to the university, because Colin used
to, in Beeston, Colin used to drive off to Derby every day and I used to cycle off to, I
used to cycle off to the university, it was about a ten-minute cycle ride. And it had,
you know, clearly we could only afford one car at that stage, so it had to be, we had to
live close to one of the two places that we, that we worked. [pause] You certainly
missed the, I mean it was a small department in, in Nottingham, and you missed the
stimulation of the very high quality of colleagues and students you got in Cambridge.
But on the other hand it was nice to be a proper member of the academic staff.
[19:03]
And I suppose although I didn’t get... I, I, looking back, you know, I, there was
almost, the induction as I say, apart from this course, the induction was almost nonexistent. I had a very friendly set of colleagues who were very, well they were very
friendly, and if you asked, they were very happy to explain things to you. But they
didn’t, didn’t dawn on them that they should tell you things, dawn on them that they
needed to tell you things. And I’m wondering whether I was the first new member of
staff they’d had for quite a long time. So whether, you know, there was no memory of
what you did when you had a new, a new member of staff who had, for whom this
was their first academic job. So, yes. I know we had, Professor Stuart Llewelyn was
our, our, was prof, and, he was a, he was an interesting character, but he was a night
owl, and he was never in before, he was never in before about ten o’clock in the
morning at the earliest. But he used to leave you notes that, that said, you know,
‘Stuart.’ And they’d be, you know, ‘11.30 p.m.’ He always put a time on the notes he
left you. And everybody else in the department assumed, sort of pointed that, this was
because, you know, he was so renowned at never being there early in the morning,
that, that he wanted to make the point that, you know, he was putting the hours in I
think, or to sort of, you know... So, so we all adopted the approach of, leaving him
notes that said, ‘5.30 a.m.’ [laughs] Which he must have realised was a wind-up. But
we just, [laughing] we just were so put out by being left notes by the prof at,
apparently late at night, asking us or telling us to do things. I think it was a pretty
friendly department, but it didn’t, gosh, it didn’t have that much equipment. So I, I
spent a lot of my time raising money for, for equipment.
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[21:26]
And I remember the, it was while I was at Nottingham was the time that the... Oh it
must have been just the time after the, the electricity industry had been privatised, that
Margaret Thatcher had started to privatise the nationalised industries. And so, they
were closing down all of the, the very distinguished research laboratories like the
Central Electricity Generating labs in Leatherhead. And so, I remember going down
to Leatherhead with our lab technician for mechanical testing and, and putting in bids
on lots of their servo-hydraulic testing machines and, and some of their monitoring
and chart recorders and monitoring kit. Because of course nothing was computerised
in those days, everything was, everything was, had electronic controls but you didn’t
have computer control on the electronics. So... So, and so we acquired, I think a
couple of testing machines and some, and some crack monitoring equipment very
very cheaply there. And I brought in a couple of testing machines on research grants.
[22:42]
And then, towards the end of the time I was at Nottingham, I applied for the first of
the Royal Academy of Engineering senior research fellowships, which was, it was
then called the Fellowship of Engineering, it was before it became the Royal
Academy of Engineering. And the very first research fellowship they had was
sponsored by British Gas. And because I had worked in fatigue and, and
microstructure property relationships in high strength steels and things like that, I had
quite a lot of areas of interest to their... In those days British Gas obviously was still a
nationalised company, and had its big research, had just built its, well just, was just
building its big research centre at Loughborough that it never moved into, which is
now part of Loughborough University, but had, was still expanding its big research
centre up in Killingworth in, outside Newcastle, and had lots of other research , four
other research centres round the country I think, three or four, one in London, one in
the West Midlands, a big test site out in, on the coast in the north-east. And... [pause]
Oh, the name’s gone out of my head. The, the chief executive at the time of British
Gas had started, he was a fellow, in fact he was one of the, probably one of the
founding fellows, Sir Denis Rooke, of the Royal Academy of Engineering, had started
this, had funded this, this senior research fellowship, the Academy’s first one, and I
got it. Gosh, I remember the... What I remember at the interview, I was interviewed
at the old Royal Academy of Engineering offices, not where they, oh well, two moves,
not, not where they are now, by the Royal Society on Carlton House Terrace; they
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were on, before that they were on Great Peter Street, but when I was interviewed they
were in a funny little, they, the Academy, not, or the Fellowship of Engineering as it
was, was not that long established, and it was in, I can’t remember what the street was
called, but it was near Great Peter Street. But it was a very vertical building with little
rabbit warrens of offices as you walked up through it. And I remember being
interviewed in one of these offices by, I think four or five elderly men of course.
[laughs] One of whom pulled out a, a civil engineering drawing of some kind, and
asked me to interpret it. And so... [laughs] Which is not something I had done often.
So, I’m not sure I did terribly well on that. But anyway, they gave me the, they gave
me the fellowship.
[25:35]
And, I was, I spent my first year of that fellowship in, continuing at Nottingham.
And... A year, just over a year probably. And, then I got a letter from Colin
Humphreys, who had become professor in Cambridge by then, asking me if I would
like to move my fellowship back to Cambridge. So, I did. [laughs] I think your
suggesting that I missed Cambridge was probably a good one.

What was the actual fellowship connected with research-wise?

It was connected with, any research of interest to British Gas. So I used to spend
quite a lot of time going up and seeing people in Killingworth, and they funded...
Well, the senior... The Academy funded an equipment grant for me every year I think,
and then, British Gas funded a studentship, probably just about every year, a PhD
studentship. And then, I applied for funding from the Research Council and British
Gas supported those applications, and indeed sometimes co-funded them. And then I,
they, I still applied for funding with Rolls Royce, I continued to have, I continued to
have, always have some Rolls Royce projects running as well. So we were looking at,
steels for gas pipelines, sort of high strength steels for very high pressure gas
pipelines. We were looking at quite, there was quite a lot of interest in hydrogen
embrittlement and corrosion fatigue. We were looking at weld, weld microstructures
and fatigue in fracture behaviour and, again, the effects of corrosion, crack tip
corrosion and hydrogen embrittlement. And we were also interested in hydrogen and
hydrogen sulphide containing environments, because those were some of the,
hydrogen sulphide can be a contaminant in the gas. I got to go, I got to go and visit,
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make some offshore visits, and, see some of the test facilities at British Gas that was
interesting. And we also looked at, for, for what was then the Watson House Research
Station in London, who looked at domestic appliances, and they were interested in,
innovation in domestic appliances. So they were interested in the sort of development
of plastic, the plastic pipes for radiator systems and hot water radiators, and also, they
were interested in things like, materials for, well systems if you like, for skirting
boards, for, for clip-on skirting boards that would have fittings for pipework and
electrical connectors in the back, so that you could finish, you know, so that you could
almost kind of deliver on-site and clip-fit all the fittings, so that you could put in... I
mean, the sort of stuff we’ve got in this office only rather better looking that has all
the electric running behind it. They were looking at, at various sort of plastic,
reinforced plastic systems for, that would have all of the fittings you needed for, just
to run the pipes along on the wires, and clip in, cut to length, clip into a house, and,
you had essentially got all your plumbing and all your wiring almost instantly in
place. And we were looking at... And also they were quite interested in sort of,
integrating appliances into, into fitted kitchens, so, materials for, that you could use
for worktops or fronts of, fronts of boilers and things that would resist heat, fire,
impact, corrosive environments in kitchens. So we had some interesting projects on,
on polymer concrete, just looking at, you know, structure property relationships in a
range of different environments.

Mm.

[30:10]
And they were also interested in ceramics for, we looked at, did quite a lot of work on
stress corrosion in ceramics, some quite interesting, interesting research. Didn’t do a
lot of that, but... [pause] So, I’m trying to, I’m trying to remember when... That
was... When I took that up, was just when the privatisation of, of British Gas was
starting, and, there were those, there was... You probably don’t remember it. There
was a big advertising campaign with, with Fred in, about trying to encourage, trying
to encourage people to buy British Gas shares. And I remember being taken to, ooh, a
building that British Gas used to own in central London. It was a huge tower, what
was it called? I can’t remember the name of the building. It was a big tower in
central London which British Gas occupied, where they had all the executive dining
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rooms at the, at the top. And being taken for some very, very grand lunches with Sir
Denis and sometimes other members of his, of his team, in these incredibly grand
rooms where lots and lots of cut glass was laid all over the table. And, I remember
one or two occasions when there were lots of other, lots of groups of people in the
other dining rooms, and I remember we walked along and, passed them, and, and
Denis said, ‘Oh we’ve got lots of major, lots of major potential shareholders,’ the sort
of, pension fund managers and people in for presentations about the company, the
share prospectus and things for the, for the, presumably it was a part privatisation, it
was the first stage of privatisation at that, at that stage. And, you know, they were
doing lots and lots of interesting research up at the labs at Killingworth which are now
shut. [pause]
[32:16]
And I, they were, it was... I was just lucky I suppose, I was, I was doing this at the
time, well, Denis Rooke who was around probably for the first two or three years of
my fellowship still in post, was a huge supporter of the engineering research. So, it
was pretty well funded, and they were very keen to do research projects. But, towards
the end things were starting to wind down. But anyway, before I got... Yes, the
fellowship was, five years renewable to seven or something. And, I think I must have
had, it must have been renewed for seven, but before the end of five years I think it
must have been renewable, after four years I must have, must have, they must have
confirmed that they were renewing it for, to the full seven years. But before I got to
five years I think I, I was, I got a, I actually got a lectureship at Cambridge. So I then
no longer kept the fellow... So I think I must have had the fellowship for almost five
years, and then I moved into a, a lectureship at Cambridge. But I think while I was on
the fellowship I was still treated as a, pretty much as a member of staff, and, I did
some teaching. I’m sure I did some teaching in fact, because, I was, I remember
being examiner and, I’m sure I didn’t just do that for the last couple of years before I
went to Rolls Royce.

[33:50]
Working for, well British Gas in this case funding you, is there much sort of control
over what you were actually doing, or were you left to get on with it? How much
direction do they give you, I think is the question I’m...
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Yes. They were very good, to be honest. They were very, it was... In a way
sometimes you wished you were slightly more closely engaged in what their real
problems were. Sometimes you were, sometimes you, you know, there were, you
would negotiate, you know, we, we negotiated what they would fund. And, often it
was quite long-term, usually it was quite long-term stuff that they were interested in,
but didn’t affect their sort of day-to-day, or even their, you know, their next
installation, sort of thing. But just occasionally it was something that was really quite
high profile for them and quite current. And I always found that rather more
enjoyable than the long-term stuff, and actually, I think to be honest, the research
students and the postdocs quite often found that rather fun, because, you know,
people... And, the reason was, it was that people really wanted to know what your
results were, they were really keen when you went to see them, to find out... Whereas
in the longer-term stuff, it was, ‘Oh yes, that’s interesting. Um... Gosh that’s...’ you
know. And quite often they said, ‘Oh it’s very interesting,’ but it wasn’t, didn’t have
that sort of, instant demand on, ‘Can you...’ you know, ‘We’re struggling with this
problem.’ We did quite a lot of work on duplex stainless steels, which were a kind of
stainless steel that were becoming more prevalent for highly corrosive types of gas
and applications. And that was very interesting, because there wasn’t, the literature
on duplex stainless steels was, was relative limited. And I built the research group up
while I was at Cambridge from, gosh, from when I moved with two research students
who had both been graduates from Nottingham, Alastair Hope and Vince Lucy, and
Vince is now in the City managing money, and Alastair is running oil rigs for, well,
drilling rigs for Shell, up in Aberdeen somewhere I think, now. And they came with
me from, from Nottingham and started their PhDs in Cambridge. Vince struggled a
bit, he wasn’t... But Alastair really, Alastair... Oh they both really enjoyed it, but
Alastair did extremely well. And Alastair’s father had been to Cambridge and I think,
Alastair had always had a bit of a chip on his shoulder that he hadn’t been at
Cambridge, so when he came and did his PhD at Cambridge it was sort of, you know,
restored the family pride, I think it made him feel, you know, he’d really lived up to
family expectations. And he was very, it was very interesting hearing Alastair talk,
because Alastair, he sort of said, you know, it’s really, it had really made a difference
moving to Cambridge, he said, ‘not because I was clever as all the people here,’
because, you know, there are always around you at Cambridge some unbelievably
bright people, but he said, ‘When you can see what the best looks like,’ he said, ‘you,
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you realise that by aiming to get close to that, you stretch your own standards.’ He
said it had been... You know, at Nottingham he was, you know, a good research
student; at Birmingham, at Cambridge, sorry, he was suddenly, probably in the lower
half of the research students that were there, but he said, ‘Gosh, you know, it does
stretch you, because you, you can recognise what’s good and you can think, well I’m
not achieving that yet.’ And I think he found it a very, an extraordinary young man in
a way who, instead of finding that sort of off-putting, found that motivating. Because
he could see that he was getting better. And, he did... Yes, and as I say, and he’s done,
he’s done extraordinarily successfully with Shell so far in his career, and I’m sure he
will continue to, to do that. So, I kind of still had quite a number of, of projects
running there.

I wanted to ask you actually...

[38:09]
But increasingly was building up projects with Rolls Royce again on fatigue in nickel
base alloys particularly, and, and short crack, short crack growth, did a lot of work for
Rolls Royce in, looking at new alloy development and short crack growth in, in
turbine disc alloys. And some interesting work on, on coated turbine blade materials
and thermo, thermo-mechanical fatigue, developing thermo-mechanical fatigue of, of
material, of, of metals with relatively brittle coatings on them, which was quite
interesting, interesting American research student who, who did some of that work.
[38:50]
And a very good research student from Cambridge called Dave Knowles, who worked
on aluminium metal matrix composites with BP. Had quite a lot of funding from BP.
My husband was also working at BP at the time, but so were some of the people I had
been a student with. People like Alan Begg was working at BP, and, so, Alan’s group
funded some of the work we were doing, who were interested in that area. And David
Knowles is, actually then came... after I left Cambridge, David Knowles got a
lectureship and continued running my research group. And then Dave Knowles went
off to Australia and he’s now back in the UK as research director for Atkins, the
engineering consultants. Oh, and another very good research student I had around
there and who looked at hydrogen embrittlement in duplex stainless steels was a guy
called James Marrow, who’s now a prof at Oxford. So I’m very proud of him, still
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working in roughly the same area. So I had lots of very good research students
around that time.

[40:00]
You talked about our first research student. I was thinking, you know, how did you
actually take to supervising people’s PhD’s?

[pause] I suppose that wasn’t that difficult, because you, as a PhD student you,
particularly in science and engineering, you, you spend a lot of time talking to your
supervisor. So you learn by, by seeing it done in a way, on a very personal level, and
you spend a lot of time with other PhD students of course, so you have a very kind of
immediate experience of how PhD supervision works I think. I suppose I didn’t find
that flip... It’s a bit different when you’re, you know, if you’re in a class or a group of,
a lot of you and there’s one person teaching or lecturing or something; it’s not so easy
to think yourself into that person’s position I don’t think. But when you are being,
you are doing a PhD and you engage with your supervisor very frequently, as we did
at Cambridge, you know, almost on a, a daily basis pretty much, I think, sort of,
flipping yourself into that position isn’t difficult, because it’s like a research
colleague. So, I suppose the... And I spent, the first PhD student I had was, was
funded by, on a Rolls Royce CASE award, so, Co-operative Awards in Science and
Engineering, which we still have, so it was a fifty per cent funded, I don’t know what
the split was, but was sort of fifty per cent funded by the EPSRC and fifty per cent by
the company or some split like that. And so I’d spent a long time talking to people in
Rolls Royce about, what the project we were going to do was, which was looking at
various microstructural effects on the fatigue threshold behaviour of a nickel base
alloy which I think was N901. So, there was already a project mapped out.
[42:03]
And I think when you, probably when you start as a new PhD supervisor, you put a lot
of effort into mapping out sort of what you think at least the first year’s research for
the student might look like, and certainly if you’ve got a company co-funding it with
you, they’re obviously interested in what you get, you know, in making sure that what
you’re going to spending the money on is something they’re interested in. So I think
Ralph started with a pretty good sort of plan of, of what the, at least the first year
would look like. And of course you never do as much, a student never does as much
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in their first year as you plan, because you’ve forgotten that that was, you know, six or
nine years ago for you, and you’re now much better at that. So, so what you might
achieve if you were doing what they’re doing might be four times as much as they do,
because they’ve got to learn how to search the literature, they’ve got to learn how to
use all the equipment, they’ve got to learn how to use all the microscopes, they’ve got
to learn all the techniques for, cutting up specimens, making samples, whatever it is.
They’ve got to order all their samples from the machinists and get their... The first
batch I seem to recollect of Ralph’s came back with the wrong size notches, because
his diagram, he hadn’t drawn a very good diagram for the machine shop, and things
like that. So, there’s a, you know, a big learning experience where they’ve got to be
allowed to fail, I think. I think as you get a more experienced PhD supervisor, your
students probably get much more freedom in terms of, what they do, because, you,
you kind of have a good idea, but you don’t spend all the time that I did as a new
supervisor writing down what the idea was and, describing what tests might test it.
When you get to, I think, I general I think, I suspect it occurs because you have less
time when you’ve a bigger research group; you’ve got an idea and you kind of throw
the ideas out to the student and you expect them to, to learn to use what’s available to
them, to learn how to deal with their idea much more. And also, then to add many
more of their own ideas. And you do that when you’ve got a mature research group,
because, when it’s your first supervisor, your first PhD student, the only person that
student’s got to ask is you; when you’ve got a big research group, there are postdocs,
there are second- and third-year research students, and by the time I finished at
Cambridge I had a research group of abut twenty-four. So a new PhD student had a
supervisor but they also had a peer group and then you have a, a sort of more
experienced group. So you had lots... You know, it was tough for Ralph, because I
was the only person who knew, who understood pretty much in the, in the, because I
myself had just moved to the, to the department. So until Bill started his postdoc, you
know, there wasn’t a group of people all doing the same kind of stuff to exchange
ideas and, and techniques and, and teach each other, you know, teach people how to
use the equipment and things. I had to do all that. So...

Mm.

[45:06]
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But, but it was like having a research colleague if you like, and... And it had in the
research group I’d been in, you know, new members would join the group and, you’d
have to teach them how to use the servo-hydraulic machines, and you’d have to teach
them how to weld their samples up for the potential drop crack monitoring and things.
So I suppose in a way it was like being in a research group and having a new, you
know, a new research student join, and you were the, the grown-up research student
who knew how everything worked. It was a bit like that.

Mm.

But I didn’t find that difficult, I must admit. Although I did find Ralph’s PhD oral
difficult I think, I suffered more than he did, [laughs] I was so worried about it. But
he got through. He did very well actually.

[45:50]
And that was in association with Rolls Royce.

Yes.

You were talking, you said you talked to Rolls Royce a lot. I was wondering who.

Who. Well Rolls Royce...

And about what.

Rolls Royce had a big materials lab, which I later went on to run when I first joined
Rolls Royce. So I talked to the, the people in the materials lab, and in particular the
guy who runs it now, is called Mike Hicks, and, Mike was, must have been, Mike
must have been... Mike graduated from Birmingham, did his PhD at Birmingham in
similar areas to the areas I worked in. And Mike must have I think graduated the
same year I did, I mean I didn’t know him then. But he was in, he was one of the
dynamic young researchers in the labs at Rolls Royce when I was collaborating with
them, so... So worked quite a bit with Mike. And there was a, a guy in the labs who
worked for Mike called Leon Grabowski, who sadly died a couple of years back. But
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Leon, did a lot of work on short cracks with Leon, who was, who was, a funny soul
actually. I mean he was, I liked Leon in a way, but he could be very prickly, and, he
was very, became very adamant that all the data we generated, Rolls Royce had to be
given for future analysis. Normally you just gave them your results in the terms of
the, of the analysed data, but Leon decided he wanted all our raw data, and, you know,
that was just... In those days that was readings off chart recorders, and it was just
pages and pages and pages of readings, and, Leon decided Rolls Royce had to have all
the original data from every test we did. And, I mean it was, a nightmare to be honest,
of just, you know, of actually, of giving him photocopied records from tests that one
suspected nobody was ever going to ever look at again. Because actually, your own,
you know, you interpret your own test data and, it’s real data, and it was all tidily
written up, but, to go back through somebody else’s lab notebooks and try and work
out exactly what, what this data means, you know, when... Because we all have our
own little shorthand and things. I couldn’t ever see that any, this was really ever
going to be any use to anybody. The use it was going to be to somebody was to say,
‘Oh, you know, somebody in Julia King’s research group did these tests. We’d better
go and ask them, [laughs] whether they can reanalyse the data,’ rather than, ‘I’ve got
the data, I shall analyse it,’ because it’s, it was... I mean it’s much easier now of
course that it’s all, it’s all computerised, so that data is all stored in very
straightforward and, and consistent ways, but in the days when we used to run, you
know, you would have charts that had to run, sometimes for ten days to monitor some
of the tests we did. And then you would painstakingly take measurements off those
charts. The way you recorded those measurements was, you know, we all had our
own, all our own way of doing it, and I’m sure my lab notebooks didn’t necessarily
look like my research students’ lab notebooks, even though I had, I had taught them
how to do it. It was, I’m sure they all found different ways of, of doing it, until
everything got, all the data got recorded, as I say, automatically. But... So, but giving
people that kind of data is, I don’t think it was much use. Anyway, Leon liked to
make sure he had everything that he felt Rolls Royce had paid for. So... [laughs]
And they were good research sponsors, so we didn’t want to...
[49:12]
And I must admit, I got to running this enormous research group at Cambridge, and
realising that actually, actually that wasn’t terribly fulfilling. You know, there was a
very, I think there was a very sort of macho research culture at Cambridge. Although
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it was a friendly place and I really enjoyed it, it was, you had to bring in the most
money, you had to write the most papers, and you had to have the biggest research
group. And we were all kind of wrapped up in, in that, you know, there was this real,
you know, how many research students have you got? How many papers have you
published? How many, you know, how much, how much money have you brought in
in grants sort of thing. And you had to prove you could do it, and I got to the stage
where I sort of felt, I never actually, I hardly speak to my research students, because
I’m spending all my time bringing in money, writing the next research proposal. And
when I had this group of, as I say, about twenty-four postdocs and research students,
you are continually writing proposals to bring the money in to fund them. Or, or
doing your teaching. And you sort of, you know, they have to kind of support each
other, because they don’t get that much time with you, and I, I was just beginning to
feel that that was a bit, it was slightly pointless, you didn’t really feel... I sort of felt
we were doing research for the sake of it. Because we could write... Because I could,
I could write a convincing proposal that somebody would give me money to do, we
were doing things that, were interesting but weren’t really making a difference. And
I, and I sort of felt, I felt I was getting to the stage where, you could have, you know,
we could discuss an interesting idea and put in a bid and get the money, and
somebody could do a really elegant piece of research that, at the end of the day you’d
think, well so what? What difference has that made to anybody? Well it’s got
somebody a PhD, or it’s, you know, we’ve published six papers or something, but, I
began to feel it was slightly, it was a bit too much of an intellectual game which,
didn’t necessarily have a lot of point.

[51:29]
I was interested when you said earlier that you found that, at first no one had told you
how to go about, to get research funding.

Mm.

And yet, you know, a few years later you sound like you’re really quite good at it.
How do you learn, how easy is it for you? What’s the thing that happens between
those two points?
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I, I mean I, that’s very hard to tell isn’t it. I mean you get a lot of practice. And in
those days money was, research funding was, probably slightly easier to get, to be
honest, than it is now. And, I am enormously persistent. So, you just go round, you,
you try, try, try again, sort of thing. And I suppose, I mean I, I’m sure there were, you
know, there were some positive, some, some well-aligned planets in the sense that, I
was working in an area where, in those days we had, there was a, you know, there was
a lot of interest. Rolls Royce did and still do need a lot of input in that area, which
they look increasingly to universities to get. And, we still had, you know, British Gas
and, although, that was sort of declining. We still had, Alcan was still making high
strength alloys. There was, we had worked with British Steel, who were looking at,
you know, line pipe materials, materials for offshore structures; specialist, a whole
range of specialist steels, high strength steels with fatigue resistance; there was the
interest in duplex stainless steels and in fracture-resistance of welds which is still a
very important area. So, there was, quite a lot still going on, there was still work
going on on impact of, of, you know, on nuclear reactor pressure vessel materials,
how they might age over time, and, how corrosive, impact of corrosive environments,
water, water environments. There was still a lot of, a lot of need for research in that
area, and a lot of, yes, a lot of, there was, you know, there was funding around to, to
do it. And, and clearly you establish a reputation, so... The reputation makes it easier
I think, we should not kid ourselves, it’s I think very hard for youngsters starting out
in research, or people new to research who are not names, people, that, that, you
know, although we have peer review and it’s supposed to be as fair as possible, there
is always that, oh well you know, somebody’s known in this area, and by the time I
had been back at Cambridge for, you know, a couple of years, I was already wellestablished in the field. So it becomes easier. And, you know, it’s good to have
support of, of world class companies like Rolls Royce.

Mm.

[54:30]
But we had some, we did some... We had some interesting little asides as well, like
the, the work, Paul Hill was a research student who worked with me on, composite
tethers for offshore structures. The, the... For very deep water drilling you have to
have, you can’t have legs for your platform, you have to have tethered structures. But
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the weight of the steel ropes for those limits the length of rope you can use, because
they eventually fail under their own weight. So, we were looking at... So we, we, for
some reason, I discovered a company, and I don’t know why, that was starting, that
was starting to look at composite rope made of, of glass fibre reinforced polymer and,
and carbon fibre reinforced polymer strands. And, there was just starting to be some
interest in, in using this for suspension bridge cables, because again they are limited
by, the length of a suspension bridge cable is limited by the self-weight of the cable.
And if you could do them in these very lightweight polymers that have the same
strength and stiffness or better strength and stiffness than steels, then, you can extend
the length of, you can, you know, you can make suspension bridges of almost
unlimited length, and you could look at tethering very very deep water platforms.
And so, I rang this company up and said, ‘Can we come and see you and talk to you
about these applications and the requirements on the...?’ And, so I took a colleague,
John Little, who worked in the corrosion field. And we sort of, turned up at their
offices in Doncaster, and, and they had never even thought of doing research with a
university I think. So we sort of suggested we could apply for this CASE award, and,
they got quite enthusiastic. I don’t think they quite knew what had hit them actually.
[laughs] So we had, that was an interesting project that led to, other things. And Paul
Hill is, Paul Hill is now working for, I think one of the, the boat, the big boat
manufacturer, the big, composite boat manufacturers as their composite, chief
composite engineer or something. So he stayed in the field, which is nice. So I had a,
I suppose I, I, when... I got quite confident about actually going and telling people
that we could do something that might help them, and we, so we had a range of
interesting projects that arrived through that route.
[57:30]
And I suppose the really, really one thing, the really nice thing was, Rolls Royce have
these University Technology Centres, and, they’d been, they had established a few
and they decided they wanted one in materials. And so, whereas they had selected the
other places as places they did, they worked, already worked very strongly with, for
the materials one, for the very first time they decided they would have a competition.
And so they invited myself at Cambridge, Imperial College, and I think Birmingham
University, to bid for this materials UTC, University Technology Centre. So, we, so
we had to produce all our, all our, all our paperwork which I coordinated. And, Colin
Humphreys, head of department, was, was the director of it, we thought that would be
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a good way of saying it had the highest level support. And I remember driving Colin
and Harry Bhadeshia, who was an aca... who, a lecturer at Cambridge, and I
remember Harry and Colin and I driving to Rolls Royce, Derby, to present our case
for the final decision. And, I missed the turning off the A1. [laughs] But we were,
we were, we had left so much time, because, that it didn’t matter, we, [laughs] we still
got there in time. But... So we, we won that, that was a huge, because that was going
to be, I don’t know, the order of a million pounds funding a year or something. In
those days it was almost unbelievable sums of research funding. Now it’s, you know,
it’s still a decent sum, but it’s not... So, then I effectively ran that, where Colin was,
where Colin was director, I was the assistant director, so I did the day-to-day running
and management of that. So, and indeed, they still have the University Technology
Centre for nickel base materials at, at Cambridge, and it still does very good work.
But that then meant I had lots, quite a few research students and postdocs who were
all funded by Rolls Royce.
[59:39]
And then after I had been running that for a year, one of the senior Rolls Royce
people, in fact the guy who the materials lab reported into, Frank, and what was
Frank’s surname? came to see me to review the UTC and to be shown round the
department by me, and after Frank went back, he rang... oh, Phil Ruffles, who was the
engineering director for the Rolls Royce aerospace group, rang Colin Humphreys and
said, to say they wanted to offer me a job. [laughs] Would that be all right? So, so,
Colin Humphreys rushed into my office to say, ‘Rolls Royce wants to offer you a job.’
[laughs] So Frank coming to see me was obviously my sort of interview in a way. So
then, they offered me the job of head of the materials labs at Rolls Royce. Which
was, kind of, I was sort of, almost forty, and it was a sort of, one of those, I was
beginning to get frustrated with this sort of feeling that you, what was I going to do? I
was going to run a bigger and bigger research group. And that was sort of losing its,
somewhat losing its appeal in a way, because I’d kind of, you know, been there, done
that, got the badge. I’d like to feel I was making more of a difference than this. So it
just sort of came at the right time really, when I was, you know, beginning to be
frustrated that, that I didn’t, we were doing interesting things, but were they really
important things? That sort of, interesting but are they important? So to be invited to
go and join Rolls Royce was just fantastic.
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[1:01:20]
Why did you feel that your work had to have some practical application? Why did
that part appeal to you?

Because that, that always struck me was, that was why it was ex... I mean it was
always interesting to do, but what made it really exciting was to feel it made a
difference. And it was, some of my students were funded on EPSRC awards which
were just EPSRC studentships, which had no industrial involvement. So, we could do
whatever we wanted. And, in theory those were seen to be the very, you know, really
prestigious. But, quite a lot of my PhD students were funded on CASE awards, or
even fully-funded by companies, in which case we had agreed a project, we had
agreed an area of research with the company, and usually you still had an enormous
amount of freedom what you did with the amount. But the company were interested
in the results. And I found that my students, the students I had who were doing PhDs
with me as a supervisor but also with a company supervisor, were hugely more
motivated. The fact that somebody else wanted to know what your results were, you
know, and that, you know, occasionally they would say, ‘Look, we’re doing this bit of
design and we need to understand what the implication...’ You know, the fact that
they felt they were making a difference to, you know, an engine project, or a, in the
case of work we did with British Aerospace to the design of the struts in a wing, they
found that really exciting. And I found that really exciting. And I sort of found it less
exciting when we were just looking at some really interesting phenomenon, but, we
were looking at it because it was really interesting, not because somebody wanted to
know the answer. And, I, yes, I think I’ve always found that quite motivating to feel
this, what we’re doing has a purpose, rather than just wanting to be, to find out
because there’s something there to be found out. Which I think is sort of what
distinguishes an engineer from a scientist in a way. You know, if you want a, you
know, an engineer, you actually want a problem to solve rather than an interesting
thing to pursue, and, once you’ve decided it’s solving problems that, that makes you
excited, then, the bigger the problem, the more impact its solution will have, the
better. And you have more impact in solving a problem when you’ve got, you know,
you have a big industrial partner who needs to know what it is you are trying to find
out.
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Mm.

So yes, that was... So anyway, so then I, in 1994 I went and joined Rolls Royce. And
whilst the transition from PhD student to postdoc to academic was a fairly smooth
one, the transition to, to being, from, from... oh, the transition to running materials
labs in a company, was, it was quite smooth, but it was certainly different, if you
know what I mean. It wasn’t, there were, it wasn’t... There were lots of hiccups, but
gosh, it was a, a change, a very exciting change.

[1:04:40]
Before we move on to that change. There were just a few little bits and pieces I
wanted to pick up you’ve mentioned in passing about going back to Cambridge.
You’ve mentioned a few colleagues in passing, Colin Humphreys for instance.

Mhm.

I was just wondering if you can give me an idea of who your closest colleagues were
there.

Well Colin Humphreys was head of department, and Colin Humphreys is a, a good
friend. He, he still, he’s an emeritus prof at Cambridge now, he’s, he retired several
years ago. Colin is a very interesting character who’s, he’s a sort of materials
physicist, electron microscopist, worked on, in fact, done a lot of work on, the blue
LEDs, you know, these little blue lights you see everywhere, I think Colin and his
team developed some of the chemistries for the blue LEDs. The very, I think some of
the very bright and effective ones. But Colin is also, also has a fascination with the
Nativity story, and also writes books on the Nativity story with, about the, looking at
the science of it and the astronomy, looking at the astronomical predictions of when
particularly bright planets were in the sky, and, and quite recently, probably a couple
of years back, published one of his, one of his books that is a very detailed study of
the date of the birth of Christ, and I think, I think, came to the conclusion that
Christmas is three days out or, three weeks out or... And there was, he made, there
was lots of coverage on, on the national news about it, and Colin talking about it. But
he’s written a number of books like that, sort of looking at... I mean he’s a very
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committed Christian, and looking at the, the scientific evidence for the Bible stories,
and clearly the Bible stories were stories handed down sort of by word of mouth and
things, but sort of, his interest is in picking out where there are real events that tie up
with them, and, and, I think trying to show how actually these are real events, and
how the, how they have evolved sometimes into stories that seem quite unbelievable.
So... He’s, he’s very much a Cambridge character, and now probably gives, gives
quite a lot of lectures , invited lectures still on, you know, on dating various events in
the Bible and things.
[1:07:15]
Harry Bhadeshia was an academic at Cambridge. I can’t remember what happened to
Harry, whether he went off to the US, to MIT or somewhere like that, and then came
back to Cambridge as an academic. But he was certainly back in Cambridge as an
academic when I came back, after I had been at Nottingham. And Harry was always,
as I say, always helpful. Harry had sort of interests that overlapped to a degree with
mine. Harry was very interested in the metallurgy of welding, and, and also
metallurgy of nickel base alloys and things. So, in terms of the physical metallurgy of
the things we were particularly interested in the fracture behaviour of, he was a good,
a good contact, and his research group were always useful contacts for my team.
[1:07:57]
There was, Jim Charles, who had supervised me quite a bit as a, when I was a student,
he’s a chemical metallurgist. Jim is still around in the department, he’s recently had
his seventieth birthday. [pause] He... Jim has written a number of books about the
department. John Leake was my, who had been my undergraduate director of studies,
was still in the department doing his work on ceramics when I got back. Relatively
new arrivals I suppose were, were people like... I say relatively new. Bill Clyne, who
I think had been a lecturer at Surrey, and had come back to, had then come back to
Cambridge while I’d been away, and Bill was, Bill still is, is, Bill was a lecturer in, in
those days in, composite materials and is now prof at Cambridge in the area of
composites.
[1:09:03]
There were also some new arrivals from... ICI had closed their labs up round
Liverpool, where they had done a lot of non-metallic materials research, so they had
developed composites, they had developed cement springs, very high integrity
cements, so you could make, things like springs out of them. Interesting. And some
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of that work had been done by Bill Clegg, who had joined the department, and was
there, or joined just after I got back, I can’t remember. So there have been quite a few
changes. There were quite a few people as staff members, like John Little who had
been an undergraduate with me, and there were quite a few new faces as well. But it
was, compared with Nottingham it was a very, it’s a very big department. But still
very familiar, there were still lots of, some of the old lab technicians who had been
there when I was there were still there. So it was kind of like coming home, it wasn’t,
you didn’t feel like going somewhere different.

[1:10:10]
Mm. You talked quite a lot last time about being part of the Knott group and the sort
of atmosphere there.

Yes. John, John had gone by then to Birmingham, where he, where he is now an
emeritus prof. He still lives in Stratford-on-Avon. John, John’s nose was very put out
of joint by Colin Humphreys being appointed as, as Head of Department and
Goldsmiths’ Professor, which was the job John desperately wanted. But, John had...
What had happened? John had not got, been made a professor at Cambridge, and so
had gone to, I think, a chair at Birmingham. And then when Colin Humphreys, when
the, when Robert Honeycombe retired as Goldsmiths’ Professor, traditionally they had
never interviews at Cambridge, but they decided to interview. And John Knott
refused to come to an interview, because he said, ‘Well, the department knows me,
and it’s not the tradition at Cambridge to interview. You know, here are my...’ And
therefore got discounted from the process. And he was very, very bitter about that.
And he also felt that, I think he also felt that he was better than Colin Humphreys, to
be perfectly honest, it’s a very... But Colin, Colin and others... Oh well the others
included, the others included, oh what’s his name? He’s now Vice-Chancellor at
York, who was an academic at Oxford, a prof at Oxford at the time, in materials at the
time. Brian Cantor. Or was that for the other chair? I can’t remember. But maybe
that was the second opportunity John had to come, but refused to come for interview
and felt he should be considered without interview. So John missed, I think that was
the second opportunity, that Colin Humphreys got the, became Head of Department,
got the chair and became Head of Department. And John didn’t get that because he
wouldn’t come. And then, another chair came up in the department, and all of the
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other candidates came and gave lectures, gave lectures and seminars, and John refused
to come because he said, ‘Well Cambridge knows me, you know, and Cambridge has
never done it this way before.’ And so, John didn’t get that either. So that was, that
was all very sad really, because it was...
[1:12:45]
So yes, so I ran the kind of, equivalent of the Knott group in terms of, I ran the fatigue
and fracture group.

Running a group like that, is there any way you can sort of set its tone and
atmosphere? I was quite struck by what you said last time about the atmosphere of
the Knott group, and I was wondering if you sort of...

Oh I think you do set its tone and atmosphere; whether you intend to or not is a...
Because that’s, that’s... And one of things about my research group was, we had, we
probably had more women in the research group than any other research group in the
department. And that was clearly about a place people felt comfortable. We also had,
in some ways quite nicely, we were also a research group where other PhD students
used to come and, and camp. There were several other PhD students who people
thought were in my research group, because they were always in my lab, but they
weren’t actually in my research group, but they worked on areas that, you know,
overlapped with my research group and so they... And, and I think it was just a
comfortable place to be, and it was quite a big group which was, big groups kind of
places. And we were a very sociable group, so I think we quite often went out punting
and, and got together for meals and things, and so people who were in other groups
that didn’t do that sort of gravitated towards us. So yes, it was a big group, a big and
sociable group that, that obviously was relatively welcoming to other people. So, we
accumulated other hangers-on who were very welcome, you know, it was, it was good
to have their, their input. I mean there were some other groups that were, you know,
three or four people strong, and we were, as I say, we got to over twenty, so, I think if
you were in a, small research groups, big research groups looked rather appealing
places to be, because they were very, yes, there were kind of entire communities
really, so...

Mm.
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Yeah, I mean I, I’m still in contact with lots of my research students, I like to watch
what they’re doing, and I sort of feel that’s one of the, in a way I think that’s one of
the biggest contributions you make actually as an academic, is the people you teach
and what happens to them. And I’m proud of the success my research students have
had.

[1:15:02]
What do you actually have to do to run a research group? [pause] What do your
daily activities consist of?

Oh gosh. Well if it was term time, and the good thing about Cambridge is that term
time is short, so for the eight weeks of term you typically had some lectures to give,
some supervisions to give. I had a tutorial group, I had a, I was a personal tutor in
Churchill to, every year, so I had a group of about seventeen, in each year I had a
group of about seventeen undergraduates, to whom I was personal tutor, so, if they
had problems or got into trouble, I was the person they came to see, or got sent to see.
And I had to see them at the beginning and end of every term, and I would have a
gathering once a term, a social gathering in college for them. I had, I did supervising
for Churchill and, at various times for other colleges, for Pembroke and other
colleges. So you had, at the ends of the afternoons you quite often had supervisions
when you had two or three students, and you were going through, helping them go
through courses, giving them, setting them essays and examples and marking them.
You might have, you know, depending on whether you were, it was your, whether
your lecture topics were on, you might have lectures on three, to give on three or four,
three days a week or... There were, in the afternoon, most weeks I had at least one
two-hour lab class, sometimes a three-hour lab class, on... and they ran Mondays,
Wednesdays and Friday afternoons. So you had, depending on when your teaching
load fell, you had, and during term time you had the days that were dotted with
lectures in the morning, lab classes in the afternoon, typically teaching kind of from
five o’clock, supervisions from five o’clock onwards, sometimes seeing your tutorial
students back in college.
[1:17:02]
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And then, the other things you did during the day, talking to your research students,
talking to other members of staff, keeping up with the literature. And then going out
and, quite often going out and seeing research sponsors, and writing research grant
applications, and writing papers, and increasingly as your research group grew,
reading the papers your research students were trying to write and trying to help them,
trying to help them with structuring how to write a paper, how to present your results,
and helping them go through when you got the reviewer’s comment back and, you
know, making the alterations.

Is research still a hands-on activity for you or is it delegated?

Now?

Oh, I meant at the time in...

Oh then? Gosh. It was still, I was still trying to keep a bit hands-on, but, increasingly,
as your research group grows, you become less hands-on. You become, well you
become the hand on pen and then the, and then the hand on keyboard, that does the
[laughs], that does some of the, you know, quite a bit of the writing perhaps, and
certainly the, the first stage of reviewing. I mean, all my research, all of the papers
that my research group produced, I, I insisted on being, you know, part of the writing
and the reviewing process, and nothing went out that I hadn’t been involved in in
terms of helping assure the quality.
[1:18:25]
And of course, during the time I was at Cambridge was when we all got, we moved
from there being, you know, one, one kind of computer that just about did word
processing per group to being, everybody had one. And first of all we were, we were
all, first of all we all had Macs, because my research students all had Macs. And, we
had a, we had a little network which was just your research group. And then of
course, you know, the whole, everything got networked, and then... Did we...? No, I
think, when I left Cambridge we were still all on Macs. When I arrived in Rolls
Royce, Rolls Royce standard was PCs, so, and that was much harder, because in those
days, the Mac operating software was, looked like sort of what Windows looks like
now, the early versions of, whereas the PC software was much more like sort of
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machine code [laughs], to get it up and running. It was much less, much less userfriendly. So, but yes, that was a sort of transformation as... And that was the
transformation, essentially I had to find the money and the research group, the
research students sorted it out [laughs], sorted out all the technology, you know,
because they were all kind of, you know, they were beginning to be the first sort of
digital natives, and, I was of a generation to whom this was, I was having to learn, but
to them it came naturally. So, yes. And because we always had quite a lot of money
as a research group, we, very rapidly everybody had their own Mac. But in those days
the littlest ones were little boxes like this, and they, when they started to write up, they
would decide they were going to write up at home, and they were, there were these
little, there were these bags for carrying Macs around in, big padded bags, and they’d
order their bags to put in their bike baskets. But very soon they realised it was very
lonely writing up at home; they’d much rather write up in the lab, with their friends.
So, yes.

When did you start using a personal computer yourself?

Well it must have been during that period, because I certainly don’t think I had a PC
on my desk, a computer on my desk at Nottingham. So, I came back to Cambridge in
’87, yes. So, it must have been, it must have been around then that... Yes.

What did you actually use it for?

Writing, writing papers and writing research grant applications mostly in those days I
think. It was really, I mean it was just a word processor really. And then, and then
quite soon after that it became the data processor as well.

[1:20:50]
There was another question actually. You talked quite a lot last time about techniques
and equipment you had used in material science when you were actually a research
student.

Yes.
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Had things moved on by the 1980s?

Yes, in that we were, we, a lot more of the, yes, we were starting to move into all of
the equipment being computer controlled, rather than, as it had been, rather than all
the reels and reels of chart paper, you know, people could, could take data, were
taking data digitally, which was a huge improvement. Because when I was a research
student, you know, if you were running an overnight test, you had to come in at least
twice a night to make sure the pens on your chart recorder hadn’t run out, and, your
paper hadn’t run out. Everything was still working. And of course, you know, by the
time I, my PhD students didn’t have to do things like that. Well, they did at
Nottingham but they didn’t at Cambridge, because you could just leave everything
under, under computer control and, you know, if anything deviated too far, it would,
you know, it would halt the test and wait for you to get in in the morning, but, in
general it, it recorded everything and everything was fine. But, you know, servohydraulic testing machines hadn’t advanced that much. We had machines that, I mean
one of the big bits of kit that we bought on a big EPSRC grant was a machine to do
thermo-mechanical cycling, where we could cycle the, both the load and the
temperature, and do thermo-mechanical structuring control fatigue, so that quite a
sophisticated bit of computer control. Oh and we also had some vacuum facilities
where we could run tests in vacuum, which was again, you know, a degree, another
degree of sophistication. [pause] But the basic... And, and electron microscopes
were progressing apace, scanning electron microscopes and electron microscopes
were becoming much more, much more sophisticated. But, there was no real major
breakthrough. It was lots and lots of improvements, but there wasn’t suddenly
something different we could do. No. But, but we could do much better the things, in
a much less primitive way the things that I had been doing as a research student.

[1:23:10]
What I was going to ask about as well was, slightly tied up with this, is technicians.
You mentioned that there were still some people there that you had known as a PhD
student.

Yes.
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What was technician support actually like at Cambridge?

I don’t know, because I don’t know what to compare it with. I mean we had a, we had
a couple of technicians in the chemical testing lab, we had good electron microscope
technicians. But they kept the kit running, and your colleagues taught you how, the
techniques usually. So it was OK, it wasn’t, you know, you... You were expected to
do almost everything yourself as a PhD student. But, but if anything went wrong with
the equipment, major went wrong with the equipment, then there was a technician
whose job it was to be responsible for keeping it working. So... But we didn’t have a
research group technician or anything like that.

Mm. How important are these people in the work you’re actually doing?

Gosh. Well they were very important in that, as a student you knew how to run your
tests, and you knew how to make up your special kind of samples and things, but you
didn’t know how to repair a servo-hydraulic testing machine, and indeed it wouldn’t
have been appropriate for you to do that. So, they were absolutely critical in keeping
big bits of kit running, yes.

Mm.

But I suppose I never, in a way, we must have had enough. I mean I’m sure there,
there could have been more technician support in terms of helping to make samples
and things, but we had enough. Because... And I’m assuming we had enough
because I, I don’t have any kind of complaints about, you couldn’t get this done
because there were no technicians.

Mm.

So yes, it’s a difficult one, I don’t... I mean I, I haven’t... And something I feel here
too when people tell me, you know, we need technicians, I think, as, as the equipment
has got more sophisticated, it’s probably become an even greater need than it was
then, because I think some of the things we could do ourselves, which you now
wouldn’t let PhDs, and certainly, you might experienced postdocs, but you probably...
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There’s, there’s been this sort of progress of, in general things, many things have got
easier to use, but things have also got a lot more sophisticated. So it may be easier to
use but it’s much harder to deal with if anything goes wrong. So, I don’t know, have
technicians got more important? Interesting question. I don’t know. I’m not close
enough to things any more to be honest to be able to tell you that.

Mm.

We had enough, we must have enough, because it wasn’t a continual complaint.

[1:26:00]
Another question I had was, what’s life outside work actually like in the period we
talked over today? You’ve mentioned a few bits and pieces in passing, and I’m just
wondering if we could...

In a way I’m not sure that there was much life outside work, in that, I had this big
group which was extremely sociable, so we, you know, we often went out for meals
or... I had my tutorial group in college, I lived in college, because my husband was
working at, well Colin was working at Rolls Royce... No, he was working at BP by
then. He was working at BP in Sunbury. So we had a... I’m trying to remember. We
had a house in, in Windsor, we had a little house in Windsor, so sometimes I would...
[pause] I’m trying to remember the sequence of things to be honest. When was Colin
working at...? When I came back to Cambridge where was Colin working? I’m
pretty sure he was still working for BP then, so... [pause] So I used to drive down to
BP, drive down to Windsor some weekends, but quite often Colin came. But then, he
moved from BP to working for a company in Manchester, so we then had a house in
Altrincham, and then Colin used to depart very very early in the mornings, on a
Monday, sort of, five o’clock he used to set off to drive back to, to Altrincham. But,
Colin mostly came to Cambridge at the weekend, certainly during term, and then out
of term I quite often went to, either to Windsor or later to Manchester. And when I
went to Altrincham I used to, I used to fly from... I’m going to have to go in a minute
because I’ve got a donor coming to see me. I used to fly from Cambridge airport with
a little airline called Suckling Airways, who were very sweet, and, used to let me take,
you know, if I’d bought a lampshade for our house in Altrincham they, if the plane
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wasn’t, wasn’t full, they’d let me take the giant lampshade in the seat behind me
[laughs] and things like that. It was rather comic, but very friendly.

Mm.

So.

[1:28:16]
When did you actually marry?

Oh we got married whilst I was at Nottingham, so we got married in, 1984. So part
way through the time I was at Nottingham.

Mm. Big wedding or...?

No. No, neither of us has very much in the way of family. So we got married in
Cambridge, had the reception in Girton College. And, we had lots of friends and
people who had, our academic, people who had taught us at university, our PhD
supervisors, sort of lots of friends from Rolls Royce and other places. And a very
small number of family. But no, it wasn’t a big wedding. It was, kind of a bit do-ityourself. I organised the flowers, we organised the wine ourselves. Yes, it was,
[laughs] fun and cheerful, but not, not lavish.

[1:29:10]
I’ve got one final thing if I may...

Yup.

...which is something, you mentioned your husband a few times last time. I was just
wondering if you could just briefly describe him to me.

Oh. Hugely supportive. Has put up with us living in a whole range of different
places, often, you know, quite a long way apart. And he has done most of the driving.
So that’s... He’s, I mean he’s also a, a metallurgist, worked in the area of fatigue; also
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worked at Rolls Royce, but not at the same time I did. Also, worked, worked in BP,
running new materials groups, and, we’ve, we’ve written quite a lot of papers together
on, particularly things like short crack growth. He then run... he then, after, from BP,
went on from BP to run a manufacturing company that made components for the aeroengine industry, and did, grew that activity quite significantly. And then that was,
when that was sold, he moved on to working for, in the automotive, for an automotive
industry company, running the research labs for Federal-Mogul in the UK, who are an
automotive parts supplier. And then he, after that he went on to running a start-up
company in materials testing, particular new technology for testing the structural
integrity of, of buried pipelines. And he’s now Engineering Director for the
Institution of Mechanical Engineers. He has got a lovely sense of humour. [pause]
He’s, he’s quite patient, we share, we have a, a lot, we share a lot of enthusiasms, one
of them being gardening, and, walking in the Lake District, and, engineering and the
importance of engineering. But he’s been hugely supportive, I wouldn’t have done
the things I have done if, and in a way, I think, you know, his career has probably not
been as, as, perhaps as, as strong as it might have been if he hadn’t been trying to fit
round me to some extent. But, I don’t know. Don’t know. He’s not as ambitious as I
am, so, I sometimes push him quite hard and, he gets a bit irritated with that. [laughs]
So, OK.

[end of session]

[End of Track 3]
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[Track 4]

How did the job offer to come and work at Rolls Royce Technology Centre actually
arrive?

It was, it was very strange actually. I was... I, I can’t quite remember the, the order of
it all, but, Frank Litchfield, who was, ooh, director of component engineering I think
he was called at Rolls Royce, came to see me to find out what the University
Technology Centre was doing. And I showed him round and showed him the work
we were doing and the, and took him down to show him, you know, some of the
materials we were looking at on the microscopes, and explained to him the, what we
were doing, why we were doing it, how it related to Rolls Royce engines, which I
probably didn’t get right, because he probably knew a lot more about that than I did,
but... So Frank... And then, and then... I think then, Colin Humphreys, the head of
department, got a phone call from Rolls Royce. It was sort of like being asked for
your daughter’s hand in marriage or something. Colin, Colin Humphreys I think got a
phone call from Phil Ruffles, saying they were interested in offering me a job, and,
you know, kind of, would that be all right? [laughs] So... And so Colin summoned
me to his office, and, and told me this. And... But I think there was... And what I
can’t remember was, I did go up to Rolls Royce for a sort of interview with, with,
with Frank, and I can’t remember whether this happened... I think this must have
happened afterwards. So they’d sort of said they were going to offer me a job, and I
went up and had this sort of interview with Frank, which involved sitting in Frank’s
quite large office in Moor Lane, and Moor was the office part of Rolls Royce, not the
laboratories or, or testing part of Rolls Royce, having this very abstract conversation
with, with Frank, who was extremely cerebral and very clever. I think, was he a
mathematician or a mathematical analyst of some kind. And, not quite knowing what
we were talking about. It wasn’t quite an interview but it wasn’t quite not an
interview. So I, I had bought a new suit and I had some very nice... Oh I think, my
very good friend Chrysanthi Savvidou had lent me her diamond earrings for the
occasion. [laughs] So I had some very posh pearl and diamond earrings that weren’t
mine, and, and a new suit. Because that’s what I imagined what people who worked
in industry looked like. And, and then I was offered, then I was sort of formally
offered this job. And I did spend a bit of time wondering whether I should take it or
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not. But, but actually, I have to say, it had come at a time when I was wondering, I
was thirty-nine, I was wondering where my career in academia went, because I didn’t
want to run an even bigger research group, and... And it was the days in academia
when there was only, there were only one or two professors in a department. It’s not
like it is now where, I would probably have been a professor by then. You know, you
had to be, there were two named chairs in the department and, until somebody retired,
there wasn’t a vacant chair for anybody to be promoted into. So, I was sort of
wondering what I did next, in a way. Because I’d kind of, shown I could do what I
did. So, it was, it was sort of perfect timing really from my point of view. And it was,
I, you know, there was, I think I had read an article that said, you know, you have to
do something radical before your forties sort of thing. [laughs] So, it was my
opportunity. So, it didn’t take a lot of deciding that that was what I was going to do
actually.
[03:55]
And I, I do remember, I do remember getting some very odd, some very odd, odd
notes from people in academia about it, including one from Mike Ashby, for whom I
have huge respect, saying, he hoped I hadn’t taken the poisoned chalice. And I
remember thinking, gosh, what on earth does that mean? And, I think people in
academia thought industry was a terribly kind of aggressive and, dog-eat-dog kind of
environment. Whereas actually, it’s, compared with academia, it is exactly the
opposite. Because in academia you’re all, you’re all competing with each other and
doing your own thing, whereas in industry, you’re, to some extent competing with
each other, because, you, you know, you may want the next more senior job, although,
that, for most people that isn’t what’s on their mind most of the time. But you’re all
working to deliver the same strategy. And, I must admit, team working in Rolls
Royce was much, much, much more supportive and positive than the kind of
interactions between academic colleagues in, in a, in a university. Because in a
university, you literally are all competing with each other for research funding, for
studentships, for, whatever. So, all of your academic colleagues are both your
colleagues and your competitors. Whereas in Rolls Royce, you and your colleagues
were all working for the company on a project which had a completely common goal.
And, actually, it was, it was much, much less political than academia, much less
political. And I think people in academia, I think their perception was that it would be
exactly the opposite.
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I was interested....

[06:12]
So it was... Yes, so I got some strange notes saying, you know, ‘Gosh, that was
brave,’ and things like that. And actually I think I realised it wasn’t... I mean I
thought it was quite brave I have to say. But, I think I realised it wasn’t that brave at
all [laughs], after, when I reflected on it. And, the other thing I think is that, I
certainly notice, and my, my finance director here, or my chief financial officer here
in the university who’s come in from industry quite recently, says, he says, ‘You
know, don’t you get frustrated here that you can’t get anybody to do anything?’ And
comparing how quickly you can do things, in an academic environment which is
based on some mediaeval concept of a, of a, a democratic community of scholars,
where everything has to have a committee, because, everybody is entitled to an
opinion, even when it’s something they’re not in the slightest bit interested in, or, isn’t
really relevant to their everyday existence in the organisation, but they are entitled to
an opinion and we might even have to vote on it, so, you have a committee meeting,
in industry there’s a kind of, much, much more, that, that sort of slightly more
autocratic management structure, means you get things done much more quickly. And
if you say, you know, if you’re the boss and you say, ‘This is what we’re going to do,’
if you’ve got a good team and a good relationship with them, if they think it’s the
wrong thing, they’ll tell you, but on, on, in general, they’ll, they’ll say, ‘Yah, oh OK,
that’s what we’ve got to do; let’s find a way to do it.’ And it’s, it’s, it’s a much, much
easier environment in which to manage I think. And, and... And, and much easier to
get things, to get changes made quite quickly. And universities are interestingly
complex, and indeed interestingly political in terms of actually... And you need far
more, you need far more influencing skills in a university environment than you
actually do in a, I think in a, within your own company, in a, as a manager or a leader
in a business environment.

[08:30]
I was interested, interested in a point I really want to go back to. The first one was
this, borrowing the earrings, because that’s what you thought people who worked in
industry looked like. That’s...
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Oh well I, I thought you had... I think I was assuming... Because in those days Rolls
Royce still had a quite, a slightly, a slightly sort of, military air about it. There were
quite, there were still in those days the last of, not quite the last of, but, there were
some quite senior people who had come in from the military still in some, in some
roles, even in Derby which was the civil engine, predominantly the civil engine part
of the company. I think there were probably quite a lot of people still from the
military in Bristol, which was the, where the military engines were designed. And so
there was still something of a sort of, military and disciplined and, quite formally
polite air about the place. I remember one of the things about Frank used to amuse
me was, he could never work out whether he was supposed to open the door for me or
not. And, and, I think eventually, we got to an understanding after I’d worked for him
for about six months that, whichever of us got to the door first would open the door,
and it really didn’t matter which one of us it was. But I remember going the first few
times and, Frank was scurrying about trying to make sure he got to the doors first so
he could open it, and... You know, you were, you were kind of sorely tempted to
slow down or speed up, just to kind of scupper his attempts. [laughs] Because it was
all slightly quaint.
[10:04]
So I assumed it was, would be very formal, and so I had this formal navy blue suit
and, and, and Chrysanthe Sabady[ph] who was an engineer at Churchill, one of the
academic staff, decided I, I needed these very, very fabulous pearl earrings. So she
lent me her very fabulous pearl earrings, because that seemed what you wore with a
very smart navy blue suit. And, you know, not the kind of things you typically wore
to lecture to undergraduates in. [laughs]

[10:35]
Do you think you had an idea of what industrial science was like before you became
one?

Well it was, this was, I mean this was a sort of, this was a reasonably senior
management post, part of the Rolls Royce company senior staff, and, whenever you
saw senior managers from Rolls Royce, they were always male, and they were always
wearing suits. So, [laughs] you clearly had to be a suit. [laughs]
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[11:00]
I was really interested in this, the difference in team-working you pointed out between
the university environment and the industry environment.

Mm.

I was just wondering, what does that actually mean on the ground, not be competing
with your colleagues but to be working with them towards this directed goal?

Well in general it did mean that, because you were all delivering different parts of a
product or a strategy in the company, there wasn’t that competition to do better, or to
be continually showing you were doing better than your colleagues. There was a sort
of feeling that, it was your, there was a requirement on you to do your bit as well as
you could. And there was quite a lot of peer pressure that made sure you delivered on
time, did your bit as well, because, there was a group of you who all had parts of the
organisation that were having to deliver an element of an overall product. And it was,
it was, I suppose I, if there’s a, if there’s an analogy, I’m not sure there is really, but, it
was a bit like, it was a bit of change from being in a race where you’re all competing
directly with each other, to being part of the crew of a boat where you’ve all got to do,
almost equally well if the whole boat is going to be successful. And there was much
more of that feeling that, we’re trying to make the boat successful, rather than, I’m
trying to win the race, which is the sort of, more the kind of academic sense.

[12:52]
Mm. The other issue I was going to ask about as well was, sort of freedom to actually
carry out your work in those two environments. You know, I mean some people would
say that the university is the ideal environment because you have the freedom to
pursue whatever you feel like. But I was interested in the way that you sort of didn’t
really portray it as such then, and, I go the impression that perhaps there may have
been more freedom in industry. Which, which do you think you had the more freedom
in?
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I think as a young researcher, you’ve clearly got, you know, probably got more
freedom in a university. But, when you are in a, when you’re an applied scientist, like
I am, you’re working on a problem. Now in a university you’re free to choose your
problem, but actually, in the area I worked in, which was fatigue and fracture, the
most interesting problems are typically the problems that industry is having. So you
don’t invent fracture problems that don’t exist; you find ones to look at. So in a way
it was nice to be at the place that the problems came from, because Rolls Royce has
really exciting challenges. So it was being at the direct source of the, of the exciting
challenges, rather than having to be searching for them, they kind of arrived on a
plate. [laughs] I think if you, you know, pure scientists might feel that wasn’t the
way they wanted to, to operate, but, but I enjoyed that, I thought it was, you know,
there were plenty of exciting, exciting challenges, and solving problems is the, the
thing that I find stimulating and fun.

[14:20]
Mm. Where do you actually fit in to Rolls Royce structurally?

Where did I fit in?

Mm.

Well, the first job I had was head of materials, so I ran the materials labs for Rolls
Royce. In those days the materials labs covered just the aero-engine side, but they
covered both the, all the materials used in civil and military aero-engines, and also the
lifing of critical parts. So that’s the, the testing and the mathematical calculations
which determine how many hours certain parts of the engine can be run for,
particularly those parts which are subject to alternating loading, fatigue loading. And
because most of the parts, most of an engine is moving, or the key parts of an engine
are moving, they are all subject to fatigue loading. But the critical parts are, or the
Group A critical parts, which are the ones we were responsible for, are those which,
the failure of that part during a flight could endanger the engine and the aircraft, and
therefore the ones that in particular could endanger human life. So, it was quite
exciting really, and you had, I can’t remember how many thousand materials there are
used in an engine, but you, materials labs are responsible for all, the integrity of all of
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the materials in the engine, and indeed for the life predictions for the Group A critical
parts.
[15:43]
I mean, so it was... And so we were in the aerospace, the civil and military aerospace
part of the company. Actually, I, materials reported into this group called Component
Engineering, that was run by Frank Litchfield. And, Frank, Frank also had, he had all
of the elements of the engine if you like, so he had materials, he had, fans and
compressors, turbines, and, what were the other people, the other bit called? The, the
people who did the sort of structural parts of the engine rather than the rotating parts,
and the people who did the, the combustor and the exhaust system. Oh, so he had, he
had, I think he had, materials, fans and compressors, combustion, turbines, and what
were the structural parts of the engine called? There were the people who did the
shafts and the other structural elements, and I can’t remember what, what the name of
that group was called. Anyway, those were the, those were the areas that Frank
looked after. And then Frank had an equivalent who was the whole engine, the
director of, whatever, whole engine design or something like that. So... And there
was a kind of, flow chart which started, there was the airline business and there was
the, and there was the, civil airline business and there was the military airline
business. And then in each of those businesses... Well, then there was an engineering
group called Whole Engine Design for each of those. And then, when the whole
engine had been modelled as a kind of black box, to look at the, what performance
was required, they would then, they would then look at what performance they would
need from the fan, the compressor, the combustor, the turbine, as a kind of, input and
output to a box, and then, that box with, this is what we’re going to stick in, this is
what we want to get out kind of thing, in terms of both airflows, temperatures, power,
that would then come down to the Component Engineering team, and for example the
combustion team would then say, ‘Oh, we’ve got to design a combustor that can have
this intake and, this input and that output sort of thing, and, reach those temperatures.’
And the, and the fan, and the compressor team would say, ‘Right, we’ve got to, this is
what we take in at the front, this is what we pass out to the, into the combustor, so we
need to design something that fits into, fits into here.’ So they would then do the
component design within that. And then, if you like, in this flow diagram, there’s the
whole engine and that breaks down into where they define what has to go in and out
of each of the black boxes; that comes down to the, the component teams who design
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those sub-sections; and then in a way, their requirements came down to us in
materials, because they then said, ‘Right, we need a material that can operate, you
know, rotating at this kind of speed, possibly seeing these sorts of stresses, at this kind
of temperature.’ And we would go, ‘Oh well there isn’t a material that can do that.’
[laughs] So, you know, that was then our challenge, to, to do the material, to work
with them on the material selection, and to look at the long-term R&D to deliver the
materials that would give, you know, five degrees centigrade better, better temperature
performance or whatever it was in an engine design in, in ten years’ time or
something.

So essentially you are sort of, working with all the other different component groups
then.

Yes.

Oh right.

[19:25]
So we... And, and, you know, we had, we had engines they were designing today
where we were doing the materials, specifying materials that existed, and helping
develop the best heat treatments and making sure, working with the manufacturing
people to make sure they could be manufactured. And then we, well we had, we had
engines currently in service where we were responsible for failure investigation; we
had the engines currently being designed where we were delivering the, the materials
solutions; and then we had the R&D programme which was, you know, next
generation engines where we were looking at the challenges of, how can we make
something cheaper, higher strength, higher temperature capability depending on
which part of the engine it was for. And how can we, you know, deliver a material
that addresses also the, the failure investigation, the problems in service that we’re,
we’re seeing through failure investigation or other problems.
[20:23]
One of the first things I remember was, all of the, all of the, all of the Rolls Royce
engines have a, have an engineering team that looks after them in the business, so, in
airlines business, they would have a team that looked after the Trent 700, and a team
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that looked after the, the, whatever, you know, the Trent 900 or, the RB211-535 or
whatever they were in those days. And, of course there was one in, there was a team
at that stage in Derby that looked after the Concorde engines, the Olympus engines.
[laughs] And, and, the chief engineers for each of those engine groups, for, for
engines in operation, would send out a weekly sheet of all of the engine incidents
there had been in the operating fleet. And usually they’re pretty short, you know,
wasn’t, wasn’t... But, but, all of those of us in the, the groups who supported them,
because we supported design of new engines but we supported the engines in service,
we would, we would receive these, these sheets, this printout from the chief engineers
of any of the engines, and you’d sort of eyeball them, just to see if there was anything,
anything coming up that was going to hit us in the labs where we were suddenly going
to find ourselves needing to respond to something. So you, they were always quite
important to run through. [laughs] And quite early on I remember this one came
through from the Concorde engines, which said that one of the, one of the engines had
ingested a carpet. [laughs] And I had this wonderful picture of this snake charmer on
this flying carpet, just sort of floating into the, being sucked into the Concorde
engines. But apparently, but I learnt, my team rapidly told me that, it wasn’t actually
uncommon, because the, the, when you’re, when the engineers were working on
engines on an aircraft, you know, you’re in the front of the cowling, and they quite
had a piece of carpet to kneel on, because, the inside of the cowling is, is very hard,
cold, and if they’re doing, if they’re, if they’re testing the edges of the fan blades to
make sure there are no cracks in them, they may well have taken a bit of carpet to
kneel on, and clearly somebody had left his carpet behind [laughs], the engine had
ingested it. But, anyway, it was sort of one of the... It was always, it was always sort
of quite interesting finding out what was happening to engines in the fleet and what
incidents there had been in any one week. And certainly you start, you know, you, it
did help to know, because, you could see if patterns, you got a little bit of early
warning if, particularly if a new, when you had got an engine that was relatively new
into the fleet, and you started to see, if you saw a problem that was, had occurred on
more than one engine, you sort of, could start to think, oh are we going to have a, are
we going to find ourselves doing a major programme of, of refit or, you know, is there
a component which isn’t quite working?

[23:35]
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Sort of highlighted three quite sort of distinct sounding areas there. Your in-service
problems, your sort of design issues and... Yeah.

Well there’s in-service support, there’s support to new design, and there’s, and there’s,
and then there’s materials for the future. Yes, that was the...

Other than sort of carpets being sucked in to engines, could you maybe talk through
an example of one of the issues that might come up in each of these cases? So...

Well one of the big problems we were having while I was there, while I was in,
running materials, was actually a problem with our wide chord fan blades. The Rolls
Royce wide chord fan blade technology is some of the, the kind of company, the Rolls
Royce, if you like, crown jewels technology that has given Rolls Royce its, its very
dominant position, well it’s become a dominant position, in, in large civil engines.
And, the, the, while I was there, the, the new wide chord fan blade technology, which
is the superplastically formed and diffusion bonded technology, had just come, it had
just come in, and was working extremely well. But we also were still making large
numbers of engines and therefore large numbers of, and also large numbers of fan
blades for new engines but also for, for repair and replacement for the previous wide
chord fan blade technology, which was a, a, a much more complicated, a much more
complicated process with a, quite a complex semi-solid, brazing process to attach the,
the internal, to attach the internal structure of the fan blade to the fan blade, to the
skins of the blade. And, before I arrived at Rolls Royce, there had started to become
evident that there was a problem, and we were getting quite a lot of fan blade cracking
failures due to a problem in the, in the bond, in the sort of braze, brazed joint that
formed inside the blade, and that was leading, that we were getting some, quite
complex metallurgy going on at the joint which was leading to, to blade cracking.
And we, we, that had grown into a big service problem that was costing us a lot of
money. And there had been, when I arrived in the job, there had been a, a special task
group that had been looking to solve this problem, and, they had come up with what
they thought was a solution, but after I’d been in the company not very long it became
clear that they hadn’t solved the problem. And it was some problem that, over time
the processing of these, that somehow, some, over time without us knowing what it
was, there had been some minor change in the processing of these blades, or a minor
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change in the composition, that was changing, that was giving us a kind of embrittled,
embrittled, embrittling phases kind of being produced during the manufacturing
process just in these very critical joints, and it was leading to, I say, to early failures in
service. It hadn’t caused any major accidents or anything, because, the safety margins
and the inspection is very tight, but it was causing us significant inconvenience to
airlines and significant cost. So there had been one major sort of tiger team who had,
who were just completing their work when I arrived, who thought they had solved it
but hadn’t, and it became very very clear that this was a very, some very very complex
metallurgy here that we didn’t understand. And we had been slightly lucky for the
first few years of this new product that we hadn’t hit just these wrong conditions
where this embrittlement occurred. And so we had to understand, we had, having
apparently solved the problem, I then, with my team, had to take it back into the
materials labs because, it hadn’t been solved, and we had to kind of explore this, why
we had moved out of the safe condition into this embrittled condition.
[28:11]
And, I think we did an enormous amount of work to understand the metallurgy, and
we did come up with better control of the process which gave us less problems. But I
don’t think we ever quite, quite cracked what the, what the problem was. It was a
difficult one, because clearly, those blades were being phased out anyway, and, but we
needed to keep manufacturing them for the engines where it wasn’t cost-effective to
do a complete new blade design with the new superplastically formed technology. So,
we had to keep making the spares for, for engines in service. And we couldn’t afford
those spares to be having the problems that we had had. So we certainly improved
the, the service life of them, but we didn’t get right down, absolutely down to the
bottom of quite what the conditions were that were causing this, you know, what,
what changes there had been. Some improvement to the process that we had made
had obviously tipped the temperature or time or composition or, of this very complex
bond into, into a region we didn’t want it to be in. But as I say, we were gradually
replacing things with the, with the, with the new blade technology, so, it was a balance
of, how long do you keep investigating that problem, or do you just speed, speed up
moving over to the new, to the new technology?

[29:30]
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Could you give me an idea of the sorts of work that actually is involved in actually
analysing a problem like that?

Well we, we had, we had to, we did, we spent a lot of time cutting up fan blades to
look at the structure, and also blades that had come back from service where cracks
had been detected, looking at where the cracks were initiating in the structure that had
formed. We did a number of runs on manufacturing blades with thermocouples
embedded into them to look at the temperature profiles we were getting through the
component while it was being manufactured. We did, we, we were interested to know
whether the gas composition inside the blade when it was being, when it was being
formed, whether the gas composition inside the blade was affecting the, the
metallurgy of the bond. So we spent a long time going round places like the National
Physical Laboratory and, and the, I think probably Defence Evaluation and Research
laboratories, finding out whether they could, they could design probes for us that
would enable us to monitor the gas inside a sealed blade while we were doing the, the
manufacturing process. And, and lots and lots of, of, you know, really basic
metallurgy, lots and lots of cutting up and looking at, etching, looking at the
metallurgy around the interface of the places where cracks were initiating, putting
parts of the blade into testing machines to see if we could, see if we could simulate the
problem we were seeing in service.

[31:20]
Mm. What was the difference between the new blade technology you’ve mentioned
and the older blade technology you were having problems with in this case?

Oh, the, the old blade technology was, was sort of in a way quite, in a way it was sort
of real old-fashioned technology, or old-fashioned metallurgy, in that the, the bond
was formed by a sort of brazing process which was a semi-solid, a semi-liquid
bonding process, like a high temp, almost like a high temperature soldering, using
some quite complicated copper-containing braze material between the titanium alloy
outside, skin of the blade, and the titanium alloy internal structures of the blade. So
there was this very very complex metallurgical chemistry interface layer, which was,
which, if you didn’t control the composition of the braze material, the temperature and
the time, you could precipitate some quite complicated embrittling materials in. And
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so, and, I think what we found was, very slight changes in our processing of, during
manufacture of the blades, were changing the, the metallurgy essentially of this very
complex chemistry layer. The new technology is very very simple and clean by
comparison with that, because you are using the titanium skins as you were before,
and the titanium, the superplastically formed titanium alloy for the internal structure,
or the superplastic titanium alloy for the internal structure, but your diffusion bonding
in a very, in an ultra clean vacuum under electronics manufacturing conditions in a
clean room. So, and titanium diffusion bonds extremely well together, the oxide on
titanium, the oxide layer, which all metals have on their surfaces, which typically
stops them from diffusion bonding together. So, even if you put two bits together at
high temperature and push them together, for most metals a very stable oxide will do a
very good job of preventing them from bonding very well. Titanium has the
interesting property that, the oxide dissolves at high temperatures in the metal, so,
under vacuum, so you’ve not got a continuous oxygen supply, under very clean
conditions, you can put the two, if you push the two titanium surfaces together, the
oxide, the oxygen, the oxide will dissolve into the titanium alloy, and you will get a
very very high integrity diffusion bond. So, that’s the new... So there’s no weird
metallurgy going on in the joint, there’s no copper and other, other alloying elements
that could cause, that could cause unexpected precipitates, or slight change in
processing conditions could give you perhaps an embrittling phase; you are, you’ve
got one titanium alloy and another titanium alloy, you’re not putting anything in the
interface , you’re letting them diffusion bond together in a vacuum, in a high vacuum
environment.
[34:27]
So, as long as there is no, there are no, there’s no foreign dirt in that bond, and that
was one of our challenges, because the new blade design actually stressed the, the
joins between the internal rib and the surface of the blade, more highly than the joins
that are stressed in the old blade designs, so the internal structure was bearing more
load than the new design, we had to make absolutely sure that that joint was clean.
Any particles, debris that was, that was entrapped in it, could lead to failure of the fan
blade. So, we, we had developed these, this manufacturing process that was done
under clean conditions where, in the rooms where, in the clean room where the blades
were set up for the diffusion bonding process, everything was done on titanium tables,
all the, all the things the chaps used, the guys doing the work used to handle the
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blades were made of titanium. So, if there were any foreign particles, they were
titanium and therefore they would also diffusion bond into the, into the material, to
create these very high integrity joints. So, very very, a very exciting and clever
process, and one which has been Rolls Royce’s, you know, Rolls Royce developed it,
now is something that General Electric and SECMA can do, but, you know, this was a
process that Rolls Royce had developed and gave Rolls Royce I think a really leading
edge in terms of fan design. And, and very elegant, much simpler, much easier, much
easier to do reproducibly than the old, than the old ones. Not such interesting
metallurgy probably but... [laughs]

[36:20]
Great. That’s an example of an in-service problem.

Mm.

Could you give me an example of what a design issue might be?

[pause] We would, we would be advising, we would be... We had materials people in
all of the engine teams seconded into the, well, just co-located with them, who were
there to advise them on the materials to use. So, we would be looking at, I think one
of the design issues we looked at was, one, one of the very common disc alloys for the
temperature, for the high-pressure turbine disc, which is the big rotating disc that
holds the high-pressure turbine blades, which are the first blades to see the very hot
gas that comes out of the compressor. So the high-pressure turbine disc is the hottest
of the discs in the engine, well nothing like as hot as the blades, I hasten to add, but
it’s a, it’s a Group A critical part, so, it has to, it has to have a, I can’t remember now,
one, less than one in ten to the, I can’t remember whether it’s twelve or sixteen or
something, you know, probability of failure per flying hour. So... But we, we had a
number of, we had a number of sets of, of, extensive sets of data on different potential
turbine disc alloys.
[37:56]
So when they were designing an engine, we would look at the temperature conditions,
the stress conditions, the life required, and, one of the, one of the real workhorse
alloys was called Waspaloy, which we called Waso for some reason. [laughs] But,
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with the bigger engines, when you were getting, designing the Trent 800 and things,
they were, we were pushing the temperatures at which the, the outer rim of the disc
was experiencing, pushing the temperatures up beyond where we had a good database
for Waspaloy performance. So the kind of thing we would be doing would be,
extending our databases of information on Waspaloy, looking at whether there were
improved forging and heat treatments that would give us Waspaloy that could, that
would deliver the same alloy but into a, a condition that would, we would be able to
operate for significant periods at slightly higher temperatures. So we did... Because
Waspaloy was much cheaper than if you moved to some of the more, more highly
alloyed disc alloys like, Astralloy and Rene 95; as you, as you went up in temperature,
typically you got to much more expansive alloys, but you also got to alloys where we
had smaller databases, which made it harder for us to do the lifing, and it made it
harder for us to say, ‘You can definitely use this in these higher temperatures.’ So
there was a big programme to extend our, our database on Waspaloy and to look at
whether we could, by changing the forging parameters and changing therefore the
grain size in different parts of the disc, whether we could produce Waspaloy that
would work, could be used in slightly higher temperature environments, whether we
could extend life, because if we can extend the life then the airline, the operating
airline has to do less checks on the components and makes the operating cost cheaper
for them. So, that sort of, advising on, on, for design, advising on the alloy they could
use; when they came back and said that’s too expensive, exploring whether we could
use one of the cheaper alloys, whether there was some treatment to that cheaper alloy
that would make it, make it work in that environment. Whether for example, if we
shot peen, which is a surface treatment which puts a compressive stress into the
surface of a metal, if we shot peened the outer rim of the disc, whether that would
give us a longer life, because the initiation to the, to the, resistance to the initiation of
fatigue crack would be better. Looking at how we might improve the materials that
we had design databases on, could we improve them to use in, in a, a new design, or
indeed had we got new materials that had been developed in the R&D programme that
were ready for, to go on to test if you like for looking at in, in a new engine design.

[40:54]
Mm. When you mention sort of databases then, how much of this work is actually sort
of, practical and how much of it is theoretical number juggling?
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Well for the lifing, a lot of that, a lot of that’s sort of analytical, for, you know, how
long can this, can this be, can... Because, for... The database, there are two kinds of
databases. There’s the materials databases which are... Well there are more than two
kinds of databases really, but the one end there is the materials databases, which is,
which is data on fatigue life or temperature, the different temperatures, different stress
ratios, whatever, of materials in different heat treatment conditions, and there will be
lots, huge databases of, you know, this material, this temperature stress range, this...
There will then be some component testing, and you have to correlate, one of the
things you would then do would be, you would say, right, this component, this area of
the component, the microstructure looks like that, so we’d, we’d correlate how, what
the life of that component was in a component test, compared to the life of the, that
microstructure in a specimen test, so we’d have factors that enabled us to move from
specimen test to component test. And then we’d have service experience, not that
things failed in service, but we would gradually accumulate data where components
had been taken out of service at the life we had we given them, and as engines went
through their lives we would gradually accumulate more and more components that
had come out of the life we’d given them, we could then cut them up, check there was
no crack growth, and we could then, for remaining components and service, we could
extend the lives, as we gradually accumulated more and more data. So we would
have this sort of, you have, you have lives, you have, you have the service data, you
have component testing, you have specimen testing. You’ve got lots of specimen
testing, you’ve got a little bit of component testing, because that’s very expensive, and
then you’ve got a gradually accumulating pool of data from components that have
come out of service at the end of our, the life we’d given them and what we found out
about them when we looked at them. And a lot of time is spent turning, is spent
turning component testing into data that, into data that can be used to life things in
service, because, components, you tend to test one microstructure, one stress, one
stress range, one stress ratio. In service, you don’t usually see, just a very simple
pattern at constant temperature; you quite often got a temperature cycle imposed on a
loading cycle, imposed on a varying, that, which will then give you a different stress
ratio and things. So you have to take this simple data and find the right ways to
combine it, to predict this very complex stress and temperature range data. So, there
was a lot of work doing that. And then checking either in component tests or against
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component performance in service, whether you seem to have robust, robust models
for that. So there was all of that lifing development work that went on. And then
there was the actual slightly more handle-turning, once that had been developed,
taking the sets of data and predicting for a new component, what its life should be.
[44:32]
There was then additional complications, because as I’ve said, you might shot peen a
disc, which would put a compressive residual stress into it, or you would coat a
turbine blade, because turbine blades operate in an environment which is actually, the
high pressure turbine blades which is above the melting point of the metal, so you’ve
got a very sophisticated, multi-layer ceramic coating on them, and you’ve also got a
sophisticated set of cooling holes, which mean they have cool air which comes out
over their surfaces, so the very hot gas that they’re operating in doesn’t ever come in
contact with the surface of the blade. So, in terms of modelling, how they’re going to
perform, and you’ve got quite a, you know, to get from testing a specimen of that
material, to understanding how that component works in, is going to perform in
service, is, is quite challenging. So, there’s an enormous amount of work goes on in
that area, as well as developing the chemistries of the materials with, usually with
materials manufacturers in the first place.

[45:30]
Mm. I’m wondering actually if you could actually just describe to me, where is this
work actually taking place? What’s the environment like?

What’s the environment like? It was, most of it, well it was done in a number of
places. I mean it was, it was done in, there was a bit done in Bristol, in the materials
labs in Bristol. But the main materials labs were in Derby, on Elton Road, which was
one of the, quite early Rolls Royce sites, but was, actually I think had been, had been
used as a hospital during the Second World War. But it had also been the original
Rolls Royce drawing office back in the 1930s I think. So it was, they were grotty,
grotty, grotty old buildings. [pause] And, what were they...? We had... But they
were, they were rather like a, the sort of design of a hospital, there was a sort of, a
very big, very wide corridor down the middle. It led to some wide open spaces which
were kind of like wards that had been things like the drawing offices originally. So
there were open-plan areas where people did things like, lifing calculations and where
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people sat. And then there were, off the corridor... [pause] Now, I lie, it wasn’t...
The corridor was... Yes it was sort of through the middle. Well it wasn’t quite
through the middle, it was, there were, there was this very wide, sort of, not quite
central, off-central corridor, along one side of which were offices, one end of which
was the big area where the guys who did the lifing was. And then, there were these
sort of wards that ran off it which had the mechanical testing lab which had lots of
servo-hydraulic machines, the electron microscopes, the failure investigation area.
And then there was a floor above that had similar but mainly, more, mainly offices
and storage areas for data and things. And it was pretty, it was pretty grim when I first
went there. It’s had some, it’s been considerably improved since then. But it was
pretty grim. And I must admit the, the loos, which were at the end of this long
corridor, I must, I used to go into them and think, I think if I were in a women’s
prison, the loos would probably be rather more civilised than this. They were, they
hadn’t had a coat of paint for, I don’t know, I should think at least fifteen years. But
we did manage to sort that out while I was in charge, we did manage to slightly
upgrade the environment for people.

[48:08]
Whereabouts was your office?

My office, it was on the ground floor towards the middle of the, of the building. And,
you came into my secretary’s office, there was my secretary, there was, now did she
support me...? There was the sort of, my business and administration manager, who
was called Steve Arnott, and, there was my PA. I’m not sure whether she supported
Steve and me, or whether Steve had a PA who sat there as well, I can’t remember.
And then there was my office here, and there were sort of, a group of identical little
boxes on both sides of the corridor. And, there were, my people were on, mostly on
this side of the corridor, and we had some of the manufacturing engineering people
who weren’t part of my team on the other side of the corridor, but who worked very
closely with us.

[48:53]
Mm. What sort of activities do you do on a daily basis?
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Gosh. Those were the days when the telephone rang quite a lot. They were the days
before, I mean we had computers but they were the days before we did everything by
email. So we still sent a lot of memos. So there was still a lot of post every day.
There were quite a few phone calls every day. And I contrast that with now when of
course there’s almost no post. And, there’s almost no post. And your phone, your
land line phone in an office almost never rings these days, because you, everything is
done by email or, while people are wandering about. Well in fact, now that we all
have, well pretty well all have, either BlackBerrys or, or iPhones, even the use of
mobile phones as phones has almost stopped I find. So you, you know, you don’t,
you don’t try and phone somebody if you can just send them a, an email or a, or an
instant messaging type message. It’s... Because you don’t have that problem, they
might not be there. [laughs] And it’s slightly politer on, on the train or something to
be, to be tapping away rather than to be hollering at somebody. So... But in those
days the phone rang quite a lot, and we still sent memos, so, we sent quite a lot of
memos to people about things, and we got quite a lot of memos. And Rolls Royce
had this funny thing which was just starting to disappear where people would call,
were, were addressed by their, by their initial, well their, their shortened names, which
was normally their initials. Can we stop just for a moment because I’m.....

[End of Track 4]
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[Track 5]

.....Rolls Royce was, I suppose in a university nobody wrote anybody a memo I don’t
think. But in Rolls Royce, memos were very much, back in 1994, memos were very
much the way everything was sort of recorded, all internal sort of... And, and they
were called memos [pr. meemos] by half of my, my colleagues. [laughs] So I
suppose, they are memoranda or something. But, but we all, well I’m not sure, I think
I did but, but, I think everybody had, their mail code was some shortened version of
their name. So, Mike Hicks, who was one of my, who led one of my groups, one of
my four managers, was called Hick, his mail code was Hick. And I think mine was
KG actually. But, but, when I arrived, I thought it was quite bizarre that people called
each other by their mail codes. So they would write, ‘Dear Hick,’ and some people
would sign themselves by their mail codes, which I thought was completely weird,
you know. I thought it was slightly dehumanising I must admit. Anyway, I, I resisted,
and most people didn’t call me by my mail code I must admit [laughs], although some
of the diehards did.
[01:17]
But I suppose the other things that, that, moving from the university environment into,
into a safety-critical product environment, which was something I suppose you never,
you don’t really think of when you’re in universities, even though, you know, I had
worked with Rolls Royce for a long time, was the safety, sorry, the, the quality
system. And the quality system was, the quality system for materials ran to I think
about twenty volumes, all of which were supposed to be kept up to date, every time a
small change was made. And, you understand the need for it, because you are, you’re
making... And the quality system, you know, was all about how tests had to be done
and how, how it had to include the instructions for how the lifing had to be done, and
every time we made a change the quality system had to be updated. And every copy
of our quality manuals, which were physical manuals, had to be updated. And you
had to remember that we had seven locations where we had quality manuals, which all
had to be updated every time a change was made. So, that struck me, it was one of
the things that struck me as, quite daunting really, because I couldn’t imagine that
anybody could ever have read the quality manuals, because they were just, you know,
it was sort of like reading the Encyclopaedia Britannica from cover from cover. And
you sort of think, what’s the point of a quality manual which everybody is supposed to
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work to, if nobody’s ever read it? And that, I mean you understood why it was
needed, but it was, it was, I found quite daunting. And so if I had nightmares, it was
that somebody would come and ask me what the quality, what the procedure for
something or other was, and I wouldn’t know, you know, and they would think as
head of materials, I should have known every procedure that my people had to
operate.
[03:13]
And the other thing was of course the audits. We were forever being audited, again
understandably, by the CAA for the UK, the FAA for the US, the JAA who were the
kind of joint global airworthiness authority who cover Europe and other areas. And
again, that used to, I used to find that quite frightening, because, quite daunting, not
frightening, quite daunting, because again you’re sort of, dealing with, dealing with
components that, that, on which people’s lives depend essentially. And, and, quite
complex. And these very complex quality systems, I always think, you know, getting
through these audits was always quite a, quite nerve-racking. Actually Steve Arnott,
who was my business manager, had the office opposite mine, Steve had worked for
Rolls Royce. Almost all my team, my management team, had their, I think, in fact I
think all of them had their twenty-five year service ties. [laughs] But Steve had
worked for Rolls Royce sort of man and boy. And, Steve, Steve had a good, Steve’s
approach to, to dealing with auditors was, the first thing you had to do was, plenty of
chocolate biscuits, because, the starting order, you had to keep them in your office
with the tea and chocolate biscuits for as long as possible, because that stopped them
from getting out and finding out things they didn’t want them to discover. [laughing]
So... But, but there was a lot of auditing. There was this huge quality system. There
was a lot of auditing. Our own internal auditing but also all of these external audits.
And it always struck me that, that a quality system with so much manuals, that
nobody could really find their way round it, was, was not actually a good way of
making sure you had quality.
[05:00]
I mean actually, the reason why we had quality was because we had these amazingly
clever and committed people who were all absolutely fascinated by and committed to
the product that Rolls Royce produced, and it was actually the quality of the people
rather than the quality manual that, that I think enabled us to, to deliver the quality of
product that we did. And... There was something else I was going to, I was going to
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comment on, apart from the, the things that really struck me with this thing about the
quality system. And I can’t now remember what the... I can’t now remember what
the other point was going to be. But... [pause] No. But, yes, this, the fact that... I
mean and, and, while I was at Rolls Royce, there was a huge, there was a huge, a
move to change, to completely transform the quality system and turn it from this very
traditional, everything has to be written in these bibles that sit on, in seven places that,
and you have to make sure they’re all updated every time there’s a change, to a kind
of process-based quality system that was, that was all online and, and... And, it was a
very sensible move I think, it was a very complicated thing to do but it was a, it was a,
a very, it was very necessary, because people did need to know what the quality
system was and how it worked, even though these were extremely bright and very
committed people.

[06:29]
How much does the fact that this is safety-critical work you are doing actually play on
your mind when you were working there?

Occasionally it would. When we were having a, when we were... We had...
Sometimes we were under pressure from the component groups, because we were sort
of, materials, we were kind of, the bottom of the food chain in terms of, you know, the
people who actually sell the engines coming down to the whole engine group, coming
down to the component groups, and then, you know, things then came down to the
materials group. I sometimes, I quite often felt we were blamed for things, because it
was very easy for the designers to say, ‘Well the material failed.’ And it was quite
hard sometimes for us to say, ‘No, it wasn’t the material... The material failed, but it
was because, the stress on it was higher than you told us it was going to be.’ And
there was... We were always the people... The thing that actually fails is the material
at the end of the day. So, we did tend to get kind of blamed for problems by the
designers quite often. And, and sometimes, it was quite hard, you know, when
designers wanted, needed to, needed a longer life or wanted to put a component into
more challenging conditions, and we didn’t have the data, we didn’t have experience
of those conditions, or, or we felt enough data to be able to... You did, you know, you
did agonise over that, because you could make quite a difference to the cost or to the
performance if you couldn’t deliver what the designers needed. So there was always
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that, how far do you... Because we were responsible for the lifing of critical parts, at
the end of the day we could put our foot down and say, no, this is the only life we’ll
release. But that wasn’t popular with, with the people who essentially, you know, who
essentially fed us if you like in terms of, how the organisation worked. So there were
times when we had some quite, some quite tough battles about, you know, we didn’t
think, we felt... And there were other times when we had tough battles where we were
being accused of, you know, that the material had failed when we were saying, no no,
actually, the stresses in your design are higher than you told us they were going to be,
and, actually trying to prove that was quite difficult [laughs], either way.

[08:50]
Mm. Where actually are the sources of stress in your life as head of the materials
group?

[pause] One of the big sources of stress was something that was very very important
to the materials group, was the R&D programme. And, we went through some tough
times at Rolls Royce, when I first joined Rolls Royce there was a big downturn in the
industry, and, Rolls Royce was, was suffering, I mean all the engine manufacturers
were suffering. And, we were looking at, at making people redundant, in fact we
didn’t make anybody... I don’t think, I think we sort of had a push in, to, to say
goodbye to some people under, you know, who were nearing retirement age, and to
deal with one or two people who had been off on long-term sick, but we didn’t have
any real swathes of redundancies, even though we sat at management meetings
thinking about it. So nothing as awful as that happened, but it did mean we had a, a
period where there was, that, R&D funding was very very tight. And that was seen by
the materials labs to be their, almost their, you know, the most precious thing they did;
actually from the company’s point of view it probably wasn’t, at times it wasn’t the
most precious thing they did at all. But, that used to sort of, that was the thing I kind
of worried about, because the materials, because the research funding, we had to go
and present our cases for the research fund, the company research funding we wanted,
we had to make those cases, and that was really competitive. And because we were,
unlike the other component groups who had competed against each other, we had to
persuade the component groups that they needed this research on materials for, the
turbine blades or whatever. And if the turbine group were trying to defend the money
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for the new turbine blade design, that would be their priority against the turbine blade
material. So, we had some very, some very, some really stressful sessions with then
Phil Ruffles, the, who was the main board engineering director, where all of us, all of
the heads of the, of the different component groups, the whole engine group and
materials, we were all presenting our requirements for research funding, and, and
having to defend them, and Phil was deciding which ones, you know, a limited
budget, he was having to work with us to look at which were the priorities. And I had
to have that extra level of support for mine which is, I had to get the component
groups to support them as well. And that used to, that used to wind me up, because,
you always came out of that feeling, beaten up. And, I mean I think, I think, you
know, we did well enough, but you never did as well as your staff wanted you to do.
They always wanted, you know, they always wanted more funding for research. And
we had some thin, we had... They’d had a, a fairly purple patch where there had been
quite a lot of research funding. And, so when I joined, there was this, this turn-down
in the industry, so the research funding was in short supply. So, my arrival was
accompanied by some significant reductions in research funding which, which I, you
know, felt really bad, but, that was the, the way of, of industry to be honest, and...
Yeah.

[12:10]
In the same way that you had given me an example of sort of an in-service problem
and a design problem, could you perhaps give me one from the R&D end of the
spectrum?

One from the R&D end that I was particularly interested in, because it had been the
research that I had been doing in, at Cambridge, was, we were trying to develop new
stronger, new, much stronger disc alloys, high-pressure turbine disc alloys, and we
were looking at powder forming. And powder forming had been looked at by GE
probably first, and GE had put some powder formed discs into service in a material
called Rene 95 probably ten years before, and had had a disc failure, an HP turbine
disc failure, a very very rare, a critical part failure, very dangerous, actually at an air
show. And that had, the whole industry had then kind of, [intake of breath] kind of
pulled back from, from powder form discs. And the problem we had was, you know,
a disc is quite big, it’s several inches thick in places, and you can’t therefore use non© The British Library Board
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destructive testing techniques to detect very tiny defects inside the chunkiest part of a
disc, which is where the high stresses are. So, with, with forged, with, with cast and
forged, heavily forged discs, we had got lots and lots of data from service from the
manufacturing routes we used which enabled us to do the lifing calculations. With
powder form materials, where you could use much higher alloying concentrations,
because, you didn’t get the segregation problems because, the alloy was in tiny little
powder particles so you didn’t have to get diffusion over very long distances to even
up the, the composition within the disc, so you, you sintered this powder, you, you
sintered this powder under vacuum and pressure, and then forged the disc. So it was
a, you could use very high alloy compositions, and, and, you didn’t have to use, do an
enormous amount of very very difficult forging of a very strong material. But you
had this problem that the, the defect size was potentially controlled by the powder
sieve size, and you had to assume that defects of up to three times the length, the
diagonal of the, of the mesh size, could have got in by falling, sort of needle shaped
things falling straight through the, the, the sieve when the powder was being put into
the, into the forge essentially. So you had to do your lifing on the basis that you might
have those particles in there, because you couldn’t detect them.
[15:05]
So that was, there was interesting challenges in the lifing. But there was also the
interesting challenge that, these, these defects were quite small, and we, we knew
from the research I had been doing that, we knew, we know how largish cracks
behave, and large cracks, we can describe their behaviour under different stress levels
quite reproducibly. So if we had a reasonably large crack that covered several grains,
we could predict the life. We didn’t, we, we had quite a bit of evidence from the short
crack growth research I had been doing and others had been doing that very small
cracks in individual grains have a very wide variety of initial crack growth rates,
depending on the orientation of the grain, potentially depending on very, on, on very
local residual stress fields which may be associated with different thermal expansion
coefficient between the, the defect if it’s an inclusion and the, and the material around
it. And so, actually knowing how to life from these very small defect sizes in these
powder alloys was very challenging.
[16:16]
So we were doing a lot of interesting work in that area, and also a lot of interesting
work on, you could develop in these powder alloys some quite interesting
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microstructures which were called necklace microstructures where you could mix
large and small grains in quite consistent ways. And we thought that, we thought that
actually the mixture of large and small grains would give us particularly good fatigue
lives. So we were experimenting with the kind of forging conditions that we, and then
heat treatment, that would give us, that would help develop necklace microstructures,
and then looking at short crack growth in large, small and necklace microstructure
materials. And indeed, looking at some work on, looking at some work on using
neural network techniques to optimise alloy composition, which was some work that
had started when I had been, in my research group at Cambridge, actually in
collaboration with Harry Bhadeshia who had been helping us with that side of things,
looking at the sort of, this, using these kind of learning computer systems to, to
identify, to optimise alloy compositions. And some of that was, some of that work
came to fruition while I was running materials labs, no longer in Cambridge but
running materials labs, and indeed we presented some of that, we were presenting, oh
well, one of my former research students presented some of that work at a, a
conference in, in the US where there were lots of people from GE materials labs, and
while she was there, GE sidled up to her in the bar one night and offered her a job.
[laughs] So... And they’d been... And I gather they now use that neural network
technology in Rolls Royce for alloy development that we, that we with Harry and, and
our research student had, had kicked off. So that’s kind of exciting. So there were
some very interesting things going on, yes.

[18:10]
Just briefly, could you just describe to me how, how the casting actually works,
compared to, you know, other forms of making turbine blades?

Oh these were discs, not blades.

I’m sorry, sorry. Discs.

There’s a great big... You produce from the liquid alloy, you produce in a vacuum, a
very very fine powder. You sieve that powder... So you sort of spray it from powder.
You then sieve that powder through a very very fine sieve, so you can choose what
powder size you want, depending on what sieve is used. But if you want to control
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the defect size, to being potential, included defect size to being very small, you have
to control, you have to have a terribly fine sieve size. And the finer the sieve size, the
more expensive it is, because the less of the sprayed particles are going to be of the
right size. That’s all done in vacuum, because you don’t want a, because you don’t
want a, a thick oxide coating on the powder particles. Those powder particles are then
compacted into, something which is, much bigger than a disc but, but not hugely
bigger than a disc, and, and they are then forged under vacuum so they sinter together,
under pressure. And you end up with, I mean, you end up with a, a big chunk, not, not
yet disc shaped but the, the, a big chunk of metal that’s bigger than the disc. And it
then needs quite a lot more forging, because forging, putting in mechanical work,
helps you to develop the, the microstructure of the material. But it needs a lot less
forging than had you started with a conventional ingot that would have needed an
enormous amount of work. Because with a conventional big cast ingot of a very
complex alloy, you get very very complex segregation in it with high alloying element
concentrations, and you need an enormous amount of full high temperature forging to
break down that, both to break down the composition and the structure. And if your
high alloying element compositions, you’ve done that to make the alloy very strong,
so forging is very, very, you need very high pressures, very high temperatures, it’s a
very expensive thing to do. So... And you, you use an enormous amount of material
to make forging for one disc. Whereas with a powder, you start with something that’s
much closer to the size of the disc. You’ve avoided the segregation problems because
you’ve got these tiny powder, you know, powder particles which have all got the, the
composition of the alloy, and you’re having to put much less forging into it, because,
you aren’t having to break up these very complex, these very complex microstructures
and, and segregation structures. So in theory, you can, you can use very high strength
alloy compositions that would be difficult to make by conventional routes. And I
think they are, you know, we are getting back, we are getting to the stage where they
are now using powder alloys. But, but they did pose really difficult and interesting
challenges in terms of the defect behaviour, and also in terms of moving from,
obviously huge data sets about materials we already knew about, like Waspaloy. So,
it was, you know, a potentially more economical way of making things, but
potentially the only way to make these very highly alloyed materials with very, very
high strengths, very high high temperature strengths.
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[21:40]
Mm. How have the three different sorts of activities that you’ve talked about, inservice work, design work, the R&D work, which one gets the most attention?

Well that varies, that varies. I mean clearly, if there’s in-service problems, then they,
they, they have to have people, they have to have instant, well, not always but
sometimes they have to have instant responses. So if it’s a big problem, you know,
then, you know, people get pulled off other things to do that. R&D, usually there are
some people who, there were some people in the lab who mainly did R&D and some
who mainly did the other things, but, clearly, a big in-service problem is an immediate
thing that has to be sorted, because there are customers out there and the reputation.
After that, the, the support to the, to design, it has peaks and troughs, but when, you
know, your, your internal customer essentially is the, is the, the engine project team,
so, if they want support for design, they get it kind of thing. [laughs] And R&D kind
of, you know, chugs along kind of going up and down, and filling the gaps and,
because it is for things that, typically from the sort of start of R&D to the new
material appearing in the engine, can be up to fifteen years. So, it doesn’t tend to
have the same urgency, unless you are doing it for an MoD programme where you
have to submit your, your claims, you have to show that you’ve achieved your
objectives in order to submit your claims to get funding, in which case, suddenly it
may acquire a higher profile because you need the money. [laughs] But you know,
they all have different, they all have different patterns and you have to manage the
people and the time to, to meet the needs of all your customers. But the end customer,
the user, it’s always at the end of the day, you know, the, a problem in service that
might affect, that would affect airlines and affects the company’s reputation, it’s
always going to be the one that absolutely makes you jump if you need to. [laughs]

[23:48]
How many people are there actually underneath you?

There were about 240 I think when I joined the labs. Which is a nice size to be
honest. It’s, it’s big enough to feel impressively big, but it’s small enough to actually
get round and, not necessarily know everybody’s name but, you know, know who
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they, you recognise them and, and be able to, you know, have them feel the boss
knows know they are.

Did you enjoy it?

I really enjoyed it, yes. Yes, it was very good fun, very exciting.

What were the best bits?

Mm, hard to say actually. Hard to say what the best bits were. It was very nice, to be
honest it was very nice as a materials scientist, you know, you’ve, or a metallurgist in
my case, you’ve kind of got the dream job in the UK, which is why Mike Hicks, you
know, did it after I moved out, went off and did something else in the company and
came back to it, because, you know, there is, I think there is, there is probably no
company in, other company in the UK that pushes materials to their limits, and, and
works with such a wide range of materials, as Rolls Royce. And, and you know, it’s a
very, well, it’s not... And of course, now the materials labs at Rolls Royce doesn’t just
cover the aero-engine side, it also works for the energy, which are quite similar
materials obviously but, and also the marine side. So it’s expanded the, the scope of
the materials it works with still further. But you know, if you’re, you know, if you’re
a materials scientist and metallurgist, it’s sort of the, you might say, you know, the
best job in the, in the country, it’s got the most, the most challenging materials
problems and the most, it’s probably one of the most exciting new materials coming
through.

[25:45]
Mm. Is there any particular connotation attached to working for Rolls Royce that you
noticed?

Oh yes. I mean, it was, oh it was a company full of people who were very proud to
work for Rolls Royce, particularly in the materials labs I think, materials labs and the
design team, you know, it was, we make the world’s greatest product, kind of thing, it
was... And, you know, most of them had been there a long time. One of the things I
think I learnt was, I was, when I first joined, when I first arrived, you know, lots and
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lots of people had been there, so all of my first line management team had been there
twenty-five years, had their twenty-five year ties, and they were, several of them were
much the same age as me, so they were, you know, they’d been there since they were
twenty sort of thing, and were slightly older than me, but they’d been there since they
were, you know, in some cases apprentices, so eighteen, nineteen, sixteen, some cases,
you know, as, as graduate apprentices, so they’d been there since they were, finished
their degrees, or had become graduate apprentices part-way through their degrees. So
they were kind of in their early, they were early forties to mid-fifties actually, but they
were, you know, roughly, some of them were roughly the same as me and had already
been in the company twenty-five years.
[26:58]
And, there was a huge amount of experience in the materials labs, and I think one of
the things that I learnt fairly quickly was that, experience and understanding aren’t the
same thing. And my first impression was that everybody knew everything, and gosh,
what value was I going to add? And then I realised that, when you were talking to
somebody about what they were doing and you were sort of saying, ‘And what’s this?’
what they were telling you was, that they had seen this five or six times before, and
they’d given it a name, so this was a something or other, this kind of failure; but the
fact they’d seen it before and they’d given it a name, didn’t mean they understood it.
And, the advantage I had was that I came in, I hadn’t necessarily seen it before, I
didn’t necessarily know all about the material it was in, but I came in expecting to ask
the question, why did it happen, and do we understand it? And I think, I thought
everybody initially was fantastic because they knew so much about, you know, had so
much experience, they didn’t always... They didn’t always ask enough questions.
There was a, Rolls Royce has seen this problem for many years, it’s called this, this is
what we do about it. And, they’d come in as apprentices or as graduate apprentices,
they’d been told this by the people around them, and they had accepted it. And so,
there was an awful lot of, ‘Oh this is this,’ or ‘This is that,’ ‘This is called this.’ And
there wasn’t enough, ‘Are you sure? Why?’ you know. And we had some techniques
for doing things that, that were just historically, you know, that’s how we’ve done it in
the labs for twenty years. And because we tended not to bring people in at a very
senior level, we tended to bring people in as new, good new graduates, they accepted
what they were told. They weren’t... That’s not true of all of them, but quite often
they weren’t confident enough to question what they were told, if it hadn’t come up in
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something they’d done in their degree. And what, actually what the materials labs
needed was somebody go around saying, ‘Why? Explain that to me.’ And to get
people thinking out of the sort of, tramlines that, that, and to be a bit more innovative
and to question the way we did things, and to say, ‘Why do we...?’
[29:36]
I mean one of the things was, we always did striation counting in the transmission
electron microscope. So we’d have a fracture surface, we’d make a, we’d make a
replica of it, which is quite a complicated technique, and which can stretch, because
it’s made of a non-metallic, it’s made of a kind of plastic material. You coat that
plastic. You then look at it in the transmission electron microscope, then you count
the striations which give you an, which are the kind of ridges on the surface which can
give you an idea in many cases of how fast a crack had been growing. It’s used a lot
in failure analysis. I had done a lot of striation counting as a researcher. I had always
done it in the scanning electron microscope directly on the fracture surface, it’s much
quicker, you’re actually looking at the fracture surface itself, you’re not taking a
replica of it. So I said, ‘Well why do we do that in TEM?’ ‘Oh well our procedure
says we do it in the TEM.’ It was quite hard to break through that and say, ‘Well,
actually it’s quicker and probably more accurate to do it in the SEM than the TEM,
you know, why are you...?’ And it took us a long time to, to change that, to change
that approach. [laughs] But it, there was, there was, that was just a small one, but
there were quite a few things that, we did it this way because, Rolls Royce has done it
this way for all these years, and, getting people to think out of the box was quite
important, and to question what they were doing and why.

Was that almost like, they’d almost black boxed the problems to some extent?

A little bit, yes. Yes. You know, where things had been done over and over and over
again, and people had stopped asking why we do it this way. And sometimes, because
it was, it was probably, you know, probably the biggest materials group in the country,
maybe not, maybe British Steel had, those days had a bigger materials group, but it
was probably one of the biggest materials labs in the country, if not the biggest, and
therefore there was a bit of a tendency to assume that we could answer all the
questions inside, and not assume that we needed to go outside and find out what the
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rest of the world was doing. So it was inward-looking. And that was something that,
that needed, needed changing.
[31:40]
And it would partly become inward-looking then because we were having hard times,
and so, you know, we were having difficult financial times, so there was, you know, of
course there was a tendency to say people couldn’t go to conferences and they
couldn’t, you know, everything had to be, all spend had to be justified. So somebody
flying off to a conference in the States was, was a difficult thing to, to, for a manager
in the organisation to justify. So, that did tend to kind of, make us more inwardlooking. And so, breaking out of that was very important.

[32:13]
I was interested that you had been a sort of Rolls Royce research fellow yourself
beforehand. And I was just wondering as somebody who had been a Rolls Royce
research fellow and now is someone who is presumably having some input into the
other half of that university equation, what does it look like from the other side, what
are you looking for in a university partner?

Well what you, what we realised, what I realised very much was, there was quite a
strong push-back from the internal Rolls Royce research community, who didn’t want
our university partners to be working in their areas. They were quite threatened by it,
they thought the company was trying to outsource all its research, and they would
only get the boring stuff to do, kind of thing, and, you know, the company was giving
all the exciting, all the jewels as they saw them. So, there was quite a cultural battle
to get people to understand that, we would only get value from these investments in
our University Technology Centres if we really engage with them properly and ensure
they understood our strategy. They had been so held at arm’s length, and given, fed as
little information as possible in a way. So we had to change that, and, and get them
much more integrated. And I think we started to do that, and we started to recruit
more of the people who had been in the University Technology Centres.
[33:41]
And it also was very very critical who was put in the interface role as the liaison
person, and, it became very clear that, that that hadn’t been seen as a very prestigious
role. So it tended to be given to somebody who we couldn’t, who couldn’t, didn’t fit
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in in other roles that they’d been put into. And unless you had somebody who was
really, from inside, who was really, really bright, you didn’t get the best out of the
university. Because if you had somebody who wasn’t terribly good in the interface
role, they didn’t, they wouldn’t sort of challenge the academics, and the academics
would therefore not try terribly hard necessarily. They’d say, ‘Well we don’t, you
know, you’re not telling us what the strategy is, you’re not throwing us the most
exciting problems, you’re not challenging us.’ So you would get, you would either
get relationships made with universities who weren’t the highest quality researchers,
or you would get relationships where the university kind of did what it wanted, and
didn’t really deliver to what Rolls Royce needed. So what you needed was somebody
who was absolutely at the kind of intellectual level of the academic group they were
dealing with, so that they would really challenge each other. And then you would,
that would actually raise performance sort of internally and externally. And so, we’d
sort of realised that we had to put some of our best people into the interface roles if
we were going to get the best out of the university community. And that is something
that very much went through all of the, the Rolls Royce UTCs, in the reviews we did,
that was something that was sort of implemented across the board, we changed our
view. But then you had to explain to the universities, universities didn’t like the fact
that our brightest people in Rolls Royce tended to get moved round every couple of
years, so, you know, if they were on a kind of track to senior roles. So... And
universities tend to do things in three-year cycles, so, they would be very upset when
suddenly after two years the person they thought was great who was in the interface
role suddenly moved. And they’d think it was because we didn’t think they were
important, and, explaining to them the fact they had somebody who was moved after
two years, was because we did think they were important, so we’d given them one of
the very best people, but in order for that very best person’s career to develop in the
company, they were on this kind of, move every two years track. And the universities
wanted stability rather than having to keep getting to know a new interface person.

[end of session]

[End of Track 5]
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[Track 6]

Right, well after I’d been in the material, running the materials labs at Rolls Royce for
about, sort of, just under two years I suppose. My boss, Frank Litchfield, decided to
send me to work with American Airlines for a month in the States. And, he had just
been to, he himself had just been to, Cathay Pacific I think, for month, to understand
how what we did at Rolls Royce affected our end customer. Because of course our
actual customer was the, well our sort of, we have a, our end customer is the airline,
well it was the airline, but actually we had a sort of intermediate customer who was
the airframer. So it was either Boeing or Airbus typically, who, you know, had to
have our engines in order for their airframe. But actually, the, the end customer who
operated the, the airlines who operated the aircraft, were actually the proper customer,
and we had this sort of, so we had a kind of, almost two customer relationships.
Anyway, Frank had just spent, had just spent a month, himself had just spent a month
with Cathay Pacific, and I think had a kind of eye-opening experience of recognising,
you know, something of what it felt like, for somebody himself, a very technical
person, what it felt like to sort of, realise the problems that Cathay were having with
some of their engines, and quite how different it is from designing and manufacturing
an engine to, to what the issues are in operation. And Cathay I think were not very
happy with us at the time, which is why they had, the company had sent somebody
very senior to kind of, to kind of live with them for a month and find out why we were
causing them unhappiness and problems. And, I think Frank thought it was such an
amazing experience that somebody else should have this experience.
[01:58]
So he sent me to American Airlines for a month. And I spent, I spent, a week on, or
just over a week, on the night shift at, with the maintenance teams in American
Airlines hangars at the airport at Chicago. I then spent a week at their, or just over a
week, at their off-airport maintenance in, oh, oh oh oh. [pause] I’ve forgotten where
it was. I haven’t forgotten... I remember exactly what it was like, but... Anyway, at
their off-airport maintenance base where they did the major overhauls of the aircraft
and the engines. And, I hen spent... Oh gosh, why can’t I remember. It’s where
American Airlines headquarters is. And it’s, it’s horse country. [laughs] Oh gosh, I
can’t remember. It’ll come to me, it’ll come to me if I stop trying to think about it.
And then I spent another week with them at the, at the aircraft, at the, at the airport,
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which is why I should remember where it was, but not actually with the maintenance
people, but with the management team. I was there for a month in total, but, sort of, I
did a week and a bit in various places. And that was kind of really, really fascinating,
because I think we, we saw the engine and the engine components as really really
beautiful, almost works of art, you know. It was a company that was really focused
on how clever the engineering in the product was, and that was quite a lot of our focus
in the materials department actually, how clever the materials were. And then when
you saw these things coming into a... Well first of all, you know, you saw them
having to be maintained overnight and all sorts of little jobs, and have the fan blades
being checked, and realised that, you know, almost, we almost celebrated the
complexity of the product, because we had to be so clever to make it, it was a kind of
reinforcement of our cleverness that this product was so sophisticated. But of course
when you are trying to do some minor sort of, bit of serving overnight in Chicago, in
the winter, when, you know, on the maintenance base, in these huge hangars where
the, the technicians are having to wear enormous thick gloves because it’s really cold,
and you can’t heat a giant hangar, even though you can close it, you still can’t heat it
properly. So they’ve got giant gloves on and they’re trying to do some, they’re trying
to run some probe up the edge of a fan blade or they’re trying... I mean, and you just
think, gosh, you know, you have no idea, as you design these things to be more and
more refined and clever, when we did the design we really had no, we were not
thinking, we didn’t generally think about how you were going to make them, that was
one of our, and that was our own internal problem, but we certainly didn’t think about,
you know, we didn’t have any vision of what people looking after these things were
trying to do. And, you know, they’d say, ‘We have a problem with the sort of nicking
of the fronts of the blades,’ of course which could cause a crack to grow, and then a
fan blade failure. Not that that’s a total disaster, but it is an expensive, it’s an
expensive problem if it happens. So we would say, ‘Oh that’s no problem,’ we can,
we can design a little gauge that will, they can, you know, overnight they can run up
the edge of the fan blade and they can check. And this little gauge would need... The
edge of the fan blade, the leading edge is very very fine. So this tiny little thing
would go over it and you’d, you’d run it up and do a, and you would run a current
through it which would tell you if there were any, any defects in it. And it would
require some sort of real precision manipulation. You know, there’s somebody in his
fur-lined mittens [laughs] trying to hold this thing against the front of a blade. And
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then, then I went... So that was really, just really fascinating, just understanding, well,
understanding how difficult it was to run an airline actually in the States. Because it
was, there was one side of it was sort of really understanding how some of the
solutions we provided for our customers were really not that helpful.
[06:25]
And the other bit of it was, recognising how they operated, because, by the time I was
there, the pilots were striking, or rather, they were working to rule, because they
wanted a pay rise. And, so, the way they worked to rule was that normally, if there
was a problem that had to be looked at overnight, the pilot would, you know, would
know pretty much what the problem was, and would tell the maintenance team kind
of, exactly what it was. But you know how many lights there are in a cockpit? Well
you don’t know exactly, I don’t know exactly, but you know the kind of picture, loads
of loads of little coloured lights that come on and tell you things are working or not
working, whatever. Well, normally if a light bulb had gone, or a light had gone, the
pilot would tell you that, which light it was. Because they knew exactly which light it
was. Or they would tell you that this meter wasn’t working properly, or they would
tell you that this switch wasn’t working, whatever. Or even, you know, that their chair
wasn’t adjusting properly or something. So, and that was, that... and then it would
take somebody two minutes to change the bulb. No no no no, planes were coming in
every night for their checks, and, it would say, ‘Light gone in cockpit.’ [laughs]
Meter, ‘Meter flickering in cockpit.’ It would, you know, there would be absolute...
They would, they had to report faults, because that was part of their contract and a
safety requirement, but their reporting of faults was at such a minimal level, that, you
know, something that would normally be a five-minute job, was suddenly taking one
of the technicians four hours because they were having to go round every light in the
whole, every bulb in the whole... So that was just causing chaos, because it meant,
you know, planes would be coming in which were really fine, except that they needed
some minor thing doing, and we couldn’t just, we just couldn’t get through them.
Well I, I was just standing around watching and observing, but, the team just couldn’t
get through them overnight.
[08:15]
Then, then on top of that, there was a minor dispute going on between the
management and the, and the technicians. And, so, every night, every night the... and
there were some major jobs came in as well as the overnight checks, and one of them
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was the Lauda Air, the Lauda Air crashes had just occurred, which had been... There
were Fokker 111s, and two of them had crashed, I think, one, two of them had
crashed? One of them, a terrible crash. And they were because some micro-switches
had been replaced and weren’t working. And, American Airlines ran the same
aircraft. So they were coming in two a night to have all these micro-switches
changed. So there was the regular, there was the kind of major bits of work like the
Fokkers coming in for the, for the micro-switch change, and then there was the
overnight checks which was normally just the light bulb, you know, changing the odd
bulb and things. The overnight checks were taking an inordinate amount of time.
There was the Fokker checks, and then there was an Airbus check where Airbus had,
had announced there were some, a small number of fuel tanks of, and I can’t
remember which, which Airbus it was, were having problems with swarf in the fuel
tanks, very small amounts of, of metal debris from the machining processes having
been left in the fuel tanks and they were blocking the filters, and I think had caused a
problem in one instance to a fuel pump. So an aircraft had only had one tank instead
of both tanks, because one of the fuel pumps... So, the tanks were having, the tanks
were having to be cleaned out. And that involved people climbing into the tanks,
which is a really unpleasant job and you can only do it for a short time because of the,
of the fumes. And, the technicians were negotiating additional payments for this,
which meant that every shift started with this protracted process of negotiating
payments. And then people were only being asked to do this if they would volunteer.
So if they didn’t think they’d negotiated enough for the payments, they weren’t... So
the whole shift could take two hours to get going. We could be around for two hours
before anybody started any work with these negotiations. And I must admit, I came
away thinking, this is, that kind of management job, whether it was the base
management, you know, the sort of first line management, or whether it was the
airline management, caught between the technicians who could completely bring,
make you grind to a halt at one, one part of your process, and the pilots who by doing
nothing but doing slightly less than they normally did, could also make you grind to a
halt [laughs], just seemed like an absolute nightmare as to, how do you... You know,
it put sort of Rolls Royce’s, and indeed it put UK for me, union problems into some
context really, because, we, we didn’t, certainly in the industry I was in, we didn’t
have those sorts of really petty, petty but, but major problems. Anyway, it was a, that
was absolutely fascinating and...
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[11:33]
And then, in some ways even more fascinating, not as much fun, it was great fun
working on the, on the, on the night shift, partly because night shifts are, are quite,
chummy, there’s a sort of feeling you’re the night souls; the rest of the world isn’t
around, you know, everybody else is going out for the evening, you’re going to work,
and when you’re going home, they’re all thinking of getting, you know, they’re
starting to get up, and... So you live this kind of interesting existence, so you, your
friends are often your mates on the shift, because they’re the other creatures of the
night so to speak.

[12:10]
How did the other night shift staff actually take to you? It almost sounds like work
experience.

Well there’s not... They thought I was a spy to start with. They thought I was there to
find what they were up to, and, and report back to management. But once I’d been
there, I think two or three days, they, they started all bringing, you know, they started
bringing things in for me. I used to get brought enormous quantities of food, because,
they were very worried I wasn’t getting any home cooking and things. So, they would
bring me in sandwiches and bits of pie that somebody baked [laughs], and... And then
they all had, they had infinite quantities of fizzy drinks, because, there was a sort of, I
don’t know, there was some sort of camaraderie between the, purely between the
pilots, the technicians and the, and the air, the air staff, the stewards. And so, when
the aircraft cleared for the night, they always left lots and lots of cans of coke and
things in the fridges, which the technical crew, the technician crews emptied out and
stuck in their fridges. [laughs] So all around the place there were these huge fridges
full of infinite quantities of airline size cans of coke and whatever. So there was sort
of, there was sort always food and things and things around. But they brought in
home cooking for me. Because they were worried that I was living in the hotel in the
middle of Chicago Airport and, and they were very bemused by me at the hotel
because, they had never had anybody stay there for a week before. Because of course
normally you stay in an airport hotel for a night. [laughs] And it was, that was a very
odd experience, because of course I was working night shift, so, when I got up,
breakfast wasn’t available, so I had pizza for breakfast. Which actually was very nice
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[laughs], but, they have a very good pizza in Chicago. Anyway, that was kind of a fun
experience, and they obviously thought I was very odd at the hotel. Because they
thought I worked for a company called Rose Royce, r-o-s-e r-o-y-c-e, they’d got me
down as, so, had obviously taken the booking over the phone. [laughs] So I think
they thought I worked for a cosmetics company or something, so why I was there for
a whole week, I don’t know. That was a, it was sort of a, that was really good fun,
and it was certainly, you know, an interesting example.
[14:25]
But, the bit that really, really interesting in terms of a company culture was the week I
spent at Dallas Fort Worth, there we are, I knew I’d remember eventually, which is the
off-airport maintenance base where I worked during the daytime, and stayed in
another giant hotel, but not in the middle of an airport. And there, all of the, all of the
American Airlines engineers had their own little cubicles. It was where I first
discovered Dilbert, because it was Dilbert land, they all lived in their little box
cubicles. And, there was a Rolls Royce team there who had an office miles down the
corridor away from all the engineers who worked on, all the American Airlines
engineers who worked on the engines. And, there was also a Boeing office who
similarly were down the corridor. And I, I learnt sort of a lot about our British
company culture, because I was with the guys, I wasn’t there with our office, I was
there with the guys in their cubicles, I had my own little cubicle, which was, kind of
unhelpful when I was doing sort of work experience. So I had to wander round and
chat to people and find out what they were up to, and disturb them. But what I... I
think one thing that really brought home to me why the Americans are everywhere,
the Boeing guys, who were actually nothing to do with the, the engine team in the
cubicles, because they had the airframe team who they worked with. The Boeing
guys almost every day would find some reason to walk round all of the engineers at
the base and give them something. And it might just be, they’d photocopied
something that they thought they might be interested in from one of the technical
magazines, or, ‘We thought we’d highlight this to you,’ and they’d come round and
give, just say a few words to everybody. Or it might be that there was some, you
know, the latest little badge with flashing lights on that are made for air shows and
things, and they’d give, you know, the latest company freebie or whatever it was,
they’d... They had an excuse, sort of every day or even every other day, to come
round and speak to everybody, and show that they were there, kind of offer their help.
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The whole time I was there, the Rolls Royce guys never came out of their office. I
used to go and see them in their office, but they never came out and walked round the
organisation. They said, ‘Oh no, we’re here for, you know, for people to come to us if
there’s a problem.’ So they had no idea, you had no, they had no sense of what was
the general feeling of the place.

Mm.

[17:00]
And I got to go to, you know, because I was doing the fly-on-the-wall, I got to go to
all the meetings about the engines, the engine performance, and it was absolutely clear
that they were pulling their hair out because they couldn’t get supplies of some
particular spare parts for their Rolls Royce 535, RB211-535, they couldn’t get HP
turbine blades. And they were being told, you know, I don’t know, twelve weeks
delivery, and... And it was driving them nuts, because they’d got engines that were
halfway through maintenance, major maintenance schedules; they needed to replace
the blades, put the engines back together, get them back onto aircraft and, and get
them out, you know. And it was the same time we were, that we were campaigning to
sell them the Trent 800 engine for the new Boeing 777. And I, I was sort of, just
thought it was extraordinary. We had a team out there who didn’t seem, somehow... I
suppose, you know, they, I mean I was in a way lucky, I was being involved in all
sorts of meetings where I was literally a fly on the wall, and to be fair, they treated
me... So they were getting pretty hot under the collar about the poor performance
from Rolls Royce. And these guys down in the office were not finding out that that
was what was bugging everybody. And, they didn’t seem to have that kind of... I
don’t know, our American colleagues from Boeing, I mean they weren’t our
competitors, but, but, they just seemed to have the ability of finding excuses to go and
chat to people. You know, rubbish excuses, but just sort of, a reason. And we just
didn’t seem to have, that wasn’t in our psyche somehow, we were very British. Why
would we disturb them if they hadn’t told us they want to talk to us, you know? Well,
sit and talk to each other kind of... So I was emailing back home to Rolls Royce, I felt
really embarrassed; actually that probably didn’t do the careers of the people who, in
our American Airlines office, any good at all, but, saying, what the hell are we doing
here? You know, we’re trying to sell these guys our next engine for their latest, the
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latest Boeing they’re about to buy, and they can’t get spares for the ones they’ve got,
you know. Why would they [laughs], why would they want to buy another, you know,
when that’s the kind of service they’re getting and things?
[19::20]
So, it was really really interesting, you know, because I was a new face and, and, you
know, they told me all sorts of things that, actually, perhaps partly because I was
female, to be perfectly honest. Because there’s that sort of feeling that, you know,
you’re not terribly... I mean, and it’s sometimes very frustrating, but, in some
organisations there’s a feeling that if you’re a female you’re not terribly important. So
people will tell you things that, or react to you in a, a more, down to earth kind of
way, and will speak to you in a way they wouldn’t speak to somebody they thought
was terribly senior. Not that they’re being rude to you, they’re just sort of, registering,
oh female, that’s OK, kind of, one of us, not one of them, sort of... And so, they were
kind of telling me all sorts of things about, problems they were having and, you know,
what was... And, yes, so I, I, that was just really interesting about how, how not, I felt,
to, how not to work with a customer when you’ve got an office in the... You know,
when you’ve got the opportunity to be on site, and have insight into exactly what the
issues the customer has got, and yet not to be being, you know, all over them and sort
of, genuinely making things happen. Which I think we weren’t. I just think they
didn’t think we were making things happen. So that was, that was absolutely
fascinating. It was sort of boring in other ways, because it wasn’t as, it wasn’t as
sociable. And every, these, all these engineers I was working with were, they all had
sort of young families and, and I learnt all sorts of things. They, they had hobbies
which, they all went shooting and fishing, because it was, it was out in the, you know,
in the wild, in the countryside, and, because of course I hadn’t, it never dawned on me
because the weather out there is very hot in the summer and very cold in the winter,
they planted at least two lawns a year. So occasionally they would have these really
intense discussions about, what grass people had planted. And these were kind of,
thirty, thirty-five-year-old chaps. And I was gobsmacked, I was thinking, good God!
you know, you wouldn’t catch anybody in Derby talking about what lawn they had
planted. But on the other hand, of course we always had a joke as PhD students that
once you got, once you got married and bought a house, you suddenly got enormously
fascinated by double-glazing. And it was that sort of [laughs], it was just that, Dallas
Fort Worth equivalent of, of being fascinated by double-glazing was spending hours
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talking about, yes, which grass you had planted for the winter season. [laughs]
Anyway, it didn’t seem, somehow I couldn’t see Rolls Royce engineers talking about
which grass they had planted. [laughs] So that was, those were really really
interesting.
[21:57]
Of course it didn’t dawn on me at the time that the reason why I had been asked to go
and do this thing was because I was on, you know, I was seen to be somebody who
was going to be being promoted soon and they wanted to see, a) they wanted me to
have an experience of, the customer, the customer interface, and b) I think they,
presumably they wanted to know how I would respond to, you know, being sent out
there, and what would I do to, to try and improve the way the company worked? And
I think the fact that I wrote home, I got back every night, or day, or morning,
depending on where I was working, and emailed, you know, chapters of kind of,
‘Why do we do this?’ and, ‘We should do this,’ or, ‘This is not right,’ [laughs] trying
to put the world to rights, I don’t know, somebody must have been suitably amused,
but felt that I was trying to take a bigger picture and look at the bigger picture, and be
helpful.

[22:48]
Did you see any other differences between American scientific technical engineering
culture and what you were used to in Britain?

Not really, no. I mean that was the sort of, you did feel... Because when I’d been
working on the night shift, I had been with the maintenance technicians, and so, when
I was down at Fort Worth I was actually with the engineering team who were the
professional engineers, the graduate engineers. No, actually, for the most part they
would have fitted in very, they slotted in, they talked about, you know, who else was
offering them jobs. And of course, where they were, stuck out in the sticks in a way,
there wasn’t, there weren’t a lot of other, other likely employers, but there was one
land-based turbine manufacturer, I can’t remember what they were called now, that
was just getting going nearby, and was, were starting to offer them jobs, and they were
all discussing how much they’d been offered by Solar Turbines or whatever the
company was called, and wondering whether they would jump ship, and there were
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quite a few of them were, that were just pondering. They were nice, they were a nice
bunch actually.
[23:49]
And then, the other thing that’s, that really kind of struck me there I suppose was, that,
this was the team who looked at technical problems with the engines, there was of
course, not, out of the office area, there was of course a huge, huge maintenance bay.
I mean there was a vast maintenance bay where they did the, they stripped out the
aircraft and did all the major checks on the aircraft, but there was a huge kind of
garage where they did the engine, where they did the engine maintenance. And, and
they called them motors. And it was a garage. And it was that sort of, these things
that we thought were precious components and, and beautiful kind of polished
machines that we had designed and made, were suddenly in a garage and were being
called motors, and were being treated, you know, like cars. And suddenly, you, you
sort of realised the different view the customer had of these things from the view that
we had of these things. And I remember one of the maintenance technicians in the, in
the, in the garage, saying to me, ‘Who do you get to design the engine dressings?’ He
said, ‘I bet all your best engineers design the bits we never look at.’ And that was
absolutely true, because the compressor part of the engine, they rarely opened up,
rarely had any problems with it, and that was, you know, where all the really clever
aerodynamics went in. And then the bits that they spent hours and hours with were
the minor oil leaks and things, and, that involved them taking all of the, all of the, the
wiring and the safety systems and the oil pipes off the front of the, the front of the, the
outside rather of the, of the fan case. And they were just all kind of ravelled on, in
those days, they were kind of ravelled on like, like you were winding string onto a
ball almost, they were a nightmare, they were just sort of all... And they all tangled
round each other as you tried to pull out the different... And now the company has a
very different view and those are now very carefully designed. Because actually of
course that was what took them most time, they spent more time unravelling and then
trying to get back on those engine dressings than they did looking at the really fancy
bits of kit we took hours designing. So, that was one of the things the company’s had
a big push on, not just, not just steered by me, but, you know, recognising that, the
maintenance problems are actually often problems with the, with the simple stuff from
an engineering point of view, not with the complex stuff from an engineering design
point of view. And making much more maintenance-friendly, maintenance-friendly
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engines. So that was, that’s a sort of... It was a bit sad in a way, seeing, seeing these
beautiful products treated like, [laughs] treated like mundane things, but to people
using big wrenches because they, because the shaft had got stuck on one of them, and
you thought, oh my God! you’re not supposed to treat it like that! But, but that was
good too, because you realise you are producing a product that’s meant to be used, not
a product that’s just to demonstrate engineering capability. [laughs]
[26:52]
And so I came back from that, and discovered I was having a mysterious kind of
interview for my next job almost immediately afterwards, which was, that I was sent
to London to have a chat with, all sorts of slightly strange, have a chat with the
managing director of Rolls Royce Industrial Power Group, and he was recruiting a
director of advanced engineering, to run an advanced engineering group that ran
across the four Industrial Power Group businesses which were transmission and
distribution, marine... Transmission and distribution, marine, materials handling,
and... [pause] What was the fourth one? Perhaps there were only three. [pause] Oh
power generation, power generation. Power generation, marine, materials handling
and, yes, and, transmission and distribution. That’s right. And that was really really
interesting for me, because, I didn’t know anything about these areas, you know, they
weren’t, wasn’t primarily about materials, it wasn’t primarily about aero-engines, it
wasn’t about aero-engines at all in fact. These were all completely new areas of
engineering for me, and I was being asked if I would be Director of Engineering with
a view that, right across the four businesses, and looked at new product design,
particularly looked at new product design, but also looked at how we could use, we
spent an enormous amount of money on doing material, well doing R&D for the
aerospace business, for the aero-engine business. And all of these were relatively low
R&D spend businesses. So there was a real interest in looking at what technology
that we had spent a lot of money to develop, could be transferred across into the
industrial businesses, and so give us an advantage over the other businesses in that
area who were traditionally much lower R&D spenders than aerospace. So by having
those businesses together in one company, could we, could we, you know, really up
the, the technology and level of the, of the non-aerospace businesses.
[29:15]
So I ran a little team up in Newcastle for about eighteen months, and it was a really
really bright team of, it was kind of a bit like running a university research group
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again actually. It was a really bright team of, of young engineers, really, really, really
good fun. The industrial businesses were in a state of flux at that time, because they
had, we had bought them in about, in the middle of the, perhaps the early 1990s. We
hadn’t had them that long, but we... And they had been, they’d been called the
Northern Engineering Industries, so they were a collection of industries that had been
suppliers to the, mainly been suppliers to the nationalised electricity industry in the
UK. And they, what they had in common was that they had all been founded by sort
of, Victorian, Edwardian engineers like Parsons and, the transition, the transmission
and distribution businesses had names like Reyrolle, and these had all been famous
northern engineers who had founded businesses, and they had developed into quite
large businesses, supplying the nationalised power industry. But the denationalised,
well the, the, yes, the denationalisation of the power industry had really disrupted
their businesses enormously, because they had had a kind of captive market. So they
were all businesses that were trying to turn themselves into really commercial
competitive businesses, but from a sort of standing start of having been told what to
deliver to, to their nationalised customer for many years. And they were struggling a
bit. But, but Rolls Royce had bought them thinking this was a sort of diversification...
Well that’s not true of the marine business, the marine business actually had grown
from using aero-engines as, as marine, converting them to become marine gas
turbines, which is something Rolls Royce were very good at, and also from the, the,
what had been Rolls Royce and Associates, which was back in the 1950s when the
Americans gave us nuclear propulsion technology for our submarines, it had been
given to a company that had been, when Rolls Royce had been a major partner. So
the marine business of Rolls Royce was, what had been RR&A, the submarine bit,
plus the, plus the marine aero-derivative marine gas turbines. But the other three bits
of the Northern Engineering Industry businesses were, yes, interesting, in an
interesting state of, sadly decline, but we were trying very hard to, that’s why we were
trying particularly to inject new technology into them.

Mm.

So I, I spent about eighteen months doing that. And it was extremely interesting, very
good fun.
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[23:15]
What was the place itself like?

Well the headquarters for, the headquarters building for NEI was an enormous, grand,
purpose-built headquarters building, huge. Built in the 1970s I suppose, probably
when the Northern Engineering Industries were very powerful. This is... In fact they
were very powerful, because I remember as an undergraduate when I, in 1975 when I
graduated with my first degree, I remember quite a few of my colleagues from, my
Part 2 class, had gone to work for NEI, and that had been a really prestigious thing to
do in those days, and there’d been the NEI research labs up in Newcastle. And
several of my colleagues, my graduating class, have gone to work there, and been,
you know, absolutely thrilled to get jobs there. So, it was kind of strange to come
back twenty years later or twenty-five years later and sort of see the complete change
that privatisation of the electricity industry had caused effectively. But it still had this
fantastic headquarters building, and my boss lived in this office on the executive floor
where the carpet was... I mean it really was a very old-fashioned, you know, British,
1960s kind of, almost British headquarters building with, with the, the executive floor
had dimmed lighting, and, huge mahogany doors that, you had to open these vast
doors, and suddenly the light level went down and the carpet height went up, and, and
all of the offices, all of the executives’ offices had drinks cabinets and private
bathrooms and, they were vast... And sofas. And they were vast. And very dark as I
remember it. My impression was that it was always extremely dark, you had to kind
of, [laughs] it took you a while, you walked in and you were blinking trying to adjust
to... And they all had PAs outside in these vast offices. And it was a bit like going
back, certainly compared with Rolls Royce in Derby, it was like going back in time.

Mm.

[34:19]
And, most of that part of Rolls Royce has now gone, apart from the marine bit which
is, there’s marine and power generation, who are, who are doing all right, but the other
bits all got sold off eventually, but that was after I, it wasn’t my impact on them.
[laughs]
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[34:34]
When do you actually arrive in Newcastle?

When did I arrive in Newcastle? Gosh. I joined Rolls Royce in ’94, so, ’94 to ’96.
Must have been... Oh, it was the day, it was the day that, what was his name, the chap
with the curly perm who was, Kenny... ba-ba-ba I mean, the whole... I’d never been
anywhere that was so football focused, because... What was his name?

Oh I know who you mean.

The chap who had taken over, he’d been a, he’d been a Newcastle United player, and
he took over as manager, and didn’t do very well. So he only stayed a year. What
was he called? With the curly perm. And it was the day he resigned, that was the day
I arrived. And I remember the first thing the HR director said to me was, ‘When you
talk to your team, you’ll have to realise that your arrival is not the most important
piece of news today. [laughing] I mean he said it in, with a smile, it wasn’t, wasn’t...
But he did, he did need to warn me that it was... [laughs] Oh Kevin, Kevin Keegan.

Kevin Keegan, yes.

Kevin Keegan. That’s who I meant. Anyway Kevin Keegan resigned the morning I
arrived to take up my new job. So, so Newcastle was not really focused on very
much. It was, I mean I liked, Newcastle’s a lovely city. The... [laughs] But it’s the
only Marks & Spencer’s I’ve ever come across where, you know they sell children’s
birthday cakes with football birthday cakes, and they come in red and green and blue,
well the only colour they sold in the Marks & Spencer’s in, in Newcastle, were black
and white. [laughter] They’d have been, they’d probably have been vandalised if
they’d sold red and white ones or something. [laughing] It’s quite a focused place,
but a very friendly place.

Did you actually move up there?

I did, we bought a house up there, which we then found very hard to sell, but, that’s
the advantage of being moved by the company, that, you know, essentially they have a
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company that buys at some agreed price, you know, you get... So, we didn’t actually,
actually ever sell it, it got sold but we didn’t actually sell it.
[37:00]
So I was there for eighteen months. And in that time I, gosh, I closed, I closed the
laboratory, that two of my colleagues at, from university had gone to work. It was
called IRD, International Research and Development, and it had been back in 1970,
mid-1970s, a very high profile research laboratory for supporting nuclear power
generation in the UK. It was a very, very, well, it was one of those places you really
wanted to go and work, if you were a materials scientist, or a metallurgist, when I
graduated. Two of my friends had gone and worked there. And, sadly when I was
there, when I, as I was leaving, in 1997-ish, towards the end of ’97, there was so little
of it left, and it was doing things that, you know, were not making us any money, and
it was doing things that, we were doing the main work in Derby, bits of it being done
up at IRD. So, one of the last things that I did was close IRD, which was very sad, in
some ways, but a sensible thing to do in other ways. And quite, and quite stressful
actually, because it was tough telling people I was making them redundant, and... But
we did find other jobs for almost all of them, so, at the end of the day I think, most of
them were not too, you know... But they were at the time, when I made the
announcement. [laughs] So...

[38:45]
Could we talk for a little bit about the... I’m interested in this, this is the sort of time
of the electricity industry.

Mm.

And, I suppose the dash for gas is going on at the same time isn’t it, of the gas power
station instead of coal one. I’m just wondering as someone who’s been involved in
the, the development of the equipment that’s actually going into power stations...

Mm.

What difference do these actually, broader changes make for the job you were doing,
or the job that Rolls Royce was doing?
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Well the challenge, I mean the, the privatisation had happened in the kind of, 1980s,
and what it had done was, it had left... When we had the old Central Electricity
Generating Board and the, and the National Grid that was all, that was all Government
owned, the way those businesses had operated is that they had instructed their
suppliers what they wanted. They had their own research labs. So the CEGB had the
Central Electricity Research Laboratories at, at, at Leatherhead, and it had
laboratories at Marchwood, and it had laboratories out, near Nottingham, what were
they called?

Berkeley?

Yes, it wasn’t those but they had those as well. So they had all these, their
laboratories. So they did the, they ran the power stations, they noted the problems,
they looked at, they did the research. Effectively, they told their supply base what
they wanted, you know, they did the R&D that Rolls Royce in the aerospace area
would do for itself kind of thing, to offer the next product. So they, they really did all
the product specification and a lot of the research that went with it. And companies
like Parsons had got to a stage where they made what they were told to make almost.
So suddenly when the electricity research, when the electricity industry was
privatised, they could, they would go then to any supplier; why would they go to, to
Parsons? You know, they weren’t necessarily owned by a British company, they
weren’t sort of... And it left companies like Parsons and Reyrolle and, and, oh what
was the materials handling company called? We called it Materials Handling but it
had a, it had had a, an old, it had its old Northern Engineering name, I can’t remember
what it was now. Suddenly left them trying to compete internationally for projects,
when, when they didn’t actually know how to do that, because they didn’t really do
their own R&D, and they didn’t do all their own design. And they certainly didn’t
know how they compared with, you know, US suppliers or French suppliers or
German suppliers or whatever, because they had never had to compare themselves
with other, with other, well, I’m sure they had in their early days, but you know, for
the last twenty years or twenty or thirty years, they had not had to do that. So they’d
become very focused on one customer who told them what to do. So, they were really
struggling and, and Parsons, which was the power generation part of the empire,
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Parsons had taken on some very high risk contracts, they were, they had taken on
some turnkey power plants in India and things. I mean I think one of the, the one that
was causing my boss a real headache while I was there, and eventually I think
probably lost him his job, was, was, they’d taken on a, a turnkey combined heat and
power plant, or rather it was a, might even have been a trigeneration plant, but
anyway it was a, it was a combined steam and power plant at least, for India’s largest
pasta factory. And we were having all sorts of problems with it. Because we were,
we had, you know, we hadn’t done turnkey projects.

[42:29]
What’s turnkey, sorry?

Turnkey means that, you deliver the whole thing, so you don’t just deliver the turbo
machinery, the design of the turbo machinery, the... You deliver the, essentially, you
know, you’re given a bit of ground here, and you deliver the lot, and, the owner comes
up, and he’s given the key to the door, walks in and switches it on. It’s a sort of...
And of course we didn’t do civil engineering works, we didn’t do... So you have to
have a, I suspect, we hadn’t done a lot in India, and back in those days, I imagine
doing that kind of stuff in India was even more difficult than it is now, and it’s not
easy now. [laughs]

Mm

So that was turning into a major, major problem for the company. But... And I
remember when Richard Maudslay sadly, who was my boss at the time and a terribly
nice man, when he, when he left, was sort of, said goodbye to, his successor said to
me, you should never take a contract that’s more than, you know, five per cent of the
value of the company, and, this contract had turned out to be, I don’t know, 120 per
cent of the company’s turnover or something. So, you know, one failure was just a, a
major crisis for the whole organisation.
[43:45]
So yes, I learnt one or two things up there. But as I say, I hadn’t been up there very
long when the company decided it was restructuring in a fairly major way, and was
creating, the aerospace business was creating four manufacturing businesses, or
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rather, design and manufacturing businesses, called the Operating Businesses. And I
was asked if I would like to take on being managing director of one of the four
Operating Businesses. So the four Operating Businesses were going to be, were going
to do design manufacture and procurement for the fan, the compressor, the turbine...
Oh must have been five of them. The fan, the compressor, the turbine, the combustor
and the exhaust system, and then a whole series of other structural parts of the engine
like the shafts and the dressings and... And I was asked if I would like to be managing
director of one of these businesses. Which was very interesting. So I, I had my first
experience of running a business, although running a business inside a large company.
And my four colleagues running the other ones had all come from manufacturing, I
was the only engineer, person who had come through the engineering route. But I ran
the, I was MD of the, of the fan systems Operating Business, which designed, made
and procured the parts for the fan system, which is the front of the engine, which is
the huge fan blades, also the fan casing, so some really critical parts of the engine.
And we had a turnover of about £200 million. And, I had about 1400 employees
based in, on about five sites in the UK. And I was also responsible for those parts of
the business in the US as well, so, at the Allison Engine Company. And that was very,
that was kind of, quite, quite a radical change.
[45:50]
And, and the first thing we had to do was, we had to pull together our senior teams,
and we were given lists of people around the company from whom we should
assemble our teams. And, and I took from a, I took, I consulted a little bit about, you
know, these names on these lists, and who should I go for. And, and I remember,
there was, somebody said to me, ‘Oh you’ll need a really experienced finance
director.’ And I thought, yes I will, you know, it’s not my, not my, you know, not my
background, not my strong point really. So there was a finance director on the list
who was the finance director for part of the airlines commercial business, which is the
bit that actually sold the complete engine to airlines. So I thought, oh well that’s a
good idea. So I rang him up, and... And then, the next thing I knew, I had the chief
executive of the airlines business screaming at me down the phone [laughs], saying,
‘Why were you talking to my finance director without my permission?’ So it was a
kind of baptism by fire of what it would be like working with the airlines business,
when you upset them, they, [laughs] they got quite excitable.
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[47:10]
Sounds like there’s, in a very short period there’s a lot of things going on here, it’s...

Yes.

First you have that, that broadening-out of, not just the materials but looking more
broadly at end use. And then suddenly all these different engineering things that
you’re now responsible for are now a whole business.

Rolls Royce I think felt that their, you know, their high-flyers needed to, you know,
needed to move every couple of years, and, to get them round, to get them round the
company, if you were going to get an overview of, of what went on.

What it’s actually like being taken from one job, put in another and then, a couple of
years later put into another one?

I really... Actually I really liked it, I have to say, I really liked the change. I think,
you know, I really enjoyed the change, like, you never, nothing ever got stale, just as
you were getting to grips with something you got a whole load of new challenges. I
found that really enjoyable. There’s a kind of frustration that you never quite stay
long enough to see what you’ve done have an impact. And so sometimes, in fact
sometimes I still hear about things we did in the advanced engineering group and the
industrial businesses, some of the things we did there are still going on in Rolls
Royce, and some of them are just actually sort of, you know, some of them, we were
looking, being quite futuristic about how you might make existing power plants much
more efficient and... That there was no real drive for then. And now, some of that,
people are looking at again. And the, the work we did on fuel cells was, after I left
was spun out into a fuel cell company, I mean with other work from other parts of the
organisation and stuff that had gone on since I, since I, since I left. But you know, we
fought to keep that work going, because, the company was going to close it down, and
we fought tooth and nail to keep those projects running. And we managed to. And
then, you know, they’re now spun out into a company with, the joint venture was a
Singapore company. So it’s kind of interesting to see that stuff, though you were only
there on that case for eighteen months, stuff we were doing and stuff we fought very
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hard for is still making an impact. In fact in some cases, just starting to make an
impact. And there were some schemes for, interesting schemes which were called,
which were repowering of, of, using aeroderivative gas turbines to, to, actually to
improve the performance of large coal plant through a process called repowering, and
I’m quite, quite... I’m trying to remember where you insert them into the cycle, to
have an impact on the overall cycle. But anyway, it had some quite impressive
impacts on, on performance of coal plants, which, you know, had the, had the
potential to keep them going a bit longer, because they were beginning to look so
inefficient. And, and now I gather, well, not, not immediately now, but I gather two or
three years back, somebody was looking at that again, [laughs] and, there we were,
ahead of our time. So, it was, no it was very good fun, we did some very interesting
stuff there. But, but actually then moving to running a, an operating business with,
you know, with some big factories making some key bits of the engine, and with the
design teams, was actually very exciting. We were the only team to, where the entire
senior team was in an open-plan office. None of my colleagues went for that one. We
were encouraged to go open-plan, and, so I said, ‘Fine, we’ll be open-plan.’ And, but
my colleagues who had been manufacturing directors were used to having their own
offices. I think because they were used to working in factory areas partly, so, you
needed the quiet, but, so they all stuck to offices. But we were the one team that went
completely open-plan. Which was really good, because you knew when there were
problems, because, if... Because if my boss rang me and, and made it quite clear we
hadn’t performed well enough, everybody could tell by what I said and how quiet I
went, and, and I could tell in the mornings when my logistics director would ring the
factories to check that they had delivered on time, and I could tell from what Gordon
said to the factories whether we had a problem coming. [laughs] So it was really
really interesting. The communications were incredibly good. [laughs]

[fire alarm bleeping]

That will probably stop in a minute. I sincerely hope it will.

I’ll pop this off for one second while it’s beeping.

[end of session]
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[End of Track 6]
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[Track 7]

I was interested in you talking last time about making that transition from being in a
sort of technical managerial role to being an MD and having to worry about sort of
business concerns now, when you were running the fan systems business. I was
wondering, how easy did you find that transition to make?

[pause] I think that’s a very interesting question actually, because, I, I never, it’s one
of the things I’ve never pondered about, is, how easy do I find transitions to make. I
actually rather enjoy, I enjoy change, and I take it as being a, you know, if you’re in a,
my kind of approach was, if somebody asked me to do something, I assumed that was
what they wanted me to do, so, that was what I did. And so when I was asked if I
would do this, I thought, oh fine, it’s what Rolls Royce would like me to do, I will do
it. And, and I suppose I was just, in part I was enormously trusting that if Rolls Royce
wanted me to do it, they would ensure that I could do it, because it wasn’t in their
interests for me to not manage to do it. And, so I didn’t sort of think about how
difficult this transition was going to be. And if I do reflect on it, the part of the
transition that was probably the difficult part was actually, not the part that I thought
would be difficult, because, managing the kind of internal side of the business, I
though I now had engineers and designers and factories and, you know, finance
people and all sorts, much, you know, a larger, a broader range of types of employee
working in my chunk of the business, I didn’t actually find that particularly difficult,
because the challenges were the same really. They were making sure people
understand what, understood what you were trying to do, why you, why the business
was trying to do it, what the issues were, you know, what their role in this was. And
actually it didn’t make that much difference whether they were in the factory or
whether they were in the design teams, and I had had the kind of, engineers and the
design teams before essentially. I suppose what made more of a difference, which I
probably hadn’t really un... well which I hadn’t understood, was, if you like, having
the customers. And although when I ran the materials labs and things we had internal
customers, I hadn’t had the internal customers in quite the way that you did as a
manufacturing business. Because you actually were a lot of the cost of the final
product. And so, it was that delivering to the customer internally was a rather
different part of the job, and probably the bit that actually I found most stressful in a
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way, and probably the bit I was least well prepared for, because it was actually
responding to the demands of the customers which, because you are an internal
supplier, is not the same kind of negotiation as it would be if you were an external
supplier. And indeed we had lots, you know, the external suppliers tended to supply
into us, and then we were the internal supplier that supplied into the end internal
customer; the external, the business with external suppliers tended to be done through
the units like fan systems. But we didn’t, we, it was, I don’t think I really understood
and never quite got the grips about how to have the right discussions with the internal
customer about what were realistic cost reductions. And, and I’m not sure across the
business there was a realistic discussion about that. As internal suppliers we were told
we were expected to deliver the cost reductions that they, Rolls Royce airline
business, needed to, you know, essentially needed to see. And, we didn’t really get
much say in setting, or, if any I think, in setting those targets. We were, we were
handed those if you like, and that was then our challenge. [coughing] And as a result,
although my business did quite well, none of us ever really achieved them, because
they were always beyond what we could actually, what we, we could actually deliver.
And I don’t think we had a very effective process in the company at that time of, of
really working together with the, with the internal customer, to look at what, what the
possible cost reductions were. And we, we sort of, had this feel that, I think we had a
feeling that... Well all, all of them, I mean there were four of us manufacturing
business MDs, and whilst in general we were, you know, we were very very strongly
supportive of each other, because we were always being beat, we all got the same
beating-up from the internal customer, and we all got the same challenges, I suspect
that wasn’t a very sensible thing in a way, because somebody should have been
looking at where the opportunities were, and the opportunities probably weren’t
spread evenly across our businesses.
[05:11]
So I think, you know, we, that was, you know, clearly Rolls Royce was exploring a
new, was exploring a new structure, a new way of organising the business; it was a
way that I think added a lot of value for the business, it did get a much stronger focus
on cost reduction and, and outsourcing in the manufacturing businesses than we had
had before. But it, it was still at a fairly unsophisticated stage, and I’m sure it’s
moved a long way since then. But, but I think, we weren’t necessarily as the, the
people who had come in as the managing directors of those businesses, we weren’t
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necessarily particularly well-equipped to actually have a really high quality discussion
with the, with our end customer about, you know, what cost reductions we genuinely
could deliver and what sort of investments it needed. And we were all on a big
learner curve in that part. So, but it was fascinating, it was absolutely fascinating,
and, actually all of the managing, managing inwards and the managing the people bit,
it was different, but it was fine, it uses all, you know, there are no new bits of magic,
it’s all the same stuff. It’s all about communicating with people, keeping them
informed, explaining, making sure they feel part of what’s going on. And making
sure, you know, something that Rolls Royce was actually quite good at I think, and
continues to be very good at, which was this thing of making them feel proud about
what the company does and why this is, you know, some way you’re proud of telling
people you, you’re proud to tell people that you work for this company. And I think,
you know, Rolls Royce has gone from strength to strength in that sense, you know,
working for Rolls Royce is still something that people think, oh wow. So, making
sure that your staff all through the organisation know that, you know, there are lots
and lots of people out there who when you tell them you work for Rolls Royce, go,
‘Wow!’, and making sure they feel, you know, they feel that kind of, pride
themselves.

[07:10]
How important do you think that prestige that people hold Rolls Royce in is important
for people who are working inside it, but also for people outside the company,
customers for instance?

I think it’s very important for people inside the company, and I think it’s in general
very important in the UK context. Because it really is our, our most, probably one,
well, certainly in the, the sort of heavy manufacturing, it’s our highest tech company.
I suspect if you go into, you know, other things that I think you can call
manufacturing, sort of electronics and software, we’ve probably got some other high
tech companies, but it’s our really biggest high tech company in high end sort of
manufacturing in the metals type area. And I think, you know, it features in almost
every Government campaign about UK and its strengths. So, from a UK perspective,
it’s something to be hugely proud of that we’ve, you know, we still have this leading
role. And I think, you know, it still has fantastic apprenticeship schemes, it still gets
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the cream of graduate engineers applying to it. So, for companies outside Rolls
Royce, if you take somebody who has been employed at Rolls Royce, you know,
these are good people, because Rolls Royce chooses its employees well, and, and also
is a good employer in terms of, developing its staff. so, you know, it is still, it’s a
stamp on your CV, it’s still a very, a very high quality stamp. And I think, I think
that’s something that companies should use, because I think, in terms of, you know,
employee relations and, encouraging people to deliver change and do the new things
the company needs you to do, having people aware that they are, you know, that, they
are employed in a company that is, if you like, you know, the envy of, of a lot of
industry in the UK, and also seen as a, a beacon, that’s something they should be
proud of, and pride in the company I think is very important. So, that was something
I think Rolls Royce did well, and something we used very heavily, you know, we tried
to encourage people to be proud of the company, proud about the quality of, the
quality of the products, proud about the fact they did such, you know, important jobs.
[09:35]
I think in quite a lot of countries it’s still, you know, I think it still is a very good name
overseas, it’s a very good name over in China and India et cetera, but of course,
overseas, you know, the competition is more visible as well, I mean you know, GE
and, is also a very, a company which does, you know, fantastic high technology
manufacturing. So... And, you know, Rolls Royce and GE are neck and neck in many
areas in terms of, they’re both excellent. So, it doesn’t quite have... In some areas,
you know, where they do more, more business with the Americans, it doesn’t quite
have the visibility it has in the UK, but in the UK it certainly, and in Commonwealth
countries and in countries that have traditionally bought from Rolls Royce, it’s still a
very, a very, you know, very, highly recognised brand, as all those brand surveys
show. But, it doesn’t quite make it up there with Coca-Cola, but... [laughs]

[10:30]
For someone who’s been near the top in Rolls Royce, why do you think it has been
that successful?

[pause] I think it genuinely has employed very good people. I think even when they
were having the problems with the Rolls Royce 1971, you know, back in 1971 when
they went bankrupt, I think it still had some very, employed very very high quality
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people. And I think, when I look at, when I compare Rolls Royce with the automotive
industry, and you know, we’ve maintained a very strong presence in aerospace, you
know, both through Airbus and Rolls Royce, and yet we’ve, we’ve, over the same
period we’ve lost, and I think now are slightly regaining some automotive capability,
but we’ve lost the car industry, we’re now starting to rebuild some more specialist but,
but nevertheless important. And if I compare, I think the, you know, going back sort
of, twenty, thirty years, I think aerospace was an employer of very high quality
graduates, whereas automotive tended to be a non-graduate area in those day, and I
think the quality of, the quality of both the engineering and the leadership I think in
aerospace was much better. Now, whether there was some benefit from the fact that
aerospace was quite closely linked with the armed forces, and of course, now quite
old-fashioned approaches to leadership, but, but still very strong approaches to
leadership, and bringing people with you who come through from the forces. And
when I first joined Rolls Royce, there were still quite a lot of people who had been in
the forces in the company in senior, some of the senior roles, and clearly the company
organisation charts were military in origin. So whether that sort of discipline and
some of those skills were, came through, and certainly this, the fact that it tended to be
more of a graduate profession than the automotive industry, in those days, I mean it’s
not, I’m not reflecting on automotive now because the automotive we have in the UK
now is beginning to look much more like, like aerospace and be much more a
competitor for the same kinds of graduates, I think we’re building a much, you know,
what we’re now managing to retain and rebuild in automotive, I think is a much
higher technology, higher added value than, than the automotive industry we had, you
know, thirty, forty years ago. But quite why, you know, why we’ve managed to retain
it and it’s been so successful, I think, as I say, I think there has been a much stronger
leadership, and whether that’s, I don’t know enough about it to know whether there
are some roots in the military, whether there were some roots in, you know, the, the
Government, the fact that it was nationalised and then the Government retained for
quite a long time a golden share, so we protected it from takeover, were those things
important? I, I don’t know enough about the history or, do the comparisons. But
certainly my, just a kind of snapshot view would be, the quality of both the leadership
and the engineering historically was, was better, and we were still very much
benefiting from that I think when I was there, at a time when the automotive industry
wasn’t really, and had, you know, was having almost to start from scratch.
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Mm.

And I hope we’ll be able to build in Jaguar, Land Rover and, in some of the new
automotive technologies where we’re starting to have some capability in the UK, I
hope we’ll be able to build on the, the strengths of, that Rolls Royce has shown, and
perhaps build some, some new capability in those areas.

[14:42]
Interesting this question of taking your people with you and growing people that you
mentioned a moment ago.

Mm.

And last week as well, where you were talking about, you know, your own career
trajectory within Rolls Royce.

Mm.

And I was just wondering, as someone who is now responsible for managing all those
careers underneath you, what do you do to guide those careers and to take those
people with you?

Well we do a lot of communication in the university. I think one of the things that’s
hard, it’s sort of, easy to forget in a university, is that actually most people don’t know
what’s going on. Because you think, well this is a professional environment, you
know, they, of course they know what’s going on. And, and of course, well I
remember my own time in, at Cambridge, and, at Nottingham University, I mean
actually I had no idea what was going on, quite often at the top of the department, let
alone what was going on university-wide. And I was interested in my own research. I
wasn’t even particularly interested in what was going on in higher education, you
know, as long as students appeared and I knew what I was talking to them about, I
wasn’t following the news on higher education policy, although I suspect there wasn’t
as much going on as there is at the moment. So, actually keeping people engaged and
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up to speed. So we do quite a lot of that, we do rather more of that here than, well
certainly than was done when I was at, at Cambridge, but you know, things have
changed a lot since those days and I’m sure they do more now too. But we also do
rather more than was done at Imperial to try and keep people in the loop, and we, we
have a group of, of the top forty. That sounds, it sounds rather discriminatory if there
is a top forty. It’s not always the same group of people because, if we took everybody
who was in a sort of team leadership role, then we’d have vastly more people than we
could reasonably get to a meeting. So, we, we mix who comes to the meetings, but
we try and... You know, but there’s clearly a core of, of senior people and some of
their first line reports. And we try and make sure that we, they, we get them together
fairly regularly to give them a kind of update on where things are, and what the things
that, the main things we’re doing. And we’re just about to launch our new strategy to
2020 in, in January, we’ve just been through the, checked the final version of it with
Council. So, you know, so things like that. I mean certainly at, at Imperial when I
was there, we did have a university strategy and we did, I think probably all staff
members had a copy of it, but, I think our document is rather more readable. And, at
Cambridge I don’t think, I mean the days when I was there, we certainly didn’t have a
university strategy I don’t think. You know, Cambridge was a university, that was the
strategy sort of thing. [laughs] So, you know, we do a lot more now to try and keep
everybody in the loop, and we, and, and you know, very consistent messages to all
staff about, you know, why we’re here and, what we’re here for, and all those of us
like me in support roles that are not directly about doing the research or doing the
teaching, that, you know, we recognise we’re here to support the delivery of the
research and, the delivery of the, of the teaching.

[17:59]
How does Rolls Royce compare to that, your time as managing the fan business?

Well I think we tried, we were trying to... Those messages for me come from what we
were doing in Rolls Royce, which was actually about, you know, remembering that,
the people who actually deliver are the people who design engines and the people who
assemble engines, and, actually the rest of us are there in support of, making sure that
happens in, you know, in a way that delivers what the customer wants, but the rest of
us are overhead. And so, how do you take out as much overhead as possible but make
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the, and make the, the value-adding processes as, as high quality and as, as valueadding as possible? And I think it’s, you know, my view of the university in a way is,
is just the same, we have those same kinds of roles, it’s just things we do at the end of
the day, the things we deliver are different.

[18:55]
Mm. I’m interested in the idea of manufacturing, because, you always think about
design as being the difficult bit, you know, manufacturing is just recreating something
that’s already been done.

Mm.

How difficult is it at this time at Rolls Royce?

Well of course it’s, it’s, increasingly with, with very sophisticated engineering, the
design and the manufacture are, are, you know, getting much, much closer together.
The designer cannot hand over the design and say, ‘Now you just make this,’ because
some things are almost un-makeable. And it may not just be that, you know, you can
draw things that you can’t actually assemble. And you can certainly draw things and
analyse things that you can’t actually machine. So, finding ways to, finding ways to
bring manufacturing and, design and manufacturing together of course was, a lot of
what was going on, and, and of course, you know, just the, the, you know, computer
programmed machine tools such that, essentially the CAD drawing can be transferred
to the machine tool. But, but I think there’s also, you, one of the things that came
home to me very much was, how close, you know, how closely we were needing to be
integrated was, we were making the lift fan blades for the prototype of one of the Joint
Strike Fighter programmes we were part of, and my, one of my factories was making
the prototype blades for the lift fan. And, I went round to see the guys on one of my
visits, and they were, on one of the machine tools, they had this, this blade, and it was
strapped to a piece of wood, and it was bound with tape, and it was... And, this
beautiful, the lift fan blades are very very delicate, incredibly fine near the edges.
And, of course, you do all this analysis to check the, the vibration modes of the blades
for, you know, avoid resonances and, any key, at any key speed or service condition
you’ve got to avoid it resonating. But of course it does resonate as you go through
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different speeds, because you can’t avoid, you can’t avoid it doing that. But they were
having the trouble that, part machines they were hitting resonances with the machine
tools touching the, touching the blade. So they were having to damp it. So they were,
every time they had to cut they were having to strap it somewhere different. They
were really, really struggling.
[21:28]
So we, I used to spend time getting the designers to go to Barnoldswick and meet the
guys who were machining the things, to show them the kinds of problems they were
having. And then you realised you have to start doing your, your vibration analysis
for part, you know, at different stages in the machining process, so that you can start
looking at the cutting speeds you use. And, and where you might need to secure, you
know, if you’re assuming, in general, you know, when you’re machining, you’re
assuming, you’re, you’re holding it here, and you’re, or you’re holding it here and
here, and you’re machining it, but at certain cutting speeds you’re getting standing
waves and things created with different part machine conditions. So you need the
modelling to look at part machine conditions, you need also to be able to put in
different, are different supports going to be needed as you machine it? And then of
course you’ve also got, and with the big fan blades, we also have the, the issues
around, you know, you’ve got to know the pressure of the cutting tool against the part,
because, you’re trying to machine a certain amount off, but as you press against the
part, of course it, it’s moving backwards. It’s a very big, very flexible structure. And
so, in terms of calculating what the final shape’s going to be, you’ve got to know, your
cutting has got to take into account that actually, you’re not cutting that much,
because you’re cutting a bit but you’re moving it a bit, and so you’ve got to know
exactly the, essentially the elastic properties of the component at a part machine stage
in order to be able to model, in order to be able to define how you’re going to do the
cutting processes to get the, the final shape. And again, how you’re going to support
it and what the sort of... So there’s an enormous amount now of analysis that has to
be done of the part machine component, as well as of the component in service if
you’re going to get what you want.
[23:19]
And then there are, you know, we, there were things, we used to do quite a lot of, of
rapid prototyping, just of, you know, making sort of, making plastic things, just for
example to check that you could actually get the fan blades into the fan disc,
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physically, that it was possible to get them past each other, and things like that, you
know, because some, you know, we had designed things that were, actually could not
be assembled, because, although when they were in place it was OK, but there was
actually no way of getting them into place. So, all of that’s becoming more and more
important.
[23:55]
But then of course, so there’s, there’s then also the issues about maintenance, are
people going to be able to access the critical areas that you would need to inspect?
Because those are the areas where damage is most likely to occur in service, or where
a crack, if, you know, if there is a problem in service, the areas where a crack, you
might first see cracking developing. And therefore, often something’s being serviced,
while those are the areas you would keep testing, have you got access to those areas,
what are the environments in which people are trying to access those areas? So are
they doing it on the aircraft maintenance base in Chicago, in the middle of winter, in
the freezing cold wearing gloves? So you can’t give them incredibly delicate, you
can’t, if you have to use incredibly delicate bits of equipment, that need fantastically
good contact, you, people aren’t going to be able to do those in those sorts of
environmental conditions. So, you have to be able to design things to be inspectable,
you have to be able to design them increasingly to be recyclable. And so, you know,
we were getting into the design for manufacture, design for inspection, and design for
recycle. All those sorts of things were just coming in at that time. So getting the
designers to understand the environments in which components, in which the things
they were designing were used, and getting them to understand the guys who, you
know, the guys who actually, how the guys who actually had to do some of these
things worked, and... And again back to the sort of situation of the experience I had
had at American Airlines working on the, on the maintenance bases, and seeing how
the product is used in service.
[25:45]
So it was, yeah, really, it was a really interesting time, it was an interesting time for
the designs and it was a very interesting time for the factories, because we were trying
to implement lean manufacture, and, you know, that was something that, that the, that
Deming and the Japanese had, had introduced in automotive, and it had come over to
the UK in automotive and there were companies like Unipart in the UK who were
doing a very good job on lean manufacture, and we were needing to think about how
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we, how we did that in our factories. Because, we had, we had a culture of having
huge amounts of, of work in progress, and of course, you know, we’re making these
very expensive components out of extremely expensive materials. So work in
progress is a huge cost basically, you know, if you’ve got twice, you know, fan blades,
if the final cost of fan blades is, you know, £5,000, £6,000 each, and that’s the cost,
the manufacturing cost, then, you know, if you’ve got, if you’re delivering several
hundred a week, but you’ve got 1,000 around the shop floor in a week, that’s an
enormous amount of cost you’ve got sitting around in, that you shouldn’t, you know,
probably half of which you shouldn’t have there. So we were trying to take cost out
of the operations by implementing the lean.
[27:05]
And, that was proving very challenging, because we had lots of union agreements
about one man, one machine, and, we had lots of really fancy rail track based machine
tools whereby you mounted the component on the rail track, the rail track took it
along and put it into a machine, the machine did its bit; the rail track came back out
onto the rail track, went along to the... And we had one person standing by each of
these. And so, getting these people to understand that there were other things we
needed them to do around the factory, not standing looking at machines that didn’t
need minding, you know.

Mm.

So there was the unions sort of, that, that was, they saw as their kind of security
against automation losing them their jobs essentially, so... And it had been, that
particular bit of agreement with the unions had been put in when we were trying to,
there was some other, you know, previous years some other much bigger problem we
were trying to get away and that was the, OK we’ll agree this in order to be able to
change that. So, we had agreements like that that had to go.
[28:04]
And we had to get... We also had to get away from the kind of comfort of, of WIP, the
work in progress, to, to the finance people in the organisation, because, of course,
work in progress was actually of value to us, you know, it was a sort of, it was, it
was... And so when, you know, if we, if we... And every time we did our monthly
accounts the WIP was actually, you know, quite a significant sum of money, which
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actually the accountants could play with, and in particular, where, where we were
waiting, if there had been some problem in manufacture where we were waiting to
know whether something had to be scrapped or not. And at the end of the month if
your numbers didn’t look very good, you could move scrap back into WIP if you
didn’t know that it definitely had to be scrapped. And so, sort of, WIP was a comfort
factor in a way for people, that if we did suddenly scrap two or three things and there
was no work in progress coming through, then you might not make your deliveries to,
to the customer, but also, if you had some stuff that, if you had stuff there and you
could move things in and out of it, you could kind of balance the books at the end of
every month without getting ticked off. So there was kind of a whole culture of, this
was, in a way this was, we didn’t have money but we had these valuable goods that
we could move into different pockets to, to show a good performance. And that was
sort of how the factories had worked for, you know, the last forty years sort of thing.
So, taking away their comfort blanket was quite challenging. But also, the engineers
in, having run the materials labs, I only too well knew the other end of this.
Whenever we got requests from the factories in the materials lab, because we got
them all, to ask if a component could continue to progress, despite having had this
done to it or, you know, could we, was there some repair route or was there some
manufacturing change we could undergo that would still give us a component that the
labs would approve of as a component that was fit to go into service, there would be
all these, these manufacturing variations would pile up every week, and the guys who
had... the guys in the labs at Elton Road in Derby, you know, they were a long way
from the factories, they didn’t see these, these manufacturing variation forms as, as
representing a lot of money. They saw them as being something rather boring that
they had to deal with. Because every one of them involved some kind of analysis,
you know, somebody made a nick in this which has been removed, but it means the
component’s got a slight fluctuation in the surface that, you know, and they had to
check whether, you know, they had to check whether this is in an area where it’s
particularly highly stressed, or, if it is, what effect, you know, they might have to do
sort of an analysis on the change in load that might cause, or whatever, they would
have to... Some of them would be easy, but, but some of them would be quite
complicated things to do. They’d got either bits of research they were doing, or
they’d got other more immediate things for customers who were walking in and
talking to them and saying, who were currently designing the next bit of an engine.
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And these things would just, these, you know, these manufacturing change requests
sort of thing, manufacturing variations, would just stack up on the side of their desk.
And every so often somebody from other factories would ring them and shout at them
enough to say, ‘We need to know what...’ you know. And they would deal with them.
What they didn’t recognise was, that might, you know, that pile of things might
represent £200,000 of WIP that was just sitting there waiting to know whether it could
pass on into, you know, production, or whether it was going to be scrapped.
[31:47]
And when you ran a factory, you would, you know, you personally felt like going and
strangling them at Elton Road because you knew, and particularly me, I knew they
were sat there complaining about this stuff. So we did a lot of work to get the guys
from the labs to come and see and to come and understand, to work with the
manufacturing engineers on site, to try and find out what we could pass, you know,
what we could, what decisions we could make ourselves in the factories about what
could go on and what they really had to see so that that we didn’t get... So try and
reduce the amount of stuff that they got. And for them to understand the value, how
much value there was in these bits of paper that were waiting for them to deal, they
were... and therefore, they made a big difference, that actually it might make more
difference to the company if they would deal with those than doing what appeared to
be the more interesting thing that was presented in front of them.
[32:34]
So there were lots of cultural and communication issues around that that we had to
improve. And I think we did, you know, we did a good job of that. It was one of the
reasons why it’s really useful to move your staff round the business like that, is that,
that you, you understand that what’s important to you may be a mysterious request to
somebody in some other part of the business, and they’re not being deliberately
awkward, they just have never, you know, nobody’s ever explained to them why it’s
important they should do this. So... But, I think we’d got, you know, I won’t say in
the, I mean I, I was there for just over two years and I wouldn’t say we made all the
changes we needed to make, but I certainly think we really shook up how we
organised our factories and the fans, and, as I was going, and we had a new
manufacturing manager came in who had come in from the automotive industry in
fact, and he has managed to, you know, take the starting points we put in place, and
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really I think made radical changes. So I think we, we got, we got the first steps in
place and...

[33:35]
Sounds like a comprehensive way of changing, you know, you were changing lots of
different things, rather than one big thing. And I was just wondering, did you meet
much opposition to all these changes?

Yes, and I think it takes you, I think one of the things I, unfortunately, have
rediscovered more than once, and I think, you know, it’s hard, some of the things I, I
think, I found hard to really believe in, is that, when you move into an area that is new
to you, the people, it’s hard to accept that the people who know all about the area
aren’t necessarily the people who are going to take it forward. And I think that is one
of the most difficult decisions you make when you come in new and from some other
area. And when I joined the materials labs at Rolls Royce, you know, almost
everybody had been there twenty or twenty-five years, and I was just overwhelmed by
how much they knew about. And when I’d been there a little while I realised, they
knew stuff, but they didn’t necessarily understand it. And that was sort of, that was
the discrimination you had to make, but that... And there were some obvious ones
there that, the people who had looked at, at fractures, at in-service failures in a
particular component for many many years, had a whole range of names for them, and
they’d say, ‘Oh yes this is a fishtail fracture,’ or whatever, that were based on what
they looked like. And they had a received wisdom of what caused those, but they
didn’t actually know what caused them, they just knew that as soon as they saw one of
those, they instantly said, ‘This is caused by,’ because, that’s what the company had
always, that’s what their people who they worked for when they joined the company
had said. And, it might sometimes mean that nobody had ever looked in ten years to
find out whether they could really understand the cause of that failure. So you got
that thing, people who impressed you on day one, were the people who just knew
stuff, you know, because they’d been there so long, they were very confident, and they
appeared to know everything. And you gradually realised that some of those people,
some of them genuinely had a good understanding and really questioned everything,
and some of them had just been there a long time and had become very familiar, but...
And they were the ones who were most resistant to change quite often, and they were
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huge inhibitors of change, because it, it undermined what their world was based on,
which was this enormous amount of knowledge, not insight but just knowing things.
And change undermined that for them, because, it put them into areas where they
didn’t have all this stuff.
[36:32]
And, it’s very, when you come into a new area, and going into manufacturing, actually
it wasn’t until we took out the chap who ran what had been Rolls Royce’s most
reliable factory in terms of on-time delivery, it wasn’t until we took the guy who ran
it, you know, his career had been running that factory, till we took him out, that we
made any progress in implementing lean manufacturing. Because, he had succeeded
in doing it his way, and he was very insecure about succeeding and doing it in a
different way, you know, he couldn’t let go of the way he had managed to do it. And
so we were never going to be able to, although, despite his success historically, we
were never going to be able to change it. And of course, everybody tells you how
great this person is, how this is the best factory in the company, and, and you think,
it’s very hard to think, gosh, am I really going to take out the guy who’s run the most
efficient factory, well, apparently the most effective factory in the company, in order
to implement something new? It was this sort of... And when you come in from a
background which isn’t manufacturing, those are the very tough decisions. And I
think every time you join a new organisation in a leadership role, it’s actually having
the guts to make those decisions and to recognise soon enough that, that you may
have to do it. And also, then to have the judgement to do the right ones, because,
you’ve got to sort of, you, you are in a position where you have to make that
judgement that maybe not all of the people, some of the people are still thinking and
amenable to change but some of them are just waiting for you to go away so that
they’ll continue doing it the way they’ve always been doing it. And I think, well, you
know, in the marine business when we talked to our colleagues in the companies
we’ve bought, it was, again it was that, in some cases we should more quickly have
taken people out, because they were only ever going to do it the way they’d always
done it. They’d done it well, and almost because the way they’d done it had been
effective, they were completely, well not completely, but they were most resistant to
change. And that’s, that’s a, you know, I think... I can think, I think almost in every
job I’ve done now, there are some things I should have changed sooner, but because I
was, I didn’t have the confidence personally to, to actually follow my instinct
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somehow and say, ‘No, this needs to be done differently,’ and even though this person
is, you know, an amazingly committed and loyal and hard-working member of the
organisation, the way they’re doing it is not going to get us to where we need to be.
And those are the really tough decisions I think.

[39:16]
What sorts of activities actually take up a typical day, running a fan systems business?

Oh gosh. It had a kind of weekly drum beat to it, because, because, deliveries to,
deliveries, you know, have to be out by Friday for engine build for the next week, so,
there was always, Monday morning always started with, what had we delivered, what
hadn’t we delivered. And in a way slightly defensively, what, so what were you going
to get hollered at for, you know, what did you need to understand? But, what need to
understand, and what were you doing to make sure it didn’t happen again? You know,
keep it constructive, you know. But, you know, have we taken action, is there a, you
know, is there a lot... Or, is there a long-term problem? You know, some of our wide
chord fan blade manufacturing, we didn’t necessarily, we didn’t in some cases have an
awful lot of, of kit, so if one of our clean rooms was out of action, we were going to
be short on supplies for, potentially, you know, several weeks, and you had to have, as
best possible, as best you could, you needed to be able to tell the, the airline business,
what was the quickest you could get back up and running again on that, how many
weeks would it be; you had to talk to them about which, which blades would be their
priorities, you know, which, which customers had they got who, if we could only
make half the number of blades, did they want V2500 blades or did they want Trent
800 blades, or...? You know, and then we had to think about, how do we reconfigure
so that we, we do, we absolutely prioritise what they’re most desperate to have while
we’re, and then... So it was making sure that we had robust plans if there was a
problem to get through them and communicate to the customer and make sure we
knew what was the customer’s greatest areas of need.
[41:11]
There was... So Mondays tended to be issues around production, finance and, and
talking to the customer. During the week there would typically be one or more major
meetings with the chief engineers on new engine projects, who were going through,
who were preparing their engines for testing, and who were getting early, relatively
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early kind of prototype production parts through, and, each of their manufacturing
businesses would be summoned to the chief engineers’ meeting to explain where we
were with the manufacture of those parts, because the chief engineers had specific
dates they had to get to test or test facilities weren’t available for them. And so we
had to know... They, they wanted to see the whites of our eyes to know when parts
would be, whether they could get to test, and, we also had to know if they had, you
know, if a test was going to be late, or if a test was being brought forward for some
reason, it was absolutely critical that we... And I tended to go to those meetings
personally; most of my colleagues didn’t, but I did, because, I sort of felt it was
important to understand that customer and be able to communicate. And, I think we
got a slightly, I think we were treated slightly more respectfully in my business
because, because I did turn up, whereas, my colleagues who sent more junior
members of their team, sometimes got really badly, those more junior members
sometimes got really badly beaten up, because, if a chief engineer was really
frustrated and the most junior oik turned up to explain why the parts were all late. But
it was also useful to be at that meetings because, because we, we provided the front
end of the engine, the engine couldn’t go to test unless the other parts were there.
What would be done at those meetings would be, you know, if it was absolutely clear,
certain, you know, the shaft or something wasn’t going to be available, then there was
no point in us killing absolutely ourselves and spending a lot of extra money to get
our parts ready on time. So we could agree new dates, which would enable us to
reduce our costs or, you know, or balance with, with other kind of manufacturing
commitments we’d got. So it was absolutely, those were critical meetings.
[43:30]
There were usually a range of meetings, well there were always weekly meetings with
all the manufacturing groups with our boss, who was the main board operations
director for Rolls Royce. There were meetings with our suppliers. There were, there
was always a lot of communication with, of the, of, of the fan, of both, Rolls Royce
performance but also of the fan systems performance. We had meetings of the
business improvement teams and, gosh, lots of meetings, but lots of travelling,
because, the factory sites were, I mean offices in Derby, the factory sites were in
Barnoldswick in the Yorkshire/Lancashire border, up in Newcastle, in Coventry, in
Ansty, just outside Coventry. And also, we had some links to our colleagues in, doing
the same kind of design and manufacturing in Indianapolis, and also in, in Germany.
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So there was a fair amount of, of travelling, getting round the sites but also getting
round, getting round the overseas to kind of compare notes and check how things
were going there.
[44:55]
Yes, busy. I mean, and certainly sometimes, you know, it was, it was, it was the most
tiring job I have ever done, you really were, you really were on the go pretty much
24/7, because the factories were running 24/7, we ran, most of the time we were
running three shifts and, certainly on fan blades, but on some of the other factories as
well. And so if there were major problems, you were told, kind of, about them when
they happened. [laughs] And sometimes you needed to tell other people if, you
know, they were waiting to, to go on to test on a, on a rig test for an engine or a, a rig
test for some key component in one of the Joint Strike Fighter programmes, and, you
know, something had broken down in the middle of the night that meant, you know,
that the parts were not going to arrive and they were the last parts to arrive for a test,
then, you know, you were expected to be the person who rang the, the chief engineer
or whoever it was to say, ‘I’m delaying you for this reason; what’s the best way we
can work through this together to cause the minimum, minimum problem?’ So it was,
I mean it was exciting, and when things worked, there was huge sense of, a huge
sense of satisfaction. But it was, it was stressful and very tiring.

Did you enjoy it?

I did. I think I enjoyed it, I mean there were times when, there were times when you
just didn’t, I’d think, I was so tired, you didn’t always know which way you were
going, but, I think in retro... you know, looking back on it, it was some of the most, it
was some of the most challenging times, but also some of the most, some of the most
fun times, and in terms of bonding with a team, the team, my senior team, at fans, was
a great team to work with, and I think we, I think we all saw it as a really, yes, it was,
we all felt we were, you know, the company was doing something new, trying to
reorganise its manufacturing, trying to reorganise its operation strategies and things,
and that we were really pioneers and that it was, it was very very exciting, and were
trying to do things a very different way. And I think now, the fact that the company
has continued to be very successful in manufacturing in the UK as well as in its
overseas manufacturing, is in part because, you know, of the things that, that we were
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helping to do. I don’t think we can claim all the credit for it but, I think it was quite
pioneering. And if I look at where the, my team members have gone, in particular
Dominic Horwood and, who was our business improvement and strategy director, and
Gordon Tytler who was my logistics and procurement director, they are both, they’ve
both gone, you know, they were both quite young, at the time they were very young,
and they have both gone on to very senior jobs in, moved on to very senior jobs in the
company. And so has the, so has my HR director, the finance, my finance director
went on to work for the Channel, the Channel Tunnel company, I can’t remember
what they’re called. Channel... Not called the Channel Tunnel - anyway, but he went
on to work there and, the manufacture... Oh and the, the manufacturing director who
came in at the end when my, when the other manufacturing director retired, is now
running one of the manufacturing businesses for Rolls Royce. So, the people who
were in that team have done extraordinarily well, they were a very, a very good group
of people.

[48:35]
Why do you think the team was so successful?

[pause] I, it was an interesting one, because I was the only engineer who was asked to
run one of the manufacturing businesses. The other three were run by manufacturing
guys who had been manufacturing managers for big, for big Rolls Royce factories.
And we all had to choose our teams from some names that had been suggested to us.
And in a way, because I came from engineering and didn’t know any of these people,
I, I think I had the... I had the, in some ways the short straw, but in some ways
actually probably, I was lucky, because, I didn’t know any of these people. So all the
manufacturing guys had got their teams in place before I got mine in place, because
they knew all the people they wanted, they knew who they wanted for their
manufacturing managers and their... And so I was left with this, these names, who
tended to be rather younger and slightly higher risk if you like. They were the people
who had been identified as, as, as you know, people with potential but who hadn’t yet
made it. So I think I had in a way, though my manufacturing manager was, he was in
a way one of the problems in the team, but in a way the others were people who were
unknown quantities. And so, they were very excited to have been, very excited to
have been selected, because for them it was really very significant promotions. So I
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had a team that had a lot to prove, and were determined to do it, and had an enormous
amount of energy as well, because they were in general much younger than the other
teams, me included actually, most of my colleagues would have been older than I was.
So, so I think it was the team that, you know, it was the team that had to show it, it
could do it in a way, and had a very strong, very strong fighting spirit and a, and was
determined that we would show the others that we could make this work. So yeah.
[50:48]
And I think we probably had, we probably had, although in a way we had one of the
most difficult challenges, because we had some of the factories that were already
working quite well, we therefore had the challenge of changing them from a position
of success, whereas some of the others had the challenge of changing factories that
weren’t working terribly well, and so it was clear they needed attention. So we had a
slightly different challenge, but... It was, and it was, hugely fun and I’m, you know,
still in contact with, still in contact with them, and...

[51:20]
Mm. This may sound something of a duffer’s question. You’ve mentioned sort of, little
bits of the production process as we’ve gone through really.

Yes.

Machinery production lines, white room. Can just sort of give me a sense of what,
what does this look like? Can you describe how, how you make a fan blade perhaps
from start to finish?

Oh gosh, what does it look like?

Sort of trying to put it all into a bigger picture as it were.

Well what it looks like is, is hugely diverse actually. I mean it’s, interestingly the, the
factory at Barnoldswick that made the superplastically formed and diffusion bonded
wide chord fan blades. It was a combination of the, one part of the factory was an old,
probably late eighteenth, early nineteenth century mill building, so there was this long
mill, long stone mill building that ran up most of, the side of most of the site. But
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then, adjacent to it were these brand new giant sort of sheds, which inside were, and I
can’t remember what they were, Class 100 clean rooms, which were more like you
usually find in electronics manufacturing. So... And bits of the old mill building
were, you know, quite, felt like quite historic factories, and actually that’s where our
model shop was, which was where we did lots of the very specialist machining on, so
for example on the Joint Strike Fighter lift fan parts where you were making the first,
you were making the first set, and that’s kind of made by really, very highly skilled
machinists. And although they’re CNC controlled, you know, so the, you feed the, the
electronic version of the drawing into, in to programme the machine, you’re well
aware that somebody will need to be monitoring that machine, because, some of the
things the programme will ask to do, I mean like the problems we had with the
vibrations, they’ll, they’ll be essentially following that very very closely and needing
to be engaging with the programme and stopping it sometimes and restarting it and
things. So, those are essentially the kind of toolmakers, the very highly skilled
machinists. And they are doing kind of, conventional bits of machining on, on, you
know, machines, upright machines, lathes, you know, all the, or computer-controlled,
but nevertheless... And they’re making those parts from, from, either from forged
preforms or from, or from bar stock essentially, so that’s material that’s coming in as
either the forged preforms or the bar stock. The, the big, the big, the big fan blades,
the superplastically formed and diffusion bonded, are, essentially made by
sandwiching, by, by taking... by, by creating a, a strut structure inside two panels of,
two quite thin panels of titanium alloy, with a strut structure inside them, forming that
all into a sandwich where, you compress and diffusion bond it together under very
clean conditions, and you prevent the whole thing from diffusion bonding together by
printing on the inside of the panels, and indeed on the struts, a resist, so a kind of
oxide, an oxide, a resist. So you have a screen printing, so you have your panel of
titanium, and the screen printing process, screen prints on it where you don’t want it
to bond, so you leave the surface clear where you do want it to bond, so round the
edges and where it’s going to touch the struts. You then have the struts, and on them
you’ve got the bits that are, if you like, screen-printed, and the bits that are not
printed, so they won’t bond there, but they will bond there and they won’t bond there.
And then you’ve got the other side of the sandwich, which is again printed on the
inside. All that’s got to be perfectly aligned. That’s all got to be done completely
clean, because, any little defect particles which get in where you want the bonding to
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take place could cause a crack during service. So you bond that sandwich, you
diffusion bond that sandwich together. And then you have to... And that’s the process
you do in the clean room. And once they are all sandwiched together, you can take
them out and you can... But when you bond them together, you also have to inflate
them. So you have to inflate them... So they’re sandwiches like that, you want them
to bond together, but you don’t want to inflate them so that the struts have a structure
inside the blade that’s like this. And, then you have to do that inside a dye, because
you want them to become the right aerodynamic shape for the fan blade. So you then
have... So then, once they’re all laid up and ready and welded round the edge, they
are then put in a dye and they are heated up, the gas inside them inflates them into the
dye, and they bond together where they’re not covered in resist, where the, the metal
can bond. Now that all has to be done in a vacuum, the processing all has to be done
in a vacuum. So, you’ve got, as I say, these kind of, electronic clean room facilities
only dealing with these huge components, and chaps all in there. And then they come
out and they’re inflated essentially inside these, inside these big, big, inside these big
dyes, which looks like a big forging process.
[57:09]
So it’s a very mixed environment actually. And that goes on, so, that part goes on
inside the old mill building. The clean room bit is done, so they are moved across,
once they’re all sealed up and dirt can’t get into them, they’re then moved across out
to, back into the old mill building which, some of which was quite grim really,
because it was quite an old building, and I suspect it was a listed building as well, so...
[blowing nose]

[57:37]
I don’t think I’m ever going to look at an airliner in quite the same way again,
[laughs] that’s an incredibly complex sounding process.

It is, and it was, I mean one of the problems with it, it was... [pause] If you were
making, if we were, for the Trent 800, a new design, it took quite a while to get the
blade, the process exactly right, particularly the forging part of the process, because
you didn’t have incredibly detailed modelling of how the sandwich was going to
expand into the dye, and quite where the largest strains might be. We didn’t, we just
didn’t have modelling of how the material would behave that was quite accurate
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enough for us to predict exactly what the right shape for the preform was, to get the
right final shape. So, you would, so when we, they did the first test, the first, the first
rig test, not a, not an engine, you know, a test of a, an engine but on a rig, for the fan
on the Trent 800 with the swept blades, with the swept fan blades, because the thing
hadn’t expanded in the dye quite as we had expected it to, we had actually had to
repair the blade, the edges of the blades in quite a number of places, because we
hadn’t got the preform quite the right shape for the final shape. So, the... So we had
only given them, we only gave them permission to, to, to rotate the, to run the fan for
a very small number of cycles before we had to inspect them in case there were any
cracks growing from the, the welds, the weld repairs we had had to put onto the
blades. Because what they wanted to check was that the shape of the fan was
delivering the aerodynamic performance that was delivering the engine performance
that we were guaranteeing to the, to the airline. So they needed to be able to run the
fan, but we couldn’t let them run it for very many cycles because we didn’t know
what the integrity of the blades was, because, though we had made them the right
shape, we had only managed to do that by repairing them quite significantly. But
now, they pop them out, you know, they pop them out, that is that very fan, they now
pop them out, you know, one after the other, because they now know exactly what
shape to make the formers to get, to make the preform, to get the, the final blade
shape. But the very early ones we had some problems with. Because there were
some, some, we hadn’t allowed enough material in one or two places, because the
thing just deformed in a slightly different way from the way our model said it would.
So, so, it was... Yes.

[1:00:34]
And I’m still amazed at the complexity of this process. It brings up a question I have
about...

Yes, I mean that’s one of the reasons why it’s high tech manufacturing, it isn’t
standard machinery, it’s some very complex processes.

For someone’s who’s... I wonder, what do you think are the sort of public perceptions
of a company like Rolls Royce? We talk about manufacturing, we have this idea of,
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you know, just banging bits of metal together or something. But what you’re talking
about here is a very high tech process.

Mm.

How well do you think the public actually understand the complexity of what’s
actually involved here? And do you think there’s space for greater public
understanding of the...?

[pause] I’m, I’m sure there is. I mean actually it’s, it’s, it’s hugely exciting, but...
[pause] You know, I’m always sure there’s, there’s space for greater understanding,
and somebody said to me... Actually it’s interesting because, somebody said to me,
they were arguing about, we were discussing... Not arguing, we were discussing, why
we aren’t as good at manufacturing as the Germans. And I said, well, actually I think
we ought to be very careful when we say we’re not as good at manufacturing as the
Germans, about saying that, because actually, the data that UKTI give me when I’m
doing my business ambassador role, says that in terms of, we have a higher
proportion, and I think a higher value, of high, of high tech manufactured exports than
the Germans do. Their manufacturing is higher than ours, but high tech
manufacturing, we beat them. You know, we are better than them at. And so he said
to me, ‘So what’s high tech manufacturing?’ And, I think, what you are talking about
is just, is exactly that point to be honest, it’s... I was trying to explain why Rolls
Royce manufacturing is high tech, and, you know, things that Unipart do for the car
parts supply chain is sort of standard manufacturing if you like. And it is because it
involves a lot of very complex and new, relatively new, clever technologies. It’s not
just taking a lump of metal, machining it to the shape you need in a very efficient way
with appropriate monitoring and technology. It’s really challenging all the time. Our
monitoring technology, our, our, you know, our joining technology, our cleanliness
issues because of the integrity of the joints we have to produce, it’s continually
pushing on the boundaries of, of how we actually create shapes. And, and in that, we
are actually stronger than the Germans, I think, probably mainly because of Rolls
Royce, because that, you know, and aerospace manufacturing generally in the UK.
But what the Germans have managed to do is maintain both the ability to do the kind
of lower, slightly slower tech but still very creative manufacturing that’s more
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associated with automotive but also, you know, lots of German manufacturers of
domestic equipment, you know, Bosch and AEG and things, we’ve lost all that, you
know, we don’t make pumps and things for washing machines. But they still manage
to be able to do that in German factories, and somehow they’ve managed to keep
pushing, kind of quality and efficiency in that sort of manufacturing that we didn’t
manage to do. But we have hung on to the end of the really innovative, really new
techniques in manufacturing. And we do that, we do more of that than they do, and so
we have, we, that’s a reason I think to be proud, and I think something for us to think
about, how do we build on.

Mm. Shall we take a short soup break?

Mm.

[End of Track 7]
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[Track 8]

So after I’d done just over two years as managing director of the fan systems business,
I was actually exhausted I think sort of emotionally and physically, and was looking
for what my next role would be, and I was asked if I would like to be the engineering
director for the, the newly created Rolls Royce marine business, which was an
amalgamation of the Rolls Royce marine technology from the aero derivative gas
turbine side, which was based in Coventry, plus the Rolls Royce nuclear power plant
for the UK submarine fleet, which was based in Raynesway, and then the new, the
businesses we had bought from Vickers, which were in Norway, primarily in Norway,
Sweden and Finland, which were a whole range of commercial marine businesses that
did things from small ship, small specialist ship design to steering gear, rudders,
propulsors, deck machinery. [pause-drinking] So we were putting together a, a
business which we intended to be significant, grow into a significant marine
propulsion business, which ranged from a rather specialist area of the submarine
propulsion but through to propulsion systems for new naval vessels and commercial,
specialist commercial vessels and general propulsion systems for large commercial
ships. So, that was a very interesting time, and I did that for, about, just over, well
nearly two and a half years before I moved on from Rolls Royce. And, that’s now the
second largest Rolls Royce business. Has indeed grown very well. And that was a
really interesting time, because it was about integrating a lot of new businesses into
Rolls Royce, as well as managing the nuclear side of it which was quite a challenge in
its own right.
[02:20]
And, integrating the new businesses was a, a very new challenge and an interesting
area, and one that I think we hadn’t recognised how difficult that would be. Because
Vickers had had these businesses and had nominally run them as a business; it had
actually let them continue to run as individual businesses. And they had, they were all
small, well, smallish sort of family businesses in, Kamewa in Sweden, a very famous
name in propulsion, Ulstein in Norway which was again a very famous name in, in
propulsion and in ship design in Norway. And a whole... And a range of small
Finnish companies that did propulsors and deck machinery and things. And, in part
these businesses had been competitors with each other, so there was sort of no love
lost between them, but also, they were all very local businesses. So they had local
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customers, local fishermen quite often, and they employed, they had been started by
local families and they employed local people. And so they were, not... Although
they, they kind of liked the security of being bought by Rolls Royce, we had a, you
know, all Rolls Royce businesses will run the Rolls Royce quality system and things
like that, and, they’ll all be branded Rolls Royce, and they, this didn’t, this was
completely, you know, a completely different culture for them. So... And we hadn’t
recognised, you know, in a way the importance of their culture to them, and to how
they operated. So there was kind of, a culture class of the big company versus all
these little companies. And I’m not sure, I think it took us a while to understand the
implications of that and to get the best out of, to get the best out of them. And it was
a, there was a long period of, when we, you know, we didn’t know... We were very
reluctant to move their senior people, because we sort of assumed those businesses
depended on them. But on the other hand, some of those senior people were very
reluctant to change, and it was again that, that feeling of, when this is a new area,
because commercial marine was not an area we were very familiar with as a company,
when it’s a new area to you, how do you tell who is prepared to change and come on
board, and who is going to be so resistant to change that even though they’re very
good, they may actually be more of a hindrance than a help? And it took us a long
time to make those decisions I think.

[05:00]
How different is marine propulsion from aircraft propulsion as a business?

Well it’s very a different business, in that, in... As an engine, aero-engine
manufacturer, for commercial engines, you have 300 customers. There are, I mean
there are roughly 300 airlines. So that was a 30,000-employee business for 300
customers. As a propulsion component and systems supplier in marine business, there
were 6,000 or 7,000 of us, and I think we, we probably had 7,000 customers. Because
people buy, people tend to buy one boat, if you’re a fisherman you buy one or maybe
two boats. Even if you’re a cruise company, you buy your boats, you know, even
Royal Caribbean might buy three at a time, but you don’t buy a whole fleet of them.
And of course, there are lots and lots of separate owners, so there was a very complex
ownership structure. And, the one big purchaser is in the military, is the US Navy, but
we had sold very little into the US Navy, and the UK Navy buys ships, you know,
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two, three at a time, you know, maybe with an order for, you know, twelve or fifteen.
The US Navy buys them, maybe, you know, fifty, 100 or something, but, it’s a very
different scale. But, but so it was, a very different shape business. [coughing] A very
different shape business from, from aviation. And very different... As, as engineering
director I had product, I led the product strategy process, and very very difficult, if
you’re producing an aero-engine, you produce it for a particular airframe, and you,
you know, you’ve got a pretty good idea, because Boeing or, you work with Boeing
and Airbus, so you’ve got a pretty good idea what sort of customer base they’re
expecting and sales they might be hoping for. You know whether you’re the only
engine on that airframe, in which case any customers they get, you’ll get, or whether
there are competitor engines, in which case you’ve got to work out which of those
customers will go with GE and which of them you might hope to win. [blowing nose]
But... [pause] But, you know, you can do a very simple, it’s not easy to do but you
can do a relatively straightforward analysis of what the, of what the potential sales
are, and a business case then for developing a new engine on that basis. Well, a new
marine gas turbine is not a gas turbine from scratch. What you do is, you start with an
aero-engine and then you modify it to turn it into a, instead of something that drives a
fan, something that will drive a, a propulsor. So it’s quite a big and expensive
modification, but, but you have to do it on a, your potential sales is much, much less,
a much higher risk analysis basically, so it’s a very different challenge.

[08:30]
Mm. How does your own role at Rolls Royce marine compare to your previous one?

Oh very different, because suddenly you are, you know, I was responsible
professionally for all the engineers across the organisation, I was responsible for the
product strategy, I was responsible directly for some of the engineers who were
actually in my team. So there was a lot more, a lot more, a lot more about strategy but
a lot less about, you know, controlling the money. But a lot about integrating teams
together. And a lot about dealing with technical problems, because we had quite a
number of major technical problems around us, from the different companies. So
quite widely different products. And having to try and get teams of engineers together
to address major technical issues.
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[09:19]
Mm. In terms of addressing technical challenges like, well, could you perhaps give
me an example of a technical challenge that came up?

Mm. One of them was the problems we were having with the, the Kamewa podded
propulsors on big cruise liners. When we had bought the Vickers companies,
Kamewa had just started selling these things called pods to the major cruise
companies, so they were going on, really, be the really big, you know, three and a half
thousand person cruise vessels, because they give you phenomenal steering of a large
ship, so they, they... So it’s an electrically driven propeller essentially, which hangs
below the ship in a pod which can, which is steerable, so there’s a, a huge electric
motor and a propeller, in a steerable unit. So you get rid of the shaft line going
through the ship, so, you get much better utilisation of space for cabins and things
inside the ship, and you get hugely improved steering, which can mean you can, you
can come into port without the need to have a tug bring you in and things, which
reduces your operational costs quite significantly. But the stresses this puts on the
shaft and the podded propulsor and the housing are absolutely huge, and we were
having problems with leakage around the seals, which was, meaning we were having
to take them out of use. And taking these out of use when you’ve got 3,500 people on
a very expensive cruise, and you start monitoring leakage into the bearings which you
know will seize them up eventually because you’re leaking salt water in, was not
funny. And we started having a series of these failures, which we felt were down to
an inadequate understanding of the loading on the, on the pod basically, whilst these
vessels were in use. Now, we weren’t the only manufacturer of these, Siemens made
them and ABB made them I think and, everybody was having the same kind of
problems but we were having, we seemed to be having slightly worse ones than some
of our competitors, perhaps partly because we made bigger units. But, that was one of
the emerging problems while I was engineering director of the marine business.

[11:55]
Mm. From the point of view of the engineering director, how do you go about solving
that?
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Well we had a, we had a major design review process in Rolls Royce, which we were
introducing into our, into the companies we had bought. So, we had our, our senior, I
had the senior marine team leader to lead a design review on the propulsor, a review
on the propulsor design, and, I spent a lot of time trying to put together a strength and
engineering team in, in Sweden. Because they, you know, they were very good
engineers but a very small team in a fairly isolated place. And discovered it was
extremely difficult to get Norwegian and Swedish engineers to work together, we
couldn’t just move them around as you might expect to do in the UK, you know, if we
needed... There were all sorts of reasons why. Previously, some of these were
previously competitive companies as well. Not only are there, you know, political
reasons, historic reasons why Swedes and the Norwegians are not obvious kind of,
partners in teams. So, it was, it proved to be much harder than, you know, we were
used, in the UK, if you said to a senior engineer or a bright, a good engineer in, in
Bristol, ‘I need you to move to Derby for a few weeks,’ they tended to say, ‘Yes.’ You
know, they didn’t tend to give you 101 reasons why this wasn’t possible. I mean if
you had said, ‘I need you to do it permanently,’ it would have been a longer
discussion. So we ended up moving the UK engineers, I had to go round the company
looking for UK engineers who were prepared to move out to Sweden for a period, to
work on the problem and things. Because we needed to bolster up the engineering
team, because, our results, you know, didn’t show this problem should be occurring.
So we had a multi-pronged attack which was, monitoring, you know, better, better and
earlier monitoring, we had a, we were working with SKF on the quality of the
bearings, and whether there were higher quality, higher integrity bearings they could
have been supplying that would take greater loads. We were trying to work out, you
know, whether the loads were much higher than we were predicting them to be; we
were trying to put in place much earlier monitoring of, of leakage, you know, very
early stage monitoring to see if we could pick up leakage that might be causing
degradation at an earlier stage and avoid the problem. But, it’s a problem that they’re
still working on and, I happen to know the guy who’s now engineering director at
SKF, was somebody I was at university with, and, that’s still very much on his agenda
at SKF, so it’s not one they’ve entirely sorted out yet.

[14:43]
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Mm. I was wondering, obviously Rolls Royce being a high tech company, or research
done, what were your links with universities like?

We set up our first Rolls Royce University Technology Centre outside the UK with
the marine business, which was at Stockholm. I’m trying to remember it’s called. It’s
Stockholm, it’s Royal Stockholm something or other, university of technology or
something. Anyway, that was our non-UK university technology college, University
Technology Centre, which was great, looking at hydrodynamics. And that’s still
going, I’m glad to say. I mean I’m not, I wasn’t that closely involved with the
research it was doing, but, it was very good to show the business that we were
working with our Nordic colleagues as well as with UK ones.

[15:45]
Mm. What do university partnerships actually contribute to an industrial company
like Rolls?

Oh an enormous amount, because, you know, the kind of, both the facilities that they
keep going, they, they maintain, in terms of all sorts of fantastic hydrodynamic test
facilities which for, for our own internal [blowing nose] R&D were useful to have
access to but not something we would use often enough to justify. Also access of
course to, you know, collaborative funding from governments for R&D programmes
on really innovative future, you know, longer-term technology we might want to use.
Access to really bright students and PhD students who you might want to employ in
the future. So they contribute a lot I think on a lot of fronts. I mean, Rolls Royce now
does, you know, relies on its University Technology Centres for a lot of its longerterm technology development. Obviously at some point you have to take things inhouse. And obviously there are some things you may want to keep in-house if
they’re, you know, if they’re things you think are absolutely core to the company’s
success. But access to facilities, access to people. Challenging the way the company
thinks, because there is this, if you’ve got a group of people who have worked in a
company a long time, and the only people who come in new are new graduates, it’s
very hard for a new graduate with a good idea to challenge the company if everybody
says, ‘Oh we’ve tried that before, it doesn’t work.’ It takes a very very special new
graduate to keep saying, ‘No I don’t think you’ve understood what I’m saying.’ But
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actually to have a group of senior academics who can argue with and challenge their
senior colleagues’ ideas, is, is very healthy.

[17:55]
Could you perhaps give me maybe just one representative example?

Of...?

Of, an example of that university tie-in where a young academic has had an idea
which you’ve been able to take through older academics to bring to Rolls’s attention.

Well when we worked, when I used to run the University Technology Centre for
nickel base alloys at Cambridge, we were looking at neural network analysis as a way
of developing learning, sort of self-teaching systems. And, we were applying this, my
research team were applying this to alloy development. So if you could collect all of
the information about the different alloying additions on, in nickel base alloys, so the
chrome or the titanium or the aluminium or the niobium or whatever else you’re
putting in, if we could collect a huge amount of data, because there’s lots in the
literature, we wouldn’t, we wouldn’t, even without knowing the individual effects of
those elements, if we could put this all into a kind of self-learning system, a kind of
neural network sort of, computer system, could we find a way of getting that system
to design optimum alloy compositions for different strengths or, whatever the
properties that we wanted were? And, we put a big programme together to try and do
that. And that is now part of the way Rolls Royce does alloy design, they now
incorporate that, the neural network system into alloy design, to give them a, a, well,
as part of, it doesn’t entirely, you can’t sort of, instantly say, these are the properties I
want, tell me the recipe sort of thing. But, it’s now very much part of determining the,
the alloy composition. So, that was one of the things that the company probably
wouldn’t have done. It would have been to do that inside the company, because this
was, you know, a relatively new, back in the 1980s, this was, early 1990s, this was a
relatively new tool that was coming out of computing, and, you know, we had
research students who were keen to do new and interesting things, who had the time
to try and collect the data and try it out, and then eventually, you know, it was looking
interesting enough that Rolls Royce were prepared to make up some alloy comp...
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some particular alloy compositions to test out whether we were starting to be able to
predict useful properties.

[20:40]
Mm. Did you see your career continuing at Rolls Royce beyond this?

I would quite happily have stayed in Rolls Royce, but, to be honest I, I, the one job I
really wanted was to be main board engineering director. And when, when Mike
Howse retired, who was the main board engineering director when I was in the marine
business, he was replaced by Colin Smith. Colin Smith is a Rolls Royce, was a Rolls
Royce graduate apprentice, Colin Smith’s almost exactly the same age as me, Colin
Smith is an outstanding engineer, I’d probably put, you know, if I’d been on the
appointment panel, I’m sure I would have thought Colin was an outstanding person to
do the job. So absolutely, you know, I don’t think I, I lost out to somebody who
wasn’t as good as me. But once Colin had got that job, because Colin’s the same age
as me, Colin’s an engineer through and through, Colin wasn’t ever likely I don’t, I
don’t think ever likely to do one of the managing director, or, you know, or chief
executive or manufacturing director jobs. So Colin’s sort of got that job till he retires.
So, it wasn’t really much point me waiting around hoping that Colin had a heart attack
or something. [laughs] So I had, you know, at that point I was thinking, well, I could
stay and, and do this, and, I’m sure I would be offered, you know, the, the, there was a
job reporting to Colin which was Director of Research and Technology, which was an
interesting job, and there were other things like that, and, I’m sure there were jobs like
that, and some of the other engineering director jobs in the businesses I could have
moved round. But I was there thinking, well either I do this job and, you know, I do
one of these jobs until I retire, or, you know, I do something else. And I suppose, if
you, if you’ve been in Rolls Royce all your life, you don’t think about what might you
do next. But having come into Rolls Royce, you know, clearly I’d always known that
I could go and do other things. And headhunters rang me up about various things.
And I thought, well my husband was, was working in London, and, you know, so we
were doing lots and lots of weekend commuting. So, when I got rung up about,
asking if I’d be interested in becoming chief executive of the Institute of Physics,
based in London, I thought, oh, it would be convenient. And, and it kind of caught me
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on a, on a day when I was thinking, what am I going to do next? So, I decided that
might be the time to make a change. So.
[23:14]
I think it’s, once you’ve, once you’ve made a change, once you’ve made big changes
like that, you know, you, it’s always interesting when somebody comes up with
another one. My colleagues at Rolls Royce sometimes used to say, ‘Well it’s all right
for you, you know, you’ve, you’ve got the option of other careers,’ and, well I don’t...
somehow they didn’t recognise that they had the option of other careers, but it had
just, well, first of all probably because they’d always been inside Rolls Royce, they
were never, they’d never come up on headhunters’, you know... And it makes you
realise how, how small the pool sometimes that headhunters look in is. But... But
also they somehow felt that, the fact they’d had a, a whole range of different
experiences in Rolls Royce, didn’t count, because they’d always worked for Rolls
Royce. They’d undervalued the... I think they were, yes, they were kind of underconfident in a way, the value of the experience they’d had, that they didn’t think, lots
of people outside wouldn’t be interested in them.

[coughing] The pepper in that soup is rather lethal isn’t it. [laughs]

Oh well sometimes it’s so salty that... They do actually make it themselves however,
it is, it is home-made, so... [laughs] But yes, it’s quite peppery.

[24:31]
Did you ever think when you were working there, there were any other differences
between Rolls Royce lifers and yourself as someone who had come in mid-career as it
were?

I think... Gosh, I, by the time I had been there... At least when I was in the marine
business I was, [coughing] I was beginning to be treated like somebody who had been
there a while, you know, I’d still... [blowing nose] There was still that thing that
you’d go on senior management kind of, away day type things, and in the evening
people would be discussing, ‘Do you remember when?’ And I was just getting to the
stage where I did remember when, you know. [laughs] The end of the, do you
remember whens. Well I’d just about been there, so I could say, ‘Oh yes,’ you know, I
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was beginning to feel, beginning to feel one of them sort of thing, yes. But also they
were bringing, the company was bringing in quite a lot more senior people at, from
outside, so, there were beginning to be, it was beginning to be slightly more common
for there to be a, a group of senior people who hadn’t, who weren’t Rolls Royce lifers,
so that was, that was helpful. But still the majority were, you know.

[25:40]
Why do you think you took the Institute of Physics job, in particular, apart from the
London connection?

Rolls Royce didn’t pay terribly well. I mean it paid well, but not terribly well. The
Institute of Physics paid much better, it was... And it was also running my own
organisation, that was, there was a strong appeal to that. And the Institute of Physics,
I mean it’s a professional institution, but it’s also Europe’s largest physics publisher.
So I... And, there was also an element of, being engaged in policy influencing, trying
to influence government policy on science and technology and science education,
which I was very interested in. So it was a whole collection of things. It was one of
those times when, I was wondering what I was going to do next. Somebody rings you
up and suggests this, the offer’s attractive, it ticks a number of boxes, it ticked a
location box, it ticked a running my own organisation box, it ticked an area of, policy
influence, sort of, policy engagement and influence in science and engineering, all of
those were things I was interested in. So, at the time it seemed like a good thing to
do. Having done it for eighteen months or so, I realised it actually wasn’t the most
interesting job in the world, it was, didn’t, it didn’t engage me fully intellectually. I
sort of felt, I found it quite a, found it, I found it quite a, a frustrating job in many
ways, because an awful lot of it was about, meetings and kind of wining and dining
and, entertaining people and, some of those people were very interesting people, but, I
didn’t, that wasn’t, it wasn’t, there wasn’t enough doing. And I didn’t, I didn’t enjoy
that. Well I, I didn’t not enjoy it; I just felt there was a big chunk of me looking for
something to do. So, it wasn’t... No, I enjoyed it. I mean the people were very nice,
I, the people were very very nice, I hugely enjoyed the people I worked with at the
Institute and some of the senior members we worked very closely with, and, enjoyed
some of the influence that I think we had on, on physics teaching and also on public
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perception of science, but, it just wasn’t enough somehow, there wasn’t enough to do.
[laughs]

[28:04]
I should probably know the answer to this, but what does the Institute of Physics
actually do?

Well it’s the professional membership organisation for physicists in the UK, and as I
say, it’s Europe’s largest physics publisher, IOP Publishing. Turns over about, £30
million, and publishes, I don’t know, used to publish 120 physics journals or
something, and indeed physics texts, physics books as well. So we were buying, we
were buying journals, and, starting journals, and, publishing conference proceedings
and other people, other books. And, looking at growing, and looking at implications
of online publishing, and, open access for us. Because we made, most of the money
we made, it’s a membership organisation for 30,000 physicists or something, but with,
it’s one of the richest of the professional institutions, because it has, the Institute of
Physics Publishing is a charitable company, or is a, a wholly-owned subsidiary of the
Institute of Physics which is a charity, so all of its profits are Gift Aided to the
institute. So the institute was able to, you know, we were able to write physics, Alevel physics syllabuses, we were about run, we were able to spend, you know, a
million and a half or something on running Einstein Year to try and promote physics
to the public and schoolchildren. We, we could do quite big programmes, because we
had quite a lot of, you know, we had quite a lot of money to spend, and we had to
spend it to our charitable purpose which was to the support of physics and physicists
basically. So, you know, it gave us... And it gave us the opportunity to do a lot of, a
lot of lobbying in relation to physics teachers. We ran some very... The increase in
physics teachers, you know, physics, qualified physicists becoming physics teachers,
that we’re now starting to see the benefit of in our schools, stems from some of the
programmes we set up with the Government to promote physics teaching in schools
and to get people to, to train, people to become physics teachers. But I think some of
that’s had a very direct impact in improving the, the status and the quality of physics
teaching in schools. So I think there were a lot of things that, you know, we did some
very positive things, and the Institute has gone on doing those, I mean I didn’t do
them all, the Institute’s continued to, to do some very good things there.
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[30:39]
What you think your key strategic aims were when you got into the job?

My strategic, my strategic aims, for me?

Mm. What sort of vision did you have the Institute of Physics taking as it were?

Well I had, my vision for it was for it to become much more influential in terms of
science policy in the UK. Because I don’t think the UK, I think it’s getting better but
I don’t think the UK recognises the importance of science and engineering enough in,
in policy-making. And, you know, we need to continue working on that. I think, you
know, there’s far too little, I still think the Civil Service is far too segregated between
the scientific Civil Service who tend to work in the Ministry of Defence and DSTL,
and the Civil Service who tend to work in the rest of the Whitehall departments. I
think, you know, the policy discipline in the Civil Service tends to be based on
economics rather than on science and engineering, and I think it should be at least as
much based on science and engineering, particularly as the key issues for policy for
the UK are things like the energy industry, climate change, building manufacturing
industry, all of these things actually need, yes they need economists, but they actually
need physicists and engineers, and scientists and engineers. Because, you know, some
of our, you know, some of our most important industries are not only manufacturing
but pharmaceuticals. So... And I think, we don’t have enough scientists and
engineers, we have very few in the House of Commons, and if we go to an elected
second chamber we will have very very few in the second chamber as well. There is
no reason why it won’t look just the House of Commons in my view. So, I think, you
know, we’re hugely in danger in this country in, in an increasingly technical,
technologically enabled world, of continuing to have a, continuing to be run by an
elite of, of people, of economists and, and, and, I wouldn’t say classicists because then
I’m being, then I’m being a bit cynical, but, you know, of people who did arts,
basically did arts subjects. And, I think we should be being run by a real balance, not
all mathematicians and scientists, but a real balance of people who come from and
have passion about the whole range of, of disciplines that are important to our society.
So, you know, I thought there was going, I thought there would be a lot of opportunity
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there, and we did do quite a lot on that, but, it was quite slow and not as engaging as I
thought it would be.

[33:35]
Had you had much involvement with government science committees before this
point?

A bit, yes, because at Rolls Royce I’d had some quite high profile on the science and
technology front, so I'd had, I had been asked to, to talk about manufacturing and...
And being sort of one of the very few women in manufacturing, yes I’d been quite
high profile. So I had some contacts, and people would therefore sort of expect to ask
me on some of these things.

Mm. Why do you think that you weren’t, well, the Institute of Physics wasn’t more
successful in pushing on the policy front?

Oh I think it was quite successful, but I... But, it was a slow process. I mean I think if
you look at the Institute of Physics, if you look at the professional institutions who are
high profile, the Institute of Physics is always one of them now, so I think, you know,
as a professional institution, it’s done very well. And it’s continued to do very well in
that area. I just think we still have a, a battle to fight about the role of science and
engineering in Government, and, I think, now I think the Royal Academy of
Engineering and the Royal Society are taking that on rather more strongly than they
were back in those days.

Mm.

But you’ll almost always see the Institute of Physics name mentioned when you see
there’s a group of institutions who are doing something, so, I’m pleased to see it’s, I
think, taking a, a very full part. But of course actually, physicists in the UK, in terms
of membership it’s not one of the biggest professional institutions. Professional
physicists in the UK are, are one of the smaller groups; chemists are a much bigger
group, but the mechanical engineers, the electrical engineers, the civil engineers, lots
of the engineering institutions outnumber the physicists by a long way.
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[35:18]
I seem to recall right at the start of this interview you introduced yourself as an
engineer.

Yes.

Is it unusual for an engineer to occupy that role than a physics professor?

It probably was, but physics does, physics runs from, you know, from... I mean
physics is... [pause] I mean if you want to be arrogant as a physicist, you know,
physics sort of underpins everything, it’s a, it’s... What is, where physics stops and
chemistry starts is a, is a difficult place to decide, and where applied physics, you
know... Lots of engineering is applied physics, lots of applied physics is engineering,
you know, there’s a, there’s a, a very diffuse boundary. And so... And we had, you
know, you have, quite a lot of physicists, people trained as physicists do work in
engineering jobs, so we had professional, we had, you could get chartered engineer
status through the Institute of Physics.

When did you decide to leave?

When I was, there were headhunters rang me up to say, would I be interested in the
principle of the engineering faculty role at Imperial College? So, I, that was what
made me, when I was offered that. [pause] I think so. My voice is ging.

[end of session]

[End of Track 8]
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[Track 9]

.....physics, I, I went to Imperial College, which was, which is very interesting
actually. Working with Richard Sykes was, was fun. He, he had lots of things,
characteristics of, of John Rose, people who run big businesses. And sort of
characteristics like, if you wanted to disagree with him, you did it in private. [laughs]
He didn’t like being disagreed with in public. I think John Rose was a bit like that
too, you could have a good discussion privately, but, you sort of recognised that, that,
you didn’t, you didn’t try and, try and do things that might in some way undermine
their position or authority, or might be perceived to, in public. You know, you
recognised they were the boss in public and that was, therefore what they said was
what would happen, and if you didn’t agree with it, you went and had a, a different
sort of discussion in one-to-ones about it. And, and Richard was, it was a very
interesting time at Imperial, Richard had been there a little while, but he was trying to
make the university much more businesslike. He wasn’t trying to run it as a business,
he wasn’t trying to turn it into a profit-making business, but he was trying to make it a
much more effective organisation, and he was trying to get it focused on, you know,
really being number one, which was kind of, he’d obviously been focused on in
running, in running GSK. And so, it was very important to him that if there were
league tables that he thought were relevant, that we were right at the top of them and
things. But... And he could see I think that, it had some stunning academics, but they
weren’t kind of aligned with what he wanted necessarily, some of them are, but, with
what the university wanted to, what he wanted the university to achieve, and the kind
of really, you know, absolutely at the top, world class international status. And I think
it, you know, Imperial has always been good, it’s always been a really classy outfit,
but I do think, I do think Richard took a big step on moving it on the kind of good to
great. And I don’t, I’m not sure that many of the academics actually really
appreciated how much, how much his getting everybody to focus was, how important
that was in doing that. I think they thought it was somebody being much too
managerial and, you know, a leader of big business thinking you could treat a
university like a company kind of thing. But, he had, he had, was in the process of,
you know, appointing four principles of the faculties that he really got on with, that he
felt really I think aligned with where he was trying to get Imperial to go. And, he
appointed me to replace somebody who had been an Imperial academic, who had
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been dean of engineering, or principal of engineering, and, I think they had kind of
slightly fallen out because the guy wasn’t, I mean he’s a very, very prestigious, good
engineer, but I think he wasn’t quite focused on the things that Richard wanted to see
happen. And Richard wanted a bit more drive in terms of moulding and shaping
where engineering was going.
[03:26]
So I, I was appointed, and, it was, it was a shock to be back in academia, I have to say.
Even though Imperial was, you know, not, not as academic as Cambridge, Imperial
was a, you know, Richard had already got it more used to being, you know, having a
strategy and direction. But even so, I had, I think ten or eleven academic departments
that all sort of felt they should be allowed to do their own thing. And so there was a
big challenge to get them focused on doing really well in the next research assessment
exercise. And also, as part of that, really increasing research income, and thinking
about what were our strategic opportunities, wherever we got real opportunities for
collaboration and to become much more influential on a kind of world-class and also
policy sort of level. And, I think we did, I mean I was only there two years, but I
think we did quite a good job of that. It wasn’t painless, I mean some of the heads of
department were, were very much against it. It also involved sort of taxing them in
order to put together enough of a pot of money that we could support strategic
initiatives that meant you had to kind of top slice the money that came in to go to the
departments. And of course it was essentially fair enough. It was their money in a
way, but in order to have some money in, you know, as a, as a faculty to do new
things or to, or to do some interdisciplinary things, it meant taking the top slice of that
and, and using that for people to bid for for initiatives. And, that wasn’t terribly
popular, but it did get us things like the Energy Futures Lab, which is now quite a big
activity at Imperial and has made a, a big impact in looking at, at low carbon energy,
and is now, you know, you go into Imperial now and it’s one of the, it’s one of the bits
of the institution you sort of, you first see. So, we did manage to get some of those
things, and, and to find some of those areas where we could really bring people
together across the disciplines, and start to have Imperial punch much, much bigger
on both a national and an international scale. And in two years we managed to
achieve a sixty per cent increase in the research income, which took us from being the
number three in terms of the four schools, the four faculties in the research income
league, to being the second after medicine in research income, and we were never
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going to beat medicine, because medicine, in any university medicine has just so
many other opportunities for research income than the rest. And it did take us up to
being number one in some of the, certainly number one in the UK for engineering in
the league tables, and, I think number one in, in the science and technology league
tables; I think it took us up to being number four in the world and number one in
Europe in the science and, in the science and, engineering and technology league
tables.
[06:39]
So, I think we did, you know, we did take, I did manage to drive forward the kind of
changes that I agreed with Richard, I agreed with Richard’s vision on the, what the
opportunities were, and actually to get a much higher level of collaboration, and we
did some restructuring and closed one of the, one of the things that wasn’t quite a
department but it sort of was a department, and that was quite painful. That was, that
was a, something that had sort of broken off from computing and become a, a sort of,
semi-autonomous research group that, in the school, and, it had been bringing in quite
a lot of money, but it had, its income was dropping and, the options were really to
reintegrate it into computing or to close it, and it didn’t want to be reintegrated into
computing so we, I had to close it, and that was slightly uncomfortable. But I think, I
think I left the, the engineering faculty at Imperial in, actually in good condition. And
indeed they did do very well in the RAE the year after I left. And the chief financial
officer spoke to me and said, very kindly said he thought that was mainly due to the,
my efforts, because it had not done as well as it should have done in the RAE, in the
previous RAE. So there was, needed to be a big push to get them...
[08:12]
So, I was sort of, it was an interesting time. Imperial, the character of Imperial is, it’s
very driven, it’s, quite a macho kind of place, particularly perhaps in engineering, well
engineering and medicine perhaps. People are very driven, very determined. And
there are some outstandingly, you know, there’s a very high concentration of
outstandingly good people. So, I think it’s a, you know, it’s a university we should be
proud of, well we are proud of in this country, and it’s good to see it doing well.

[08:45]
How did you find returning to academic life after those years in industry?
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Frustrating, but it was, it was kind of nice working for Richard, because, you could
see that Richard had the same frustrations, and Richard couldn’t understand why
academics, why when, you know, he was presenting a vision or saying, you know, this
is what we need to do, why academics would almost, almost perversely not agree with
him. And that’s because they didn’t expect to be told what to do in a way. And so he
got a lot of opposition, and one of our roles as the principals was sort of to be the
interface between Richard and the organisation. And sometimes that was quite hard,
because Richard expected things to happen much more quickly than it’s easy to make
them happen. And it was that time when we were, Richard decided he couldn’t see
why there was any value of us being in the university of London, part of the
University of London, I mean, we were big enough to be a university in our own right,
we didn’t really share any... I mean University College, London, sort of shares the
name of the University of London; Imperial College has, you know... And we’d pay, I
don’t know what it was, almost a million pounds a year to be members of the
University of London, and because most of it was over towards Euston, our, you
know, we had all our own libraries and our own accommodation for students, we
didn’t really benefit from any of its facilities. And Richard felt very, yes, I think he
just felt, being somehow slightly subsidiary to a University of London that added no
value for him, he, you know, why on earth should we? So he was determined we
should withdraw from the University of London which we, we did.
[10:31]
But what he was then very shocked by was that, the academic staff at Imperial, the
professors at Imperial, were professors of Imperial College and professors of the
University of London, so they, as they are in all of the members of the University of
London. And of course they lost their dual title when we withdrew. And he had... I
mean, to be honest with you, I was slightly taken aback, I had... But he had quite a lot
of, of quite furious complaints about people who had lost their, you know, Professor
of the University of London part of their title. And I actually think, but, if you think
from an international perspective, Imperial College’s status is greater than a nebulous
thing called the University of London. Why would you... But it was just that, you
know, they had this title, he’d taken it away from them, that he hadn’t asked them if
he could, you know, it was a sort of... And he used find things like that very
frustrating. And these things would come out of the woodwork, and... So, yes, it was,
it was, they were interesting times, it was, it wasn’t an entirely, you know, it was quite
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a stressful role in fact, because there was always this tension between what Richard
wanted to see delivered, which I had a lot of sympathy with, but, what the
academics... And it was, it was that odd very academic thing that it wasn’t necessarily
that the academic, the academics could see the point, because Richard’s a very,
[laughs] very intelligent guy, and a, he didn’t have illogical ideas. They could see the
point of what we were trying to do and the strategy and things; they just didn’t see
why they should have to do it, because that wasn’t what they signed up for, they
didn’t work for a, they’d not signed up for work for a company, they’d signed up to
work for a university and...
[12:17]
So I think Imperial’s probably now well ahead of the pack in terms of responding to
the changes in the higher education system, because it was already doing that at that
time. And every so often Richard would say, ‘Well we’re going to become a private,
you know, we’re going to go into the private university... But actually, we did get a
lot of money from the Government, and there was always that question of whether
we’d be entitled to get Research Council funding and, and all sorts of things like that.
So it was, we were never quite in the right position to do it. Though that may change
now, and I’m sure that will be something Imperial is going round again at the
moment. But, I had a very interesting time, it was very, it was enjoyable but also
tough to work for Richard. But, but you know, useful, and interesting.

[13:04]
Mm. What do you think were the most interesting parts of the job and the toughest
parts of the job?

I think some of the toughest parts of the job were, well it was tough disagreeing with
Richard, and I did disagree with Richard occasionally. I had one particular fight with
him where I ended up offering to resign and he said, ‘I think you’d better.’ But we,
we managed to make up afterwards. Engineering, the engineering school, engineering
faculty, had the feeling that it was hard done by in the distribution of, of money
coming into the, you know, money comes into the university from Government and
other places, and the university chooses how to distribute it, and that’s the situation I
have here at Aston. And engineering felt it was hard done by and that medicine
always got a rather unfair share of the funding that came in. And, whilst engineering,
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and whilst my team’s perception of that was much more extreme than the actual
situation, they, they had a point. I believed they had a point. And I tried to say to
Richard that, [laughs] you know, I was struggling to get engineering to, to agree to
some of the changes, because they, going forward, because, and that, you know, my
credibility was, was on the line, because it looked as if I wasn’t winning their money
for them, and, and I felt that there was a, an imbalance and that engineering did
deserve a slightly higher share. And Richard was not at all taken with that argument.
So, I, well I tried. But actually, you know, once engineering started bringing in quite a
lot more research grant funding, and being very successful as that, of course, things
got, there was more flexibility for, for doing things, and for the pressure on, we
weren’t getting enough, died down a bit.
[15:07]
I think, I had some very challenging heads of department. I had some very positive
and helpful heads of department, who were really, really supportive, and I had some
who were quite challenging. I had one particular individual who had applied for the
job, and, and was quite bitter about it I think, quite unhappy that he didn’t get it, who
did quite a lot to make my life as difficult as he could. But... So, you know, there
were, there were certainly some, there were certainly some stressful times.

Mm.

But it was certainly interesting, and working at Imperial is quite energising, because
you are surrounded by some extremely bright and very driven people. So, you know,
there is a real... And, it and also means that, there’s great news almost on a, daily
basis about somebody who’s won some fantastic, fantastic grant or whatever.

[16:05]
I remember you mentioning before that, part of the reason why you left academia in
the first place was just the sheer build-up of admin basically...

Yes.

...and grant proposals and so on. Had the situation changed in your post at Imperial
compared to before?
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No, I, I suppose I don’t think it had really. I mean in fact I think people were even
more driven to... You know, whereas when I was at Cambridge, building a huge
research group like mine was, to some extent was still quite, quite unusual, and I was
sort of, close to the top of the grant income league in the department, by the time I got
to Imperial that was much more the norm in, in, you know, in the leading universities.
So lots of people at Imperial were leading some, leading some very big groups, and...
So they were all suffering from... But... And, and indeed because of the full
economic costing that came in at that time, the, if anything the administration of it got
more difficult. The only thing is that, that all universities and Imperial included had
started to bring in more administrative people to support people in putting in grant
applications, so whereas when I used to do it at Cambridge you had to do all of the,
you had to put in all the numbers yourself, you had to find out what, what all the right
salaries might be for people you wanted to appoint, and you had to, you were
responsible for collecting all of that, and getting all the forms sorted out, at Imperial
we had some research support people who, who did, who did quite a bit of that, and
you just said you wanted a, somebody at this level, they found out the numbers; you
said you needed this, they found... Whatever. So, some of that was, was taken away
from people. And also we had people who, with things like the Technology Strategy
Board, proposed joint proposals with industry, we had a small team of people in the
faculty who had helped to put those together, because quite a lot of putting those
together is getting the partners lined up, and following the rules rather than a huge
input to the technical case. I mean there’s an important input to the technical case, but
a lot of the work is actually filling in the forms. And, we’d taken some of that away
from the academics, so, while there was still a lot of it, I think, they were slightly
better off perhaps. Well I don’t know. But there was more that had to be filled in I
think, but they had slightly more help to do it, so, they weren’t worse off. Maybe they
were marginally better off, but they weren’t greatly better off, just an awful lot of that
to do.

[18:35]
Mm. Interested in this idea of having a grand vision for what the university will
actually be, will turn into. I mean how do you actually go about implementing that
grand vision, from your point of view?
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Well it was, it was a vision about, you know, that the university would, that, that, you
know, the university would do world class science research, but also be very strongly
connected to industry and have, you know, have a very high level of industry
participation. But it was also a vision that said the university would be the source of
great ideas for spin-out companies and, and you know, would start to make serious
money from exploiting intellectual property. And so, Imperial Innovations had been
formed and while I was there was spun off as a, a separate, you know, as a company
in its own right with a, quite a lot of venture capital money into it, and is now doing
really well. And indeed we now use Imperial Innovations as, they have the contract
for exploiting our intellectual property at Aston, you know, seem to be doing a very
good job for us.
[19:45]
So that, there was that, you know, outstanding science, strong links to industry, and a
strong innovation and, and exploitation of intellectual property to develop new
businesses, to make money both for the academics and the university. That was a
very strong theme in... But, essentially it was also about, you know, Imperial being
number one in research in, in medicine, in, and in science and in engineering, you
know, had been seen as a, a global, a global leader and, and sort of, you know, the first
place you’d go. And then developing these really big industry links based on that.

Mm.

[20:30]
And... But to do that, we couldn’t do that across every subject, because it required the
university to make some investments. So, there was a, a challenging process of
agreeing, if you like, a university level research strategy that would be about, what are
the, the university level fees that the university would, would fund and would invest
in. So, themes like, sustainability and low carbon energy. So the Energy Futures Lab
and the Grantham Institute for Climate Change and things fitted into that. So, you
know, that said, what would the university go out and try and look for? Because
they’ve attracted the Grantham Institute to Imperial, and what would it build of its
own, what could it build in...? You know, and so we had the, we had the bio
engineering, the Institute for, the Institute for Bio-engineering and Technology, or, the
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Institute for Biotechnology, was a, was something we were establishing, which was all
about technologies to support healthcare, and was a very interesting, very much
designed as a, a unit that would develop devices and, to, to spin out into companies,
with a very interesting funding mechanism. Richard also, the team also, not my team
but the university level, brought in working with the London, the LDA, brought in a
very interesting incubator centre for new companies, which was, for new companies
kind of across London, but it was also a particularly interesting development for, for
example companies spun out of the Institute for Biotechnology that we’d just
established, or the Energy Futures Lab. So there was a sort of system of developing
great science, great technology, developing intellectual property, and being able to
either exploit it with others or to spin it out ourselves, engaging with the incubator and
things. There was that system that was kind of all in place in South Kensington. But
this very strong engagement with industry, which linked to the development of the
business school.

Mm.

[22:51]
So, it was, I think it’s been very powerful, and I think it really has, I think you know,
in the last ten years it really has, well I’ve been here six now, probably in the last, you
know, from when Richard arrived, so that’s probably, fourteen, fifteen years ago at the
Imperial, maybe. Twelve years ago. [pause] Yeah, probably about twelve years ago.
Imperial has really shot up the, the rankings and, and the impact of what people at
Imperial do has increased I think enormously. And I think, you know, much of that is
down to Richard and the team he put in place to help him deliver that.

[23:30]
Mhm. Do you think your previous experience in industry was helpful when you
returned to academia?

Oh yes, I mean that was why Richard was interested in recruiting me, was because he
thought, you know, here was somebody who was from an academic, you know, who
was, had been an academic, clearly sympathetic to an academic environment, but also
understood how, the kind of strategic decisions you have, strategic planning you have
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to do and the decisions you have to take in a, in a company, and, and also the kind of,
speed of movement that you get in a company that you don’t typically get, [laughs] in
a university.

[24:05]
Did you have any particularly close colleagues in this time?

[pause] Well I, I got on very well with Borys, Leszek Borysiewicz, who’s now the
vice-chancellor at Cambridge, who was the deputy rector. And, David Begg, the
principal, one of the other principals, the principal of the Business School at Imperial,
is, is a, a friend who, who I still ask advice from and who’s helped us here at Aston on
trying to recruit our new dean for the Business School. And actually Dot Griffiths, the
deputy principal of the Business School, has been a, an enormous, a very good friend.
As have some of the other, particularly some of the other women like, Julia Higgins,
Professor Dame, Dame Julia Higgins, Professor Julia Higgins, who, who actually took
over for a year after I left as Principal. And who was also very charming and said,
‘Oh I didn’t have to do anything, you had left it all in good, [laughs] good order. I
just had to sort of, stand there and sort of hold the rudder, and it was fine.’ So she was
very nice. But... And she had been intending to retire, so, you know, she wasn’t
expecting to do that, but Richard asked her if she would step in to give him a good
time to find somebody, you know, and I think... Julia was always very, very
supportive and very kind. And, and, she and I had a little get-together. She ran a kind
of network of senior women across the university, which was an interesting gathering.
And also included senior women who had been on the university council, senior
women from outside, which was also kind of interesting to meet them, we used to
meet and have dinner every, you know, two, twice, three times a year sometimes. Dot
was part of that group. And indeed Julia Buckingham, who has just gone to Brunel as
vice-chancellor, who was one of the medics, was part of that group as well. So we...
Because it was a very, it was a kind of very driven and macho environment at
Imperial, and, women were in a small minority, particularly at senior levels, it was
actually quite nice to, to see that group from time to time and talk about things, things
that we were doing, not, not... no sometimes whinge, but mainly talk about much
more creative and positive things. [pause] What was I going to say about... [pause]
Now, I was going to say something about Julia. No, Julia was, was, it very nice to
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have Julia around, and, Julia Higgins, and, Julia Buckingham too but I didn’t know
her so well.

[26:49]
Is there any difference in having a discussion like that with a group of female peers as
opposed to a group of male peers?

I, I think... Yes, because it was a, it was sometimes a, it was sometimes quite an
aggressive environment at the senior levels. And I think it was quite nice sometimes
to get out of that and, and just say, gosh, you know. And that created stresses that I
think we all thought were a bit unnecessary sometimes. And the, and in medicine in
particular the women felt that, if you looked at, at where women were in the
organisation in medicine, they were mostly in the senior researcher kind of roles, not
in the senior professor consultant surgeon kind of roles. And, the people who had real
status were those people, in the medical world, and the women felt they, I think, some
of the senior women felt they were kind of, slightly sidelined because they were in
these senior researcher roles, they weren’t seen as the, the big beasts of, of medicine
at Imperial. And they found that quite frustrating. [pause] And, and so you know,
there was a, making sure that, that women coming up through the organisation didn’t
feel they were being knocked over in the kind of scramble for the top, and make sure
they were, they were supported and felt that they wanted to persist and make their
way through it. So yes, I think it was nice to, to get together and to think about things
we could do to support the younger women in the organisation. Yeah.

[28:45]
Mm. Are you doing of your own research at this time?

No. I was on various advisory committees for things but, but, no. It was... I mean
when you’re doing a job like that, as the one I do now, I think unless you’ve got an
established research group, with my, with my deans here, the ones who’ve, like Helen
Griffiths who’s Dean of Life and Health Sciences here, she’s come up through the
school, so she has a research group. And so... And she’s recently recruited a senior
lecturer in sort of a similar field who, who now can help run that research group for
her. But I think when you come in from outside and you’d have to start it from
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scratch, it would be very unfair on, on the people in your group. And also you don’t
have time for all the grant, putting the bids in to get grants and things, because you’re
doing other things. So... I was, I was Chair of the Defence Science Advisory Council
at that time, which was the, which gives independent advice to the Secretary of State
for Defence. And that took, that was interesting, looking at some of the defence
science and technology issues. But, so I had some, I had some, some links like that,
but, some research links. And, and talked to some of the researchers about what they
were doing, but it wouldn’t have been, I don’t think, very helpful. Because you get,
also you get out of date as well, and, and it would be very unfair on PhD students with
a supervisor who’s sort of never there and not up to date with the literature.

Mm. Do you ever miss it?

Do I miss Imperial?

No, no I meant the research aspect of it.

Sometime actually, sometimes you look at research that’s being done in all sorts of
places, and you think, gosh. Well sometimes I look at the research that’s being done
in sort of, nationally and internationally in the field I used to be in, in the area of
fracture mechanics, and, I think, gosh, it hasn’t moved on very far since I left it. And
that’s sort of, twenty years ago, so that’s pretty frightening. I find a bit depressing
actually, that you could almost look at it and think you could step back in and, and
pick up where you left off, you’d think there’s some, hopefully there’d have been
some big... I mean there’s been improvements in the testing technology and things,
but, I don’t feel the subject’s moved on that far. That’s... I like the problem-solving
bit of it. I like talking to people about it. So yes, I do miss it I think, but I don’t miss
it so much at the hands-on level. I probably miss it at the, at the engaging with the
research group level, yes.

[31:25]
Mm. What do you actually enjoy about the managerial sort of role in the university
by contrast?
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[pause] I think I like sort of leading the development and, and driving strategy. And,
I like it to be my strategy. I mean that was eventually why I, well eventually, that was
why when the headhunters rang me up about Aston University, while I was at
Imperial, why I decided to, to take it in part, because I thought, well gosh, you know,
I’m enjoying running Richard’s, helping run Richard’s university, but you know, I
could have my own. And I felt Aston had a lot of things that needed doing, and I’m a
person who likes a lot of, I like to do things. I don’t like not to have a challenge. So,
it was nice to, it was, you know, Aston has, there’s a lot about Aston that, Aston’s
ethos, its focus on widening participation and its very strong links with industry, its
very strong sort of engineering and, and business angle, all of those appealed to me.
But that particularly combined with the widening participation and the, you know, the
fact that we have a very high proportion of our students come from very low
socioeconomic groups, and I do think university education is about transforming
people’s lives, and it’s about social mobility, so, and I think we really do do that here.
So I think that’s something I’m enormously proud of about Aston. So... And that we
combine that with, with some really outstanding, some really world-leading research,
not pretty much across the board like we did at Imperial, but in some, some key areas,
some important areas. And so I thought, thought Aston was a challenge. It was a
university that was, you know, punching well below its weight in a way, it didn’t have
a very high enough profile, the campus was, a bit gloomy. I mean it potential, it’s got,
we’ve got quite a lot of green space, we’re the biggest park in Birmingham which is
nice. And we’re right in the middle of Birmingham, so that’s nice too, but, the
campus was a bit, you know, down-at-heel, the buildings were a bit down-at-heel, the
environments, we weren’t making the most of ourselves in terms of, you know, people
knowing about us and what we were doing. And so I thought, it seemed like a, it
seemed like an opportunity, it’s, with plenty of challenges. And I thought, well, you
know, wouldn’t it be nice to try and develop my own strategy? And to be honest, it’s
not a, you know, in its own microcosm, apart from the widening participation and
employability, we have much stronger strategy in the education area than we did at
Imperial. Because we kind of didn’t need to at Imperial, people came to Imperial
because it was Imperial, and that was the prestige, and you were taught by very clever
people. We were trying, when I was at Imperial, to bring in, a sort of upgrading of
how, how we did our engineering teaching. And that was being... Although I had one
or two enthusiasts, it was generally being quite strongly resisted by the academic staff,
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who were much more focused on their research. So we had something called
Engineering 2020, which was about changing the way we teach. And it, I think it, it’s
helped, I think it’s... But, we now have a much more, here we have much more of a
balance between teaching and research. Teaching at Imperial was very much the
secondary thing; here teaching is very much an equivalent partner with research in
what the university does. And so, it’s been exciting here, not only trying to build up
the research in some of our areas and really get that more on the map, but actually
also to, to see the, the steps we’re taking forward in improving the, the quality of the
teaching but also in getting new teaching, getting people thinking about new ways of
teaching, and, some of the initiatives we’ve got here in engineering under a banner
called Active Engineering, which are about, you know, quite radically shaking up how
the teaching is delivered to making it very much problem-based, and, in, you know,
having some of the first year where literally they’d just throw problems at the students
and, the students have to think, have to work in groups to think about, how do you
address those? So I think it’s making it much more engaging, more innovative,
stimulating, much more independent thinking. You’ve still got to teach people
thermodynamics and some of the other stuff, but if they know why they want to learn
it, because they’ve realised they have to know it to solve some of these problems, then
I think that’s a much more motivating way of teaching engineering, and I think we’re
starting to see that in, in our engineering courses.
[36:16]
We’ve got, we’re also, we’ve got a big push here on delivering a lot more learning by,
you know, using all of the, all of the electronic and, and ICT and internet kind of
means. So I’m trying to get our, all of our academic staff here to, to accept that, just
that we should record all lectures, and they should all be available to students through
our, our virtual learning environment which we have here, the one called Blackboard.
And where... So we now have the facility to do that in all of our main teaching
rooms, where you can either be videoed and it’s integrated with you changing your
slides, or it, or you can just have your voice, if people don’t want to be seen. And
some people are quite, some of the academics... But some of the academics won’t
even do that at the moment, so, I’m pushing very hard that, they have to do that, that’s
a, you know, that’s a requirement. And the students think it’s great, because we have
quite a high proportion of overseas students. We’ve got quite a high proportion of
staff from overseas, twenty per cent of our staff are from overseas. So they don’t all
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speak English as a first language, so if you’ve missed what they said, in a big class,
you can’t always keep asking people, so, you can, you know, you can go back over it.
It transforms revision, you read through your notes, you can then listen to that bit
again and try and work out why you didn’t understand it. So students think it’s great.
And it’s not, you know, it’s not rocket science, it’s not any great innovation in
technology; it’s simply that you can now get this very simple software that aligns the
voice with what was actually being shown at the time. So, you’ve got the explanation
on the PowerPoint slide automatically on your screen.
[38:03]
And, you know, I, I do still get a bit frustrated, I mean we still have a bit of that thing
that we had at Imperial, that people are very reluctant to change the way they teach.
But we do have a fantastic new course now, we, we now insist all of our academic
staff have, coming in, have, get a teaching qualification, certificate of postgraduate,
postgraduate certificate of, teaching in higher education or something. I mean we run
it here, I mean, but some of them have it from somewhere else, but we run our own
version of it here. And that’s now going down very well, and the deans are beginning
to say, they have a kind of cohort of, a critical mass cohort of, of new staff who are
quite enthused about thinking about different ways of teaching and about using all of
the, all of the new aids there are to teaching and, you know, we’ve lots of staff now
using voting, automatic voting in their classes so that they can stop and test whether
people have understood things by giving them kind of multiple choice questions and
things. And you can get a feel for whether ninety per cent of the class understands or
ten per cent of the class understands. So it’s a sort of, you know whether, you know,
you can start to go back and think about what, what do you, what do you need to try
and, try and go through again, what do you need to repeat, or, or try and come at it a
different way. So, it’s good to see people starting to use the, take up the teaching
technology. I think there’s a long way to go before, you know, we change it really
radically, and, you know, we need to keep moving in that direction. But I think we are
starting to deliver a better experience for our students.

Mm.

[39:45]
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So I think, you know, it’s very exciting to have, and to be working with, and to be
working with a team who want to make those sorts of changes. So, keeping the
balance between the teaching and the research is sometimes difficult, and the staff
find that, do find that a, you know, a, a tension, that one minute you’re saying to them
they’ve got to do better teaching, they, you know, have got to deliver a better student
experience, and the next minute you’re saying to them, ‘What about the research
income, why haven’t you...?’ And at Imperial of course, mostly it was, ‘What about
the research income?’ It was, you know, it was more of a, a single kind of challenge
you were setting. And so, you know, it is more difficult for the staff here. But, we
have managed to increase research income, and, I think we are starting to, not in the
dramatic way we managed to at Imperial, but, we are starting to, we are starting to see
people getting, more and more people getting engaged with the more innovative and
new ways of thinking about their teaching. So you know, it’s, it’s, it’s exciting, and
it’s... And universities are always nice places to work, because you’re always
surrounded by young people.

Mm.

So it’s always a kind of, energetic environment.

[40:53]
How much contact do you actually get with the students in your current job?

A bit. I, I have quite a lot of contact with the student guild. And it’s very interesting,
because we have are very professionally focused university, we have very strong links
to industry, we run, we try and get students all to take a placement year, we, we have
students doing, you know, professional subjects like pharmacy and optometry and,
biomedical sciences and, and, you know, business accounting, law, engineering, and,
you know, even our linguists have quite a strong, well, we, we do a lot of linguistics
but we do translation studies, we do interpreting, we... So they’re quite focused on
jobs they’re going to get at the end of it. So we have a very friendly student guild, but
very apolitical. It’s really, really intriguing, you know, I sort of feel, I actually feel
that, it’s not quite healthy, that these students should be a bit more radical, a bit more,
they should complain a bit more. They’re a bit, they’re a bit well-behaved [laughs],
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and a bit... I mean it makes our lives easier, I shouldn’t wish this, you know, as a
senior team, having a very cooperative student guild is, who are very appreciative and
friendly, is very easy for us, and we do try and respond, but actually, I don’t think
they, they do as good a job of galvanising the student body. They’re not actually a
terribly, a good way of, of communicating with the students. They... Because, lots of
the students don’t engage with them, because it isn’t the most exciting and dynamic.
Whereas I think at Birmingham University, they, I mean the, you know, the vicechancellor there has much more, much more of a hard time from the student guild,
and they’re called the student guild at Birmingham as well, not the student union, so
like ours, they’re a very political student guild, but of course they’ve got a lot more
social sciences and, a broader range of... And... But I actually think, I suspect that
they, they are better at raising to the university what the real issues that the students
have got are. I sometimes feel our guild are too nice, too focused on, you know, the
social events they organise for the students. And, and to be fair, they do have a very
good, they do have a very good student sort of, advice service. I mean we offer a big
student advice service, but for some things, particularly if it’s appeals against the
university, the students need independent advice, and the guild provides, provides the
independent advice service so they can be represented at, at tribunal, you know, or
what, at exam appeals and things, or, appeals against, you know, being, being sent
down for misbehaviour and things. So that’s essential that the guild provides that.
But it also provides some of the same kind of advice that our advice centre does.
Because sometimes students feel a bit more comfortable going to the guild to get that,
which is great, I mean it’s fine. And I think the students do a very good job on that.
[43:56]
And they do a very good job on sport, and I think they’ve got record numbers of
students signing up for clubs and societies this year, so, I think, I don’t know whether
they said... I don’t know. I think they’ve got something like, twenty-five, thirty per
cent of students have signed up for clubs and societies, which, it would be nice if it
was fifty per cent. But a lot of, quite a few of our students live off campus, because,
twenty per cent of them come from Birmingham, so they, probably live off campus so
they’re not here necessarily in the evenings or when, you know, on Wednesday
afternoons when it’s sport, they’re quite possibly not round the university. So, I think
that’s, it’s a big improvement on where they’ve been before, and I think that’s
probably quite good that they’ve... And they’re pushing very hard to get, you know,
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the majority of students joining clubs and societies, and I think, you know, we would
entirely support them in that. So... But they’re just, they’re just not very political,
they’re a bit too, they give us slightly too easy a time in a way, and I’d, you know, like
to feel that we knew more, that we could communicate better about what the students’
issues are through them, I’d feel more confident that we, then that we knew, that we
were addressing some of the right things for the students. So I think, we’ve got a
number of initiatives to try and improve student engagement and make sure we really
are correctly interpreting what the students want and need.

[45:20]
You’ve talked quite a lot about some of the things that have happened since you got to
Aston, but I just wonder, at the start, discussing it as, you know, your chance to have
your own university as it were, it’s...

Yes.

How do you feel when you actually sort of come in on your first day to a job like that?

Well I came, I spent a month before my predecessor had, had finished his term of
office, and that was a really bad thing to do, I wouldn’t recommend that to anybody.
Because, he hadn’t moved out of the office, this office. I was in a really unpleasant
little office down the corridor. His PA at the time, who is not one of the people out in
the office now, really hadn’t understood that I was the new boss, and so, I, she was
supposed to be supporting me, but she barely would do anything to help me. And...
And, you know, there would be things like, you know, I needed to go somewhere,
could I have the university car? Well she would have to check with my predecessor,
that he didn’t need it at that time. And, he was barely in, he certainly wasn’t using it,
you know. But there was always this, she made it quite clear to me I wasn’t entitled to
use it. And I just thought, goodness me, you know, as of the end of the month, I am
your boss. Do you expect me to think, to, to have developed an allegiance for you, if
you’re treating me like this? I was just... I mean I suppose, you know, she was
obviously very loyal to her, I think she had worked for my predecessor for a very long
time, but, I, you know, she, she didn’t say she wanted to change jobs, there was,
because HR had checked with her. So I just thought, gosh, you haven’t understood
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have you what the, what the dynamics of, you know, a change of, of boss are at all.
I’m afraid she didn’t last very long. [laughs] So... I mean she, she couldn’t change,
she couldn’t cope with the pace, the change in pace in the office. I mean my
predecessor had kind of been winding down for some time, and, you know, other
people did a lot of the running of the university. He was out a lot, because he was
chairman of a group of companies, Birmingham companies that were going through a
difficult time, so he was very involved in that. So she hadn’t had a lot of pressure in
the office, and when I arrived, wanting to do loads of new stuff and reorganise things
and, with a lot of external commitments that had to be supported, she just kind of,
well she couldn’t, she couldn’t cope with the increased pressure really. And, she and I
didn’t get off on the right foot either. So... [laughs] So it was a... So I had, so my
starting here was kind of a bit miserable, I spent a month thinking, hm, they’re not a
friendly lot.
[48:15]
But, once that, once we were through that, it was, you know, it was much better. And
they are a friendly lot actually, a very friendly... I mean that’s the thing about a sort of
small university, I mean it really is quite a pint-size university, but it’s, it’s a very
friendly, it has the opportunity of being of being a very friendly place and the students
notice that. And that’s one of the things that makes it nice, that, you know, I’m
running a university the size... And you see interestingly it’s, although the staff at
Imperial is much larger, there are a lot more academics, the student numbers at
Imperial are not very different, a bit bigger but not very different. So actually... And,
and, Imperial’s on that very tight campus essentially and, most of it, in South Ken, and
we’re on this little campus in, well, this big campus, but you know, quite close
together and a tight unit, in the middle of Birmingham. So it sort of has that same
feeling that you walk about the place and you can see everybody.

Mm.

Which is nice. So I mean, a university like Manchester or, or, I don’t know, I think
that is the very biggest university in the country, you must feel quite, you must feel
quite anonymous sometimes I think even as vice-chancellor, because you just don’t,
you know, just don’t have the chance to get the breadth of, of, you know, get, get to
see and communicate with everybody, and, and you have to have quite a hierarchical
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structure; here, we can have quite a flat structure. And people can be encouraged and
anybody can be encouraged to come and, and talk to me if they have, if they want to.
So that’s a, I think that’s a very nice feeling about the place.

[49:45]
Mm. What do you actually have to do on a practical day-to-day basis to actually run
a university?

[pause] You have to make sure it has a strategy, and we’ve just, we’re just publishing
our second one since I’ve been here. We had an Aston 2012 strategy for five years,
the five years from when I arrived, and we’re now just publishing Aston 2020, we
thought we’d go a bit further. So you have to, people have to know what it is we’re,
we’re lining up behind. And that’s taken quite a lot of our time in the last, last six
months of finalising that. Because you have to get lots of people to buy into it, and,
it’s amazing how much wordsmithing that involves. You have to have, having got a
strategy, you then have to have a kind of management structure underneath that that,
that progresses things. So I have a, I have an operation, executive operations group
which is me, the senior pro-vice chancellor, the chief financial officer and the chief,
and the, and the chief operating officer. And we try and look mostly at operational
issues and policy issues. And we meet every couple of weeks to move things, those
things forward. We then have an executive team which is all of my deans and the provice-chancellors and the estates director, and the director of development, and the
director of marketing and strategy. And we meet on a monthly basis, to go through,
we have a sort of, first hour is operational issues that everybody needs to know about
and be engaged on, and the second half of that meeting then we then try and be, look
at the big, what big strategic issues are we taking forward, what’s going, you know,
monitoring how they’re going. We then have our governing board which is the
council, which is, has a majority of, of non-executive members, so, our governors. So
that has some elected members of academic staff, it has my deans, it has the CFO, the
COO, and the senior pro-vice-chancellor. It doesn’t have the other pro-vicechancellors, not because they’re not important, but just because, in order to keep it of
a reasonable size. And then it has a majority of non-execs. It’s chaired by one of our
alumni, Dr Paul Golby, who’s, Paul’s just retired as chief executive of E.On UK, and
is a great chair. And it, that has a remuneration committee and a nominations
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committee, a risk committee and a, and a finance and capital projects committee that
report into it. And we have a range of, of people, of non-execs, who range from an
alumna who, who runs her own HR and training company, who’s a very successful
woman. Somebody who used to be HR director at Rolls Royce, who I know.
Somebody from the, who used to be chief executive and then chairman of a, a major
construction company. We’re just about to acquire somebody who used to be the,
who’s recently retired, who used to be the diversity, head of diversity for Ford Motor
Company. So we try and collect, we’ve got an accountant and an auditor, a senior
accountant and senior auditor, from the West Midlands businesses. We try and collect
a group of people who, whose strengths are... Oh and we’ve got Christine Braddock
who runs the Birmingham Metropolitan College, the FE sector; we’ve got a, a
headmistress from a local school. We try and collect people who are in areas relevant
to us, so, you know, we’ve got a big construction programme and it’s great to have
construction, we’ve got lots of developments in HR, so it’s great to have people who
know about HR. We’ve got a very diverse student population with, a big Muslim
population and, it’s useful, you know, we have very strong diversity policies both
reflecting ethnic and religious and also gender in how we organise and run the
university and look after our students. So it’s, it’s great to have people, not from the
academic area, but from complementary areas, you bring expertise that, into areas that
are not the main focus of what we do every day in the university, to, who are, who,
who have the final kind of endorsement of our strategy and our financial plans and
things.
[54:43]
And then there are lots of important things like promotion boards. I chair all of, still
chair all of the professorial promotion boards, because I think, you know, the most
important thing about... and professorial appointment boards as well, the most
important thing about a university are your people, and your senior academic staff are
absolutely critical, in terms of quality, in terms of research, in terms of their
commitment to the students and the organisation. I do a lot of external things which
are about raising the profile of Aston, because that’s one of the things that I’ve always
felt Aston needed, it needed to be much more on the map. So, I can do a lot of things
externally that are about,... So I was one of the members of the Browne Review, of
Lord Browne’s review team on the funding of, funding and finance for the university
sector going forward. So things that raise your profile makes your, speaking at
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events, sector events or working with Government. I’m a non-executive member of
the Board of BIS, which is the government department that oversees the funding for
universities.

[55:58]
What was it like working on the Browne Review?

Very hard work actually, because we had a short... Well we thought we had a very
short time to do it, and then, it became very sensitive and, because once... Because
we started it under the previous Government; once the coalition were in, initially they
wanted it in the summer, you know, published in June. And, and John Browne was
very keen to get it done too, so we were all focused on finishing it. And then because
it was clear that it was going to cause, you know, it was on a kind of, a potential fault
line between the two parts of the coalition with the commitments the Liberal
Democrats had made on not increasing the fees, they then, while they were trying to
work out what they wanted to do, well, I, my, I, I assume, I, I, nobody has told us this
factually but, we kept being asked to delay and delay and delay, because it was useful
for them to say we hadn’t finished. And that was a bit frustrating then, because we
had been all ready to, to... And then when we launched it, there was a certain I think,
reluctance to, to have it launched in too high profile a way, because of the problem,
because of the, the Liberal Dem, almost all the Liberal Democrats in senior roles had
made this commitment, and signed the NUS pledge that they wouldn’t increase fees.
So it was really quite a...

Mm.

And I think that’s been, it’s been quite frustrating to see that the Government has, the
coalition have randomly picked bits from it. We had put something together which as
a proposal was about how the system would work, and was also predicated on an
increase in student numbers, that, one of the reasons why you were asking for a
greater graduate input to the cost of higher education was so that you could continue
to expand it, because that was, we felt, what the economy needed and what the UK
needed for a high, a high tech, high, high educational level, knowledge intensive
future. And the Government has randomly picked bits from what we suggested and
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combined it with a reduction in student numbers. And I think we’re all feeling a bit,
fed up about that, because we offered them a system and, you know, the system
worked as a whole, and they’ve randomly taken different parts of it and, not put all
the linking bits in and not increased, not increased the number of places, so we felt
that was, you know, they’ve torn it up really, and that was disappointing.

[58:36]
How would the system you recommended differ from the current one?

Well we, we didn’t recommend a cap on fees, but what we recommended was that
universities that charged more than seven and a half thousand, or, more than seven, I
can’t remember what the exact figure was, would have to pay for the additional cost
of the loans to those students. Because obviously as, as the cost of the loan, as the
fees go up, the likelihood that people will not repay during the thirty years that they
will be paying back increases. And so we felt that, that universities that wanted... that
universities did need to be allowed to go up above £7,000, and you know, different
universities had different costs. If you’re maintaining historic buildings at Oxford and
Cambridge, it is more expensive than my infrastructure here; mine’s expensive
enough, but, you know, I haven’t got mediaeval buildings that have all sorts of
restrictions on what you can do to them and how you have to, how you have to deal
with them. So, there are different costs in different universities for good reasons. So,
we, our proposal was that they should, they should... And, there are different
perceived values and possibly different real values of degrees from different places to
people who get them. And I don’t think anybody would argue that, you know, a
degree from Oxford, Cambridge, Imperial, UCL, has, probably has an impact, even if,
you know, even if actually you’re not any better, or your, what you’ve learnt isn’t any
better, it certainly has an impact on a CV or a job application form that is, maybe
disproportionate to the ability of the person attached to it, but it still has that. And so,
in a market there is a value in that, and... But we felt that if you wanted to charge
above £7,000 I think it was, that universities should pay back the State for what the
additional, the average additional cost to the State of, of the extra number of people
who wouldn’t, wouldn’t then pay back. So that meant that if you wanted to charge
£8,000, you would have to pay, the university would only get £750 extra or
something, and if you wanted to charge £9,000, you got, I don’t know, £600 of that
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next £1,000. If you wanted to charge £10,000, by then you were only getting £500
for... And if you wanted to charge... You know. And, quite rapidly you, you got a law
of diminishing returns, you weren’t getting very much back. So there would have
been a natural cap, but it would have been above £9,000. And we felt that would have
been, that was sensible. And, we also felt that because it was this law of diminishing
returns, you would only get a small number of institutions who would have pushed
right up to the highest level, so you would genuinely have got a variation in, in, in
cost. Universities would have done more thinking about how much it was, how much
they should charge. Whereas a £9,000 cap has just meant essentially most people
have gone for £9,000. So that was something we were disappointed about.
[1:02:00]
The issue is that we were suggesting that, there is a strong argument that students, that
graduates on average benefit more than the average taxpayer does from the degree
that they’d been able to get, so there’s a strong argument that says they should pay a
bit more for it, that’s a perfectly fair economic argument. But we felt the thing that
the Government needed to do was, as I’ve said, if it was going to get, charge
graduates more, the other side of that should be that there would, that would expand
the number of university places. And that’s probably the thing that we’re, I certainly
think, John Browne, you know, talking to him, and I are most disappointed about is
that, we’ve reduced the number of places in the system.
[1:02:40]
We also wanted to push, to cut off the tail of, of low quality higher education, and, we
also feel very very strongly what’s been put in place actually extends the tail, it
doesn’t cut the tail off. Actually, it, it attacks the rather, rather good quality middle.
It, it provides, it doesn’t support the top end as much as they needed, the very top as
much as they needed supporting because of the £9,000 cap, but it does, it does
concentrate the top. But it gives us now, instead of a tail that we already had, it adds a
new tail of, of very cheap degrees in FE colleges. And I think there’s plenty of
evidence that those are not, that may be tertiary education, but those are not degrees in
the sense we are used to them. So, it’s giving some, some people a, an expectation
that they’re getting a degree, when they’re actually not getting a degree, which...
And, and given that they’re, they’re about £6,000, it’s two-thirds of the cost of many
of the very prestigious degrees, that doesn’t seem to us to be good value for money.
And it doesn’t seem to be addressing the tail. And when we’re in an era where we
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probably want more science and engineering degrees, those are not the kind of things
you want done in that part of the sector very cheaply with, without the right
equipment and the right, the right teaching approaches. So I think that’s the, that’s
the, the disappointment. But it’s, I think it’s put in a, even more of a tail and it’s
reduced the numbers. So that’s, that’s a disappointing outcome.

[1:04:25]
What were your biggest concerns in formulating the report? [pause] Or biggest
issues that were involved perhaps would be a better way of phrasing the question.

Oh I think, I think, we were all worried about the impact on, the impact on widening
participation, and I think we have yet to see what that will be; I hope it won’t be as
bad as it could be, or as bad as, you know, some of us think it, fear it might be. We all
recognise that this does put a significant extra pressure on graduates, and particularly,
the people it puts most pressure on are graduates who go into middle-earning jobs. So
teachers, nurses, some of the, you know, lots of people in the, social workers,
graduates in those sorts of jobs, are the kind of graduates who will end up potentially
paying for, paying back for twenty or thirty years. Graduates going into the City may
pay back their, you know, might pay back in five years. It’s... So actually the people
who will pay most will be the people who pay longest, because they’ll continue
accumulating interest. And, I think there’s a real, a real feeling that, that that’s a
group who, for whom this makes a significant impact. So the really, the youngsters
from low income families will be quite well supported at university; people who never
earn very much will never pay back very much; youngsters from middle income
families will get the least support and their families will be under most pressure; and
people, graduates that go into middle income sort of jobs will themselves be the ones
who pay back most. So it’s protective, it’s fine if you’re, as it always has been, if
you’re from a wealthy family, and it’s fine if you get a great job. It’s actually quite
supportive if you’re from a really low income background and, it’s also very
protective for people who never earn very much. But there’s a wide group in the
middle for whom it’s actually quite... And they, I mean obviously the ones in the
middle, who come from the middle, aren’t necessarily the ones who end up in the
middle; hopefully there’ll be some switching, but, even so, it means... And it means
that a lot of jobs which we’re very reliant on, that are very important, like teaching
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and, and social work and nursing, will be the ones who, who will be hardest hit, they
are quite often the public sector sort of jobs, so they’re quite often, you know, people
whose pay will be under pressure in difficult times like now, be seeing that, you know,
they should take pay freezes and things.
[1:07:08]
So, I think we all felt that is, you know, is there some way that you can... And we
looked at a number of, of proposals for, you know, if people were paying off very
quickly because they were very high earners, could we ask them to pay for an extra
couple of years, to make a slightly larger contribution towards the people who hadn’t
had such high-flying careers? And, and I think there was some resistance to moving
in any of those. Certainly Vince Cable was not keen on the taxing, you know, taxing
the ones who happened to get the high, you know, the very well paid jobs early, more
to help support the others. So I think there’s, you know, clearly I think we all felt that
was going to be quite tough, but on the other hand, if it was helping fund an expansion
in the system, then it was justified, because it was actually helping every, you know, a
lot of people to participate in this, in this, in these opportunities for better jobs. So
yes, it was, there was, you know, difficult... And, I think also we, there was some, not
that it came in directly to us at meetings, but there was clearly pressure coming in,
because we were doing it just as the financial crisis hit. And, clearly the, there was a
step change in the hole that the Government needed to fill whilst we were doing the
report, and so, you know, we were looking at shorter payback times, we were looking
at smaller fees, because assuming there’d be a larger government contribution. And
then at some point, we, we, the message came through that, more money was going to
be taken out of the system and there would be less Government funding coming in.
So I think at one point we were assuming that the Government would be putting in,
you know, two or three thousand into engineering courses, whereas now it’s going to
be, if we’re lucky it’s going to be £1500, from HEFCE. So, the numbers changed,
the, the pressures on us to deliver a larger saving to the, to the cash, to the
Government’s cash budget, grew during the time we were doing the report. So it got
tougher and tougher.

[1:09:18]
Did the change in Government make any difference as well during the formulation
period?
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No, both, both Peter Mandelson and, and the Opposition had agreed they would, you
know, take the, accept the out, the results. I mean they didn’t say they’d implement
them, but they were, they both accepted they’d... Because it was going to, always
going to run across an Election, so, very sensibly they, they’d got together and said,
no, we, we will support the Browne Review and we will use, use its output. Nobody
seemed to ever tell you they’re going to accept its output so to speak.

[1:19:52]
Mm. Taking that a step on to your current job role at Aston, I was wondering what
you see as being the biggest challenges over the next few years in actually running a
university?

For us the big challenges are going to be, how do we grow and afford to continue
investing? We’ve, you know, clearly we’ve got squeezes on funding for students, and
a reduction in student numbers, although that may not, you know, that may not hit us,
but it may. We’ve got, we’re in a period of, of changing rules, and the rules are
changing faster than anybody can keep up with. We’re talking to the Higher
Education Funding Council for England about what our student numbers are for next
year, they’ve done their, they said they were going to do their calculations based on
some numbers that related to the year 9/10. They’ve now done them based on 10/11.
So actually that takes away more from our numbers than we were expecting. And so,
it’s... And, you know, we’ve pointed out to them that they said they were going to,
and all the, all the sector has does this. But it’s, it’s at a time when, nobody has
answers to all the questions, because, there’s a lot of policy been developed very
quickly, and, not all of it’s been properly thought through. So here we are coming to,
you know, making offers to applicants, and we’re still trying to work out how some of
the rules work, and when we ask the people who should be implementing the rules,
they don’t know yet either. They’re still working on it. So, it’s a more uncertain time
for universities than it’s been for, I think probably for, you know, fifteen years or so. I
don’t think that’s, that’s disastrous for us, but it does just add an extra level of
pressure for everybody.
[1:11:50]
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I think, you know, I think we’ll, I think we’ll, we’ll be all right, but, and I’m very
positive that we’ll be all right, but, I think we, we’re kind of holding our breath
slightly on some of our plans and some of our, the capital expenditure we’d like to
move forward with, because that actually depends on balancing the books and having
some surplus to afford to pay off loans and things. And for the next couple of years,
you know, we just don’t know how tight it’s going to be, or, indeed whether it will be
slightly easier than we expect. And with, you know, pressure potentially on UK
student numbers, with pressure on overseas student numbers, because of the visa
problems and the fact that Indian students can’t, Indian and some of the Asian
students from poorer countries, relied on working here for a couple of years after they
graduated. So there’s been a big hit on overseas student numbers now they can’t do
that. So our overseas student numbers are down, and that’s quite a big part of our
income. So obviously we’re working very hard to try and increase that, but, whether
we can replace, you know, what proportion of those we can replace is...
[1:13:00]
Research income is going to get tighter. So, that’s going to be, that’s going to be
challenging for us at a time when we’re trying to develop some of our research
centres. So we’ve just got to get better, better faster than other people are getting
better in order to, to win. I mean we’re doing particularly well with winning funding
from Europe at the moment, so, we’ve got to keep developing that side of what we do
as well. So the environment’s getting, getting tougher, and to continue to grow and to
invest over the next five years is going to be quite challenging I think, so, I think
they’re, you know, thinking about what the, what different models there might be to,
to approaching that.

[1:13:45]
What is your strategic vision for Aston in 2020?

Well, we... It’s not simple, in that, you know, but, because, it’s not as, universities
aren’t simple organisations. And in a way, it’s, it’s more of, it’s more of the same, it’s
that we will continue to further strengthen our links with business and industry, and
we want to put in place, we’re now talking to a number of companies about, including
Jaguar Land Rover, about bespoke training for them, but bespoke degrees for, for
them and their staff, and we would see ourselves doing a lot more of that. We have
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some, some really quite rapidly developing international partnerships, and I think we
see ourselves doing a number of joint degrees with oversees institutions. We have
changed our statute so that we can award joint degrees, so, that’s fine, we can... And
we’re now working with a number of institutions looking at moving in that direction.
So, to give students a much more international experience. This coming autumn we
will now be, we will be offering all of our undergraduates language tuition, and so we
will be trying to get at least seventy-five per cent of our first-year students to take a
language in their first year. And hopefully some of them will continue that alongside
their degree, or as part of their degree if they wish to. So we’re very keen on
developing international, students with an international orientation, and who will
make employees for global businesses. We’re going to continue to develop our
employability through getting... We’ve, we’ve kept from our, from the 1950s when
we were, and the early Sixties when we were a college of advanced technology,
working very closely with industry. We’ve kept our, our sandwich year, our
placement year in business and industry. At the moment about sixty, seventy per cent
of our students take that, and want to get that right up to eight to ninety per cent. And
that very much to be the hallmark of, of what we offer, that you get this, that
integrated in your degree studies is, is credit-bearing experience of working in
business or in a professional organisation or, and an increasing number of those we
want to be overseas experiences.
[1:16:13]
So we’re, we’re looking at developing all of those on the... And, and doing that, you
know, looking at what innovative ways to deliver our, our teaching, more engaging
ways to deliver it. So we want to be seen as being a real innovator in learning and
teaching, and to be producing graduates who are highly employable with a very very
strong international orientation and, and you know, engineers with great language
skills and things.
[1:16:41]
On the research side, we, we need to get more focused yet. We are developing a
number of areas, in particular, for example in the Business School, looking at
entrepreneurship and innovation, which is a big, a big theme for us, and also in, not
just a UK but in an international business context. Looking very strongly at
sustainable and ethical businesses is a very, another strong area of what we look at.
And that links through into our sustainability and green technologies activity in
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engineering. We’ve also got very strong photonics activity, which is going in a
number of directions, one of them is new communications technologies, but the other
is looking more, more and more closely at new sensor technologies in particular for
example medical devices. And that links through into our School of Life and Health
Sciences, which has a big centre for healthy ageing, that’s developing a centre for
child health, it has its very strong centre in optometry and vision, and a very strong
centre in, in brain imaging. And both of those two of course link very closely into the
child health and also into the ageing and also link through into the medical
technologies and engineering. And then we have languages and social sciences,
where we have a very strong theme of, of European and international politics, and
also the, the linguistics, the translation, the forensic linguistics, the area that they, they
look into. So, we’re really developing world class research against some of those,
really strengthening the world class research in some of those focused areas. So that,
when people hear Aston, they will say, ‘Wow, they do great neuroimaging research,’
or, ‘Wow, they do great research on, on diversity and integration in, in multi-ethnic
communities,’ and things like that. And we’re not there yet. We’re there with some of
them, people do recognise we do some of that, but we’re not, we don’t make a, a big
enough noise or we’re not, you know, coming up as the people people think of as
doing work in those areas, and that’s what we need to change.

[1:18:50]
There’s a, there’s a curious sort of, running theme of, almost linkages...

Yes.

...through much of what you’ve just described, you know, with languages allowing
people to link internationally, linking innovation to actual industry, linking
communities as well. I just wonder, why that particular emphasis?

Well, we’re a small university, and the advantage of being a small university is, we
should be able to get interdisciplinarity working much more effectively, because
nobody is more than, literally more than seven or eight minutes from anybody else in
this university. So we think that’s an opportunity we have that is much harder to
deliver at, you know, Birmingham or Manchester or UCL, where you can be on
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opposite sides of a city or something, or on two campuses. So, that’s an advantage
that we’ve got to somehow take. But, but also, we, we think that we’re able to be
more dynamic and flexible in developing relationships. We’ve got to be, I mean not,
individual research has obviously, we encourage to have as many international
research relationships as they can handle. As a university we need a limited number.
But we can be very dynamic and flexible and, and actually make them happen quite
quickly. And we think that’s going to be a, an important part of the next phase of our
strategy, which is, what those relationships, exactly what those relationships are and
where, and how they’re going to develop. And that’s something that we’re, we’re
about to start discussing at council in about ten days’ time.

[1:20:20]
I guess that brings us up more or less to the present day doesn’t it.

It does indeed, yes.

There was one other question I was going to ask you about which we’ve, over the
period we haven’t talked about, was the King Review which I noticed on your web
page earlier. I was just wondering if you could tell me a little bit about how you got
involved with that.

[pause-eating] Mm. Just after I arrived here at Aston, it was just before the budget in
2007, so I arrived here in, in, at the end of Oct... in, October, and took over as Vice
Chancellor on the 1st of November 2006. Just before the Budget, literally two or three
days before Budget in 2007, we got a call from Gordon Brown’s special adviser to
say, would I chair a review on decarbonising road transport, reducing carbon
emissions from road transport? And he wanted to announce it in the Budget. So it
was a kind of, you know, you have to say, you know, you have to tell us within the
next half hour whether you’ll do it or not. So my PA chased me round the university,
because I was up in engineering talking to, being shown round some of the
engineering school and what they were doing. And, and I had to have these
conversations. So of course you say yes to these things. And, it was enormous fun,
but I did spend a year when I spent, you know, perhaps a couple of days a week in the
Treasury in London with the team. And I had a very dynamic young team, run by, at
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first, well, two different people actually, one for the first half of the report and one for
the second half, but two young economists from the Treasury who were both
extremely good. And then a mixture of secondees from a range of different
departments, one from BIS, one from Defra, where did the other ones come from?
Can’t remember. There were five or six of, five or six of them. And we scoped out
what it was we wanted to look at, and we had lots of, lots of review sessions which
various organisations helped us to set up, with, with researchers in the area, with, with
industry, we met all sorts of different industry groups. And we briefed ministers in
what was then, it wasn’t BIS, it was still, it was BERR, it was Business Enterprise and
Regulatory Reform I think, and it’s now BIS. So we briefed ministers in BERR, in
the Department of Transport, in Defra, because, DECC didn’t exist in those days.
And we briefed Gordon Brown as, when he was Chancellor, and then we briefed
Alistair Darling when he took over as Chancellor from Gordon Brown. So it was
quite interesting kind of going on all these ministerial briefings when, gosh, you, you
were, I was invited to brief the minister, the minister would have kind of, I don’t
know, sometimes five people sat with them, and I would take, one of my review team
would come with me. And this was like a kind of public meeting rather than a
ministerial briefing an individual.
[1:23:46]
One of the things that I, I, I suppose I realised was, they didn’t see you as a friend. I
sort of assumed, I had been asked to do this review and therefore I would be, you
know, I wasn’t the enemy, I wasn’t trying to tell the world that they didn’t understand
or they didn’t believe. I thought this was supposed to be, you know, an input of
advice, and therefore I would have a chance to... And, you know, that they would
want to listen to what I had to say, rather than these terrible formal, these very, well
these strange formal occasions which were terribly defensive. They were terrified you
were going to say something that they wouldn’t be able to reply to or something. I
don’t know terrified, they were, that they were, you know, protected against. And I, I
thought it was going to be an interesting chat. Actually the only one that was an
interesting chat was, was Defra, we briefed Hilary Benn in Defra twice, and Hilary
Benn was genuinely personally very interested. I’m not sure, I’m not saying the
others weren’t personally very interested but, it was the only person... and wanted to
chat about it. The others, they wanted you to make a kind of, presentation, and then
they had some, they knew what you were going to say, they had some sort of prepared
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questions. And if you asked them anything, then one of their team would reply. It
was really, really very formal. Whereas Hilary Benn just wanted a good chat, he
wanted to understand it, he wanted to know what the options were, he wanted to know
what you thought. And that was kind of how I thought they would be. But they
were... And... But they weren’t. But he was sort of immediately engaged with the
subject, and didn’t take it that you just wanted to hear what he had to say and go off
and, tell someone, you know, tell the press that, you know, we had a minister who
didn’t believe... Or whatever. There was no feeling of that. There was feeling that
we genuinely had information he wanted to understand, he was keen you explained it
to him and wanted to ask lots of questions. And so we had two very lively sessions
with him. But, whereas I think when, I think he only had one person from his team
with him, and actually, he did all the talking, but, some of the others were... And
Gordon Brown was genuinely very interested too. Alistair Darling, it wasn’t his
report in a way, he hadn’t commissioned it. He was, that was quite formal. But, but
some of the others were, oh, who was the female, the very young female minister we
had in the Department for Transport in the Labour Government? Very, very sharp
economist, who eventually stepped down, had young children and eventually... She
was, she was a Roman Catholic and there were all these rumours that she was a
member of this strange, rather extreme Roman Catholic, sect or something. She had
rather a hard time. But she, that was the stiffest and most formal, and uncomfortable
one. And I suppose that was because she was a very new minister, she was promoted
to minister very very young. She had this huge kind of, semicircle of people around
her. And, she asked some very sharp questions, but she clearly didn’t want to be, you
know... But it wasn’t a, ‘Oh that’s really interesting, so what are your conclusions?’
kind of chat. It was a, you know, I took her through some slides quite formally and
she, and it was, that was, it was the most uncomfortable one I think. [laughs]

[1:27:01]
What was your key finding?

Well, that, you know, actually there were real opportunities for decarbonising, for
reducing carbon emissions from cars, huge opportunities, which can be, and which
there are a whole range of policy levers that you... And there is a whole range of new
technologies that will deliver new types of hybrid and electric and, possibly even
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hydrogen. And that we needed to do something about moving this forward in the UK.
And I think I have been pleased to see they did, as a result they did increase Vehicle
Excise Duty for higher emission vehicles, and they did fund the Technology Strategy
Board programme for the big low carbon vehicle demonstration that we are running,
that’s still running in the UK at the moment, and I think it has stimulated the
automotive manufacturers... Well first of all we, we kind of think it has stimulated
Nissan to bring the manufacturer of the Nissan Leaf to Sunderland, and also to
commit to investing in a battery factory in Sunderland. And it’s also I think been
influential in encouraging Tata to bring their electric vehicle R&D to the UK as well.
So, I think it has had quite, it has had quite a lot of impact, I’ve been pleased that,
what’s come up from it. I think there is still a long way to go to actually achieve the
emissions reduction.
[1:28:24]
But it also lead to my role on the Committee on Climate Change, which I am very,
very, which I enjoy very much.

Is that still ongoing?

That’s, oh yes, because, the Committee on Climate Change is created under the
Climate Change Act, so, we, we, we trundle along until they, either until they decide
that they don’t want a Climate Change Act, which I hope they don’t, because it has,
you know, it has, it has targets that go up to 2050, or our terms on the committee,
we’re appointed for five years, so, at some point our terms on the committee will
come to an end.

[1:28:58]
Mm. What do you think the prospects are for some legally-binding climate change
law?

Globally?

Mm.
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Well, I think, we’ve reached a very interesting point actually. With the shale gas
discoveries in the US, and, and you know, the oil in the Gulf of Mexico and things,
over the next twenty-five years the, the US becomes much less dependent on imports
for its, for its fossil fuels. It becomes I think probably independent for gas and, much
less dependence for liquid fuels. So that the US loses its interest in the Gulf States
and, and some of the places where it’s intervened militarily quite significantly. But,
Europe probably maintains its dependence, and China increases its oil and gas imports
enormously. And at the same time the US probably at least for a few years continues
to be very sceptical about climate change, and being the party that’s most resistant to
signing up to anything, whereas the Chinese Government is already recognising that
they’re seeing the impact of climate change, and that they need to get engaged, and I
think this last agreement was fairly much driven by the Chinese deciding they had to
step in. So there will come more pressure from China, because they’re already seeing
problems with, with crops and, and they are more and more worried about where their
food’s going to come from. So, Europe and China will become much more natural
allies, both on the oil agenda and, and the stability of the, the Arab countries and the,
and the North African countries. US will kind of withdraw from that almost, because,
it may continue not to care too much about climate change, it’s got plenty of
opportunity to move food production around and whatever. So, we may find that a
very strong link develops between China, other parts of Asia and Europe, driving the
climate change agenda and looking, being concerned about the, the MENA, of the
Middle East, whatever it is, North Africa, and, and Arab countries, and their stability,
because we are so, we will be so reliant on, on imports from them. So I think that,
that actually China will... And China will become the world’s largest economy of
course. So China I think we will find, we will find that China, particularly China with
Europe, will be driving very strongly on the climate change agenda and the
requirement for international collaboration.

Mm.
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[1:32:00]
So, I think that’ll be an interesting geopolitical but also climate change and, and
energy security change that goes on and starts to... And I think we’re starting to see it
happen with, with America, with Obama being so keen to withdraw troops from
Afghanistan and places because, as we go forward, that’s going to be a... And, and
not wanting to, not wanting to be, to be the lead in, you know, in intervening in Libya.
That’s, that’s a very small start of the change in attitude, that they won’t care what
goes on in those countries.

[1:32:35]
I guess that does bring us really very much up to date.

Up to date. Yes.

Yes. And I was just wondering, as closing questions, what do you consider, were there
any particular highlights of your career that you would point out?

Gosh, there are lots of highlights to my career actually.

And it’s still ongoing as well, so it’s...

The King Review’s been a highlight. I really enjoy being part of the Committee on
Climate Change. Working at Rolls Royce was, oh, working at Cambridge was great,
working at Rolls Royce was great. The, the, actually, the MT30 marine gas turbine
going, being funded, was, and getting, winning American orders, has been something
I think is very exciting. I think looking at what my PhD students have done in their
careers is always, you know, it’s always nice to see what they’ve achieved. So, I
wouldn’t say, you know, I wouldn’t say it has one. And, possibly there are still to
come, hopefully there are still, ones still to come, so, yes. But, you know, I like, I
enjoy some of the, lots of the challenges I have at the moment, so... I think it’s
important not to have just one to be honest. [laughs]

[1:33:48]
How have you felt about doing this interview?
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It’s been very interesting actually, very interesting. Yes. It’s a bit self-indulgent.
[laughs] But fun, yes.

How did you feel when you first got the letter in the first place? It’s quite an odd
request, some people have told me.

Yes. Yes, well I think you feel very flattered, that somebody might be interested in
what you’ve achieved and, and how and, you know, what the chronology was and
things. Yes. So. OK? Well shall I give you your microphone back? Thank you very
much.

Thank you.

[End of Track 9]

[End of Interview]
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